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PREFACE.

The publication of this volume has been delayed

longer than may have seemed reasonable to the

wishes of the author's friends. When I was re-

quested to superintend its progress through the

press, I foresaw and stated that other calls, which

would have a prior claim to my attention, would

inevitably much retard it. But the request was

made at a time when my own grief made me doubly

anxious to do any thing that might allay the far

deeper grief of others ; and as it was repeated, not-

withstanding this objection, I did not hesitate to

comply with it. Indeed, but for this, I should joy-

fully have welcomed the opportunity of rendering

any service to the memory of so great and good a

man, a friend whom I so much honoured and re-

vered. There seemed also to be. a kind of propriety

in my undertaking the task, not only on account of

my previous connexion with another great historian

of Rome, but also because the first letter I ever re-

ceived from the author of this work, was written
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IV PREFACE.

for the purpose of making some inquiries about

Niebuhr's history, of which he said he had heard

me speak with much praise. This letter was written

in the year 1 824 ; and to me it is an interesting

recollection, that I should thus have been the means

of introducing Dr. Arnold to a writer, who was to

exercise so powerful an influence over the whole

frame of his thoughts.

The manuscript which was put into my hands was

singularly clear and correct : one might have thought

at first sight, that it was fit for going to the press

immediately. But it proved that the Author's prac-

tice was not to note his references at the time he

was composing his narrative : he used to keep them

to be added afterwards. Hence the only notes under

the text which were found in the manuscript, are

the first nine to the first chapter, and that in

the Basque numerals in p. 393. I conceive that,

after having impregnated his mind with the live-

liest conception he could gain of the events he

was about to record, from a comparison of the ac-

counts given by the ancient writers, he was unwilling

to interi'upt the flow of the narrative by pausing to

examine the details of the documents, and so re-

served all specific remarks on their contents, until

the work was revised after its completion. Else

such a practice would seem to entail a considerable

addition of trouble. But it was also the practice of

another friend of mine, who has enriched our litera-
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tiire with the best of all histories of Greece ; and I

have been informed that it was Niebuhr's practice

also, only that Niebuhr's memory was so prodigious,

he would often insert his references, ^Yith the num-

ber of the book and chapter, and at times with the

words of the original, without feeling any need of

verifying them.

Owing to this cause the work became consider-

ably more arduous than I had anticipated ; at least

for one whose studies during the last ten years had

lain in totally different regions, and who could only

find an hour or two now and then, often at long

intervals, to employ on it. In executing it, I have

been much aided by my connexion and friend, the

Rev. Arthur Stanley, whose devoted love for his

former master made him rejoice in doing any thing

for his remains, and is one among many like noble

monuments to Dr. Arnold's praise. Still, although

through the chief part of the volume the only sources

of information are the regular historians of the

period, there are several statements for which it

took me many hours to discover the authority : and

in some instances, after having abandoned the search

as hopeless, I found the passage required in one of

the historical fragments recently published by Mai.

After all, I have not been able to detect what the

author was referring to in p. 57, where he says, that

a freedman " might go out as a farmer of the taxes

to Sicily," or in ^. 392, where mention is made of a
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story, which " ascribed the foundation of Gades to

Archelaus, the son of Phoenix." Perhaps some

scholar with more learning, and with something

better than a private library at command, may

enable me to supply these omissions in a future

edition. The experience of the author's singular

accuracy, which I have gained from the examination

of his authorities, convinces me that he cannot have

written without some definite ground for his asser-

tions. Doubtless too there is some other authority

than I have been able to find for the statement in

p. 165, that "the older Gaulish chiefs were often

averse to war, when the younger were in favour

of it."

I have made this statement as a sort of apology

for the length of time that this volume has been de-

tained in the press, and to explain why it does not

appear, like its predecessors, with the accompani-

ment of a running commentary, which is so requisite

for the history of any period of antiquity, though

perhaps less so for that of the second Punic war

than of any other. In a very few instances have I

allowed myself to do more than add a reference to

the passages which I conceived the author had in

view; indeed scarcely anywhere, except in pp. 147

and 1 54. Certain materials, which would have been

digested into notes, were found among the author's

papers. Of these, such as appeared fitted for publi-

cation, have been added in the Appendix.
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Now that this volume does at length make its

appearance, I trust that the warmest expectations

entertained hy the author's admirers will be fully

satisfied. To me it seems far the best and most

valuable portion of his history. This may be be-

cause I have been under the necessity of forming a

more intimate acquaintance with it, which is often

no less serviceable to books than to persons. I be-

lieve however that the superiority is real. For in

the first place, the author was entering upon ground

comparatively unbroken : at least it had not just been

exhausted by the mighty intellect which had been

reconstructing the earlier history of Rome. How
strongly the author felt the difficulty of following

one who had said all that could be said about that

period, and who left nothing to be gleaned by such

as came after him, appears from the Preface to the

second volume, where, after the amplest acknow-

ledgment of his obligations to Niebuhr, he speaks

with a magnanimous humility of the inferiority of

his own work. Had Niebuhr lived to write the

history of the second Punic war, it is clear, from the

passage at the beginning of his third volume, where

he says that " Scipio towers above his nation, as

Hannibal above all nations," that he would have

entered upon his task with the resolution of doing

justice to both the competitors in the grandest

struggle ever maintained by a single man ; at least

with the exception of that which Luther, above
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seventeen centuries after, waged also against the

power of Rome. But as it is, Dr. Arnold is the

first extant historian, and, we may fairly believe,

is altogether the first, who has given anything like

an adequate representation of the wonderful genius

and noble character of Hannibal. This representa-

tion however, the reader will observe, is to be found

in the whole course of this volume, rather than in

the summary which concludes it, and which was

written eighteen years before, when the author was

only beginning to work his way out of the mists and

clouds, which for so many ages had hung over the

history of the Roman republic.

Besides, while the laborious avocations of Dr.

Arnold's practical life, which would have worn out

any common man, would not allow him to devote

so much time to his history as would have been re-

quisite to piece together fragments amassed from the

whole surface of ancient literature, into a united and

living body, it was also more congenial to the tone

of his mind, which was rather that of a statesman

than of a philologer or philosopher, to portray the

life of a state in broad definite forms, than to sketch

out an image from seemingly shapeless clouds by

gazing upon them with intent divination. And the

most remarkable among his talents, his singular geo-

graphical eye, which enabled him to find as much

pleasure in looking at a map as lovers of painting in

a picture by Raphael or Claude, comes more into
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play in this volume ; as does also, what must be

intimately connected with that eye, his talent for

military affairs. Even the military genius of Hanni-

bal can hardly have been set on its right ground

before. No reader of this volume will be able to

close it without deploring that the author did not

live to bring the war to its termination.

A strange fatality seems to hang over the history

of .Rome. No people ever wrote their history like

the Romans ; and they wrote it out. Other great

nations have employed a large portion of their in-

tellectual energies in other fields. Of the three an-

cient nations who have exercised a lasting influence

on the destinies of mankind, the Hebrews were ap-

pointed to write their religion on the heart of the

world, and the Greeks wrote their poetry and philo-

sophy : but the Romans from first to last were em-

ployed in writing the history of Rome, and wrote

that history on the face of the whole earth in endur-

ing characters, by their wars, their conquests, their

laws, and their language, the traces of which are to

be seen at this day in the chief part of Europe. They

continued to write their history in larger and larger

characters, from the age of the original monarchy

down to that of Trajan, and even in some sort to that

of Justinian ; and when the mind of the nation was

in its prime, great historians rose up in it, and gave

an image of the history, Avhich their countrymen had

written bv their deeds. But while the chief works of
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the Greek historians have been preserved in singular

completeness, those of the Roman have all become

fragments. Moreover, in modern times, when the

spirit of Rome had again become substantiated in

a man who knew all history and all knowledge,

and who was about to revive and reanimate what

Time had destroyed and scattered, he was cut off in

the middle of his work. And now a second great

writer, whose mind in many respects was peculiarly

qualified to make him the historian of Rome, has

left his work a fragment. After Niebuhr's death,

when an injudicious friend was advising me to com-

plete his history, I replied that it w^ould be as easy

to complete Cologne cathedral. This latter work

seems now about to be accomplished ; and it may

be that a complete history of Rome will in time be

written ; but it will not be Niebuhr's, nor Arnold's.

A great mind comes once, and does not return.

In thinking however of the death of Dr. Arnold,

more especially in the present state of the English

Nation and Church, there are deeper reasons for

sorrow than the non- completion of any merely

literary work. The history of Rome will still be

written ; and when viewed with reference to this

object, the loss occasioned by Dr. Arnold's death can-

not be compared with that which the whole know-

ledge of antiquity sustained by Niebuhr's. Doubtless

too God will raise up men who will be able to do

His work in England in these critical times. But
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there was a mission to which Dr. Arnold seemed

especially called, and for which he was peculiarly

fitted, a mission of the highest importance, which he

executed faithfully and dutifully, and in which he

had few fellow-workers. In an idolatrous age, one

of the men we most need is an idoloclast, to use the

word which Coleridge in his Tombless Epitaph ap-

plies to his ideal self. Such indeed there ever will

be, some frivolous, some reckless ; but the idolo-

clasts whom we need, and who alone will do their

work effectually and beneficially, are such as are at

once zealous and fearless in demolishing the reign-

ing idols, and at the same time animated with a

reverent love for the ideas which those idols car-

nalize and stifle. Such an idoloclast we had in Dr.

Arnold, a dauntless lover of truth, in the midst of

an age when few seek or care for any truth, except

such as seems to pamper their already bloated pre-

dilections and prepossessions. From his unshakable

trust in the God of Truth, under the assurance

that God is Truth, and that Truth can never be

against God, he pursued it boldly, at all risks,

in the spirit of the sublime jirayer, iv ge cpau i<ai

oXtaaov. For he knew that, though he might perish,

God would live ; though he might fall, God would

triumph ; and he felt confident that every time Truth

is purged with a careful and loving hand from the

defilements wherewith the exhalations of the world

are continually crusting her over, her form and features
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will come out in greater beauty and glorj. This

should be the spirit of all men who write, above all

on religion and philosophy; but in England it is very

rare among those who treat on such subjects, what-

ever it may be among men of science. We are so

bound and shackled by all manner of prejudices,

national, party, ecclesiastical, individual, that we

can hardly move a limb freely ; and we are so fenced

and penned in, that few can look out over their

neighbour's land, or up to any piece of sky, except

that which is just over their heads. JVIany too

of our ablest men in these last years, instead of

seeking after truth with loving patience and candour,

have rather emj^loyed their best faculties in deck-

ing out their favorite idol with all the finery and

tinsel which they could scrape together, and in

burning incense before it, until they are wrapt in

a mist, and count the glare of their tapers more

glorious than the noonday sun. At such a time it is

especially wholesome and refreshing to find a man

like Dr. Arnold, who loves the truth, and seeks it,

and speaks it out. I do not mean to profess an

entire agreement with all his opinions: on many

points we differed, more or less ; but whether differ-

ing or agreeing, when I turn from the ordinary theo-

logical or religious writers of the day to one of his

volumes, there is a feeling, as it were, of breathing the

fresh mountain air, after having been shut up in the

morbid atmosphere of a sick room, or in the fumi-
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gated vapours of an Italian church. He did indeed

yearn after truth and righteousness, with yearnings

that could hardly be uttered ; and to hear of false-

hood, to hear of injustice, pained him like a blow.

Therefore was his death felt almost like a personal,

as well as a national loss, from one end of England

to the other. His yearnings now, we may trust,

through the Saviour whom he delighted to glorify,

are stilled with the contemplation of perfect Truth

and jDerfect Righteousness. O that his example and

his teaching may arouse others to a like zeal in the

same most holy cause

!

J. C. Hare.
October 2Qtli, 1843.



ADVERTISEMENT.

It is intended to publish the portion of Roman
history contributed by Dr. Arnold to the "Ency-

clopaedia Metropolitana," between the years 1823

and 18'27, in an additional volume, which will con-

tinue the history from the end of the second Punic

war to the death of Augustus.
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HISTORY OF ROME.

CHAPTER XLI.

STATE OF ITALY AFTER THE ROMAN CONQUEST.

POLITICAL RELATIONS OF THE INHABITANTS, AND

DIFFERENT TENURES OF LAND. LATIN COLONIES.

UoXecrt yap —ineXdovTfS,—Koi vavs Koi "ttitovs koi jxeyiB-q e^ovcrais, oil

BwafievoL eneveyKe'iv ovre eK TToXtretay rt fjLera^oXrjs to 8id(f)opov avro'is, co

TrpocTTjyovTo av, ovT en TrapacrKevfjs 7ToAX<a Kpeicrcrovs ofres, cr<paW6p.(i/ot

fie TO. TrXeio),

—

i]Trnpovv. Thucydides, VII. 55,

The first and second Punic wars were separated chap.

by an interval of two-and-twenty years : and the "^—--^
•^ J J >

Establish-

first Punic war, as we have seen, had lasted for ment of the
Roman do-

a period of exactly the same duration. The end minion over

of the fourth Samnite war, and the final submis-

sion of the Samnites, Lucanians, and Bruttians,

took place ^ eight years before the beginning of

the contest with Carthage; and the treaty Avhich

permanently settled the relations of Rome with

the Etrurians was concluded eight years earlier

still ^. Thus, when Hannibal, in the spring of the

year 537, invaded Etruria, few living Etrurians had

1 In 482 A.u.c. See Vol. II. of ^ In 474 a.u.c. See Vol. II.

this History, XXXVIII. 525. XXXVII. 50L

VOL. III. B
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seen tlieir country independent, except in their

childliood or earliest youth; and all who were still

in the vigour of manhood had been born since it

had become the dependent ally of Rome. And
when, after his victory at the lake Thrasymenus, he

marched into Samnium, and encouraged the Sam-

nites to take up arms once more in their old na-

tional quarrel, fifty-five years had passed since the

Samnites, abandoned by Pyrrhus, and having tried

fortune and hope to the uttermost, had submitted to

the consul Sp. Carvilius Maximus. So in Samnium, as

well as in Etruria, the existing generation had grown

up in peace and alliance with the Romans : and

many a Samnite may have been enriched by the

plunder of Sicily, and must have shared with the

Romans in the memorable vicissitudes of the first

Punic war; in the defeat of Drepanum, and the dis-

astrous shipwrecks which followed it; in the five

years of incessant fighting with Hannibal's father at

Eryx and by Panormus; in the long and painful

siege of Lilybseum; in the brilliant victory of L.

Metellus ; and in the final triumph of C. Lutatius at

the Agates. It is true, that fifty-five years of con-

strained alliance had not extinguished the old feel-

ings of hatred and rivalry ; and the Samnites joined

Hannibal, as a hundred and fifty years afterwards

they joined the younger Marius, against the same

enemy, the dominion of the Roman aristocracy. But

that their rising was not universal ^, nor persisted in

' The Pentrian Samnites, that of the Matese, in whose territory

is to say, the Samnites on the north ^Esernia had formerly been, and
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with more desperate resolution; that Etriiria, with cftap.

some doubtful exceptions *, offered no encouragement •—v

—

to the Carthaginian general ; that the fidelity of

Picenum, of Umbria, of the Vestinians, Marsians,

Pelignians, Marrucinians, and Sabines never wavered

;

that the " Latin name" remained true to a man ; and

that even in Campania the fidelity of Nola and of

Cuma was as marked as the desertion of Capua;

—

all this is to be attributed mainly to the system of

government which the Romans had established after

their conquest of Italy, and which, so far as it can

be traced, we must now proceed to examine in

its complicated details. Not that we should by any

means regard this system of government as a

constitution founded upon justice, and granting to

all whom it embraced within its range the benefits

of equal law. Its praise is rather, that it secured

the Roman dominion, without adopting the extreme

measures of tyranny ; that its policy was admirable,

its iniquity and oppression not intolerable. And so

small a portion of justice has usually been dealt to

the mass of mankind, that their highest hopes have

commonly aspired to nothing more than an escape

from extravagant tyranny. If life, and property, and

female honour, and domestic, national, and religious

who still held Bovianum, did not the battle of Cannae. Livy, XXII.
revolt from Rome at all. See 24.

Livy, XXII. 61. A wealthy Sam- "^ Such as the alleged disaffec-

nite of Bovianum, Numerius De- tion of the people of Arretium in

cimius, distinguished himself on the eleventh year of the second

the Roman side, in an action Punic war, which however dis-

fought by M. Minucius against played itself in no overt acts.

Hannibal, in the year preceding Livy, XXVII. 21. 24.

B 2
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CHAP, feelings, have not been constantly and capriciously

'—V—
' invaded and outraged, lesser evils have been con-

tentedly endured. Political servitude, a severe con-

scription, and a heavy taxation, habitual arrogance on

the part of the governors, and occasional outbreaks

of insolence and cruelty, have been considered no

less incident to the condition of humanity, than the

visitations of poverty, disease, and death. The do-

minion of the Romans over the people of Italy there-

fore, as it allowed the ordinary enjoyment of many

rights, and conferred some positive advantages, was

viewed by its subjects, notwithstanding its constant

absoluteness and occasional tyranny, as a condition

quite as likely, if overthrown, to be changed for the

worse as for the better.

Aiistocrati- " The Lacodsemonians," says Thucydides ^ " main-
tal character , ' -i ,-> • ,-i • it i i ^ •

of the tained their supremacy over their allies, by taking

verei^ty! caro that ail oligarchy such as suited their own in-

terests should be every where their allies' form of

government." This also was one of the means by

which the Romans secured their dominion in Italy.

They universally supported ^ the aristocratical party,

and thus made the principal inhabitants of every

city willing instruments to uphold their sovereignty

;

a fact which alone would prove, if the point were

^ I. 19. 76. 144. same thing already existing in the
® In the second Punic war, Samnite wars : where some of the

Livy says, " unus velut morbus Ausonian aristocracy betray their

invaserat omnes Italiae civitates, cities to the Romans, and the
ut plebes ab optimatibus dissen- Lucanian aristocracy is attached
tirent ; senatus Romanis faveret, to the Roman alHance, wliile the
piel)s ad Poenos rem traheret." popular party favour the Samnites.

XXIV. 2. So it was at Nola

;

See Vol. II. of this History, pp.
Livy, XXIII. 15. But we have the 240.329.
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otherwise doubtful, that the constitution of Rome chap.

itself, even since the passing of the Hortensian *—v

—

>

laws, was much more an aristocracy than a demo-

cracy.

I have said that the Roman dominion in Italy i'^ 'i*^^'^^-

•' tages.

allowed its subjects the ordinary enjoyment of many
rights, and conferred on them some positive advan-

tages. Moreover, it held out to them hoj3es more

or less definite of rising to a higher political condi-

tion hereafter. These three points will give us the

fair side of the Roman sovereignty, and they shall

now be considered in order.

I. According: to the s^eneral practice of the an- Ancient
" o ± riglits retain

cient world, the relation between Rome and her <?d under it.

Italian subjects was nominally that of alliance ; and

the very term alliance implies something of distinct-

ness; for the members of the same commonwealth

cannot be each other's allies. Thus it is understood

at once, that most of the Italian states retained

their municipal independence : they had their own

magistrates ; they could pass laws for their internal

government ; and their ancient ^ laws of inheritance,

and marriage, as well as their criminal law, were still

preserved in full force. But this applies only to

single states, or to the separate parts of a nation

;

7 The Latins retained some pe- Roman creditors to evade their

cuiiar laws relating to marriage, own law, by nominally transfer-

till they obtained the full Roman ring their debts to a Latin, who
franchise after the great Italian according to his law might exact a

war in the middle of the seventh greater rate of interest than was
century. A. Gellius, IV. 4. And permitted at Rome. Livy, XXXV.
their law of interest, being differ- 7.

ont from that of Rome, enabled
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^XLi^'
^^^ every thing like a national council or diet was

—^
—

' carefully prohibited. Arretium, Perusia, and Vola-

terrae, might each legislate for themselves; but

we hear no more of any general congress of the

Lucumones or chiefs of the whole Etruscan nation

at the temple of Voltumna. Nay, in some recorded

instances ^ and probably in many others not re-

corded, the several states or districts of the same

nation were so isolated from each other, that the

citizens of one could neither intermarry with, nor

inherit, nor purchase land, from those of another.

Thus the allies were left in possession of their muni-

cipal independence ; but all free national action

amongst them was totally destroyed.

II. Besides the benefits which the Roman domi-

nion did not take away from its subjects, there

were some others which it conferred upon them,

and which they could not have enjoyed without

it. The first and greatest of these was the ex-

tinction of internal war. From the Rubicon to

the straits of Messana, there were no more of the

intolerable miseries of a plundering border warfare,

no more wasting of lands, driving away of cattle,

burning of houses, and carrying off the inhabitants

into slavery. Those cities which had survived the

Roman conquest, were thenceforward secure from

destruction: their gods would still be worshipped

in their old temples; their houses were no longer

^ As in the case of the Latins nite war, Livy, IX. 43 ; and of the

after the great Latin war ; Livy, Macedonians, after the battle of

Vin. 14 ; of the Hernicans, after Pydna, Livy, XLV. 29.

their revolt, in the second Sam-

Benefits

conferred

by it.
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liable to be laid in ruins by a victorious enemy; chap.

their people would not be massacred, made slaves, '

—

'—
or scattered over the face of the earth, and their

very name and memory extinguished. The Ame-
ricans feel truly that, whatever may be the incon-

veniences of their fedeml union, it has still the

inestimable advantage of banishing war from the

whole of their vast continent ; and this blessing Avas

conferred on ancient Italy by the Roman dominion,

and was so far even more valuable, as wars between

independent states in the ancient world were far

more frequent than now, and produced a far greater

amount of human misery.

Again, the allies of Rome, while they escaped

the worst miseries of war, were enabled by the

great power of their confederacy to reap largely its

advantages. In the plunder of Sicily the Italian

allies and the Roman legions shared equally; and

after the fourth Samnite war the Campanians re-

ceived as their share of the spoil a large portion of

the coast ^ of the Gulf of Salerno, which had for-

merly belonged to the Samnites. Individuals also

amongst the allied states might enjoy the benefits

of an occupation of the Roman domain land; a

privilege which w'ould naturally bind many of the

wealthiest families throughout Italy to the Roman

^ This appears from the state- 45. As the coast of the Gulf of
ment, that the Roman colonies of Salernum had originally belonged
Salernum and Biixentum, founded to the Samnites, we may conclude
after the second Punic war, were that the Campanians obtained it

settled on land which had be- as their share of the spoil after

longed to Capua. Livy, XXXIV. the third or fourth Samnite war.
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CHAP, interest, some already possessing it, and others
XLI.

lioj)ing to obtain it.

Sjit!''' Ill- With these actual benefits, the Roman do-

minion also held out hopes to its subjects of rising

sooner or later to a higher political condition. The

regular steps appear to have been, that an allied

state should first receive the Roman franchise with-

out the right of voting; and after the lapse of

years these imperfect citizens gradually gained the

full franchise, and were either formed into one or

more new tribes, or were admitted into one of the

tribes already existing. It is true that the first step

in this process was generally an unwelcome one;

because it involved, under ordinary circumstances,

the forfeiture of all municipal independence, and

the entire adoption of a foreign system of law. But

there were cases in which it was stripped of these

degradations, and became, as far as appears, a mere

benefit : such seems to have been the condition of a

large portion of the Campanians at the beginning of

the second Punic war. Capua at that time was beyond

all doubt municipally independent: it had its own

laws and magistrates, and its own domain lands "*

:

yet it is no less certain that the Campanian aristo-

cracy at any rate were Roman citizens in all re-

spects, except in the right of suffrage ". Other allied

states might exf>ect the same reward of their con-

tinued fidelity : and from this condition the advance

to the full franchise was always to be looked for in

" Livv.XXIII.S, foil. XXVIII. " Livy, VIII. 14. See Niebuhr,

46.
"

Vol. II. note 136.
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the course of time ; and would in all probability chap.

have been the reward of Capua itself, had the Cam- '—^

—

panians devoted their whole strength to the sup-

port of Rome after the battle of Cannae, instead of

opening their gates to Hannibal.

Living in such a state, with so much not taken us oppres-

from them, with so much given to them, and with
^"'*'°''*^-

the hope of one day obtaining so much more ; and

being farther bound to their sovereigns by geogra-

phical position in all cases, and in most by some-

thing of an acknowledged affinity in race and lan-

guage, the Roman allies had many inducements to

acquiesce in their actual condition, and to regard

themselves as united indissolubly with Rome, whe-

ther for better or for worse. But they had also

much to bear ; nor can we wonder if the descend-

ants of C. Pontius, or Gellius Egnatius, or Stimius

Statilius, or of the Calavii of Capua, should have

thought life intolerable under the absolute domi-

nion of that people, against whom their fathers had

fought in equal rivalry. England for many gene-

rations upheld a system of domestic slavery in her

colonies, while her own law so abhorred it, that

any slave landed upon English ground became im-

mediately a freeman. What the four seas were to

England, that the line running round the city at the

distance of a mile from the walls, was to Rome

:

it was the boundary between law and despotism.

Within this precinct the sentences of the magistrates

were the sentence of the law {legitima judicia) ; and

their power was controlled by the sacred interposi-
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tion of the tribunes. But without this limit all

was absolute dominion, imperium : there the magis-

trate wielded the sword with full sovereignty ; and

judicial sentences were held to proceed, not from

the law, but from his personal power, so that their

validity lasted in strictness no longer than the dura-

tion of his authority. Even Roman citizens had no

present protection from this tyranny ; they had only

the resource of seeking for redress afterwards from

the courts of Rome. But the allies had not even

this relief, except in cases of extraordinary atrocity

:

for the imperium of the Roman magistrates con-

ferred a plenitude of dominion over the persons and

property of the subjects of Rome: any thing might

be done on the plea of the service of the Roman

people, or of maintaining the dignity of its officers

;

and the least opposition was held to be rebellion.

Therefore, although barefaced robberies of private

property were as yet mostly restrained by public

opinion, which would not allow a magistrate to use

his power for purposes of personal plunder
;
yet acts

of insolence and cruelty, far more galling than any

mere spoliations of property, were no doubt frequent

from the very beginning of the Roman dominion

over Italy, and arose partly out of the very position

of the Roman officers with respect to the allies, and

partly out of the inherent coarseness and arrogance

of the Roman national character.

Differences Thus far WO havo considered the subjects or allies

dition oflhe of Rouie, iu tlioir relations to Rome generally,

without noticing any differences in their condition,
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which distinguished them more or less from each
other

; indeed, in that distant view of the sixth cen-
tury of Rome, which is all that we are permitted
to enjoy, these differences are scarcely percejjtible

;

greatly as they must have affected the internal state

of the Italian people, yet in their recorded outward
movements we see scarcely any thing but the equal
working of the Roman power, which all were alike

obliged to obey. The treaties which fixed the rela-

tions of the several allied states with Rome, varied

considerably in their conditions. Camerinum in

Umbria, and Heraclea on the Ionian Sea, are noticed
as having treated with the Romans on almost equal
terms '^

; and Etruria, making peace at the very mo-
ment when Pyrrhus was advancing victoriously upon
Rome, must surely have secured more favourable

conditions, than could be obtained by the exhausted
Samnites and Lucanians, when in utter helplessness

they submitted to their triumphant enemy. But we
neither know what these differences were, nor, if we
did, would the knowledge be of much importance,

without much fuller information on the other points

than we can now ever recover. One great distinction

however claims the attention of the most general

history,—that which separated all the other Italian

allies from those of the Latin name.

When Mago brought to Carthage the tidings of

the victory of Canna?, and told the council how, not

only the Bruttians and Apulians, but even some of

'2 Livy, XXVIII. 46. Camer- manis essent. On Heraclea, see
tes, quum aequo foedere cum Ro- Cicero pro Arch. c. 4.
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<\?AP. the Lucanians and Samnites, and above all the great

'—^—
' citj of Cajiua itself, had in consequence of it joined

the Carthaginians, the leader of the party opposed

to Hannibal is represented as asking, whether a sin-

gle people of the Latin name had revolted, or a

single citizen of the thirty-five tribes deserted to the

enemy '^? Unfaithfulness to Rome was thought to

be not more impossible in her very citizens than in

her Latin allies : Samnium and Capua might revolt

;

but the fidelity of the Latin name was never to be

shaken. What then were the ties which bound the

two nations together so indissolubly ?

The Latin Jn ordor to answer this question, we must first ex-
uamc. '

plain what was meant in the sixth century of Rome
by the " Latin name." Now if we remember that

almost all the cities of ancient Latium were long

since become Roman, so that scarcely any except

Tibur and Prseneste could any longer be included

under the name of allies, we may wonder how the

Latin name could still be si3oken of as so powerful,

or where could be found those eighty-five thousand

Latins, who were returned as able to bear arms in

the census of the great Gaulish war '*.

Its extent. The answer is, that the Latin name was now
extended far beyond its old geographical limits, and

was represented by a multitude of flourishing cities

scattered over the whole of Italy, from the frontier

of Cisalpine Gaul to the southern extremity of

AjDulia. The people of the Latin name in the sixth

'3 Livy, XXIII. 12. '^ Polybius, II. 24.
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century of Rome were not the Tiburtines merely, chap.

and the Praenestines '^, but the inhabitants of Circeii *—.—

—

and Ardea on the old coast of Latium, of Cora and

Norba on the edge of the Volscian highlands, of

Fregellae and Interamna in the valley of the Liris, of

Sutrium and Nepete under the Ciminian hills, of

Cales, Suessa Aurunca, and Saticula on the edge of

the Campanian plain, of Alba in the country of the

Marsians, of ^Esernia and Beneventum in the heart

of Samnium, of Narnia and Spoletum in Umbria, of

Lucina and Venusia in or close to the frontiers of

Apulia, of Hadria and Firmum in Picenum, and

finally of Brundisium, far to the south, where the

Adriatic opens into the Ionian Sea, and of Ariminum

on the frontiers of the Cisalpine Gauls, where the

Apennines first leave the shores of the Adriatic, and

make room for the vast plain of Northern Italy ^^.

All these states, with others which I have not no-

ticed, formed the Latin name in the sixth century;

not that they were Latins in their origin, or con-

nected with the cities of the old Latium : on the

contrary they were by extraction Romans ; they

were colonies founded by the Roman people, and

consisting of Roman citizens : but the Roman govern-

ment had resolved, that in their political relations

they should be considered, not as Romans, but as La-

tins ; and the Roman settlers, in consideration of the

advantages which they enjoyed as colonists, were con-

's See Vol. II. p. 160, foil. on the Jus Latii, in the Philo-
'6 Livy, XXVII.9,10. Savigny, logical Museum, I. 15G.
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Privileges

belonging

Its relation

to Rome.

tent to descend politically to a lower condition than

that which they had received as their birthrig-ht.

The states of the Latin name, whether cities of

old Latium or Roman colonies, all enjoyed their

own laws and municipal government, like the other

allies ; and all were, like the other allies, subject to

the sovereign dominion of the Romans. They were

also so much regarded as foreigners, that they could

not buy or inherit land from Roman citizens; nor

had they generally the right of intermarriage with

Romans. But they had two jjeculiar privileges : one,

that any Latin who left behind him a son in his own

city, to perpetuate his family there, might remove to

Rome, and acquire the Roman franchise; the other,

that every person who had held any magistracy or

distinguished office in a Latin state, might become

at once a Roman citizen. So that in this manner

all the principal families in the Latin cities had

a definite prospect assured to them of arriving in

time at the rights of citizens of Rome.

Yet it is remarkable that when twelve of the

Latin colonies, in the middle of the second Punic

war, renounced the sovereignty of Rome, the consuls

in their remonstrance with them are represented as

appealing, not to their peculiar political privileges,

but to their sense of duty and gratitude towards

their mother country. "They were originally Ro-

mans, settled on lands conquered by the Roman

arms for the very purpose of rearing sons to do their

country service ; and whatever duties children owed

to their parents, were owed by them to the common-
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wealth of Rome ^^" And as no aa^e made a son, chap.
XLI

according to the Roman law, independent of his ^-^-v—

'

father, but entire obedience was ever due to him,

without any respect of the greater or less benefits

which the son might have received from his kind-

ness, so the Romans thought that the allegiance of

their colonies was not to depend on a sense of the

advantages which their connection with Rome gave

to them, but was a plain matter of duty. When
they called on the Campanians not to desert them

after the battle of Cannse, they appealed to their

gratitude for the boon of political or social privi-

leges :
" We gave you," they said, " the enjoyment

of your own laws, and to a great proportion of your

people we communicated the rights of our own

franchise 'I" How different is this language from

the simple admonition to the Latin colonies, "that

they were the children of Rome, and should render

to their parent a child's obedience
!"

Yet the sense of filial duty might have been Comiition of
•^ ° the Latin

quickened in the Latin colonies by a recollection of colonies.

what they owed to Rome, and how much of their

jDolitical existence depended on her protection. The

colonists of Beneventum and ^Esernia, of Luceria

and Spoletum, were not the only inhabitants of

those cities : they had not been sent as settlers into

a wilderness, where every work of man around them

was to be their own creation. According to the

Roman notions of a colony, they had been sent to

'' Livy, XXVII. 9. '« Livy, XXIII. 5.
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^^P- occupy cities already built and inhabited, to enter

—•'
—

' into the possession of lands which man's labour had

long since made productive. They were to be the

masters and citizens of their new city and its terri-

tory, while the old inhabitants were to be their sub-

jects, and strangers, as it were, in their own land.

And as long as they remained true to their duties as

Roman colonies, the power of Rome would maintain

their dominion : but if Rome no longer upheld them,

there was no slight danger of their being expelled by

the old population of the colony, aided, as the latter

would soon be, by their countrymen in the neigh-

bouring cities; and Beneventum and jEsernia would

then no longer be Latin colonies, but return to their

old condition of independent states of Samnium.

It may be asked however, why the Romans re-

fused to their own colonies the private rights, at any

rate, of Roman citizens ; and as in some instances

colonies of Roman citizens were founded, why was

not this made the general rule, and why were the

great majority of the colonies obliged to content

themselves with the name and franchise of Latins ?

I do not believe that any existing ancient writer has

answered this question directly ; and the uncertain

history of the early times of Rome embarrasses our

conjectures. But it is probable that colonies founded

during the equal alliance between Rome and Latium,

such as Norba and Ardea, were properly Latin cities,

to which the Latins sent colonists equally with the

Romans ; so that they did not belong exclusively to

Rome. It is more difficult to understand why Su-
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trium and Nepete, colonies planted on the Etrurian chap.

frontier, and at a period when the old Latin alliance '—v

—

Avas virtually at an end, still received the Latin

franchise, and not the Roman ; and why Cales, and

the other colonies founded after the great Latin

M^ar, were colonies, not of the Roman, but of the

Latin name. We may suppose, perhaps, that in all

these settlements the population of the colony was

mixed from the beginning ; colonists from Latin

cities, some of wdiich were always friendly to Rome,

beinof amonsfst the original settlers : and after the

Latin Avar, we may conceive that there were many

Latins, whom, either as a reward or a precaution, the

Romans may have been glad to establish in a colony

out of their own country. We may understand also,

that as the Roman colonists were often taken, not

only from the class of poorer citizens, but also from

the freedmen, the government would be glad to get

them off from the roll of Roman citizens, which

could only be done by their consenting to join a

Latin colony, in consideration of its providing them

with a grant of land. And generally, as the country

of a Greek or a Roman was essentially a single

city, it was natural that men leaving that city, and

settling in another at a distance, should in the

common course of tilings cease to be citizens of

their old country. In the Greek colonies the con-

nexion Avas broken off altogether: but, as this

would have defeated the very purposes for Avliich

Rome founded hers, it Avas not entirely severed,

but exchanged for the relation of subject and sove-

VOL. III. c
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CHAP, reig-n, or, in the Roman language, of child and

'^—
^. parent.

Subjects of Besides the allies and the Latin name, there

joyhlgthe was yet a third class of Roman subjects, those who

chleofthe were Romans in their private rights, but not in

the jurisdk- their political, who possessed the rights of inter-
tion of prse- . i c • i • i. i />ii
fects. marriage, and or nihentance or purchase or land

by mancipation, connubium, and commercium, but

had no vote in the comitia, and were ineligible to

all public offices of authority. This condition, al-

though it was often a preparatory step to receiving

the full Roman franchise, was yet in itself con-

sidered far inferior to that of the allies or of the

Latin name, inasmuch as it implied the complete

forfeiture of all a nation's laws and institutions, and

a complete adoption of the laws and customs of

Rome. It was a natural consequence of this state,

that it did away all municipal government. A people

thus become subject to Rome had properly no

magistrates of its own : such public officers as it

still retained had merely an honorary office : they

were to superintend the sacrifices, preside at festi-

vals, and direct other matters of pageantry and cere-

monial. The administration of justice was vested

in the hands of a pra^fect sent from Rome ; and dis-

tricts so governed were proj^erly called prsefectures.

These praefectures were probably very numerous

all over Italy ; for the magistrates of the cities had

no jurisdiction beyond the city walls ; and even

in the territory of the colonies themselves, the

country district was called a prsefecture, although
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in these cases the prsefect Avas not sent from Rome, chap.

but appointed by the colony. It is possible that ^—^—
this may explain what otherwise seems so puzzling,

the application of the terms prsefectura and muni-

cipium to the same places, and that too in cases

w^here municipium undoubtedly expresses the ex-

istence of a municipal government, as at Cumse,

Fundi, and Formiae ^\ In these instances the towns

were municipia, and had their own magistrates ; but

the country around them may have been a prsefec-

ture ; and the pra3fect was not ajipointed, as in the

colonies, by the government of what may be called

its local capital, but was sent immediately from

Rome.

This intermixture of different kinds of govern- Various
tenures of

ment, within the same geographical limits, may lead laad.

us to consider another point of some importance

;

the variety of the tenures of land, which the Ro-

man conquest had introduced into every part of

Italy ; so that in each separate country, for instance

in Etruria, Umbria, Samnium, or Lucania, as there

were great differences of political condition, so also

was there the greatest diversity in the tenures of

property. There might be found every where three

sorts of land,— 1st, Land held by the old inhabit-

ants, whether it had never been forfeited, or, if

forfeited at the period of their conquest, formally

restored to them by the Roman government ; 2dly,

Land held by a Roman or Latin colony, by grant

'^ Festus, V. Prsefecturse.

c2
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^xij^' from the Roman people ; and, 3dly, Land still held
'

' by the Roman people as domain, whether it was

let or farmed by the government, or was in the

occupation of individuals, whether Romans, La-

tins, or Italians of other nations. We have no

Domesday-book of Italy remaining, which would

enable us to determine the relative proportion of

these three kinds of land ; but the amount of the

third kind, or domain land, was absolutely enor-

mous ; for the Roman people retained their full

right of property, as we have seen before, in all

land occupied (possessus) by individuals ; whereas

a large proportion of the manors which Domesday-

book records as belonging to the crown, when

granted, as they soon were, to private persons, ceased

to be domain, and became to all intents and pur-

poses private property. Thus in England, and in

other countries of modern Europe, the domain lands

have become gradually less and less extensive ; but

as at Rome nothing could alienate them except a

regular assignation, and as various circumstances

from time to time added to their amount, on the

whole their extent went on increasing rather than

diminishing ; and we are astonished at the vast pro-

portion of domain land belonging to the common-

wealth, even at the end of the seventh century, all

of which would have come within the disposal of a

general agrarian law.

Effects of The later effects of these enormous tracts of

land on the domalu land are well known, and will require our
state of •in f 1 1 • • 1

Italy. notice hereafter. But from the begninmg they
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must have greatly injured the spirit and life of ^^^j^-

Italy. The whole spring of social and civil activity
' ^

—

in the ancient world lay in its cities ; and domain

land and cities could not exist together. Towns,

therefore, which had been taken at the first con-

quest of the country, and their inhabitants mas-

sacred or sold for slaves, becoming in many instances

the domain of the conqueror, were condemned to

perpetual desolation. Their old population was dis-

persed or destroyed ; and the wealthy Roman, who

became the occupant of their territory, allowed a

large part of it perhaps to lie waste, and settled

the slaves whom he employed in cultivating the

remainder, rather in farm buildings or workhouses

in the country, than in the houses of the old town.

Thus a scanty and scattered slave population suc-

ceeded in the place of those numerous free cities,

which, small as they were, yet well answered the

great object of civil society, in bringing out at once

the faculties and affections of mankind ; while by

the frequent interposition of these large and blank

districts, the free towns which were left became

more isolated, and their resources diminished, be-

cause they too had lost a part of their territory to

the conqueror. The larger cities had in many in-

stances become Latin colonies, and were lost to

their old nation: and thus, when the Samnites joined

Hannil)al, it was like the insurrection of a peasantry,

where all the fortresses are in possession of the

enemy. Beneventum and iEsernia, the principal cities

remaining in Samnium, were Latin colonies, or in
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CHAP, other words Roman garrisons; the Samnite towns
—:——

' were all inconsiderable ; and as soon as Hannibal's

protection was withdrawn, the first Roman army

which invaded the country recovered them almost

without resistance.

IVIany questions might be asked concerning the

state of Italy, to which the above sketch contains

no answer. Many indeed I could not answer satis-

factorily; and the discussion of doubtful points of

law or antiquities, where the greatest men have been

unable to arrive at any certain conclusion, seems

to me to encumber history, rather than illustrate

it. Some points I have forborne to notice at pre-

sent, because their bearing on the general course of

the story is not yet manifest. I have wished, not

to write an essay on the condition of ancient Italy

in the abstract, but to connect my notices of it with

the history of the period, that this chapter may
catch some portion of the interest attached to Han-

nibal's great invasion; whilst it may render the

narrative of that invasion more intelligible, and may
enable me to pursue it with fewer interruptions.

Meantime we must follow the course of events

abroad and at home, through the two and twenty

years which still separate us from the beginning of

the expedition of Hannibal.



CHAPTER XLII.

GENERAL HISTORY FROM THE FIRST TO THE SECOND

PUNIC WAR. ILLYRIAN WAR. GREAT GAULISH IN-

VASION. MUSTER OF THE FORCES OF ALL ITALY.

DEFEAT OF THE GAULS. ROMAN INVASIONS OF

CISALPINE GAUL. M. MARCELLUS AND C. FLAMINIUS.

A.U.C. 513 TO 535. A.c. 241 to 219.

Already at the end of the first Punic war some chap.

eminent Romans were in their full manhood, whose ^—^,—

^

. . •1.11 n Eminent
names are endurmgly associated with the events of Romans of

the second. Q. Fabius Maximus, the great dictator,

" who by his caution saved the Roman state," was

consul eight years after the conclusion of the treaty

with Carthage; Q. Fulvius Flaccus, the conqueror

and butcher of Capua, obtained his first consulship

four years earlier, in the year 517; and M. Claudius

Marcellus, the conqueror of Syracuse, must have

been thirty years old at the end of the first Punic

war, had already won honours by his personal

prowess as a soldier in Sicily, and had held the

office of curule sedile. The earliest Roman historians,

C. Fabius Pictor, and L. Cincius Alimentus, must

have been at this time old enough to retain some

impression of things around them ; Nsevius, the

earliest known Roman poet, had served in the last
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CHAP, war in Sicily ; Livius Andronicus, the oldest drama-

^ '-^
tist, brought liis first piece iii3on the sta^e in the

A.U.C. 513.
' o AX o

A.c. 241.
* very year after the conclusion of the war. Han-

nibal himself, whose genius was to be the mover

and controller of the future invasion of Italy, was

already born ; but he was as yet an innocent child,

only six years old, playing in his father's house at

Carthage.
State of

'j'ljg transition from war to peace, which we re-
Rome after a '

the war. member five or six and twenty years ago, after a

contest of very nearly the same length as the first

Punic war, brought rather an increase than an abate-

ment of embarrassment. A great stimulant was

withdrawn; but a great burden remained to be

borne; and the end is not yet manifest. But no

sooner do the marks of battles pass away from the

fields where they were fought, than the effects even of

an exhausting war were shaken off in ancient times by

nations not yet fallen into decline ; because wars in

those days were not maintained at the expense of

posterity. The sole debt which Rome had con-

tracted had been incurred for the building of her

last fleet ; and this could be paid off immediately by

the Carthaginian contributions. Population repairs

its losses with wonderful rapidity ; and to the domi-

nions which the Romans had possessed before the

war, was now added the greatest portion of Sicily.

Q. Lutatius, the brother and successor of the consul

who had won the decisive victory of the ^Kgates,

passed the whole summer of his consulship in Sicily

after the conclusion of the peace, and settled the
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future condition of the Roman part of the island '.
<^'?/\P-

Sicily was the earliest Roman province ; and in it ^^^^f^
was first exhibited that remarkable system of pro- a.c. 241.

vincial government, which was gradually extended

over so large a part of the ancient world. The

peculiar character of this system did not consist in

the absolute dominion of the Roman magistrates

;

for their power was no less uncontrolled in Italy

itself, everywhere beyond the immediate precinct of

Rome, than it could be in the j:)rovinces. But the

nations of Italy, like the allies of Lacednemon, aided

the sovereign state with their arms, and paid no

tribute ; while the provinces were disarmed, like the

allies of Athens, and served their sovereign with

their money, and not with their men. Hence the

perpetual difference in Roman law between land in

Italy and land in the provinces ; that the former

might be held by individuals as their freehold, and

was liable to no payments of tithe or land tax ; while

the property of the latter was vested solely in

the Roman people. When we hear that a Sicilian

state had its forfeited lands restored to it ^, this

means only that they were restored subjected to the

sovereign rights of the conqueror ; and therefore they

were still burdened with the payment of tithes, as an

acknowledgment that they were not held by their

possessors in full property.

No sooner was the provincial system established Sources of

. c<- -1 •
wealth

in Sicily, than the monied men of Rome, the famous opened
the fan

wealth
to

iirmers

of the reve-

nues.

' Zonaras, VIII. 17. ^ Cicero in Verrein, III. G.
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CHAP. Publicani, beffan to flock over to the island to farm
XLII. ' *=

Vrr^-TT:; the tithes and the various other revenues which came
A.U.Cola.
A.C.241. in from a province to the Roman people. Then

were opened all those sources of acquiring wealth at

the expense of the provincials, which rich or influen-

tial Roman citizens drained so unsparingly. IVIany

Sicilian states were hindered from buying land in

each other's territories ^ ; but the Roman could

purchase everywhere ; and competition being thus

restricted, he was enabled to purchase at greater

advantage. If any state, or any individual in it, had

sustained losses which disabled them from paying

what they owed to the government at the appointed

time, a wealthy Roman was always ready to lend

them money ; and as the Roman law of interest did

not extend to the provinces, he lent it on his own

terms, and availed himself of the necessities of the

borrower to the utmost. Even in common com-

mercial transactions the Roman merchant in the

provinces came into the market with great advan-

tages. If he wished to buy, a provincial would

often be afraid to bid against him : if he sold at a

high price, the provincial dealers in the same com-

modity would be afraid to undersell him. The

money thus gained by Roman citizens in the pro-

vinces gave them influence at Rome ; and this again

made their friendship or enmity of importance to the

Roman provincial governors. Thus they were armed

not only with the general authority of the Roman

3 Cicero in Verrem, II. 50. III. 40.
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name, but with the direct countenance and support chap.

of the Roman magistrates ; and those magistrates ^_L,__/

held the lives and properties of the provincials at a.c. 241.'

their absolute disposal.

While the wealthy had these means afforded them Two new
tribes ruiS"

of becoming more wealthy, the end of a long war ing tiVe

seemed a fit season for rewarding the faithful services thiityfive.

of some of the poorer citizens, and of the subjects of

the commonwealth. I have already noticed the large

assignation of lands which took place somewhere

about this period, and for the direction of which no

fewer than fifteen commissioners were appointed.

And the censors of the year 513 created two new
tribes of Roman citizens, the Quirinian and the

Velinian*, containing, as the names show, the Sabines

of the neighbourhood of Cures and of the valley of

the Velinus, and the people possibly of some other

towns and districts also. These new tribes raised

the whole number of tribes to thirty-five : and none

were ever added afterwards. Nearly sixty years had

elapsed since the last creation of two tribes, the

Aniensian and Terentine, between the second and

third Samnite wars. But before another period of

sixty years could elapse, Hannibal's invasion had so

changed the state of Italy and of the Roman peoj)le,

that the old practice was never again repeated ; and

thus the Roman tribes remained fixed at the number

of thirty-five, rather from accident, as I believe, than

from deliberate design.

* Livy, Epitom. XIX.
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CHAP. But the remedy in human aiFairs is seldom com-
XLTI

v-L..—^ mensurate with the evil. Neither the assisrnation of
A.U.C. 513.

A.c. 241 !' lands by the fifteen commissioners, nor the grant of
Destruction nT-» c i« • /»ioi'
of agricuitu- the full Romau franchise to a portion of the oabme
ral labourers t i p i

supplied by people, could compensate to Italy for the wide

destruction of the poorest classes of free citizens

occasioned by the naval losses of the first Punic war.

" The Romans," says Polybius \ " lost in battle and

by shijDwreck, in the course of the Avar, no fewer than

700 quinqueremes." They lost besides, at one time,

nearly 800 corn ships in the great storm which

wrecked the two fleets of L. Junius, on the south

coast of Sicily, in the year 505. Now the seamen,

as is well known, were taken exclusively from the

poorest class of freemen ; from those who, in many

instances, no doubt, like the corresponding class in

Greece, lived only by their labour ; who in Etruria,

esjDecially, and elsewhere, resembled the Coloni, so

well known from the law books of the later empire,

a class of men humble and dependent, but not slaves.

As the war drained this class more and more, it had

at the same time supplied the slave market beyond

all former example. Nor did the supply cease with

the war against Carthage ; for several years after-

wards we read of expeditions against the Ligurians,

Sardinians, or Corsicans ^ ; and every expedition

brought off slaves as a part of its plunder. " Sardi-

nians for sale
^
" became a proverb to express any

5 I, 63. origin of this saying to the time of
^ Zonaras, VIII. 18. the conquest of Sardinia by Tibe-

7 Sardi venales. AureliusVictor, rius Gracchus,

de Vir. Ill.c. LVII. attributes the
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thing of the least possible value ; and the Corsicans ^^'^^•

were a race so brutish, according* to the judgment of ^~{rc~^^

the slave dealers of the Augustan age, that they a.c. 24i.

would fetch only the smallest price in the market ^

These poor wretches therefore would not pay the

expense of carrying them to the distant markets of

Greece or Asia ; they must be sold at home ; and

their purchasers would commonly be the holders of

large estates of domain land, who emjjloyed them

there in the place of free labourers. Thus began

that general use of slave labour in Italy, which in

the course of a hundred years had in some places

almost extirpated the free population.

At the end of the summer of 513, the consul ^^^ "jth
'

tlic Fahs-

Q. Lutatius returned home from his settlement of ^aus.

Sicily: but before he went out of office in the follow-

ing spring, both he and his colleague, A. JManlius,

were obliged to employ the whole force of the com-

monwealth against an enemy scarcely thirty miles

distant from the walls of Rome. These enemies

were the Faliscans, or peoi:)le of Falerii ^ ; a name

which has not been heard of in Roman history for

more than a hundred and fifty years ; when it is

said that the four new tribes created after the

recovery of Rome from the Gauls, in the year 368,

were composed partly out of the inhabitants of the

territory of Falerii. What could tempt a single city

to brave the power of Rome at a period when there

Strabo, V. p. 224. VIII. 18. Polyl)ius, I. 65. Eu-
Livy, Epitoni. XIX. Zonaras, tropins, II. 28. Orosius, IV. II.
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CHAP, was no foreign war to make a diversion in its favour,
XLH. °

_

'

A~u"c~5i3
^^^ know not, and can scarcely conjecture. But the

A.c. 241. Romans thouglit the example so dangerous, that

they exerted their whole force to put an immediate

stop to it ; and in six days the Faliscans, after a

desperate resistance, were obliged to submit at dis-

cretion. They were forced to surrender all their

arms, horses, and moveable property, and half of

their domain land : their city was destroyed ; and

they were removed to another spot less strongly

situated ; a condition similar to that which had been

imposed on the people of Volsinii, four and twenty

years earlier. For this conquest both consuls ob-

tained a triumph.

Employ- With the exception of this six days' war, the three

during three ycars wliicli followed the treaty with Carthage were

peace." to Romc a pcriod of perfect peace. While the

Carthaginians in Africa were struggling for their

existence against their revolted subjects and their

rebellious mercenary soldiers, the Roman annals

record nothing but friendly embassies, works of in-

ternal improvement, new festivals, and new kinds of

amusement. Ambassadors were sent to Ptolemy

Euergetes, king of Egypt, to offer him the aid of

Rome against the king of Syria '" ; but it was de-

clined with thanks, as the war was already at an end.

A carriage road was made to the top of the Aven-

tine by the aediles, L. and M. Publicius, with the

fines which they had recovered from persons con-

'0 Eutropius, III. 1.
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victed of pasturing' tlieir cattle illegally on tlie chap.

domains of the commonwealtli : with another portion '

^
^ A.V.C..M3.

of these same fines was defrayed the expense of the -^•<^- -^^•

games of Flora ", now for the first time instituted,

and celebrated from henceforward every year, begin-

ning on the 28th of April: and in 514, as I have

already mentioned, the first regular drama was ex-

hibited at Rome by L. Livius Andronicus '\ It may
be noticed as a curious coincidence, that the next

year, 515, witnessed the birth of Q. Ennius, who may
be called the father of the existing poetry of the

Latin language.

This season of peace appears to have infused a Fnendiy re-

spirit of unwonted moderation and honesty into the Carthage.

Roman councils. Some Italian vessels carrying corn

to the African rebels were interrupted by the Car-

thaginians, and the crews thrown into prison ^

'. The

Romans sent an embassy to require their liberation,

which the Carthaginians granted ; and this ready

compliance so gratified the Roman government, that

they released without ransom all the Carthaginian

prisoners still left in their hands, permitted supplies

of all kinds to be carried to Africa for the use of the

Carthaginians, while they strictly forbade all traflftc

with the rebels ; and even, it is said, allowed the

Carthaginians to levy soldiers in their dominions

;

that is, to enlist, as they had been wont in times

long past, Lucanian, or Samnite, or Bruttian mer-

" Ovid, Fast. V, 279—294. Brut. 18.

Fcstus, V. Publicius. '^ Polybius, I. 83.
^'^ Cicero, Tusc. Quaest. I. 1.
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CHAP.
XLII.

Beginning
of new dis-

putes.

cenaries. Nor was this all ; for when the merce-

naries in Sardinia revolted from Carthage, and called

in the Romans to their aid, their request was not

listened to ; and when the people of Utica, dreading

the vengeance of the Carthaginians, oiFered to give

themselves up to Rome, the Romans rejected this

offer also.

But when Hamilcar's genius had delivered his

country from its extreme peril, when the rebel mer-

cenaries were destroyed, and when Utica and the

other revolted towns and people of Africa had been

obliged to submit at discretion, when perhaps also

rumours were already abroad of Hamilcar's intended

expedition to Spain, then the jealousy of the Romans

seems to have revived, and their whole conduct to-

wards Carthage underwent a total change. The

mercenaries of Sardinia, after having revolted from

Carthage, and applied at that time vainly for the aid

of the Romans, were overpowered by the natives,

and obliged to fly from the island '*. They took

refuge in Italy, and had probably never ceased solicit-

ing the Roman government to espouse their quarrel,

and take possession of Sardinia for themselves. But

now the Romans began to listen to them ; and it was

resolved to send over a fleet to Sardinia to restore

them. The Carthaginians meanwhile, having reco-

vered their dominion in Africa, were proceeding

to reduce the revolted islands ; and an armament

was prepared to attack Sardinia. Then the Romans

" Polybius, I. 29.
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complained that the Carthaginians, while employing ^^hap.

their fleet to prevent the African rebels from re- ^"^p^.-^

ceiving supplies by sea, had committed many out- -^c- 238.

rages upon Roman subjects sailing to and from

Africa ; that this had manifested their hostile feeling

towards Rome ; and that the armament, prepared

ostensibly for the recovery of Sardinia, was intended

to attack Italy. Accordingly the senate and people

passed a resolution for war with Carthage. The

Carthaginians, utterly unable to engage in a new con-

test, offered any terms for the sake of peace : and

the Romans not only obliged them to make a formal

cession of Sardinia, but required them to pay 1 200

talents, in addition to the sum stipulated by the last

treaty, as a compensation for the injuries sustained

by the Roman merchants, and a penalty for their

meditated aggression '^ Hamilcar advised comjiliance

with these demands ; but he hastened, no doubt with

tenfold eagerness, the preparations for his expedition

to Spain.

When all was ready, the general performed a Hannibal's

solemn sacrifice, to propitiate the gods for the suc-

cess of his enterprise '^ The omens were declared

favourable ; Hamilcar had poured the libation on the

victim, which was duly offered on the altar, when

on a sudden he desired all his officers, and the

ministers of the sacrifice, to step aside to a little

distance, and then called his son Hannibal. Han-

nibal, a boy of nine years old, went up to his father,

'5 Polybius, 1. 88. Appian de '« Polybius, III. 11.

Reb. Punic, c. 5.

VOL. III. D
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CHAP, and Hamilcar asked him kindly, if lie would like to
XLH.

» '—^
pfo with him to the war. The boy easrerly caught

A.U.C. 516. o ./ ft .'
O

A.c. 238. at the offer, and with a child s earnestness implored

his father to take him. Then Hamilcar took him

by the hand, and led him up to the altar, and

bade him, if he wished to follow his father, lay his

hand upon the sacrifice, and swear "that he would

never be the friend of the Romans." Hannibal

swore, and never to his latest hour forgot his vow.

He went forth devoted to his country's gods as the

appointed enemy and destroyer of their enemies

;

and the thought of his high calling dwelt ever on

his mind, directing and concentrating the spirit and

enthusiasm of his youth, and mingling with it the

forecast, the great purposes, and the deep and un-

wavering resolution of the maturest manhood.

Renewed This story of his solemn vow was told by Hannibal

AvXcar- himself many years afterwards to Antiochus, king

of Syria ; but at the time it was heard by no other

ears than his father's ; and when he sailed with

Hamilcar to Spain, none knew that he went with

any feelings beyond the common light-hearted

curiosity of a child. But the Romans viewed

Hamilcar's expedition with alarm, and were probably

well aware that he would brook his country's humi-

liation only so long as he was unable to avenge it.

More than once they renewed their complaints that

the Carthaginians annoyed their merchants at sea,

and that they were intriguing with the Sardinians,

to excite them to revolt from Rome. A fresh sum

of money was paid by Carthage ; but the complaints

tbage.
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still continued ; and the Romans, for the second chap.
' '

XLII.

time it is said, passed a resolution for war. Embassy ^^"^5"^-^

after embassy was sent to Rome by the Carthaginian ^-^^ ^^•

government, to deprecate a renewal of the contest '^

;

and at last ten of the principal members of the

council of elders were appointed ambassadors, if

perhaps their rank and dignity might at once move

the Romans to pity, and inspire confidence in the

peaceftil intentions of Carthage. Still the Romans

were for a long time inexorable ; till Hanno, the

youngest of the ambassadors, and, if he was, as is

probable, the famous opponent of Hannibal, himself

sincerely inclined to maintain the peace, remon-

strated with the senate plainly and boldly. " If you

will not have peace with us," he said, " then give

us back Sardinia and Sicily ; for we }4elded them to

you, not to purchase a brief truce, but your lasting

friendship '^." Then the Romans were persuaded ;

and the treaty of peace was again renewed and

ratified. This was in the year of Rome 519, in the

consulship of T. Manlius Torquatus and C. Atilius

Bulbus. It was apparently to assure the Carthagi-

nians that the peace thus ratified was to be sincere

and lasting, that the old ceremony of shutting the

gates of Janus was now performed '^
; for the first

time, it was said, since the reign of King Numa

;

for the last time also until they were closed by

Augustus after his conquest of Egypt.

>' Zonaras, VIII. 18. Orosius, CL.
IV. 12, '8 Eutropius, HI. 3. Orosius,

** Dion Cassius, Fragm. Ursiii. IV. 12.

D 2
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CHAP. But in this very year, as well as for several years

^-rj^-—^ before and after it, the Roman arms found employ-
A.c. 233. ment against barbarian enemies in Sardinia, in

Divers wars. Corsica, iu Liguria, and in Cisalpine Gaul ^^ These

wars served to exercise the citizens in arms, to fur-

nish the consuls with an occasion of triumphs, and to

bring fresh multitudes of slaves into Italy. Q. Fabius

Maximus, afterwards so famous, was consul for the

first time in 521, and obtained a triumph for his

victories over the Ligurians ^'.

TheRomans Twelve years after the end of the first Punic
cross the "^

Adriatic, war, aud six after the solemn confirmation of the

treaty, a Roman army was sent, for the first time,

across the Ionian g-ulf. More than forty years had

now passed since the death of Pyrrhus ; his family

in the second generation had become extinct; and

the Epirots were governing themselves without a

king. But their poAver had sunk almost to nothing

;

and the only name now dreaded in those parts was

that of the lUyrians.

The iiiyri- The various tribes of the Illyrian nation occupied

the whole eastern coast of the Adriatic, from its

most northern extremity to its mouth. Their extent

inland can scarcely be determined : in the later

Roman geography the name of Illyricum was applied

to the whole country between Macedonia and the

Danube ^^
; while the early Greek writers distin-

^° For the wars in Corsica and and .for that in Cisalpine Gaul,

Sardinia, see Zonaras VIII, 28. Polybius, II. 21.

Livy, E])it. XX. Valerius Maxi- "' Plutarch, Fabius, 2.

mus, VI. 3. ^ 3. Eutropius, III. -^ Zonaras, VIII. 19. Appian,

3 ; for the war in Liguria, Dion Illyr. I.

Cassius, Fragni. Peiresc. XLV. ;

aus.
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gnislied the Illyrians from the Pseonians or Panno-

nians, and appear to have confined the Illyrian

name to the tract of country more or less narrow

where the streams flow into the Adriatic ; and

placed other nations, the Triballians, Paeonians, and

Thracians, in the country beyond the watershed,

where the streams run northwards to the Danube.

In truth all these nations were probably con-

nected with each other; and their lansfuafi-e, if it

belonged, as seems likely, to the Sclavonic branch

of the great Indo-Germanic family, was not wholly

foreign either to the Hellenic, spoken on their

southern borders, or to the various dialects of Italy,

from which they are so little distant on their western

frontier. The Illyrians on the Adriatic coast, and

on the western border of Upper Macedonia, were

held by the Greeks in great respect for their cou-

rage ; but, like most barbarians, they loved to main-

tain themselves by plunder instead of labour ; and

the innumerable harbours along their coast tempted

them to plunder by sea rather than by land. Seventy

years before this, they were already formidable

to all who navigated the Adriatic : but now, since

the fall of the Epirot power, the coast to the south-

ward lay unprotected ; and their vessels made fre-

quent plundering descents, not only on Epirus, but

even on the western shores of Peloponnesus, on

Elis, and on Messenia This brought them more in

the way of the merchant ships of Italy, which were

engaged in trafiic with Greece and the East; and

complaints of the Illyrian piracies had been fre-
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CHAP, quently brouglit before the Roman goverament.

»

•^^"'
. These were for a time neglected, but at last they

\!am' became more numerous and pressing; and they

were farther supported by the people of the island

of Issa, a Greek colony, who, being attacked by the

Illyrians, sent to implore the protection of the

Romans.
Ambassa- The seuate accordingly sent, as was its custom,
dors sent to ^ "^

iiiyriaput three ambassadors to Illyria, to learn the state of
to death.

o • i

the Illyrian power ^\ and to find out what friends

the Romans would be likely to have within the

country itself, if they should have occasion to declare

war. The ambassadors found the king of the Illy-

rians dead ; and his widow Teuta, as the Illyrian law

permitted, was governing in the name of her step-

son, Pinnes, who was still a child. At the moment

when the ambassadors arrived, the Illyrian queen

was besieging Issa, and was highly elated with the

recent success of her fleet, which had returned loaded

with spoil from a plundering expedition against

Epirus. She was in no mood therefore to brook

the peremptory language always used by Roman
ambassadors ; and one of the three so offended her,

that she sent one of her ships after them on their

return home, to seize them. Two of them were

killed, and the third was brought to the queen, and

thrown into prison -^.

2' Polybius, II. 8. Dion, Fragm. (tripedanea) were raised by the
Ursin. CLI. Zonaras, VIII. 19. republic to P. Junius and Titus

2^ Polybius, II. 8 , gives Caius Coruncancius, who were killed by
and Lucius Coruncancius as the Teuta, queen of the Illyrians.

names of the ambassadors. Pliny, " Hoc a republica tribui solebat
XXXIV. II., says that statues injuria csesis."
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The Romans without delay declared war aarainst chap.
XLII.

the Illyrians, and both consuls, Cn. Fulvius Centu- «^

—

r-^
•

A.U.C. 525.

mains and L. Postumius Albinus were sent across a.c.m
War with

the Adriatic with a fleet and army, such as had rarely theiii) riaus.

been seen in those parts. As usual, they found allies

within the country ; Demetrius, a Greek of the island

of Pharos, who was holding Corcyra for the Illyrian

queen, surrendered it at once to the Roman fleet ",

and guided the consuls in all their subsequent

operations. A Roman fleet of two hundred quin-

queremes, and a regular consular army of 22,000 men,

were, as opposed to the piratical barks and robber sol-

diery of Queen Teuta, like a giant amongst pigmies.

Town after town, and tribe after tribe, yielded to

them, and Teuta, having taken refuge in Rhizon,

which M^as almost her last remaining stronghold,

was glad to obtain peace on the conqueror's terms.

The greater part of her former dominion was be-

stowed on Demetrius ; she was to pay a fixed tribute

to the Romans, and was never to allow more than

two of her ships together, and these not armed

vessels, to sail to the south of the port of Lissus,

the last place in the Illyrian dominions ^''. In the

course of this short war, not only Corcyra, but

Apollonia also, and Epidamnus, submitted to the

Romans at discretion, and received their liberty, as

was afterwards the fate of all Greece, as a gift from

the Roman people.

The Illyrian war having been settled rather by Roman
embassies
into Greece.

25 Polybius, II. 11. 26 Polybius, II. 12.
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CHAP, the Roman fleet than by the army, Cn. Fabius, who
XLII

'—
^^'—r, had commanded the fleet, returned home alone to

A.V.C. 525.

A.c. 229. obtain a triumph ; while his colleague L. Postumius

was left with a small force at Corcyra. He sent

ambassadors to the ^tolians and the Achaean league,

to explain the grounds on which the Romans had

crossed the sea, and to read the treaty which had

been concluded with the Illyrians. As all the

Greeks had suffered from, or dreaded the Illyrian

piracies, the Roman ambassadors met with a most

friendly reception, and were welcomed as the bene-

factors of Greece. Soon afterwards the Romans

sent other embassies to Corinth and to Athens,

with no other object, so far as appears, than of

introducing themselves to some of the most illus-

trious states of the Greek name, which many of

the Romans had already learnt to admire. At

Corinth they received the solemn thanks of the

Corinthians for the services they had rendered to

the Greek nation ; and the Romans were allowed

to take part in the Isthmian games, as if they were

acknowledged to have some connexion with the

Hellenian race ". The Athenians, it is said, went

farther, granted to the Roman people the ho-

norary franchise of Athenian citizens, and admit-

ted them to the Eleusinian mysteries. That this

honour was not despised by the highest Roman
nobility may be concluded from the fact, that A.

Manlius Torquatus, who was censor in 506, and con-

2' Polybiiis, II. 12. Zonaras, VIII. 19.
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Sill in 509 and 512, has the surname of Atticus, chap.
XLill,

in the Capitoline Fasti, a name borne, so far as we ^"^^^
know, by no other member of his family, either ^•^- 2-'^-

before or afterwards.

Nearly about the time when the consuls, Cn. Ful- r)eati. of

, 1 •
Hamilcar.

viiis and L. Postumius, left Rome on their expedition

to Illyria, the Romans must have heard the tidings

of the death of Hamilcar. From his first landing in

Spain he had advanced with uninterrupted success,

training* his army in this constant warfare with the

bravest of barbarians, and gaining fresh popularity

and influence both at home and with his soldiers, by

his free distribution of his spoils ; spoils not to be

estimated by the common poverty of barbarians,

but rich in silver and gold, the produce of the

still abundant mines of Spain. In the ninth year

of his command he had reached the Tagus, when
he was killed in a battle with the Vettonians,

a tribe who dwelt between the Tagus and the

Douro, and was succeeded by his son-in-law, Has-

drubal ^^.

The work which Hamilcar had begun by the HasdruM's

sword, was continued and consolidated by the policy Spain, kea-
, . -^-P 111 PI sures taken

01 his successor. Hasdrubal was one or those men by the Ro-
. .- _ .

mans to

who are especially fitted to exercise an ascendency check him.

over the minds of barbarians -'*
; his j^ersonal appear-

ance was engaging ; he understood the habits and

feelings of the Spaniards, and spared no pains to

^^ Polybius, II. 1. Zonaras, -^ Polybius, II. 13. 3G. Appian,
VIII. 19. Nepos. Diodor. Eel. lib. VI. 4. 6.

XXV.
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CHAP, accommodate himself to them. Thus the native
XLII

^—^.——^ princes far and near sought his friendship, and were

A.c.m eager to become the alUes of Carthage ; while by

the foundation of New Carthage, or Carthagena, a

place possessing one of the best harbours in the

Mediterranean, and naturally strong on the land

side, he was enabled to command the heart of Spain,

from a position close at hand, instead of beginning

his operations from a distant corner of the country,

like Gades The Romans observed his progress Avith

no small alarm ; but their dread of an approaching

Gaulish invasion made them unwilling to provoke a

war at this moment with Carthage. They endea-

voured therefore to secure themselves by treaty,

and concluded a convention with Hasdrubal, by

which he bound himself not to extend his conquests

to the north of the Iberus or Ebro ^''. By this stipu-

lation the Romans hoped to keep him at a sufficient

distance, not from Italy only, but from their old

allies the people of Massalia, some of whose colonies

had been founded south of the Pyrenees, along the

coast of what is now Catalonia. Nor were they

abandoning to him the whole country southward of

the Iberus ; for they had lately formed an alliance

with the Saguntines, a people partly of Greek, or at

any rate not of Spanish extraction, who lived near

the coast between the Iberus and the Sucro, and

who, in their fear of the Carthaginian power, had put

themselves under the protection of Rome ^ The

3» Polybius, 11. 13. III. 27. 9.
^i Polybius, III. 15. 21. 30.
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treaty concluded with Hamilcar, at the end of the chap.

first Punic war, had contained a clause forbidding '.r—-i
A.U.C. .t2d.

either of the contracting parties to molest the allies a.c. 228.

of the other ^^
: Saguntum, therefore, was safe from

attack ; and the Romans hoped, no doubt, to secure

their footing in Spain through its means, and from

thence, so soon as the Gaulish war was over, to sap

the newly-formed dominion of Carthage, by offering

their aid to all the native tribes who might wish to

escape from it.

But these hopes and fears for their dominion in Tineaten-

_^ . - , ings of an

Spain were overpowered at present by a nearer invasion by

/-. 1 . . mi r-c
the Gauls.

anxiety, the dread of a Gaulish mvasion. Ihe Cis-

alpine Gauls had for the last ten years resumed

their old hostile dispositions, which before that time

had slumbered for nearly forty-five years, since their

great defeat by the consul Q. ^Emilius Papus, two

years before the invasion of Pyrrhus '•'. In that in-

terval they had seen two Roman colonies founded on

the land which had formerly been theirs ; Sena

immediately after the war^*, and Ariminum about

fourteen years afterwards, or four years before the

beginning of the war with Carthage. But neither of

these occupations of what they must have considered

their own land, provoked them, as it seems, to attack

the Romans ; and they remained quiet through the

whole of the first Punic war, when the Romans,

engaged year after year in Sicily, would have resisted

them at the greatest disadvantage. But three years

^- Polybius, III. 21. History, ch. XXXVII. 474.
33 A.U.C. 47-2. Vol. II. of this ^i Polybius, II. 19.
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CHAP, after the peace with Carthage, we find the Roman
XT I

T

—.,—j consuls invading the territory of the Gauls. It is

- difficult to believe that these renewed hostilities were

wholly owing, as Polybius says ^', to the innate rest-

lessness of the Gaulish character, and to the rising

up of a new generation, who had forgotten the

defeats of their fathers. But this new generation

must have been ready for war at least ten years

earlier; and their impatience would scarcely have

waited so long only to break forth at last Avhen the

favourable opportunity was over.

Preparations The Cisalpiue Gauls called in their brethren from

for wL.'''"
^ beyond the Alps to aid them ; but these new comers

excited jealousies ; and on one occasion there was

a regular battle fous^ht between them and the Cis-

alpine Gauls, with such slaughter on both sides as

relieved the Romans from all present danger ^^ But

afterwards, in the year 521, when Fabius Maximus

was for the first time consul, an agrarian law was

proposed and carried by C. Flaminius, one of the

tribunes, for a general assignation of the land betM^een

Ariminum and Sena", a measure which not only

ejected perhaps many of the old Gaulish inhabit-

ants, who had still been suffered to enjoy their

former possessions, but seemed an earnest of the

35 11.21. But from Polybius, II. 21., it

3* Polybius, II. 21. appears that the law was carried
3' Cicero, De Senectute, c. 4. into effect by M, Lepidus, who was

places this law in 526, when Q. consul in 523 ; so that it must
Fabius, consul iterum, C. Flaminio, have been passed in the previous

quoad potuit, restitit, agrum Pi- year, when Fabius was consul

centem et Gallicum viritim contra along with M'. Pomponius Matho.
senatus auctoritatem dividenti.
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intention of the Romans to extirpate the Gauls chap.

altogether from every portion of Gaulish territory

—

—->,.11^ P .11 c A.U.C. 528.

which the lortune or war might hereafter give a.c. 226.

them. Accordingly there was now an unanimous

cry amongst the Gauls for war, and for obtaining

the aid of their Transalpine countrymen. Their

preparations were made with unusual patience ; there

was no premature movement ; but they endeavoured

to provide themselves with money, of which they

had none of their own, by selling various com-

modities, wool and hides, and, above all, captive

slaves, to merchants who would pay for them in

gold and silver ^^ Thus they were enabled to en-

gage the services of a large body of Transalpine

Gauls, whom they tempted besides with the prospect

of a permanent settlement in Italy; whilst the

Romans, knowing full well that the storm was

gathering, yet unwilling to provoke it by commenc-

ing hostilities, were kept year after year in a state of

anxious preparation, till the invasion at last, as it

seems, actually burst upon them unexpectedly.

In this state of suspense, superstitious terrors Supersti-

tious terrors.

possessed men's minds readily. The Capitol was

struck with lightning, an unwonted prodigy ; and

the Sibylline books were consulted in consequence.

The books said, "When the lightning shall strike

the Capitol and the temple of Apollo, then must

thou, O Roman, beware of the Gauls ^^" And another

prophecy said that a time should come " when the

^"^ Zonaras, VIII. 19. published by Mai, p. 185.
^^ See the fragments of Dion,
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CHAP, race of the Greeks and the race of the Gauls should

' '—^ occupy the Forum of Rome." It is characteristic of
A.U.C.528. 1-^

A.c. 226. superstition to transfer to its idols that mockery of

truth which itself so delights in, and to believe that

they care not for wickedness, if it be done to pro-

mote their service. A man and woman of the Gaul-

ish race, with a Greek man and woman, were

buried alive in the Forum Boarium, that the pro-

phecy might be fulfilled in word, and might, so the

Romans hoped, be proved to be in spirit a lie ^^

Revolt of It Avas the spring of the year 5*29, and the consuls

chosen were L. jEmilius Papus and C. Atilius Re-

gulus, son of that Regulus who had been so famous

in the first Punic war. The Transalpine Gauls had

not yet crossed the Alps ; and, on the other hand,

tidings arrived that the Sardinians, impatient of the

dominion of a Roman praetor, to which they had now,

for the first time, been made regularly subject, had

broken out into a general revolt. Accordingly C.

Regulus, with one consular army, was sent over to

Sardinia to put down the revolt ^°.

Preparations Hc was already arrived in his province, when the
fortlieGaul- ^n •

ish war. Transalpine Gauls, on the first melting of the snows,

crossed the Alps; and the Cisalpine Gauls joining

them with all their own disposable forces, the invasion

of Italy was no longer delayed. The alarm was

given at Rome ; and then was seen with what vast

power and energy the Roman government could

meet an emergency of real danger. The whole free

39 Orosius, IV. 13. Plutarch, "" Polybius, II. 23. Zonaras,
Marcell. 3. Zonaras, VIII. 19. VIII. 19.
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population of Italy, of an age to bear arms, was chap.

reported to Rome in the returns of the census of the '—r~—rj^ A.U.C. 527.

several states ; and in a contest with barbarians such ^^- "^^T-

as the Gauls, every state and every man could be

depended on ; for no evil could equal the victory of

such an enemy. Thus knowing the whole extent of

its resources, the government prepared accordingly

its active armies, and its armies of reserve, Mdiile

every imj)ortant city was duly provisioned, and pro-

vided with large magazines of arms, and the system

being never forgotten of securing allies to act on the

enemy's flank or rear, the friendship of the Cenoma-

nians and Venetians was timely obtained, whose

country lying along the lower jmrt of the course of

the Po, and on the shores of the Adriatic, Avas in

direct communication with the Romans at Ariminum,

and commanded the whole eastern frontier of the

hostile Gauls, so as to threaten their territory with

invasion, as soon as their army should begin to march

southwards. In fact, this desertion of the Gaulish

cause by the Cenomanians and Venetians crippled

the invasion at the very outset; for a large force

was kept at home to cover the frontier, and the

invading army, according to Polybius, did not finally

amount to more than 50,000 foot, and 20,000

cavalry and war chariots *'.

Two roads led from Cisalpine Gaul into the heart Position of

... tli6 Roman
of Italy ; the one by Ariminum and Umbria, the aimies.

other by Etruria. Of these the former was covered

« 11.23.
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CHAP, by a consular army of 27,000 men, by the disposable

^—1^ force of tbe Umbrians, amounting to 20,000 men,

A.c. 227. and by the Cenomanian and Venetian auxiliaries,

who are computed at 20,000 men more. The Um-
brians and the barbarian auxiliaries were stationed on

the edge of the Gaulish frontier, westward probably

of Sarsina, to be ready to pour down upon the

Boian country, near the modern towns of Forli and

Faenza; while the consul L. ^Emilius was posted

at some point in the direction of Ariminum : but

whether he was actually at Ariminum to defend

the frontier, or in some position nearer to Rome, from

whence he might more easily co-operate with the

army covering Etruria, the narrative of Polybius

does not state clearly ^^ On the other line, which

led through Etruria, there lay an army of 54,000

Sabines and Etruscans, commanded by a Roman
praetor ; whilst Rome itself was covered by a reserve

army of more than 50,000, under the command, we
may suppose, of the praetor of the city. These

forces were actually called out and organized ; but

the returns of the population capable of bearing

arms, and which in case of need might recruit and

support the troops already in the field, presented, it

is said, a sum total, inclusive of the soldiers really

enlisted, of no fewer than 750,000 *^

The invaders seem to have conducted their march

•^ AfvKcov AluiXiov .. e^a7rt(TT€i- enormous muster, adds, (cf) oiis

\ai> 6>s eV 'ApifiLvov. Avpi[3as, ekdrTovs ep^coi/ diafivpicov,
^^ Polybius, 11.24. Eutropius, firtjSaXev ds ttjv 'IraXiav.

III. 5. Polybius, after giving this
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skilfally; for passina^ between the Roman armies, chap.

they descended from the Apennines into the valley of ^-L.,.-Lj

. A ^11 1 • n 1 A • A.U.C. 529.

the upper Arno, followed it down nearly to Arretium, a.c. 2-25.

r~ii • • 1 "^''^ Gauls

and from thence advanced towards Clusmm, ni the invade Etru-

. , - ria, and are

very heart of Jbtruria, after havmg ravaged the defeated.

whole country near the line of their march without

any oj^j^osition. When the Roman prnetor became

aware that the enemy were between him and Rome,

he put his army in motion to pursue them. The

Gauls met him and defeated him, but were pre-

vented from completing the destruction of his army

by the sudden appearance of the consul L. ^mi-
lius, who had also hastened to the scene of action,

when he heard that the enemy were in Etruria **.

Then the Gauls, enriched, but at the same time

encumbered, with their plunder, and having been

entirely successful hitherto, determined to carry off

their prisoners and spoil in safety to their own
country, and afterwards, when their army was again

fit for action, to repeat their invasion. As the Ro-

man armies were between them and the Apennines,

they resolved to retreat by the coast road into

Liguria, and descended the valley of the Ombrone

with that object. But when they had reached the

coast, and were marching northwards towards the

mouth of the Arno, they suddenly encountered a

new enemy. The consul, C. Regulus, having been

recalled from Sardinia, had just landed at Pisa,

and was now on his march by the very same coast

" Polybius, II. 25, 26.

VOL. in. E
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CHAP, road towards Rome ^^ The Gauls were tlius placed
XLII

'—.—^ between two enemies ; for L. ^milius was hanging
AUG 529

t-' i-j

A.c. 225. on their rear ; and they were obliged to engage both

the consular armies at once. The battle was long

and bloody, and the Romans lost one of their con-

suls, C. Regulus ; but in the end they won a com-

plete victory, and the Gaulish army was almost

destroyed ^\ Immediately after the victory, L. ^Emi-

lius hastened to invade the Gaulish territory by the

same road which the Gauls had intended to make

their line of retreat ; and as the Gauls were mostly

on their other frontier, to oppose the Umbrians and

their barbarian allies, the consul overran the country

without resistance. He returned to Rome and

triumphed ; and the golden chains worn by the

Gauls round their necks and arms were hung up as

a splendid monument of the victory in the temple

of the Capitoline Jupiter ^^

Conquest of Thls great success encouraged the Romans to

and insubri- prcss the War agaiust the Gauls with the utmost

vigour, in the hope of completing their destruction,

and effecting the conquest of their country. Trust-

ing to their treaty with Hasdrubal, they thought

they should have time to deal with their nearer

enemies, before they turned their attention seriously

to the affairs of Spain. Accordingly for the next

three years both consuls were each year employed

in Cisalpine Gaul, and with such success, that the

Boian and Insubrian nations, whose country stretched

« Polybius, IT. 27. *7 Polybius, II. 31.
46 Polybius, 11.28—31.
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from the Apennines to the Alps across the whole chap.
XLH

l^lain of Northern Italy, and extended from the *

—

-r-^

neighbourhood of Ariminum westward as far as the

Ticinus, were obliged one after the other to submit

at discretion '^.

The details of battles fought with barbarians are

rarely worth recording; but among the consuls of

these three years were men whose personal fame

attracts our notice ; and some of the circumstances

connected with their military proceedings will lead

us naturally to a subject of far deeper interest, the

political state of Rome on the eve of the second

Punic war.

The consuls of the year 530, who succeeded L. Cjimpaign

^milius and C. Regulus, had both of them been

consuls before, and censors ; and in their censorship

they had been colleagues, as now in their second

consulship. These were T. Manlius Torquatus and

Q. Fulvius Flaccus, men of kindred character ; Man-

lius possessing all the traditional sternness of his race,

and Q. Fulvius, in his unyielding and unrelenting

nature, rivalling the proudest patricians in Rome.

They were made consuls together, in the hope that

the Gaulish war, under their conduct, would be

brought to a speedy conclusion: but in this they disap-

pointed their countr}Tnen ; for although they reduced

the Boians to submission, yet they could do nothing

against the Insubrians, owing to an unusually rainy

season, which, filling all the streams, made the coun-

^s Polybius, II. 32—35. Zonaras, VIII. 19. Orosius, IV. 13.

E 2
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CHAP, try about the Po impracticable, and occasioned

^^—^ epidemic diseases among the soldiers '^^ The con-

A.c. 224. suls were apparently required to abdicate before the

end of the year ; for the old and blind L. Metellus,

the pontifex maximus, was named dictator, to hold

the comitia; and by him were elected the consuls

of the following year, C. Flaminius Nepos and P.

Furius Philus.

Flaminius Flamiuius, as we have seen*", had been tribune
defeats the

Gauls and tou vcars before, and had then carried an aarrarian
triumphs m •' o
spite of the Jaw for a g-eneral assio^nation of the land formerly
senate. no j

conquered from the Gauls near Ariminum. It was

perhaps from some expectation that, if he made

fresh conquests, he would propose a similar assigna-

tion of them, that the people elected him consul

:

the senate, on the other hand, used their utmost

endeavours to make his consulship wholly inactive.

He was already in the field with his colleagues, and

had entered the enemy's country, when the senate

sent orders to both the consuls to return instantly

to Rome. Dreadful prodigies had been manifested

;

three moons had been seen at once in the sky ; a

vulture had haunted the Forum ; and a stream in

Picenum had run blood ^\ The augurs declared

that the omens had not been duly observed at the

election of the consuls ; they must therefore be

forthwith recalled. Flaminius, guessing the purport

of the senate's despatches, and receiving them when
he was on the very eve of a battle, would not read

" Polybius, II. 31. s' Zonaras, VIII. 20. Orosius,
i" Above, p. 9. IV. 13.
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them till the action was over ; and having gained chap.

a complete victory, he declared, when he did read '

—

^^
^ •" '

A.U.C. 531.

them, that the gods themselves had solved the a.c. 2-23.

senate's scruples as to the lawfulness of his appoint-

ment, and that it was needless for him now to

return. He continued his operations therefore till

the end of the season with much success ; he took

a great many prisoners, and a large amount of plun-

der, all of which he distributed to his soldiers ; and

on his return to Rome he demanded a triumph.

The senate, resenting his disobedience, refused it

;

but he obtained it, as the popular consuls Horatius

and Valerius had done 2*20 years before, by a decree

of the comitia ^^

Flaminius was through life the enemy of the character of

aristocratical party ; and our accounts of these times

come from writers whose feeling was strongly aris-

tocratical. Besides, his defeat and death at Thra-

symenus made the Romans in general unfriendly

to his memory; as national pride is always ready

to ascribe disasters in war to the incapacity either of

the general or the government. But Flaminius was

a brave and honest man, over confident, it is true,

and over vehement, but neither a demagogue, nor

a mere blind partisan. Like many others of the

noblest of the plebeians, he was impatient of that

craft of augury, which he well knew was no genuine

and simple-hearted superstition, but an engine of

aristocratical policy used by the nobility against

those whom they hated or feared. Yet the time

52 Zonaras, VIII. 20. .
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^AP. vras not come when the people at large saw this

^~^f^~^i equally ; and therefore Flaminius shared the fate,

A.c. 223. and incurred the blame, of those premature reformers,

who, putting the sickle to the corn before it is ripe,

reap only mischief to themselves, and obtain no fruit

for the world.

"a^c^'^-'"'
Flaminius and Furius were succeeded in the con-

Marceiius
°^ s^^^^hip by M. Claudius Mareellus and Cn. Cornelius

Scipio. Mareellus, afterwards so famous, was at

this time nearly fifty years old, and in his natural

character seems greatly to have resembled Flami-

nius. Like him he was a brave and hardy soldier,

open in his temper, active and enterprising in the

highest degree ; but so adventurous and imprudent,

that even in old age he retained the thought-

lessness of a boy, and perished at sixty by plunging

into a snare which a stripling might have expected

and shunned. But he attached himself to the aris-

tocracy, which Flaminius opposed ; and all his

military successes met ^vith their full share of honour

and reward. In this his first consulship he encoun-

tered Britomarus, or Viridomarus, one of the Gaul-

ish chiefs, in single combat, and slew him in the

sight of his army. For this exploit he was ranked

with Romulus and Cornelius Cossus, w^ho, like him,

when commanding the Roman armies, had slain

the enemy's general with their own hand ; and he

offered the Spolia Opima, or choice spoils, of the

slain chief to Jupiter Feretrius, as the most striking

part of the spectacle of his splendid triumjih ",

** Plutarch. Marcell. 7, 8. Livy, Epit. XX. Eutropius, III. 6.
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The two following years, 533 and 534, were only chap.
XLH

marked by wars with new barbarian enemies ; the >—,^-1^
A.U.C. 533.

Istrians, whose country ran out like a peninsula into A.c.221.'

the Adriatic, at the very head of the gulf, to the the isnians.

east of the country of the Venetians, and the Gaul-

ish or mixed Gaulish tribes, which lived to the north

of the Insubrians, on the very roots of the Alps.

The Istrians, a people of kindred race and habits to

the Illyrians of the more southern parts of the

Adriatic, Avere accused like them of having com-

mitted acts of piracy on the Roman merchant ves-

sels. They were defeated, but not without a severe

loss on the side of the Romans. One of the consuls

employed against them was M. Minucius Rufus, so

famous four years afterwards as master of the horse

to the dictator Q. Fabius ^^

The year of Rome 534 was marked by the cen- Censorship
•

. .

'^
. ,

ofFlanii-

sorship of L. iEmilius Papus and C. Flaminius ; a nius.

censorship distinguished by several memorable regu-

lations and public works, and which throws great

light on the character of Flaminius, and through

him on the general state of parties in the common-
wealth. In the first place, we may be quite certain

that no mere demagogue, nor any one who was

considered a bad or unwise man, would have been

elected censor at this period. The high dignity of the

office repelled from it all but citizens of the very

first reputation ; nor were the bravery and activity of

a good soldier the qualities which most fitted a man

5^ Zonaras, VIII. 20. Orosius, IV. 13. Eutropius, III. 7.
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CHAP, to discharge its many imi3ortant duties. Flaminius
XLII

J i

' •^^ had carried an agrarian law, and had continued to
A.U.C.533. =>

1 . T
A.c. 221. command his army as consul, m dn-ect opposition

to the majority of the senate ; but he knew how to

distinguish between the selfishness and jealousy of

an aristocracy, and those aristocratical elements

which are essential to all good government ; and the

great measure of his censorship was a repetition of

the regulation made by the famous censors Q. Fabius

Rullus and P. Decius, about eighty years before

:

he removed all freedmen from the country tribes, and

enrolled them in the four city tribes, the Palatine,

the Esquiline, the Colline, and the Suburran.

Transfer of A single line in the epitome of Livy's twentieth

men to the book coutains all our information respecting this mea-

sure, and it relates the fact merely, without a word of

explanation. We must suppose that the regulation

of Fabius and Decius had been regarded as a remedy

for a crying evil at a particular time, and not as a

general rule to be observed for ever. In common
times the freedman, being still closely connected with

his old master, who was now become his patron,

patronus, would be enrolled in his patron's tribe;

and this would seem the most natural course, when
the particular case was considered, without reference

to the political consequences of the system, so soon

as it was generally adopted. These consequences

would be to give political influence to a class of men
in all respects unlike the old agricultural commons.

The class of freedmen contained many rich citizens,

and many poor ones ; but rich and poor alike lived by
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trade, rather than by agriculture,—in Rome, rather chap.
XLH

than in the country. It is said that the freed nesTO *—..—!>

A • • nil 1 1- ^ T 1
A.U.C.533.m America is connned by public reeling to the exer- a.c. 221.

cise of two or three trades or callings only, and these

humble ones ; but the freedman of the ancient world

laboured under no such restriction. He might keep

a little stall in the Forum, or he might be a merchant

trafficking with Egypt and with Carthage : or again,

he might be a monied man, and live on the interest

of his loans ; or he might go out as a farmer of the

taxes to Sicily, and acquire an immense fortune at

the expense of the province. But in no case were

his habits like those of the agricultural citizen ; and

Flaminius, like M. Curius, and P. Decius, and like

C. Marius in later times, was an enemy to every

thing which might elevate the mercantile and monied

classes, and still more the small shopkeepers and

low populace of the city, above the proprietors and

cultivators of the land.

It was probably in the same spirit that Flaminius bm to check

shortly afterwards supjiorted the bill of an unknown Ifl me7can-

tribune, Q. Claudius, which forbade all senators and amon^^'the

ty j_ c i'j.1 o ^ • n senators.
sons or senators irom being the owners or a ship of

the burden of more than 300 amphorae. The express

object of this bill was to hinder the Roman aristo-

cracy from becoming, like the Venetian nobles, a

company of wealthy merchants. The corn ships

which the Istrians were accused of intercepting, be-

longed, no doubt, to some of the nobility, and were

engaged in carrying the corn grown on their exten-

sive occupation lands in Picenum and the coast of
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^"^P- Umbria, to the markets of Greece and Macedonia.

A~irc~533
FlaminiiiH thought that traffic was unworthy of the

A.C. 221. lionian nobility : perhaps he fancied that they who

derived their wealth from foreign trade would be too

much afraid of offending their customers, and would

compromise their country's honour for the sake of

their own profit. But on this occasion he stood

alone in the senate : neither Q. Fabius, nor T. Man-

lius, nor M. IVIarcellus, nor any of the Atilii, or

Sempronii, or Carvilii, supported him; but as the

comitia by the Hortensian law enjoyed the supreme

legislative power, the opposition of the senate was

vain, and the bill was passed^'.

Public Yet, while Flaminius imitated Fabius and Decius

TheFiami- in tlicir political regulations, he rivalled Appius
nian Way. t . -i f ^ • it i tt

Clauduis m the greatness or his public works. He
perfected the direct communication between Rome
and Ariminum ^\ the great road, which, turning to

the right after crossing the Milvian bridge, ascended

the valley of the Tiber, leaving Soracte on its left,

till it again joined the line of the modern road where

it recrosses the Tiber and ascends to Ocriculum

;

which then ascended the valley of the Nar to Nar-

nia and Interamnia, passed over the lofty ridge of

the Monte Somnia, descended on the newly-founded

colony of Spoletum, and passed through the magni-

ficent plain beyond till it reached Fulginia ; which

there again penetrating into the green valley of the

Calcignolo, wound its way along the stream to Nu-

*^ Livy, XXI. 63. '' Livj, Epit. XX.
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ceria ; which then, by an imperceptible ascent, rose chap.

throiiofh the wide upland plain of Helvillum (Siffillo) >—,,__/
^ o

/ ^ u.C. 533.

to the central ridge of the Apennines; which, the a.c. '221.'

moment it had crossed the ridge, plunged precipi-

tately down into the deep and narrow gorge of the

Cantiano, and, hemmed in between gigantic Avails of

cliff, struggled on for many miles through the defile,

till it came out upon the open country, where the

Cantiano joins the Metaurus; which then, through a

rich and slightly-varied plain, followed the left bank

of that fateful stream till it reached the shores of the

Adriatic ; and which finally kept the line of the

low coast to Ariminum, the last city of Italy, on the

very edge of Cisalpine Gaul. This great road, which

is still one of the chief lines of communication in

Italy, and which still exhibits in its bridges, sub-

structions, and above all in the magnificent tunnel

of Furlo, splendid monuments of Roman greatness,

has immortalized the name of C. Flaminius, and was

known throughout the times of the Commonwealth

and the Empire as the Flaminian Way.

His other great work was the building of a Circus The Fiami-

_ .
"'^" Circus.

in the Campus JMartius, which was also called by his

name, and which, like the Greek theatres, was used

not only for the exhibition of games, but also occa-

sionally for meetings of the senate and assemblies of

the people, when they were held without the walls

of the city.

Flaminius, although opposed to the overbearing oiowtb of a

rule of the aristocracy, stood aloof, as we have seen, craUcai^™"

from the party of the populace, and wished to do no ^^^ ^'
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CHAP, more than to tread in the steps of the best citizens

^ .—' of former times, of Fabius Rullus and Decius, of M.
A.c. 2-21. Curius and Fabricius. But we find symptoms of the

growth of another party, which, in the later times of

the Commonwealth, was almost the sole representa-

tive of the popular cause, the party of the poorer

classes within Rome itself, the Forum populace, as

they were called, in whom the ancient political

writers saw the worst form of democracy. By the

influence of this party, it seems, C. Terentius Varro,

a butcher's son, had already been raised to the

qusestorship, and had been made plebeian and cu-

rule aedile, and was now looking forward to still

higher distinctions. But the war with Carthage

crushed it for the present, and delayed its revival

for nearly a hundred years, and established the

power of the aristocracy on the firmest base, that of

the public respect and love, feelings which their

conduct in the great national struggle had justly

earned for them.

Death of Hasdrubal had died in the year before Flaminius'

Haniribai
' ccnsorshlp, haviug been assassinated in his tent by

command: ^ GauUsh slavo, \\\ rcveuge for the death of his

B^t toTian- master ^^ The voice of the army had immediately

Cai^thage. " Called Hauuibal to the command, and the govern-

ment of Carthage had ratified their choice. He had

made two campaigns, and had so put down all oppo-

sition to the Carthaginian dominion, that the Sagun-

tines, expecting to be attacked next, as the only

^'' Polybius, II. 36. Appian, Hispan. 8.
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people still left independent, sent earnest embassies 9^,^?-

to Rome, to request the interference of the Romans ^^^"534

in their behalf ^^ Towards the close of the year ^C- 220.

534, Roman ambassadors visited Hannibal in his

winter quarters at New Carthage, warning him not

to attack Saguntum, which was an ally of Rome,

nor to carry his arms beyond the Iberus. Receiv-

ing unsatisfactory answers, they proceeded to Car-

thage, and declared to the government that the

Romans would consider any attack upon Sagun-

tum, or any advance of the Carthaginians beyond

the Iberus, as acts of direct hostility against Rome.

They could not imagine that Carthage would dare

to incur such a penalty: she had paid money and

ceded parts of her territory to escape the resentment

of the Romans; would she now voluntarily brave

it by acts of aggression? Hannibal's party could

not have obtained so complete an ascendency ; and

his opponents would surely recover their influence,

when his policy threatened to involve his country in

the dreaded evils of another war with Rome. So

L. jEmilius Paullus and M. Livius were chosen

consuls for the year 535, as if the peace would not

be broken ; and they were both sent over to Illyria

with two consular armies to chastise the revolt of

Demetrius of Pharus, who, relying on his intimate

connexion with the court of Macedon, had com-

mitted various breaches of treaty, and was setting

the Romans at defiance ^

*« Polybius, III. 15. Appian, ^^ Polybius, III. 16. 18. Zona-
Hispan. 11. Livy, XXI. 10. ras, VIII. 20
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CHAP. L. ^milius was a brave and able officer; and he
XLII

*—^.—^' and liis colleague did their work effectually ; they

A.C.219. reduced all the enemy's strong holds, took Pharus
War in Illy-

. .

ria- itself, and obliged Demetrius to escape for his life to

Macedonia, and finally received the submission of all

lUyria, and settled its affairs at their discretion.

They returned to Rome at the end of the season, and

obtained a triumph ; the last that was for some years

enjoyed by any Roman officer : for already the false-

hood of the Roman calculations was manifest ; Sa-

guntum, unaided by Rome, had been taken and

destroyed ; war with Carthage was no longer doubt-

ful ; and the seat of that war was likely to be no

longer Spain, but Italy.



CHAPTER XLIII.

SECOND PUNIC WAR.

HANNIBAL. MARCH OF HANNIBAL FROM SPAIN TO

ITALY. PASSAGE OF THE ALPS. BATTLES OF THE

TREBIA, AND OF THRASYMENUS. Q. FABIUS MAXI-

MUS DICTATOR. BATTLE OF CANNiE. A.U.C. 535

TO 538.

Twice in history has there been witnessed the struo-- chap.... . XLIII
ffle of the hio^hest individual g-enius ao-ainst the '-^—^°

, . . . „ A.U.C.535.
resources and institutions or a great nation ; and in a.c. 219.

• 1 1 •
Second

both cases the nation has been victorious. For Punic war.

seventeen years Hannibal strove against Rome ; for

sixteen years Napoleon Buonaparte strove against

England : the efforts of the first ended in Zama,

those of the second in Waterloo.

True it is, as Polybius has said, that Hannibal was Greatness of

supported by the zealous exertions of Carthage
'

;

and the strength of the opiDosition to his policy has

been very possibly exaggerated by the Roman writers.

But the zeal of his country in the contest, as Poly-

bius himself remarks in another place ^ was itself

the work of his family. Never did great men more
show themselves the living spirit of a nation than

Hamilcar, and Hasdrubal, and Hannibal, during a

period of nearly fifty years, approved themselves to

' Polybius, III. 10. 2 ix. 22.
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CHAP, be to Carthage. It is not then merely through our
' --^ ignorance of the internal state of Carthage, that
A.U.C. 535. o o
A.C.219. Hannibal stands so prominent in all our conceptions

of the second Punic war : he was really its moving

and directing power ; and the energy of his country

was but a light reflected from his own. History

therefore gathers itself into his single person: in

that vast tempest, which from north and south,

from the west and the east, broke upon Italy, we see

nothing but Hannibal.

Greatness of But if Haunibal's genius may be likened to the

success of Homeric god, who in his hatred of the Trojans rises

been for the froui tlic dccp to rally the fainting Greeks, and to

mankind, lead them against the enemy ; so the calm courage

with which Hector met his more than human adver-

sary in his country's cause, is no unworthy image of

the unyielding magnanimity displayed by the aristo-

cracy of Rome. As Hannibal utterly eclipses Car-

thage, so on the contrary Fabius, Marcellus, Claudius

Nero, even Scipio himself, are as nothing when com-

pared to the spirit, and wisdom, and power of Rome.

The senate which voted its thanks to its political

enemy Varro, after his disastrous defeat, "because

he had not despaired of the Commonwealth," and

which disdained either to solicit, or to reprove, or to

threaten, or in any way to notice the twelve colonies

which had refused their accustomed supplies of men
for the army, is far more to be honoured than the

conqueror of Zama. This we should the more care-

fully bear in mind, beca-use our tendency is to admire

individual greatness far more than national ; and as
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no single Roman will bear comparison with Hannibal, chap.

we are apt to murmur at the event of the contest, ^—.--^
1 A.U.C. 535.

and to think that the victory was awarded to the a.c. 219.

least worthy of the combatants. On the contrary,

never was the wisdom of God's providence more

manifest than in the issue of the strug-gle between

Rome and Carthage. It was clearly for the good of

mankind, that Hannibal should be conquered: his

triumph would have stopped the progress of the

world. For great men can only act permanently by

forming great nations ; and no one man, even though

it were Hannibal himself, can in one generation effect

such a work. But where the nation has been merely

enkindled for a while by a great man's spirit, the

light passes away with him who communicated it

;

and the nation, when he is gone, is like a dead body,

to which magic power had for a moment given an

unnatural life : when the charm has ceased, the body

is cold and stiff as before. He who grieves over the

battle of Zama, should carry on his thoughts to a

period thirty years later, when Hannibal must, in the

course of nature, have been dead, and consider how

the isolated Phoenician city of Carthage was fitted to

receive and to consolidate the civilization of Greece,

or by its laws and institutions to bind together bar-

barians of every race and language into an organ-

ized empire, and prepare them for becoming, when

that empire was dissolved, the free members of the

commonwealth of Christian Europe.

Hannibal was twenty-six years of age when he was Hannibal

appointed commander-in-chief of the Carthaginian tum. °

VOL. in. F
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CHAP, armies in Spain, npon the sndden death of Hasdrubal.

' .'^-;' Two years, we have seen, had been employed in
A.U.C. 535.

A.c. 219. expeditions against the native Spaniards ; the third

year was devoted to the siege of Saguntum. Han-

nibal's pretext for attacking it was, that the Sagun-

tines had oppressed one of the Spanish tribes in

alliance with Carthage ^ ; but no caution in the

Saguntine government could have avoided a quarrel,

which their enemy was determined to provoke.

Saguntum, although not a city of native Spaniards,

resisted as obstinately as if the very air of Spain

had breathed into foreign settlers on its soil the

spirit so often, in many different ages, displayed

by the Spanish people. Saguntum was defended

like Numantia and Gerona : the siege lasted eight

months ; and when all hope was gone, several of

the chiefs kindled a fire in the marketplace, and

after having thrown in their most precious effects,

leapt into it themselves, and perished. Still the

spoil found in the place was very considerable : there

was a large treasure of money, which Hannibal kept

for his war expenses ; there were numerous caj^tives,

whom he distributed amongst his soldiers as their

share of the plunder; and there was much costly

furniture from the public and private buildings,

which he sent home to decorate the temples and

palaces of Carthage *.

Ambassa- It uiust liavc becH towards the close of the year,

Carthage, but apparently before the consuls were returned
who declare

war.
3 Polybius, III. 15. Appian. * Livy, XXI. 14. Poljbius,

Hispau. XI. III. 18.
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from Illyria, that the news of the fall of Saoiintum chap.
^ °

XLIII.

reached Rome. Immediately ambassadors were sent rTr-,-—
—

'

•^ A.U.C. 535.

to Carthage ; M. Fabius Buteo, who had been ^-C 219.

consul seven and twenty years before, C. Licinius

Varus, and Q. Bnel^ius Tamphilus. Their orders were

simply to demand that Hannibal and his principal

officers should be given up for their attack upon the

allies of Rome, in breach of the treaty, and, if this

were refused, to declare war ^ The Carthaginians

tried to discuss the previous question, whether the

attack on Saguntum was a breach of the treaty

;

but to this the Romans would not listen. At length

]M. Fabius gathered up his toga, as if he was wrap-

ping up something in it, and holding it out thus

folded together, he said, " Behold, here are peace and

war ; take which you choose !" The Carthaginian

suffete or judge answered, " Give whichever thou

wilt." Hereupon Fabius shook out the folds of his

toga, saying, " Then here we give you war ;" to

which several members of the council shouted in

answer, " With all our hearts we welcome it." Thus

the Roman ambassadors left Carthage, and returned

straight to Rome.

But before the result of this embassy could be iiannibars

known in S]min, Hannibal had been making prepara- for war.

tions for his intended exj)edition, in a manner which

showed, not only that he was sure of the supjiort of

his government, but that he was able to dispose at

liis pleasure of all the military resources of Carthage.

Livy, XXI. 18. Polybius, III. 20. Zouaras, VIII. -22.

F 2
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CHAP. At his suggestion fresh troops from Africa were sent

'rrr^,'-^ over to Spain to secure it durino^ his absence, and to
A.V.i^. 565. ^
A.c. 219. i,Q commanded by his own brother, Hasdrubal ; and

their place was to be suppHed by other troops raised

in Spain ® ; so that Africa was to be defended by

Spaniards, and Spain by Africans, the soldiers of

each nation, when quartered amongst foreigners,

being cut off from all temptation or opportunity to

revolt. So completely was he allowed to direct

every military measure, that he is said to have sent

Spanish and Numidian troops to garrison Carthage

itself; in other words, this was a part of his general

plan, and was adopted accordingly by the govern-

ment. Meanwhile he had sent ambassadors into

Gaul, and even across the Alps, to the Gauls who

had so lately been at war with the Romans, both to

obtain information as to the country through which

his march lay, and to secure the assistance and

guidance of the Gauls in his passage of the Alps,

and their co-operation in arms when he should arrive

in Italy. His Spanish troops he had dismissed to

their several homes at the end of the last campaign,

that they might carry their spoils with them, and

tell of their exploits to their countrymen, and enjoy,

durinof the winter, that almost listless ease which is

the barbarian's relief from war and plunder. At

length he received the news of the Roman embassy

to Carthage, and the actual declaration of war ; his

officers also had returned from Cisalpine Gaul. "• The

6 Polybius, III. 33. Livy, XXI. 21.
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natural difficulties of the passage of the Alps were chap.

great," they said, " but by no means insuperable
; ^"5~^<~^

while the disposition of the Gauls was most**^ friendly, ^.c. 218.

and they were eagerly expecting his arrival ^" Then

Hannibal called his soldiers together, and told them

openly that he was going to lead them into Italy. .

" The Romans," he said, " have demanded that I

and my principal officers should be delivered up to

them as malefactors. Soldiers, will you suffer such

an indignity ? The Gauls are holding out their arms

to us, inviting us to come to them, and to assist

them in revenging their manifold injuries. And the

country which we shall invade, so rich in corn and

wine and oil, so full of flocks and herds, so covered

with flourishing cities, will be the richest prize that

could be offered by the gods to reward your valour."

One common shout from the soldiers assured him of

their readiness to follow him. He thanked them,

fixed the day on which they were to be ready to

march, and then dismissed them.

In this interval, and now on the very eve of com- Hannibal's

1.1/. . ^ Bacrifice.

mencmg his appomted work, to which tor eighteen

years he had been solemnly devoted, and to which he

had so Ions: been looking forward with almost sicken-

ing hope, he left the head-quarters of his army to

visit Gades, and there, in the temple of the supreme

god of Tyre, and all the colonies of Tyre, to offer his

prayers and vows for the success of his enterprise ^

He was attended only by those immediately attached

7 Polybius, III. 34.
8 Livy, XXI. 21. Compare Polybius, XXXIV. 9.
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CHAP, to liis person; and amongst these was a Sicilian

•-^-^—^ Greek, Silenus, who followed him throughout his

A.c. 218.' Italian ^pedition, and lived at his table. When
the sacrifice was over, Hannibal returned to his army

at New Carthage ; and every thing being ready, and

the season sufficiently advanced, for it was now late

in May, he set out on his march for the Iberus.

His vision. And here the fulness of his mind, and his strong

sense of being the devoted instrument of his country's

gods to destroy their enemies, haunted him by night

as they possessed him by day. In his sleep, so he

told Silenus, he fancied that the supreme god of

his fathers had called him into the presence of all the

gods of Carthage, who were sitting on their thrones

in council. There he received a solemn charge to

invade Italy ; and one of the heavenly council went

with him and with his army, to guide him on his

way. He went on, and his divine guide commanded

him, "See that thou look not behind thee." But

after a while, impatient of the restraint, he turned

to look back ; and there he beheld a huge and

monstrous form, thick set all over with serpents

;

wherever it moved, orchards and woods and houses

fell crashing before it. He asked his guide in

wonder, what that monster form was ? The god

answered, "Thou seest the desolation of Italy;

go on thy way, straight forwards, and cast no look

behind ^." Thus, with no divided heart, and with an

entire resignation of all personal and domestic enjoy-

9 Cicero tie Div. I. 24. Livy, I. 7. 1. Externa. Zonaras, VIII.
XXIV. -22. Valerius Maximus. 22.
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ments for ever, Hannibal went forth, at the age of chap.

twenty-seven'", to do the work of his country's gods, ^~^.—j

and to redeem his early vow. A.c.2ik'

The consuls at Rome came into office at this Miscalcula-

tions of the

period on the 15th of IMarch : it was possible there- Romans.

fore for a consular army to arrive on the scene of

action in time to dispute with Hannibal not only the

passage of the Rhone, but that of the Pyrenees.

But the Romans exaggerated the difficulties of his

march, and seem to have expected that the resist-

ance of the Spanish tril^es between the Iberus and

the Pyrenees, and of the Gauls between the Pyrenees

and the Rhone, would so delay him that he would

not reach the Rhone till the end of the season. They

therefore made their preparations leisurely.

Of the consuls for this year, the year of Rome 536, Their pre-

and 218 before the Christian sera, one was P. Cor- war.

nelius Scipio, the son of L. Scipio, who had been

consul in the sixth year of the first Punic war, and

the grandson of L. Scipio Barbatus, whose services

in the third Samnite war are recorded in his famous

epitaph. The other was Ti. Sempronius Longus,

probably, but not certainly, the son of that C. Sem-

pronius BKtcsus, who had been consul in the year 501.

The consuls' provinces were to be Spain and Sicily;

Scipio, with two Roman legions, and 15,600 of the

Italian allies, and with a fleet of sixty quinqueremes,

was to command in Spain; Sempronius, with a

somewhat larger army, and a fleet of 160 quinque-

'" Nepos, Hannibal, c. 3.
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remes, was to cross over to Lilybseum, and from

thence, if circumstances favoured, to make a de-

scent on Africa. A third army, consisting also of

two Roman legions, and 1 1,000 of the allies, was

stationed in Cisalpine Gaul, under the praetor, L.

Manlius Vulso ^K The Romans suspected that the

Gauls would rise in arms ere long ; and they hastened

to send out the colonists of two colonies, which had

been resoh'ed on before, but not actually founded, to

occupy the important stations of Placentia and Cre-

mona on the opposite banks of the Po. The colonists

sent to each of these places were no fewer than

six thousand ; and they received notice to be at their

colonies in thirty days. Three commissioners, one

of them, C. Lutatius Catulus, being of consular rank,

were sent out, as usual, to superintend the allotment

of lands to the settlers; and these 1 '2,000 men,

together with the praetor's army, were supposed to

be capable of keeping the Gauls quiet '^.

thrcauis
^^ ^^ ^ curious fact, that the danger on the side of

Spain was considered to be so much the least urgent,

that Scipio's army was raised the last, after those of

his colleague and of the praetor L. Manlius '^ Indeed

Scipio was still at Rome, when tidings came that

the Boians and Insubrians had revolted, had dis-

persed the new settlers at Placentia and Cremona,

and driven them to take refuge at Mutina, had

treacherously seized the three commissioners at a

conference, and had defeated the praetor L. Manlius,

" Polybius, III. 40, 41. '3 Livy, XXI. 26.
'2 Polybius, III. 40.
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and obliged him also to take shelter in one of the chap.
XLni

towns of Cisalpine Ganl, where they were block- ^^-^^—

^

'

, 1 . 'in A.U.C. 536.

ading him '\ One of Scipio s legions, with nve a.c. 218.

thonsand of the allies, was immediately sent off into

Gaul under another praetor, C. Atilius Serranus ; and

Scipio waited till his own army should again be

completed by new levies. Thus he cannot have

left Rome till late in the summer; and when he

arrived with his fleet and army at the mouth of the

eastern branch of the Rhone, he found that Hannibal

had crossed the Pyrenees ; but he still hoped to im-

pede his passage of the river.

Hannibal meanwhile, having set out from New iiannibai

Carthage with an army of 90,000 foot, and 12,000 norti" of

horse, crossed the Iberus '^
; and from thenceforward

''^'"'

the hostile operations of his march began. He
might probably have marched through the country

between the Iberus and the Pyrenees, had that been

his sole object, as easily as he made his way from the

Pyrenees to the Rhone ; a few presents and civilities

would easily have induced the Spanish chiefs to

allow him a free passage. But some of the tribes

northward of the Iberus were friendly to Rome : on

the coast were the Greek cities of Rhoda and Em-
]5oriae, Massaliot colonies, and thus attached to the

Romans as the old allies of their mother city : if this

part of Spain were left unconquered, the Romans
w^ould immediately make use of it as the base of their

operations, and proceed from thence to attack the

'^ Polybius, III. 40.
•5 Polybius, III. 35. Livy, XXI. 23.
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CHAP, whole Carthaoinian dominion. Accordino;ly Han-
XLIII. " o J

)~^(r^Q nibal employed his army in subduing the whole
A.c. 218. country, which he effected with no great loss of

time, but at a heavy expense of men, as he was

obliged to carry the enemy's strongholds by assault,

rather than incur the delay of besieging them. He
left Hanno with eleven thousand men to retain

possession of the newly-conquered country ; and he

further diminished his army by sending home as many
more of his Spanish soldiers, probably those who had

most distinguished themselves, as an earnest to the

rest, that they too, if they did their duty well, might

expect a similar release, and might look forward

to return ere long to their homes full of spoil and

of glory. These detachments, together with the

heavy loss sustained in the field, reduced the force

with which Hannibal entered Gaul to no more than

50,000 foot, and 9000 horse ''.

He marches From the Pyreuees to the Rhone his progress was
Rhone. easy. Here he had no wish to make regular con-

quests ; and presents to the chiefs mostly succeeded

in conciliating their friendship, so that he was allowed

to pass freely. But on the left bank of the Rhone
the influence of the Massaliots Avith the Gaulish

tribes had disposed them to resist the invader ; and

the passage of the Rhone was not to be effected

without a contest.

Scipio's Scipio by this time had landed his army near the

eastern mouth of the Rhone ; and his information

"' Poly bins, III. 35.

uiovcments.
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of Hannibal's movements was vao^ue and imperfect, chap.
XLHI

His men had suffered from sea sickness on their ^-^ '-^

A.U.C. 53(7.

voyage from Pisa to the Rhone; and he wished a.c. 218.

to give them a short time to recover their strength

and spirits, before he led them against the enemy.

He still felt confident that Hannibal's advance from

the P}Tenees must be slow, supposing that he would

be obliged to fight his way ; so that he never

doubted that he should have ample time to oppose

his passage of the Rhone. Meanwhile he sent

out 300 horse, with some Gauls, who were in

the service of the Massaliots, ordering them to

ascend the left bank of the Rhone, and discover,

if possible, the situation of the enemy. He seems

to have been unwilling to place the river on his

rear, and therefore never to have thought of con-

ducting his operations on the right bank, or even

of sending out reconnoitring parties in this direc-

tion ^\

The resolution which Scipio formed a few days Hannibal's
^ preparations

afterwards, of sending his army to Spain, wdien he f''i- v^%^ ./ X
tjjg Rhone.

himself returned to Italy, was deserving of such

high praise, that we must hesitate to accuse him of

over caution or needless delay at this critical mo-

ment. Yet he was sitting idle at the mouth of the

Rhone, while the Gauls were vainly endeavouring to

oppose Hannibal's passage of the river. We must

understand that Hannibal kept his army as far away

from the sea as possiljle in order to conceal his

1'" Polvbius, II. 41. Livy, XXL 20.
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CHAP, movements from the Romans ; therefore he came
XLIII.

)-rrrrTZ^ upon the Rhone, not on the hne of the later Ro-
A.C. 218. man road from Spain to Italy, which crossed the

river at Tarasco, between Avignon and Aries, but at

a point much higher uji, above its confluence with

the Durance, and nearly half way, if we can trust

Polybius' reckoning, from the sea to its confluence

with the Isere 'I Here he obtained from the natives

on the right bank, by paying a fixed price, all their

boats and vessels of every description with which

they were accustomed to trafiic down the river : they

allowed him also to cut timber for the construction

of others ; and thus in two days he was provided

with the means of transporting his army. But find-

ing that the Gauls were assembled on the eastern

bank to oppose his passage, he sent off* a detach-

ment of his army by night with native guides, to

ascend the right bank, for about two and twenty

miles, and there to cross as they could, where there

was no enemy to stop them. The woods which

then lined the river, supplied this detachment with

the means of constructing barks and rafts enough

for the passage ; they took advantage of one of the

many islands in this part of the Rhone, to cross

where the stream was divided ; and thus they all

reached the left bank in safety. There they took

up a strong position, probably one of those strange

masses of rock which rise here and there with steep

cliffy sides like islands out of the vast plain, and

18 Polybius, III. 42.
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rested for four and twenty hours after their exertions
^^-^j^-

in the march and the passage of the river. a~uc1>^
Hannibal allowed eight and forty hours to pass

-phe^!;j.^^y

"

from the time when the detachment left his cami) ;
'^™*^«'^ '^'®

1 ' river.

and then, on the morning of the fifth day after his

arrival on the Rhone, he made his preparations for

the passage of his main army. The mighty stream

of the river, fed by the snows of the high Alps,

is swelled rather than diminished by the heats of

summer ; so that, although the season was that when

the southern rivers are generally at their lowest,

it was rolling the vast mass of its waters along

with a startling fulness and rapidity. The heaviest

vessels were therefore placed on the left, highest

up the stream, to form something of a breakwater

for the smaller craft crossing below ; the small

boats held the flower of the light armed foot, while

the cavalry were in the larger vessels ; most of the

horses being towed astern swimming, and a single

soldier holding three or four together by their

bridles. Every thing was ready, and the Gauls on

the opposite side had ]30ured out of their camp, and

lined the bank in scattered groups at the most acces-

sible points, thinking that their task of stopping the

enemy's landing would be easily accomplished. At

length Hannibal's eye observed a column of smoke

rising on the farther shore, above or on the right

of the barbarians. This was the concerted signal

which assured him of the arrival of his detachment

;

and he instantly ordered his men to embark, and

to push across with all possible speed. They pulled
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CHAP, vigorously against the rapid stream, cheering each

v-1 L> other to the work; while behind them were their

A.c. 218. friends, cheering them also from the bank; and be-

fore them were the Gauls singing their war songs,

and calling them to come on with tones and gestures

of defiance. But on a sudden a mass of fire was

seen on the rear of the barbarians ; the Gauls on

the bank looked behind, and began to turn away

from the river; and presently the bright arms and

white linen coats of the African and Spanish sol-

diers appeared above the bank, breaking in upon the

disorderly line of the Gauls. Hannibal himself, who
was with the party crossing the river, leaped on

shore amongst the first, and forming his men as fast

as they landed, led them instantly to the charge.

But the Gauls, confused and bewildered, made little

resistance ; they fled in utter rout ; whilst Hannibal,

not losing a moment, sent back his vessels and boats

for a fresh detachment of his army; and before

night his whole force, with the exception of his

elephants, was safely established on the eastern side

of the Rhone '^

Arrival of As tlio rivcr was no longer between him and the
emissaries -^^ -i i i ^ •

from the cnomy, Hannibal early on the next mornmg sent

Gauls. out a party of Numidian cavalry to discover the

position and numbers of Scipio's forces, and then

called his army together, to see and hear the com-

munications of some chiefs of the Cisalpine Gauls,

Avho were just arrived from the other side of the

Polybius, III. 42, 43.
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Alps. Their words were explained to the Africans chap.

and Spaniards in the army by interjireters ; but the ^p^r^-^

very sight of the chiefs was itself an encouragement ;
^^C- "218.

for it told the soldiers that the communication with

Cisalpine Gaul was not impracticable, and that the

Gauls had undertaken so long a journey for the pur-

pose of obtaining the aid of the Carthaginian army

against their old enemies, the Romans. Besides,

the interpreters explained to the soldiers that the

chiefs undertook to guide them into Italy by a short

and safe rout, on which they would be able to find

provisions ; and spoke strongly of the great extent

and richness of Italy, when they did arrive there,

and how zealously the Gauls would aid them. Han-

nibal then came forward himself and addressed his

army : their work, he said, was more than half ac-

complished by the passage of the Rhone ; their own

eyes and ears had witnessed the zeal of their Gaulish

allies in their cause ; for the rest, their business was

to do their duty, and obey his orders implicitly,

leaving every thing else to him. The cheers and

shouts of the soldiers again satisfied him how fully

he might depend upon them ; and he then ad-

dressed his prayers and vows to the gods of Carthage,

imploring them to watch over the army, and to

]:)rosj)er its work to the end, as they had prospered

its beginning. The soldiers were now dismissed,

with orders to prepare for their march on the

morrow -".

™ Polybius, III. 44.
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CHAP. Scarcely was the assembly broken up, when some

"TTTrTT^ of the Numiclians who had been sent out in the
A.c. 218 ixiorninff, were seen riding for their lives to the

bcipio sends ^ '^

his army to camp, manifestly in flight from a victorious enemy.
opain, and i ' ./ o j

returns to ]s[q|; \^^\f ^f ^j^q Original party returned ; for they had

fallen in with Scipio's detachment of Roman and

Gaulish horse, and after an obstinate conflict had

been completely beaten. Presently after, the Ro-

man horsemen aj^peared in pursuit ; but when they

observed the Carthaginian camp, they wheeled about

and rode off, to carry back word to their general.

Then at last Scipio put his army in motion, and

ascended the left bank of the river to find and en-

gage the enemy-'. But when he arrived at the spot

where his cavalry had seen the Carthaginian camp,

he found it deserted, and was told that Hannibal

had been gone three days, having marched north-

wards, ascending the left bank of the river. To

follow him seemed desperate : it was f)lunging into a

country wholly unknown to the Romans, where they

had neither allies nor guides, nor resources of any

kind ; and where the natives, over and above the com-

mon jealousy felt by all barbarians toward a foreign

army, were likely, as Gauls, to regard the Romans
with peculiar hostility. But if Hannibal could not

be followed now, he might easily be met on his first

arrival in Italy; from the mouth of the Rhone to

Pisa was the chord of a circle, while Hannibal was

going to make a long circuit ; and the Romans had

21 Polybius, 111. 45.
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an army already in Cisalpine Gaul ; while the enemy chap.

would reach the scene of action exhausted with the ^^——^
J. . , . . p , A.U.C. 536.

fatigues and privations of his march across the Alps. a.c. 218.

Accordingly Scipio descended the Rhone again,

embarked his army, and sent it on to Spain under

the command of his brother Cnseus Scipio, as his

lieutenant ; while he himself in his own ship sailed

for Pisa, and immediately crossed the Apennines to

take the command of the forces of the two praetors,

Manlius and Atilius, who, as we have seen, had an

army of about 25,000 men, over and above the

colonists of Placentia and Cremona, still disposable

in Cisalpine Gaul "^.

This resolution of Scipio to send his own army wisdom of

on to Spain, and to meet Hannibal with the army of tion.

the two praetors, appears to show that he possessed

the highest qualities of a general, which involve the

wisdom of a statesman no less than of a soldier. As

a mere military question, his calculation, though

baffled by the event, was sound : but if we view it

in a higher light, the importance to the Romans of

retaining their hold on Spain would have justified

a far greater hazard ; for if the Carthaginians were

suffered to consolidate their dominion in Spain, and

to avail themselves of its immense resources, not in

money only, but in men, the hardiest and steadiest

of barbarians, and, under the training of such gene-

rals as Hannibal and his brother, equal to the best

soldiers in the world, the Romans would hardly

have been able to maintain the contest. Had not

-" Polybius, III. 47.
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CHAP. P. Scipio then dispatched his army to Spain at this

^ -^ critical moment, instead of carrying it home to Italy,
A.U.C. 536. -

A.c. 218. his son in all probability would never have won the

battle of Zama.

Theeie- Meanwhilo Hannibal, on the day after the skir-
pliants are

i v • •

carried over nilsli wltli Sclpio's liorse, had sent forward his m-
the Rhone. ...

fantry, keeping the cavalry to cover his operations,

as he still expected the Romans to pursue him;

while he himself waited to superintend the passage

of the elephants. These were thirty-seven in num-

ber; and their dread of the water made their

transport a very difficult operation. It was effected

by fastening to the bank large rafts of 200 feet

in length, covered carefully with earth: to the

end of these, smaller rafts were attached, covered

with earth in the same manner, and with towing

lines extended to a number of the largest barks,

which were to tow them over the stream. The

elephants, two females leading the way, were brought

upon the rafts by their drivers without difficulty;

and as soon as they came upon the smaller rafts,

these were cut loose at once from the larger, and

towed out into the middle of the river. Some of

the elej^hants in their terror leaped overboard, and

drowned their drivers; but they themselves, it

is said, held their huge trunks above water, and

struggled to the shore ; so that the whole thirty-

seven were landed in safety ^l Then Hannibal called

in his cavalry, and covering his march with them

23 Polybius, III. 46. Livy, XXI. 28.
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and with the elephants, set forward up the left bank chap.

of the Rhone to overtake the infantry. TTrA~7z!•' A.U.C. bib.

In four days thev reached the spot where the ,^^-.2i?-
•' •' '- Himiubal s

Isere -^ comino- down from the main Alps, bring's to '"'"ch

the Rhone a stream hardly less full or mighty than Gaui.

his own. In the plains above the confluence two

Gaulish brothers were contending which should be

chief of their tribe ; and the elder called in the

stranger general to support his cause. Hannibal

readily complied, established him firmly on the

throne, and received important aid from him in

return. He supplied the Carthaginian army plen-

tifully with provisions, furnished them with new
arms, gave them new clothing, especially shoes,

which were found very useful in the subsequent

march, and accompanied them to the first entrance

on the mountain country, to secure them from

attacks on the part of his countrymen.

The attentive reader, who is acquainted with the Difficulty of

geography of the Alps and their neighbourhood, will hisVine°of
^

perceive that this account of Hannibal's march is

vague. It does not appear whether the Carthagi-

nians ascended the left bank of the Isere, or the

right bank; or whether they continued to ascend

the Rhone for a time, and leaving it only so far as

to avoid the great angle which it makes at Lyons,

rejoined it again just before they entered the moun-

tain country, a little to the left of the present road

from Lyons to Chamberri. But these uncertainties

-^ Polybius, III. 49.
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CHAP, cannot now be removed, because Polybius neither

'—./—^ possessed a sufficient knowledge of the bearings of

A.c. 218. the country, nor sufficient liveliness as a painter, to

describe the line of the march so as to be clearly

recog-nised. I believe however that Hannibal crossed

the Isere, and continued to ascend the Rhone

;

and that afterwards, striking off to the right across

the plains of Dauphine, he reached what Polybius

calls the first ascent of the Alps, at the northern

extremity of that ridge of limestone mountains,

which, rising abruptly from the plain to the height

of 4000 or 5000 feet, and filling up the whole

space between the Rhone at Belley and the Isere

below Grenoble, first introduces the traveller coming

from Lyons to the remarkable features of Alpine

scenery.

Hannibal At the oud of the lowland country, the Gaulish

mountain- chief, wlio had accompanied Hannibal thus far, took

oppose him. leavo of him : his influence probably did not ex-

tend to the Alpine valleys; and the mountaineers,

far from respecting his safe conduct, might be in

the habit of making plundering inroads on his

own territory. Here then Hannibal was left to

himself; and he found that the natives were pre-

pared to beset his passage. They occupied all such

points as commanded the road ; which, as usual,

was a sort of terrace cut in the mountain side,

overhanging the valley whereby it penetrated to

the central ridge. But as the mountain line is

of no great breadth here, the natives guarded the

defile only by day, and withdrew when night came
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on to tlieir own homes, in a town or village amontr chap.
XT TTI

the mountains, and lying in the valley behind them ". * ^.r—^

Hannibal, having- learnt this from some of his a.c. 218.'

Gaulish guides whom he sent among them, encamped
in their sight just below the entrance of the defile

;

and as soon as it was dusk, he set out with a de-

tachment of light troops, made his way through the

pass, and occupied the positions which the barbarians,

after their usual practice, had abandoned at the

approach of night.

Day dawned ; the main army broke up from its He baffles

camp, and began to enter the defile; while the
*^'""'

natives, finding their positions occupied by the

enemy, at first looked on quietly, and offered no
disturbance to the march. But when they saw the

long narrow line of the Carthaginian army winding

along the steep mountain side, and the cavalry

and baggage cattle struggling at every ste]) with

the difficulties of the road, the temptation to plun-

der was too strong to be resisted ; and from many
points of the mountain above the road they rushed

down upon the Carthaginians. The confusion was
terrible ; for the road or track was so narrow, that

the least crowd or disorder pushed the heavily

loaded baggage cattle down the steep below; and
the horses, wounded by the barbarians' missiles,

and plunging about wildly in their pain and terror,

increased the mischief. At last Hannibal was
obliged to charge down from his position, which

25 PolybiuS, III. 50.
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CHAP, commanded the whole scene of confusion, and to

^ '- drive the barbarians off. This he effected: yet the
A.U.C. 536. -^

A.C.218. conflict of so many men on the narrow road made

the disorder worse for a time ; and he unavoidably

occasioned the destruction of many of his own men -^.

At last, the barbarians being quite beaten off, the

army wound its way out of the defile in safety, and

rested in the wide and rich valley which extends

from the lake of Bourget, with scarcely a percepti-

ble change of level, to the Isere at Montmeillan.

Hannibal meanwhile attacked and stormed the town,

which was the barbarians' principal stronghold ; and

here he not only recovered a great many of his om n

men, horses, and baggage cattle, but also found a

large supply of corn and cattle belonging to the

barbarians, which he immediately made use of for

the consumption of his soldiers.

Difficulties In the plain which he had now reached, he halted
ofthe ^
march. for a wliolo day, and then, resuming his march, pro-

ceeded for three days up the valley of the Isere

on the right bank, without encountering any diffi-

culty. Then the natives met him with branches

of trees in their hands, and wreaths on their

heads, in token of peace : they spoke fairly, offered

hostages, and wished, they said, neither to do the

Carthaginians any injury, nor to receive any from

them. Hannibal mistrusted them, yet did not wish

to offend them ; he accepted their terms, received

their hostages, and obtained large supplies of cattle

;

-'"' Polybius, III. 51.
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and their whole behaviour seemed so trustworthy, ^I^ap.
•^ XLIII.

that at last he accepted their guidance, it is said, "^"jj^rg^

through a difficult part of the country, which he was ^•^- ^i^-

now approaching". For all the Alpine valleys become

narrower, as they draw nearer to the central chain;

and the mountains often come so close to the stream,

that the roads in old times were often obliged to

leave the valley and ascend the hills by any ac-

cessible point, to descend again when the gorge

became wider, and follow the stream as before. If

this is not done, and the track is carried nearer the

river, it passes often through defiles of the most

formidable character, being no more than a narrow

ledge above a furious torrent, with cliffs rising

above it absolutely precipitous, and coming down on

the other side of the torrent abruptly to the water,

leaving no passage by which man or even goat could

make its way.

It appears that the barbarians persuaded Hannibal Attacks of
the moun-

to pass through one of these defiles, instead of going taineers.

round it ; and while his army was involved in it,

they suddenly, and without a provocation, as we are

told, attacked him. JNIaking their way along the

mountain sides above the defile, they rolled down

masses of rock on the Carthaginians below, or even

threw stones upon them from their hands, stones

and rocks being equally fatal against an enemy so

entangled. It was well for Hannibal, that, still

doubting the barbarians' faith, he had sent forward

-' Polvbiiis, III. 52.
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CHAP, his cavalry and ba2:2:a2re, and covered tlie march
XLIII. •' ^^ "

^rrr^rr^ with his infantry, who thus had to sustain the brunt
A.U.C. Mb. •'

A.c. 218. Qf ^he attack. Foot sokUers on such ground were

able to move, where horses would be quite help-

less; and thus at last Hannibal, with his infantry,

forced his way to the summit of one of the bare

cliffs overhanging the defile, and remained there

during the night, whilst the cavalry and baggage

slowly struggled out of the defile ^I Thus again

baffled, the barbarians made no more general at-

tacks on the army; some partial annoyance was

occasioned at intervals ; and some baggage was

carried off; but it was observed, that wherever

the elephants were, the line of march was secure

;

for the barbarians beheld those huge creatures with

terror, having never had the slightest knowledge

of them, and not daring to approach when they saw

them.

i^atTes Uie
Wlthout auy farther recorded difficulty, the army

thTAips"^ on the ninth day after they had left the plains of

Dauphine arrived at the summit of the central ridge

of the Alps. Here there is always a plain of some

extent, immediately overhung by the snowy sum-

mits of the high mountains, but itself in summer

presenting in many parts a carpet of the freshest

grass, with the chalets of the shepherds scattered

over it, and gay with a thousand flowers. But far

different is its aspect through the greatest part of

the year: then it is one unvaried waste of snow;

"« Polybius, III. 33.
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and the little lakes, which on many of the passes chap.

enliven the summer lanclsca])e, are now frozen over, ^-I-J_^
,

- ,. A.U.C. 536.

and covered with snow, so as to be no longer dis- a.c. 2i«.

tinguishable. Hannibal was on the summit of the

Alps about the end of October: the first winter

snows had already fallen ; but two hundred years

before the Christian sera, when all Germany was one

vast forest, the climate of the Alps was far colder

than at present, and the snow lay on the passes all

through the year. Thus the soldiers were in dreary

quarters: they remained two days on the summit,

resting from their fatigues, and giving opportunity

to many of the stragglers, and of the horses and

cattle, to rejoin them by following their track ; but

they were cold and worn and disheartened ; and

mountains still rose before them, through which, as

they knew too well, even their descent might be

perilous and painful.

But their great general, who felt that he now Looks down

1 • • 1 f» X 1 1
upon Italy.

stood victorious on the ramparts of Italy, and that

the torrent which rolled before him was carrying

its waters to the rich plains of Cisalpine Gaul,

endeavoured to kindle his soldiers with his own
spirit of hope. He called them together ; he pointed

out the valley beneath, to which the descent

seemed the work of a moment :
" That valley," he

said, "is Italy; it leads us to the country of our

friends the Gauls ; and yonder is our way to Rome."

His eyes were eagerly fixed on that point of the

horizon ; and as he gazed, the distance between

seemed to vanish, till he could almost fancy that
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CHAP, he was crossinsr the Tiber, and assailing; the
XLHI. * °

A.c. 218. After the two clays' rest the descent began. Hanni-

bal experienced no more open hostility from the

barbarians, only some petty attempts here and there

to plunder; a fact strange in itself, but doubly so,

if he was really descending the valley of the Doria

Baltea, through the country of the Salassians, the

most untamable robbers of all the Alpine barba-

rians. It is possible that the influence of the Insu-

brians may partly have restrained the mountaineers

;

and partly also they may have been deterred by the

ill success of all former attacks, and may by this time

have regarded the strange army and its monstrous

beasts with something of superstitious terror. But

the natural difliculties of the ground on the descent

were greater than ever. The snow covered the

track so that the men often lost it, and fell down
the steep below : at last they came to a place

where an avalanche had carried it away altogether

for about three hundred yards, leaving the moun-

tain side a mere wreck of scattered rocks and snow.

To go round Avas impossible ; for the depth of the

snow on the heights above rendered it hoj)eless

to scale them ; nothing therefore was left but to

repair the road. A summit of some extent was

found, and cleared of the snow ; and here the army

were obliged to encamp, whilst the work went

on. There was no want of hands ; and every man

-0 Polybius, III. 54. Livy, XXI. 33.
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was labouring for his life : the road therefore was
^}f\V-

restored, and supported with solid substructions
)~(J~q'~^

below ; and in a single day it was made practicable ^•<^- ^i*^-

for the cavalry and baggage cattle, which were im-

mediately sent forward, and reached the lower valley

in safety, where they were turned out to pasture. A
harder labour was required to make a passage for

the elephants : the way for them must be wide and

solid ; and the work could not be accomplished in

less than three days. The poor animals suffered

severely in the interval from hunger; for no forage

was to be found in that wilderness of snow, nor any

trees whose leaves might supply the place of other

herbage. At last they too were able to proceed

with safety ^"i Hannibal overtook his cavalry and

baggage ; and in three days more the whole army had

got clear of the Alpine valleys, and entered the

country of their friends, the Insubrians, on the wide

plain of northern Italy.

Hannibal was arrived in Italy, but with a force so Anivai in

Italy.

weakened by its losses in men and horses, and by the Losses on

f 1
* c 1 • 11 ^^^^ marcli.

exhausted state or the survivors, that he mig-ht seem

to have accomplished his great march in vain. Ac-
cording to his own statement, which there is no

reason to doubt, he brought out of the Alpine valleys

no more than 1 2,000 African and 8000 Spanish in-

fantry, with 6000 cavalry ^'
; so that his march from

the Pyrenees to the plains of northern Italy must

have cost him 33,000 men ; an enormous loss, which

30 Polvbius, III. 54,55. -'i Polvbius, III. 56.
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CHAP, proves liow severely the army must have suifered

v^^^l^l. from the privations of the march and the severity of

A.c. 218.
' the Alpine climate ; for not half of these 33,000

men can have fallen in battle. With his army in

this condition, some period of repose was absolutely

necessary: accordingly, Hannibal remained in the

country of the Insubrians, till rest, and a more tem-

perate climate, and wholesome food, with which the

Gauls plentifully supplied him, restored the bodies

and spirits of his soldiers, and made them again

ready for action ^'. His first movement was against

the Taurinians, a Ligurian people, who were constant

enemies of the Insubrians, and therefore would not

listen to Hannibal, when he invited them to join his

cause. He therefore attacked and stormed their

jirincipal town, put the garrison to the sword, and

struck such terror into the neighbouring tribes, that

they submitted immediately, and became his allies.

This was his first accession of strength in Italy, the

first fruits, as he hoped, of a long succession of de-

fections among the allies of Rome, so that the swords

of the Italians might effect for him the conquest of

Italy.

Scipio Meanwhile Scipio had laTided at Pisa, had crossed

See'tbim!' thc Apeuniues, and taken the command of the

praetors' army, sending the prsetors themselves back

to Rome, had crossed the Po at Placentia, and

was ascending its left bank, being anxious to ad-

vance with all possible haste, in order to hinder

'- Polybius, III. 60.
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a general rising of the Gauls by his jDresence ^\ chap.

Hannibal, for the opposite reason, was equally anxi- 'rTTcr^

ous to meet him, being well aware that the Gauls ^•^- ^is-

were only restrained from revolting to the Carthagi-

nians by fear, and that on his first success in the

field they would hasten to join him ^\ He therefore

descended the left bank of the Po, keeping the river

on his right; and Scipio having thrown a bridge

over the Ticinus, had entered what are now the Sar-

dinian dominions, and was still advancing westward,

with the Po on his left, although, as the river here

makes a bend to the southward, he was no longer in

its immediate neighbourhood ^\

Each 2-eneral was aware that his enemy was at Engagement
°

, / on the

hand ; and both pushed forward with their cavalry Ticinus.

and light troops in advance of their main armies, to

reconnoitre each other's position and numbers. Thus

was brought on accidentally the first action between

Hannibal and the Romans in Italy, which, Avith

some exaggeration, has been called the battle of the

Ticinus ^^. The Numidians in Hannibal's army, being

now properly supported by heavy cavalry, were able

to follow their own manner of fighting, and, falling

on the flanks and rear of the Romans, who w^ere

already engaged in front with Hannibal's heavy horse-

men, took ample vengeance for their defeat on the

Rhone. The Romans were routed ; and the consul

himself was severely wounded, and owed his life, it is

33 Polybiiis, III. 56. ?- Polvbius, III. 64.
3^ Polybius, III. 60. 36 Polybius, III. do.
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CHAP, said, to the courage and fidelity of a Li^urian slave ^'.

XLIII
'

^^—
^
—^ With their cavalry thus crippled, it was impossible

A.U.C. 536. . ,

*^

1 x^
A.c. 218. to act m such an open country ; the Romans there-

fore hastily retreated, recrossed the Ticinus, and

broke down the bridge, yet with so much hurry and

confusion, that 600 men were left on the right bank,

and fell into the enemy's hands ; and then, crossing

the Po also, established themselves under the walls

of their colony Placentia.

Hannibal's Hannibal, finding the bridge over the Ticinus de-
advance,

stroyed, reascended the left bank of the Po till he

found a convenient point to cross, and then, having

constructed a bridge with the river boats, carried

over his army in safety. Immediately, as he had

expected, the Gauls on the right bank received him

with open arms ; and again descending the river,

he arrived on the second day after his passage in

sight of the Roman army, and on the following day

offered them battle. But as the Romans did not

move, he chose out a spot for his camp, and posted

his army five or six miles from the enemy, and ap-

parently on the east of Placentia, cutting off their

direct communication with Ariminum and Rome ^^

Campaign Oil tlic fii'st HOWS of Hamiibal's arrival in Italy,

Semproniiis tlic sciiate liad scnt orders to the other consul, Ti.
joins eipio.

ggjj^pj.Qj-^jjjg^ ^Q return immediately to reinforce his

colleague ^^ No event of importance had marked

the first summer of the war in Sicily. Hannibal's

spirit so animated the Carthaginian government, that

^' Polybius, III. 66. Livy. ^s Polybius, III. 66.

XXI. 46. =*'' Polybius, III. 61.
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they were every where preparing to act on the offen- chap.

sive; and before the arrival of Sempronius, M. ^nii- vJL[:^i!l^

lius, the praetor, had already had to fight a naval a.c. 218.

'

action with the enemy, in order to defend Lilyb^um '*".

He had defeated them, and prevented their landino-,

but the Carthaginian fleets still kept the sea ; and
whilst Sempronius was employing his M-hole force in

the conquest of the island of Melita, the enemy were
cruizing on the northern side of Sicily, and making
descents on the coast of Italy. On his return to

Lilybseum he was going in pursuit of them, when he
received orders to return home and join his col-

league. He accordingly left part of his fleet with

the pra-tor in Sicily, and part he committed to Sex.

Pomponius, his lieutenant, for the protection of the

coasts of Lucania and Campania ; while, from a dread

of the dangers and delays of the winter navigation of

the Adriatic, his army was to march from Lilyba^um

to Messana, and after crossing the strait to go by
land through the whole length of Italy, the soldiers

being bound by oath to appear on a certain day at

Ariminum. They completed their long march, it is

said, in forty days ; and from Ariminum they hastened

to the scene of action, and effected their junction

with the army of Scipio ^'.

Sempronius found his colleague no longer in his Position of

original position, close by Placentia and the Po, but anny.*""*"

withdrawn to the first hills which bound the o-reat

plain on the south, and leave an interval here of

^» Livy, XXI. 49,50.
*^ Polybius, III. Gl. G8. Livy, XXI. 51.
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CHAP, about six miles between themselves and the river ^-.

A JLl J 1.

^~^7Tfr But Hannibal's army lyinor, as it seems, to the east-

A.c. 218. ^yard, the Roman consul retreated westward, and

leaving Placentia to its own resources, crossed to the

left bank of the Trebia, and there lay encamped,

just where the stream issues from the last hills of

the Apennines. It appears that the Romans had

several magazines on the right bank of the Po

above Placentia, on which the consul probably de-

pended for his subsistence ; and these posts, together

with the presence of his army, kept the Gauls on

the immediate bank of the river quiet, so that they

gave Hannibal no assistance. When the Romans

fell back behind the Trebia, Hannibal followed

them, and encamped about five miles off from

them, directly between them and Placentia ^^ But

his powerful cavalry kept his communications open

in every direction ; and the Gauls who lived out

of the immediate control of the Roman army

and garrisons, supplied him Mith provisions abun-

dantly.

Hannibars It Is uot explained by any existing writer how
policy.

Sempronius was able to effect his junction with his

colleague without any opposition from Hannibal.

The regular road from Ariminum to Placentia passes

through a country unvaried by a single hill ; and the

approach of a large army should have been announced

to Hannibal by his Numidian cavalry, soon enough

to allow him to interrupt it. But so much in war

^- Polybius, III. 67. '^ Polybius, III. 68.
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depends upon trifling accidents, that it is vain to
^^in

guess where we are without information. We only ]^(f^
know that the two consular armies w^ere united in ^^- -^^•

Scipio's position on the left bank of the Trebia ; that

their united forces amounted to 40,000 men ; and

that Hannibal, with an army so reinforced by the

Gauls since his arrival in Italy, that it was little in-

ferior to the enemy's *^, was so far from fearing to

engage either consul singly, that he wished for

nothing so much as to bring on a decisive battle with

the combined armies of both. Depending on the

support of the Gauls for his subsistence, he must not

be too long a burden to them : they had hoped to

be led to live on the plunder of the enemy's coun-

try, not to maintain him at the exjiense of their

own. In order to force the Romans to a battle, he

began to attack their magazines. Clastidium, now
Castiggio, a small town on the right bank of the Po,

nearly opposite to the mouth of the Ticinus, was

betrayed into his hands by the governor; and he

here found large supplies of corn ^^

On the other hand, Sempronius, having no fears for sempronius

f 1 I I'pii ;•
commands

the event or a battle, was longmg tor the glory or a the Romaa

triumph over such an enemy as Hannibal " ; and as is anxious

.. MiTiiii ^ • 11 111 '^° engage.

Scipio was still disabled by his wound, he had the

command of the whole Roman army. Besides, the

Gauls who lived in the plain between the Trebia and

Placentia, not knowing which side to espouse, had

^^ Polybiiis, III. 72. Livv, •»' Polybius, III. 69.

XXI. 52.
'

^^ Polybius, III. 70.
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been plundered by Hannibal's cavalry, and besought

the consuls to protect them. This was no time, Sem-

pronius thought, to neglect any ally who still re-

mained faithful to Rome: he sent out his cavalry

and light troops over the Trebia to drive off the

plunderers; and in such skirmishes he obtained

some partial success, which made him the more dis-

posed to risk a general battle ".

His rash- For thls, as a Roman officer, and before Hannibal's

military talents were ftilly known, he ought not to

be harshly judged ; but his manner of engaging was

rash, and unworthy of an able general. He allowed

the attacks of Hannibal's light cavalry to tempt

him to follow them to their own field of battle.

Early in the morning the Numidians crossed the

river, and skirmished close up to the Roman camp

:

the consul first sent out his cavalry, and then his

light infantry, to repel them ^^
; and when they gave

way and recrossed the river, he led his regular in-

fantry out of his camp, and gave orders for the whole

army to advance over the Trebia and attack the

enemy.

Commence- It was mid-wiutcr, and the wide pebbly bed of the
ment of the

^r^ i • ^ • t ^ n
battle on the Trebia, which the summer traveller may almost pass

dry-shod, Avas now filled with a rapid stream running

breast-high. In the night it had rained or snowed

heavily ; and the morning was raw and chilly, threat-

ening sleet or snow ^^. Yet Sempronius led his

soldiers through the river, before they had eaten any

"7 Polvbius, III. 69. « Polybius, III. 72.
« Polybius, III. 71.
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thing ; and wet, cold, and hungry as they were, he chap.

formed them in order of battle on the plain. Mean- ^-^ ^
A.U.C. 536.

while Hannibal's men had eaten their ])reakfast in a.c. 218.

'

their tents, and had oiled their bodies, and put on

their armour around their fires. Then, when the

enemy had crossed the Trebia, and were advancing in

the open plain, the Carthaginians marched out to

meet them ; and about a mile in front of their camj)

they formed in order of battle. Their disposition

was simple: the heavy infantry, Gauls, Spaniards,

and Africans, to the number of 20,000, were drawn

up in a single line : the cavalry, 10,000 strong,

was, with the elephants, on the two wings ; the

light infantry and Balearian slingers were in the

front of the whole army. This was all Hannibal's

visible force. But near the Trebia, and now left

in their rear by the advancing Roman legions, were

lying close hid in the deep and overgrown bed of

a small watercourse, two thousand picked soldiers,

horse and foot, commanded by Hannibal's younger

brother Mago, whom he had posted there during

the night, and whose ambush the Romans passed

with no suspicion. Arrived on the field of battle,

the legions were formed in their usual order, with

the allied infantry on the wings ; and their weak

cavalry of 4000 men, ill able to contend with the

numerous horsemen of Hannibal, were on the flanks

of the whole line.

The Roman velites, or light infantry, who had Defeat of

been in action since daybreak, and had already shot iigiu in-,,„,.- - - . fantiv and
away nalt their darts and arrows, were soon driven cavahy.

H 2
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CHAP, back upon the hastati and principes, and passed

'^-———r through the intervals of the maniples to the rear.

A.c. 218. With no less ease were the cavalry beaten on both

wings, by Hannibal's horse and elephants. But when

the heavy infantry, superior in numbers and better

armed both for offence and defence, closed with

the enemy, the confidence of Sempronius seemed

to be justified : and the Romans, numbed and ex-

hausted as they were, yet, by their excellence in all

soldierly qualities, maintained the fight with equal

advantage ^°.

RoutoftLe On a sudden a loud alarm was heard ; and Mago,
araiy.

^,-^|^ j^-^ (jj^Qgen band, broke out from his ambush,

and assaulted them furiously in the rear. Meantime

both wings of the Roman infantry were broken down

by the elephants, and overM^helmed by the missiles of

the light infantry, till they were utterly routed, and

fled towards the Trebia. The legions in the centre,

finding themselves assailed on the rear, pushed despe-

rately forwards, forced their way through the enemy's

line, and marched off the field straight to Placentia.

Many of the routed cavalry made off in the same

direction, and so escaped. But those who fled to-

wards the river were slaughtered unceasingly by the

conquerors till they reached it ; and the loss here

was enormous. The Carthaginians however stopped

their pursuit on the brink of the Trebia: the cold

Avas piercing, and to the elephants so intolerable

that they almost all perished ; even of the men

«» Polybius, III. 73.
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and horses many were lost, so that the wreck of the ^^A?-

Roman army reached their camp in safety ; and when )~^q'^
night came on, Scipio again led them across the river, ^^- '^^^•

and, passing unnoticed by the camp of the enemy,

took refuge with his colleague within the walls of

Placentia ^\

So ended Hannibal's first campaign in Italy. The nannibai
^ "^ winters in

Romans, after their defeat, despaired of maintaining t;-uii.

their ground on the Po ; and the two consular armies

retreated in opposite directions, Scijiio's upon Ari-

minum, and that of Sempronius across the Apennines

into Etruria. Hannibal remained master of Cisalpine

Gaul ; but the season did not allow him to besiege

Placentia and Cremona; and the temper of the Gauls

rendered it evident that he must not make their

country the seat of war in another campaign. Al-

ready they bore the burden of suj)porting his army so

impatiently, that he made an attempt, in the dead of

the winter, to cross the Apennines into Etruria, and

was only driven back by the extreme severity of the

weather, the wind sweeping with such fury over the

ridges, and through the passes of the mountains, that

neither men nor beasts could stand against it ^'\ He
was forced therefore to winter in Gaul ; but the in-

nate fickleness and treachery of the people led him to

suspect that attempts would be made against his life,

and that a Gaulish assassin might hope to purchase

forgiveness from the Romans for his country's revolt,

by destroying the general who had seduced them.

=' Polybius, III. 74. " Livy, XXI. 58.
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CHAP. He therefore put on a variety of diss^uises to baffle
XLIII.

JO
'—-^—^ such designs ; he wore false hair, appearing some-

A.c. 218. times as a man of mature years, and sometimes with

the grey hairs of old age " ; and if he had that taste

for humour which great men are seldom without, and

which some anecdotes of him imply, he must have

been often amused by the mistakes thus occasioned,

and have derived entertainment from that which

policy or necessity had dictated.

Fiaminins 13 We sliould be glad to catch a distinct view of the
chosen ccn-

~^
• i p i

sui, and state of Rome, when the news nrst arrived of the
takes the n r^
command, battle of tlic Trcbia. Smce the disaster of Caudium,

more than a hundred years before, there had been

known no defeat of two consular armies united ; and

the surprise and vexation must have been great.

Sempronius, it is said, returned to Rome to hold the

comitia; and the people resolved to elect as consul

a man who, however unwelcome to the aristocracy,

had already distinguished himself by brilliant victo-

ries in the very country which was now the seat of

war. They accordingly chose C. Flaminius for the

second time consul ; and with him was elected Cn.

Servilius Geminus, a man of an old patrician family,

and personally attached to the aristocratical party,

but unknown to us before his present consulship.

Flaminius' election was most unpalatable to the aris-

tocracy; and as numerous prodigies were reported,

and the Sibylline books consulted, and it was cer-

tain that various rites would be ordered to propitiate

S3 Polybiu3, III. 78.
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the favour of the ffocls^^ he had some reason to chap.

suspect that his election would as^ain he declared Vrr^r^^ ° A.U.C. 537.

null and void, and he himself thus deprived of ax. 217.

his command. He was anxious therefore to leave

Rome as soon as possible : as his colleague was de-

tained by the religious ceremonies, and by the care

of superintending the new levies, Flaminius, it is

said, left the city before the 15tli of jNIarch, when
his consulship was to begin, and actually entered

upon his office at Ariminum, whither he had gone

to superintend the formation of magazines, and to

examine the state of the army ". But the aris-

tocracy thought it was no time to press party

animosities ; they made no attempt to disturb Fla-

minius' election; and he appears to have had his

province assigned him without opposition, and to

have been appointed to command Sempronius' army

in Etruria, while Servilius succeeded Scipio at

Ariminum. The levies of soldiers went on vigor-

ously; two legions were employed in Spain; one

was sent to Sicily, another to Sardinia, and another

to Tarentum ; and four legions, more or less thinned

by the defeat at the Trebia, still formed the nucleus

of two armies in Ariminum and in Etruria. It

appears that four new legions were levied, with an

unusually large proportion of soldiers from the

Italian allies and the Latin name ; and these being

divided between the two consuls, the armies opiDosed

to Hannibal on either line, by which he might ad-

^* Livy, XXI. 62. 5» Livy, XXI. 63,
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CHAP.
XLIII.

A.U.C,537
A.C. 217.

Hannibal
enters

Etniria.

Advances
toward
Perugia.

vance, must have been in point of numbers exceed-

ingly formidable. Servilius, as we have seen, had

his head-quarters at Ariminum ; and Scipio, whom
he superseded, sailed as proconsul into Spain, to

take the command of his original army there. Fla-

minius succeeded to Sempronius in Etruria, and

lay encamped, it is said, in the neighbourhood of

Arretium ^^

Thus the main Roman armies lay nearly in the

same jDOsitions which they had held eight years

before, to oi:>pose the expected invasion of the Gauls.

But as the Gauls then broke into Etruria unper-

ceived by either Roman army, so the Romans were

again surprised by Hannibal on a line where they

had not expected him. He crossed the Apennines,

not by the ordinary road to Lucca, descending the

valley of the Macra, but, as it apj)ears, by a straighter

line down the valley of the Anser or Serchio ; and

leaving Lucca on his right, he proceeded to struggle

through the low and flooded country which lay be-

tween the right bank of the Arno and the Apennines

below Florence, and of which the marsh or lake of

Fucecchio still remains a specimen. Here again the

sufferings of the army were extreme ; but they were

rewarded when they reached the firm ground below

Fsesulse, and were let loose upon the plunder of the

rich valley of the upper Arno ^^

Flaminius lay quiet at Arretium, and did not

attempt to give battle, but sent messengers to his

Livy, XXII. 2. 57 Polybius, III. 78, 79.
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colleague, to inform him of the enemy's appearance chap.

in Etruria. Hannibal was now on the south of the ^^^
Apennines, and in the heart of Italy; but the ex- A.c.217.

'

perience of the Samnites and of Pyrrhus had shown

that the Etruscans were scarcely more to be relied

on than the Gauls ; and it was in the south, in

Samnium and Lucania and Apulia, that the only

materials existed for organizing a new Italian war

against Rome. Accordingly Hannibal advanced ra-

pidly into Etruria, and finding that Flaminius still

did not move, passed by Arretium, leaving the Ro-

man army in his rear, and marching, as it seemed,

to gain the great j^lain of central Italy, which reaches

from Perusia to Spoletum, and was traversed by the

great road from Ariminum to Rome.

The consul Flaminius now at last broke up from Fiaminius

1 • '•' 1 r- n 11 -IT .1 1
follows him.

his position, and followed the enemy. Hannibal

laid Avaste the country on every side with fire and

sword, to provoke the Romans to a hasty battle

;

and leaving Cortona on his left untouched on its

mountain seat, he approached the lake of Thrasy-

menus, and followed the road along its north-

eastern shore, till it ascended the hills which divide

the lake from the basin of the Tiber ^ Flaminius

was fully convinced that Hannibal's object was not

to fight a battle, but to lay waste the richest part of

Italy: had he wished to engage, why had he not

attacked him when he lay at Arretium, and while his

colleague was far away at Ariminum? With this

58 Polybius, III. 82. Livy, XXII. 3.
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CHAP, impression he pressed on his rear closely, never

*—-—-* dreaminor that the lion would turn from the pursuit
A TJ C 537
A.c. 217. of his defenceless prey, to spring on the shepherds

who were dogging his steps behind.

DifBcuity of The modern road along the lake, after passing the
marking out

t-» . /» i j.

the field of villagfe of Passimano, runs for some way close to
battle.

°
., . -, 1 -, . I

the water's edge on the right, hemmed m on the

left by a line of cliffs, which make it an absolute

defile. Then it turns from the lake and ascends the

hills
;

yet, although they form something of a curve,

there is nothing to deserve the name of a valley;

and the road, after leaving the lake, begins to ascend

almost immediately, so that there is a very short dis-

tance during which the hills on the right and left

command it. The ground therefore does not well cor-

respond with the description of Polybius, who states

that the valley in which the Romans were caught,

was not the narrow interval between the hills and the

lake, but a valley beyond this defile, and running down

to the lake, so that the Romans when engaged in it

had the water not on their right flank, but on their

rear^^. Livy's account is different, and represents

the Romans as caught in the defile beyond Passi-

gnano, between the cliff and the lake. It is possible

that, if the exact line of the ancient road could be

discovered, it might assist in solving the difficulty

:

in the meantime the battle of Thrasymenus must

be one of the many events in ancient military his-

tory, where the accounts of historians, differing either

°'' III. 83.
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with each other or with the actual appearances of chap,
XLIII

the srround, are to us inexplicable. *—— ^
—-^

° ^ A.U.C. 537.

The consul had encamped in the evening on the a.c. 217.
^ Flaminius

side of the lake, just within the present Roman advances to
^

_

^ attack Han-
frontier, and on the Tuscan side of Passignano : he nibai.

had made a forced march, and had arrived at his

position so late that he could not examine the ground

before him ^°. Early the next morning he set forward

again ; the morning mist hung thickly over the lake

and the low grounds, leaving the heights, as is often

the case, quite clear. Flaminius, anxious to overtake

his enemy, rejoiced in the friendly veil which thus

concealed his advance, and hoped to fall upon Han-

nibal's army while it was still in marching order, and

its columns encumbered with the plunder of the

valley of the Arno. He passed through the defile

of Passignano, and found no enemy : this confirmed

him in his belief that Hannibal did not mean to

fight. Already the Numidian cavalry were on the

edge of the basin of the Tiber : unless he could over-

take them sjDeedily, they would have reached the

plain ; and Africans, Spaniards, and Gauls, ^\ould be

rioting in the devastation of the garden of Italy. So

the consul rejoiced as the heads of his columns

emerged from the defile, and, turning to the left,

began to ascend the hills, where he hoped at least

to find the rear guard of the enemy.

At this moment the stillness of the mist was Destruction
ot the main

broken by barbarian war-cries on every side ; and body of the
'' Romans.

ro Polybius, III. 83, 84.
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^!HAP. both flanks of the Roman column were assailed at

^-^j^r^ once. Their right was overwhelmed by a storm of
A.c. 217. javelins and arrows, shot as if from the midst of

darkness, and striking into the soldier's unguarded

side, where he had no shield to cover him ; while

ponderous stones, against which no shield or helmet

could avail, came crashing down upon their heads.

On the left were heard the trampling of horse, and

the well known war-cries of the Gauls ; and presently

Hannibal's dreaded cavalry emerged from the mist,

and were in an instant in the midst of their ranks

;

and the huge forms of the Gauls and their vast

broad swords broke in upon them at the same mo-

ment. The head of the Roman column, which was

already ascending to the higher ground, found its

advance also barred ; for here was the enemy whom
they had so longed to overtake ; here were some of

the Spanish and African foot of Hannibal's army

drawn up to wait their assault. The Romans in-

stantly attacked these troops, and cut their way

through; these must be the covering parties, they

thought, of Hannibal's main battle ; and, eager to

bring the contest to a decisive issue, they pushed

forward up the heights, not doubting that on the

summit they should find the whole force of the

enemy. And now they were on the top of the

ridge, and to their astonishment no enemy was

there ; but the mist drew up, and, as they looked

behind, they saw too plainly where Hannibal was :

the whole valley was one scene of carnage, while on

the sides of the hills above were the masses of the
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Spanish and African foot witnessing the destruction chap.
XLIII

of the Roman army, which had scarcely cost them a ^rrr-.-;^•' -^ A.U.C. 537.

single stroke. a.c. 217.

The advanced trooi)s of the Roman column had Of the rear

guard.

thus escaped the slaughter ; but being too few to

retrieve the day, they continued their advance, which

was now become a flight, and took refuge in one

of the neighbouring villages. JMeantime, while the

centre of the army was cut to pieces in the valley,

the rear was still winding through the defile beyond,

between the cliffs and the lake. But they too were

attacked from the heights above by the Gauls, and

forced in confusion into the water. Some of the

soldiers in desperation struck out into the deep water

swimming, and weighed down by their armour pre-

sently sank : others ran in as far as was within their

depth, and there stood helplessly, till the enemy's

cavalry dashed in after them. Then they lifted up

their hands, and cried for quarter : but on this day

of sacrifice, the gods of Carthage were not to be

defrauded of a single victim ; and the horsemen

pitilessly fulfilled Hannibal's vow.

Thus, Avith the exception of the advanced troops Death of

of the Roman column, who were about 6000 men,

the rest of the army was utterly destroyed. The

consul himself had not seen the wreck consummated.

On finding himself surrounded, he had vainly en-

deavoured to form his men amidst the confusion, and

to offer some regular resistance : when this was hope-

less, he continued to do his duty as a brave soldier,

till one of the Gaulish horsemen, who is said to have
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known him by sight from his former consulship, rode

lip and ran him through the body with his lance,

crying out, " So perish the man who slaughtered our

brethren, and robbed us of the lands of our fathers ^'."

In these last words we probably rather read the

unquenchable hatred of the Roman aristocracy to

the author of an agrarian law, than the genuine

language of the Gaul. Flaminius died bravely, sword

in hand, having committed no greater military error

than many an impetuous soldier, whose death in his

country's cause has been felt to throw a veil over his

rashness, and whose memory is pitied and honoured.

The party feelings which have so coloured the lan-

guage of the ancient writers respecting him, need not

be shared by a modern historian : Flaminius was in-

deed an unequal antagonist to Hannibal ; but in his

i:)revious life, as consul and as censor, he had served

his country well ; and if the defile of Thrasymenus

witnessed his rashness, it also contains his honour-

able grave.

Capture of Tlie battle must have been ended before noon

;

ed^g^fanr ^ud Haunibal's indefatigable cavalry, after having

HannM°to dostroyod the centre and rear of the Roman army,
te prison-

j^g^g^gj^g^j ^q pursue the troops who had broken off

from the front, and had for the present escaped the

general overthrow. They were supported by the

light-armed foot and the Spaniards, and finding

the Romans in the village to which they had re-

treated, proceeded to invest it on every side. The

6' Livy, XXII. 6.
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Romans, cut off from all relief, and with no pro- chap.

visions, surrendered to INIaharbal, who commanded -^,—

-

1 • T nni 11 A.U.C. 537.

the party sent aganist them, ihey were brought a.c. 217.

to Hannibal : with the other prisoners taken in the

battle, the whole number amounted to 15,000. The

general addressed them by an interjDreter ; he told

the soldiers who had surrendered to JNIaharbal, that

their lives, if he j^leased, were still forfeited, for

Maharbal had no authority to grant terms without

his consent : then he proceeded, with the vehemence

often displayed by Napoleon in similar circum-

stances, to inveigh against the Roman government

and people, and concluded by giving all his Roman
prisoners to the custody of the several divisions of

his army. Then he turned to the Italian allies

:

they were not his enemies, he said ; on the contrary,

he had invaded Italy to aid them in casting off the

yoke of Rome ; he should still deal with them as he

had treated his Italian prisoners taken at the Trebia

;

they were free from that moment, and without

ransom "^l This being done, he halted for a short

time to rest his army, and buried with great solemnity

thirty of the most distinguished of those who had

fallen on his owii side in the battle. His whole

loss had amounted only to 1500 men, of whom the

greater part w^ere Gauls. It is said also that he

caused careful search, but in vain, to be made for the

body of the consul, Flaminius, being anxious to give

him honourable burial^'. So he acted afterwards to

C2 Polybius, III. 85.
^'^ Livy, XXII. 7. Compare Valerius Maximiis, V. 1. Ext. 0.
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CHAP. L. iEmilius and to Marcellus ; and these humanities

"-^

—

'-' are worthy of notice, as if he had wished to show
A.U.C. 537.

^

A.c. 217. that, though his vow bound him to unrelenting-

enmity towards the Romans while living, it was a

pleasure to him to feel that he might honour them

when dead.

He ravages The army of Hannibal now broke up from the

scene of its victory, and leaving Perusia unassailed,

crossed the infant stream of the Tiber, and entered

upon the plains of Umbria. Here Maharbal, with

the cavalry and light troops, obtained another victory

over a party of some thousand men, commanded by

C. Centenius, and killed, took prisoners, or dispersed

the whole body ^*. Then that rich plain, extending

from the Tiber under Perusia to Spoletum at the

foot of the Monte Somma, was laid waste by the

Carthaginians without mercy. The white oxen of

the Clitumnus, so often oifered in sacrifice to the

gods of Rome by her triumphant generals, were now

the spoil of the enemy, and were slaughtered on the

altars of the gods of Carthage, amidst prayers for

the destruction of Rome. The left bank of the Tiber

again heard the Gaulish war-cry ; and the terrified in-

habitants fled to the mountains or into the fortified

cities from this unwonted storm of barbarian invasion.

The figures and arms of the Gauls, however formid-

able, might be familiar to many of the Umbrians ; but

they gazed in wonder on the slingers from the

Balearian islands, on the hardy Spanish foot, con-

" Polybius, III. 86.
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spiciious by their white linen coats bordered with chap.
XLHI

scarlet '''^; on the regular African infantry, who had ——>
not yet exchanged their long lances and small shields a.c. 217.

'

for the long shield and stabbing sword of the Roman
soldier; on the heavy cavalry, so numerous, and

mounted on horses so superior to those of Italy;

above all, on the bands of wild Numidians, who
rode without saddle or bridle, as if the rider and

his horse were one creature, and who scoured over

the country with a speed and impetuosity defying

escape or resistance. Amidst such a scene the

colonists of Spoletum deserved well of their country,

for shutting their gates boldly, and not yielding to

the general panic ; and when the Numidian horse-

men reined up their horses, and turned away from its

well-manned walls, the colonists, with an excusable

boasting, might claim the glory of having repulsed

Hannibal ^^.

But Hannibal's way lay not over the Monte Som- He marches

. ... into Apulia.

ma, although its steep pass, rismg immediately be-

hind Spoletum, was the last natural obstacle betw^een

him and Rome. Beyond that pass the country was

full, not of Roman colonies merely, but of Roman
citizens : he would soon have entered on the ter-

ritory of the thirty-five Roman tribes, where every

man whom he would have met was his enemy. His

eyes were fixed elsewhere : the south was entirely

open to him ; the way to Apulia and Samnium
was cleared of every impediment. He crossed the

«^ Polybius, III. 114. Livy, XXII. 4C. •"' Livy, XXII. 9.

VOL. III. I
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CHAP. Apennines in the direction of Ancona, and invaded

'

—

..—'-' Picenum : he then followed the coast of the Adriatic,
A.U.C. 537.

^'-^"""

A.c. 217.' through the country of the Marrucinians and Fren-

tanians, till he arrived in the northern part of Apulia,

in the country called by the Greeks Daunia ". He
advanced slowly and leisurely, encamping after short

marches, and spreading devastation far and wide

:

the plunder of slaves, cattle, corn, wine, oil, and

valuable property of every description, was almost

more than the army could carry or drive along.

The soldiers, who after their exhausting march from

Spain over the Alps, had ever since been in active

service, or in wretched quarters, and who from cold

and the want of oil for anointing the skin had

suffered severely from scorbutic disorders, were now

revelling in plenty in a land of corn and olives and

vines, where all good things were in such abundance

that the very horses of the army, so said report, were

bathed in old wines to improve their condition '^l

Meanwhile, wherever the army passed, all Romans

or Latins, of an age to bear arms, were by Hannibal's

express orders put to the sword ^^. Many an occuj^ier

of domain land, many a farmer of the taxes, or of

those multiplied branches of revenuewhich theRoman

government possessed all over Italy, collectors of

customs and port duties, surveyors and farmers of the

forests, farmers of the mountain pastures, farmers of

the salt on the sea coast, and of the mines in the

mountains, were cut off by the vengeance of the

fi? Polybius, III. 86. Livy, ^'^ Polybius, III. 87, 88.

XXII. 9. «^ Polybius, III. 86.
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Carthaginians ; and Rome, having lost thousands of ^f^-
her poorer citizens in battle, and now losing hun- ^"^r^
dreds of the richer classes in this exterminating ^.c. 217.

march, lay bleeding at every pore.

But her spirit was invincible. When the tidings state of

liome on

of the disaster of Thrasymenus reached the city, the iicaring the

- news of the

people crowded to the Forum, and called upon the hattie.

magistrates to tell them the whole truth '^ The

praetor peregrinus, M. Pomponius Matho, ascended

the rostra, and said to the assembled multitude,

" We have been beaten in a great battle ; our army

is destroyed ; and C. Flaminius, the consul, is killed."

Our colder temperaments scarcely enable us to con-

ceive the effect of such tidings on the lively feelings

of the people of the south, or to image to ourselves

the cries, the tears, the hands uplifted in prayer, or

clenched in rage, the confused sounds of ten thousand

voices, giving utterance with breathless rapidity to

their feelings of eager interest, of terror, of griefj or

of fury. All the northern gates of the city were

beset with crowds of wives and mothers, imploring

every fresh fugitive from the fatal field for some

tidings of those most dear to them. The praetors,

M. jEmilius and M. Pomponius, kept the senate

sitting for several days from sunrise to sunset, without

adjournment, in earnest consultation on the alarming

state of their country.

Peace was not thought of for a moment : nor was FabiusMax-
° imus ]S ap-

it proposed to withdraw a single soldier from Spain, p?;"\''^'|.

'"" Polybius, III. 85. Livy, XXII. 7.

i2
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CHAP, or Sicily, or Sardinia; but it was resolved that a
XLIII. J' '

*?—
TTTt;:;' dictator ought to be appointed, to secure unity of

A.c. 217. command. There had been no dictatorship for actual

service since that of A. Atilius Calatinus, two-and-

thirty years before, in the disastrous consulship of

P. Claudius Pulcher and L. Junius Pullus. But it

is probable that some jealousy was entertained of

the senate's choice, if, in the absence of the consul

Cn. Servilius, the appointment, according to ancient

usage, had rested with them : nor was it thought

safe to leave the dictator to nominate his mas-

ter of the horse. Hence an unusual course was

adopted : the centuries in their comitia elected

both the one and the other, choosing one from each

of the two parties in the state ; the dictator, Q.

Fabius Maximus, from one of the noblest, but at the

same time the most moderate families of the aristo-

cracy, and himself a man of a nature no less gentle

than wise; the master of the horse, M. Minucius

Rufus, as representing the popular party ^\

Measures to Roligiou iu the miud of Q. Fabius was not a mere
propitiate .

, r» i i i i

the gods, instrument tor party purposes : although he may
have had little belief in its truth, he was convinced

of its excellence, and that a reverence for the gods

was an essential element in the character of a

nation, without Avhich it must assuredly degenerate.

Therefore, on the very day that he entered on his

office, he summoned the senate, and dwelling on

the importance of propitiating the gods, moved that

71 Polybius, III. 87. Livy, XXII. 8.
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the sibylline books should forthwith be consulted "^. chap,
^ XLIIl.

They directed among other things, that the Roman ^~[j^-^

people should vow to the gods, what was called "a a.c. 217.

holy spring," that is to say, that every animal fit for

sacrifice born in the spring of that year, between the

first day of March and the thirtieth of April, and

reared on any mountain or plain or river bank or

upland pasture throughout Italy, should be offered to

Jupiter '^ Extraordinary games were also vowed to be

celebrated in the Circus Maximus ;
prayers were put

up at all the temples ; new temples were vowed to

be built ; and for three days those solemn sacrifices

were performed, in which the images of the gods

were taken down from their temples, and laid on

couches richly covered, with tables full of meat and

wine set before them, in the sight of all the people,

as if the gods could not but bless the city where

they had deigned to receive hospitality.

Then the dictator turned his attention to the Plan of Fa-

. . bins for tho

state or the war. A long campaign was m prospect ; campaign,

for it was still so early in the season that the prae-

tors had not yet gone out to their provinces; and

Hannibal was already in the heart of Italy. All

measures were taken for the defence of the country

;

even the walls and towers of Rome were ordered to

be made good against an attack. Bridges were to

be broken down; the inhabitants of open towns

were to withdraw into places of security ; and in the

expected line of Hannibal's march, the country was

7- Livy, XXII. 9. ^^ Livy, XXII. 10.
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CHAP, to be laid waste before him, the corn destroyed, and

< .—^ the houses burnt ^*. This would probably be done

A.c. 217.
' effectually in the Roman territory ; but the allies

were not likely to make such extreme sacrifices:

and this of itself was a reason why Hannibal did not

advance directly upon Rome.

Roman Moro tliau thirty thousand men, in killed and

prisoners, had been lost to the Romans in the late

battle. The consul Cn. Servilius commanded above

thirty thousand in Cisalpine Gaul ; and he was now

retreating in all haste, after having heard of the total

defeat of his colleague. Two new legions were raised,

besides a large force out of the city tribes, which

was employed partly for the defence of Rome itself,

and partly, as it consisted largely of the poorer citi-

zens, for the service of the fleet. This last indeed

was become a matter of urgent necessity: for the

Carthaginian fleet was already on the Italian coast,

and had taken a whole convoy of corn-ships, off Cosa,

in Etruria, carrying supplies to the army in Spain

;

while the Roman ships, both in Sicily and at Ostia,

had not yet been launched after the winter ^\ Now all

the ships at Ostia and in the Tiber were sent to sea in

haste, and the consul Cn. Servilius commanded them

;

whilst the dictator and master of the horse, having

added the two newly raised legions to the consul's

army, proceeded through Campania and Samnium

into Apulia, and, with an army greatly superior in

numbers, encamped at the distance of about five or

six miles from Hannibal "^.

r* Livy, XXII. 11. 75 Uvy, XXII. 11. ?« Polybins, III. 88.
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Besides the advantage of numbers, the Romans chap.
XLIII

had that of beino^ regularly and abundantly sup- --^——

^

,. 1 1 r^. ^ -, .
A.U.C.537.

plied with provisions. They had no occasion to a.c. 217.^ ^
n 1 . 1 .

Hannibal

scatter their forces in order to obtain subsistence ; ravages

,
Samnium

but keeping their army together, and exposing no ami enters

weak point to fortune, they followed Hannibal at a

certain distance, watched their opportunity to cut

off his detached parties, and above all, by remaining

in the field with so imposing an army, overawed

the allies, and checked their disposition to revolt '^

Thus Hannibal, finding that the Apulians did not

join him, recrossed the Apennines, and moved

through the country of the Hirpinians into that of

the Caudinian Samnites. But Beneventum, once a

great Samnite city, was now a Latin colony ; and its

gates were close shut against the invader. Hannibal

laid waste its territory with fire and sword, then

moved onwards under the south side of the Matese,

and took possession of Telesia, the native city of

C. Pontius, but now a decayed and defenceless town

:

thence descending the Calor to its junction with the

Vulturnus, and ascending the Vulturnus till he found

it easily fordable, he finally crossed it near Allifse,

and passing over the hills behind Calatia, descended

by Cales into the midst of the Falernian plain, the

glory of Campania ^^.

Fabius steadily followed him, not descending into Fabius

1 I'll •!• 11 -ni • f^'Uows him.

the plain, but keeping his army on the hills above it,

and watching all his movements. Again the Numi-

'' Polybius, III. 90. '» Polybius, III. 90. Livy, XXII. 13.
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dian cavalry were seen scouring the country on every

side ; and the smoke of burning houses marked their
A U C 537
A.c. 217. " track. The soldiers in the Roman army beheld the

sight with the greatest impatience : they were burn-

ing for battle, and the master of the horse himself

shared and encouraoced the g-eneral feelino^. But

Fabius was firm in his resolution ; he sent parties to

secure even the pass of Tarracina, lest Hannibal

should attempt to advance by the Aj^pian road upon

Rome ; he garrisoned Casilinum on the enemy's rear

;

the Vulturnus from Casilinum to the sea barred all

retreat southwards ; the colony of Cales stopped the

outlet from the plain by the Latin road ; while from

Cales to Casilinum the hills formed an unbroken

barrier, steep and wooded, the few paths over which

were already secured by Roman soldiers ^^ Thus

Fabius thought that Hannibal was caught as in a

jDitfall ; that his escape was cut off, while his army,

having soon wasted its plunder, could not possibly

winter where it was, without magazines, and with-

out a single town in its possession. For himself,

he had all the resources of Campania and Sam-

nium on his rear; while on his right the Latin

road, secured by the colonies of Cales, Casinum,

and Fregellse, kept his communications with Rome
open.

Hannibal's Hanuibal on his part had no thought of Avintering

escape the wherc he was ; but he had carefully husbanded his

army. plunder, that it might supply his winter consump-

9 Livy, XXII. 15.
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tion, SO that it was important to him to carry it off chap.

in safety. He had taken many thousand cattle ; and r~rr>r^

his army besides was encumbered with its nume- A.c.217.

rous prisoners, over and above the corn, wine, oil,

and other articles, which had been furnished by the

ravage of one of the richest districts in Italy. Find-

ing that the passes in the hills between Cales and

the Vulturnus were occupied by the enemy, he

began to consider how he could surprise or force his

passage without abandoning any of his plunder. He
first thought of his numerous prisoners ; and dread-

ing lest in a night march they should either escape

or overpower their guards and join their countrpnen

in attacking him, he commanded them all, to the

number it is said of 5000 men, to be put to the

sword. Then he ordered 2000 of the stoutest oxen

to be selected from the plundered cattle, and pieces

of split pine wood, or dry vine wood, to be fastened

to their horns. About two hours before midnight

the drovers began to drive them straight to the hills,

having first set on fire the bundles of wood about

their heads ; while the light infantry following them

till they began to run wild, then made their own
way to the hills, scouring the points just above the

pass occupied by the enemy. Hannibal then com-

menced his march ; his African infantry led the way,

followed by the cavalry ; then came all the baggage

;

and the rear was covered by the Spaniards and

Gauls. In this order he followed the road in the

defile, by which he was to get out into the upper
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CHAP, valley of the Vulturnus, above Casilinum and the
XLHI. ^

A.c. 217, He found the way quite clear; for the Romans
Its success. *^ ^

who had guarded it, seeing the hills above them

illuminated on a sudden with a multitude of moving

lights, and nothing doubting that Hannibal's army

was attempting to break out over the hills in de-

spair of forcing the road, quitted their position in

haste, and ran towards the heights to interrupt or

embarrass his retreat. Meanwhile Fabius, with his

main army, confounded at the strangeness of the sight,

and dreading lest Hannibal was tempting him to his

ruin as he had tempted Flaminius, kept close within

his camp till the morning. Day dawned only to

show him his own troops, who had been set to oc-

cupy the defile, engaged on the hills above with

Hannibal's light infantry. But presently the Spanish

foot were seen scaling the heights to reinforce the

enemy; and the Romans were driven down to

the plain with great loss and confusion ; while the

Spaniards and the light troops, having thoroughly

done their work, disappeared behind the hills, and

followed their main army ^\ Thus completely suc-

cessful, and leaving his shamed and baffled enemy

behind him, Hannibal no longer thought of return-

ing to Apulia by the most direct road, but resolved

to extend his devastations still farther before

the season ended. He mounted the valley of the

^ Pol.ybiiis, III. 93. Livy, «' Polybius, III. 94. Livy,

XXII. IG, 17. XXII. 18.
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Vultiirniis towards Venafrum, marched from thence chap.

into Samnium, crossed the Apennines, and descended '-^

into the rich Pelignian plain by Sulmo, which a.c. 217."

yielded him an ample harvest of plunder; and

thence retracing his steps into Samnium, he finally

returned to the neighbourhood of his old quarters

in Apulia.

The summer was far advanced ; Hannibal had His plan for

the winter.

overrun the greater part of Italy : the meadows of

the Clitumnus and the Vulturnus, and the forest

glades of the high Apennines, had alike seen their

cattle driven away by the invading army ; the Faler-

nian plain and the j^lain of Sulmo had alike yielded

their tribute of wine and oil ; but not a single city

had as yet opened its gates to the conqueror, not a

single state of Samnium had welcomed him as its

champion, under whom it might revenge its old

wrongs against Rome. Every where the aristocratical

party had maintained its ascendency, and had re-

pressed all mention of revolt from Rome. Hannibal's

great experiment therefore had hitherto failed. He
knew that his single army could not conquer Italy

:

as easily might King William's Dutch guards have

conquered England : and six months had brought

Hannibal no fairer prospect of aid within the country

itself, than the first week after his landing in Tor-

bay brought to King William. But among Hanni-

bal's greatest qualities was the patience with which

he knew how to abide his time ; if one campaign

had failed of its main object, another must be tried

;

if the fidelity of the Roman allies had been un-
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CHAP, shaken by the disaster of Thrasymenus, it must be
'—^—

^ tried by a defeat yet more fatal. Meantime he
A.c. 217. would take undisputed possession of the best winter

quarters in Italy ; his men would be plentifully fed ;

his invaluable cavalry would have forage in abun-

dance ; and this at no cost to Carthage, but wholly

at the expense of the enemy. The point which he

fixed upon to winter at, was the very edge of the

Apulian plain, Avhere it joins the mountains : on one

side was a boundless expanse of corn, intermixed

with open grass land, burnt up in summer, but in

winter fresh and green ; whilst on the other side

were the Avide pastures of the mountain forests,

where his numerous cattle might be turned out till

the first snows of autumn fell. These were as yet

far distant ; for the corn in the plain, although

ripe, was still standing ; and the rich harvests of

Apulia were to be gathered this year by unwonted

reapers.

He takes Descendiuo: from Samnium, Hannibal accordingly
Geronium. O o j

appeared before the little town of Geronium, which

was situated somewhat more than twenty miles

north-west of the Latin colony of Luceria, in the

immediate neighbourhood of Larinum ^^. The town,

refusing to surrender, was taken, and the inhabitants

put to the sword ; but the houses and walls were

left standing, to serve as a great magazine for the

army ; and the soldiers were quartered in a regularly

fortified camp without the town. Here Hannibal

8-' Polybius, III. 100. Livy, XXII. 23.
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posted himself; and, keeping a third part of his men chap.

under arms to guard the camp and to cover his ' ,-——

'

foragers, he sent out the other two-thirds to gather -A^.c. 217.

in all the corn of the surrounding country, or to

pasture his cattle on the adjoining mountains. In

this manner the storehouses of Geronium were in a

short time filled with corn.

Meanwhile the jDublic mind at Rome w^as strongly Unpopuia-

excited against the dictator. He seemed like a man, FaUus.

who, having played a cautious game, at last makes

a false move, and is beaten ; his slow, defensive

system, unwelcome in itself, seemed rendered con-

temptible by Hannibal's triumphant escape from the

Falernian plain. But here too Fabius showed a

patience worthy of all honour. Vexed as he must

have been at his failure in Campania, he still felt

sure that his system was wise ; and again he followed

Hannibal into Apulia, and encamped as before on

the high grounds in his neighbourhood. Certain

religious offices called him at this time to Rome

;

but he charged JNIinucius to observe his system

strictly, and on no account to risk a battle ^^

The master of the horse conducted his operations Minucius

wisely : he advanced his camp to a projecting ridge boWer
"^

of hills, immediately above the plain, and sending
'^'^*''"'

out his cavalry and light troops to cut off Hanni-

bal's foragers, obliged the enemy to increase his

covering force, and to restrict the range of his

harvesting. On one occasion he cut off a great

^•^ Polybius, III. 94. Livy, XXII. 18.
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number of the foragers, and even advanced to attack

Hannibal's camp, which, owing to the necessity

A.c. 217. of detaching so many men all over the country,

was left with a very inferior force to defend it.

The return of some of the foraging parties obliged

the Romans to retreat ; but Minucius was greatly

elated, and sent home very encouraging reports of

his success ^^

Hisautho- The feeling against Fabius could no longer be
nty IS made o o o
equal to the restrained. Minucius had known how to manage
dictator s.

~

his system more ably than he had done himself ; such

merit at such a crisis deserved to be rewarded ; nor

was it fit that the popular party should continue to

be deprived of its share in the conduct of the war.

Even among his own party Fabius was not universally

pojjular : he had magnified himself and his system

somewhat offensively, and had spoken too harshly of

the blunders of former generals. Thus it does not

apj)ear, that the aristocracy offered any strong resist-

ance to a bill brought forward by the tribune M.
Metilius, for giving the master of the horse power

equal to the dictator's. The bill was strongly sup-

ported by C. Terentius Varro, who had been praetor

in the preceding year, and was easily carried ^\

He is routed, Tlio dictator and master of the horse now divided

saves him. the army between them, and encamped apart, at

more than a mile's distance from each other. Their

want of co-operation was thus notorious ; and Han-

»* Polybius, III. 101, 102. Livy, ^^ Poi^jjiug, III. 103. Livy,

XXII. 24. XXII. 23, 26.
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nibal was not slow to profit by it. He succeeded in chap,
^ •' XLIII.

tempting Miniicius to an engagement on his own ^^~[r^~^

ground ; and having concealed about 5000 men in ^^- -^'^•

some ravines and hollows close by, he called them

forth in the midst of the action to fall on the enemy's

rear. The rout of the Trebia was well nisfh re-

peated ; but Fabius was near enough to come up

in time to the rescue ; and his fresh legions checked

the pursuit of the conquerors, and enabled the broken

Romans to rally. Still the loss already sustained

was severe ; and it was manifest that Fabius had

saved his colleague from total destruction. Minucius

acknowledged this generously : he instantly gave up

his equal and separate command, and placed himself

and his army under the dictator's orders ^^. The

rest of the season passed quietly ; and the dictator

and master of the horse resigning their offices as

usual at the end of six months, the army during the

winter was put under the command of the consuls

;

Cn. Servilius having brought home and laid up the

fleet, which he had commanded during the summer,

and M. Atilius Regulus having been elected to fill

the place of Flaminius.

Meanwhile the elections for the following year state of

were approaching ; and it was evident that they Rome"
""

would be marked by severe party struggles. The

mass of the Roman people were impatient of the

continuance of the war in Italy ; not only the poorer

citizens, whom it obliged to constant military service

^^ Polybius, III. 104, 105. Livy, XXI. 28, 29. Plutarch, Fabius, 13.
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CHAP, through the winter, and with no prospect of ]Aun-

^ ^ der, but still more perhaps the monied classes, whose
A.c. 217. occupation as farmers of the revenue was so greatly

curtailed by Hannibal's army. Again, the occupiers

of domain lands in remote parts of Italy could

get no returns from their property ; the wealthy

graziers, who fed their cattle on the domain pastures,

saw their stock carried off to furnish winter pro-

visions for the enemy. Besides, if Hannibal were

allowed to be unassailable in the field, the allies

sooner or later must be expected to join him ; they

would not sacrifice everything for Rome, if Rome
could neither protect them nor herself. The ex-

cellence of the Roman infantry was undisputed : if

with equal numbers they could not conquer Hanni-

bal's veterans, let their numbers be increased, and

they must overwhelm him. These were no doubt

the feelings of many of the nobility themselves, as

well as of the majority of the people ; but they were

embittered by party animosity : the aristocracy, it

was said, seemed bent on throwing reproach on all

generals of the popular party, as if none but them-

selves were fit to conduct the war ; Minucius him-

self had yielded to this spirit by submitting to be

commanded by Fabius, when the law had made him

his equal : one consul at least must be chosen, who

would act firmly for himself and for the people ; and

such a man, to whose merits the bitter hatred of the

aristocratical party bore the best testimony, was to

be found in C. Terentius Varro ^^

87 Livy, XXII. 34.
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Varro, his enemies said, was a butcher's son ; nay, chap.
•^ XLIII.

it was added that he had himself been a butcher's >rr>7Tfn
A.U.C. 538.

bov^^ and had onlybeen enabled by the fortune which J^-^:
216.

" '' -' iilection of

his father had left him to throw aside his io^noble *''« "cw
'-' consuls

:

calling, and to aspire to public o0ices. So Crom-
J™;^^*^

well was called a brewer : but Varro had been sue- p^uIi^s.

cessively elected qusestor, plebeian and curule sedile,

and jDrsetor, while we are not told that he was

ever tribune ; and it is without example in Roman
history, that a mere demagogue, of no family, with

no other merits, civil or military, should be raised to

such nobility. Varro was eloquent, it is true ; but

eloquence alone would scarcely have so recommended

him ; and if in his prsetorship, as is probable, he had

been one of the two home praetors, he must have

possessed a competent knowledge of law. Besides,

even after his defeat at Cannae, he was employed for

several years in various important offices, civil and

military ; which would never have been the case had

he been the mere factious braggart that historians

have painted him. The aristocracy tried in vain to

prevent his election : he was not only returned con-

sul, but he was returned alone, no other candidate

obtaining a sufficient number of votes to entitle him

to the suffrage of a tribe ^^ Thus he held the

comitia for the election of his colleague ; and con-

sidering the great influence exercised by the ma-

gistrate so presiding, it is creditable to him, and

to the temper of the people generally, that the other

«s Valerius Maximus, III. 4. 4. ^9 ij^y, XXII. 35.

VOL. III. K
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CHAP, consul chosen was L. jEmilius Paullus, who was
XLIII.

. „ , .'—^.
—

' not only a known partisan of the aristocracy, but

A.c. 216. having been consul three years before, had been

brought to trial for an alleged misappropriation

of the plunder taken in the Illyrian war, and, al-

though acquitted, was one of the most unpopular

men in Rome. Yet he was known to be a good

soldier ; and the people, having obtained the election

of Varro, did not object to gratify the aristocracy by

accepting the candidate of their choice.

New piae- ]sj^q jggg moderate and impartial was the temper

shown in the elections of praetors. Two of the four

were decidedly of the aristocratical party, M. Mar-

cellus and L. Postumius Albinus ; the other two

were also men of consular rank, and no way known

as opponents of the nobility, P. Furius Philus and M.

Poraponius Matho. The two latter were to have the

home prsetorships ; Marcellus was to command the

fleet, and take charge of the southern coast of Italy

;

L. Postumius was to watch the frontier of Cisalpine

Gaul.

Position of The winter and spring passed without any military
the armicp.

, c • r-i •!• n t-. t

events or importance. Servilius and Regulus re-

tained their command as proconsuls for some time

after their successors had come into office; but

nothing beyond occasional , skirmishes took place

between them and the enemy. Hannibal was at

Geronium, maintaining his army on the supplies

which he had so carefully collected in the preceding

campaign : the consuls apparently were posted a little

to the southward, receiving their supplies from the
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country about Canusium, and immediately from a chap.

lara;e maafazine, which they had established at the ^-^ ^
A.U.C. 538.

small town of Cannae, near the Aufidus ^°. i.e. 216.

Never was Hannibal's genius more displayed than wisdom

during this long period of inactivity. JN'Iore than iiannibii

half of his army consisted of Gauls, of all barbarians wintel

the most impatient and uncertain in their humour,

whose fidelity, it was said, could only be secured by

an ever oj)en hand ; no man was their friend any

longer than he could gorge them with pay or plunder.

Those of his soldiers who were not Gauls, were either

Spaniards or Africans ; the Spaniards were the newly

conquered subjects of Carthage, strangers to her

race and language, and accustomed to divide their

lives between actual battle and the most listless

bodily indolence ; so that, when one of their tribes

first saw the habits of a Roman camp, and observed

the centurions walking up and down before the pree-

torium for exercise, the Spaniards thought them

mad, and ran up to guide them to their tents, think-

ing that he who was not fighting could do nothing

but lie at his ease and enjoy himself^'. Even the

Africans were foreigners to Carthage : they were

subjects harshly governed, and had been engaged

within the last twenty years in a war of extermina-

tion with their masters. Yet the long inactivity of

winter quarters, trying to the discipline of the best

national armies, was borne patiently by Hannibal's

soldiers : there was neither desertion nor mutiny

'J" Polybius, III. 107. .

9' Strabo, p. 164.

K 2
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CHAP, amono^st them ; even the fickleness of the Gauls
XLIII

*—,,

—

'-> seemed spell-bound ; they remained steadily in their
A.U.C. 538.

. * T • 1 • 1 1 .

A.c. 21G. camp m Apulia, neither going home to their own

country, nor over to the enemy. On the contrary,

it seems that fresh bands of Gauls must have

joined the Carthaginian army after the battle of

Thrasymenus, and the retreat of the Roman army

from Ariminum. For the Gauls and the Spaniards

and the Africans were overpowered by the ascen-

dancy of Hannibal's character: under his guidance

they felt themselves invincible : with such a general

the yoke of Carthage might seem to the Africans

and Spaniards the natural dominion of superior

beings; in such a champion the Gauls beheld the

appointed instrument of their country's gods to lead

them once more to assault the capitol.

Siianus. Silanus, the Greek historian, was living with Han-

nibal daily ^^
; and though not entrusted with his

military and political secrets, he must have seen and

known him as a man ; he must have been familiar

with his habits of life, and must have heard his con-

versation in those unrestrained moments when the

lightest words of great men display the character of

their minds so strikingly. His work is lost to us

;

but had it been worthy of his opportunities, anec-

dotes from it must have been quoted by other

writers, and we should know what Hannibal was.

Then too the generals who were his daily com-

panions would be something more to us than names

:

9- Nepos, Hannib. c, XIII.
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we should know ^laliarbal, the best cavalry officer chap.

of the finest cavalry service in the world ; and ^^^r^
Hasdrubal, who managed the commissariat of the a.g. 216.

army for so many years in an enemy's country ; and

Hannibal's young brother, Mago, so full of youthful

spirit and enterprise, who commanded the ambush

at the battle of the Trebia. We might learn some-

thing too of that Hannibal, surnamed the Fighter,

who was the general's counsellor, ever prompting

him, it was said, to deeds of savage cruelty ^^ but

whose counsels Hannibal would not have listened to,

had they been merely cruel, had they not breathed

a spirit of deep devotion to the cause of Carthage,

and of deadly hatred to Rome, such as possessed the

heart of Hannibal himself. But Silanus saw and

heard without heeding or recording ; and on the tent

and camp of Hannibal there hangs a veil, which the

fancy of the poet may penetrate ; but the historian

turns away in deep disappointment ; for to him it

yields neither sight nor sound.

Sprins: was come, and well niofh departing: ; and opening of

; .

° ^ * '
the cam-

ni the warm plains of Apulia the corn was ripeningf paign -, Han-

1 -1 TT -1 n .

1 O nibal takes

fast, while Hannibal s winter supplies were now c^antc.

nearly exhausted. He broke up from his camp
before Geronium, descended into the Apulian plains,

and whilst the Roman army was still in its winter

position, he threw himself on its rear, and surprised

its great magazine at Cannce ^\ The citadel of Can-

nae was a fortress of some strength ; this accordingly

9'' Polybius, IX. 24, 5. w Polybius, III. 107.
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he occupied, and placed himself, on the very eve of

harvest, between the Roman army and its expected

resources, while he secured to himself all the corn of

southern Apulia. It was only in such low and warm

situations that the corn was nearly ready ; the higher

country, in the immediate neighbourhood of Apulia,

is cold and backward ; and the Romans were under

the necessity of receiving their supplies from a great

distance, or else of retreating, or of offering battle.

Under these circumstances the proconsuls sent to

Rome, to ask what they were to do.

The Roman The tuming point of this question lay in the dis-

position of the allies. We cannot doubt that Hanni-

bal had been busy during the winter in sounding

their feelings; and now it appeared that, if Italy

was to be ravaged by the enemy for a second sum-

mer without resistance, their patience would endure

no longer. The Roman government therefore re-

solved to risk a battle ; but they sent orders to the

proconsuls to wait till the consuls should join them

with their newly raised army ; for, a battle being

resolved upon, the senate hoped to secure success by

an overwhelming superiority of numbers. We do not

exactly know the proportion of the new levies to the

old soldiers ; but when the two consuls arrived on

the scene of action, and took the supreme command

of the whole army, there were no fewer than eight

Roman legions under their orders, with an equal

force of allies; so that the army opposed to Han-

nibal must have amounted to 90,000 men ^\ It was

33 Polybius, III. 107.
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evident that so ffreat a multitude could not lono^ be chap.

fed at a distance from its resources ; and thus a speedy — -—-
^ •' A.U.C.538.

engagement was inevitable. ^C- -ig-

But the details of the movements by which the varro re-

solves to

two armies were brought in presence of each other brins on a
° ^

. battle.

on the banks of the Aufidus, are not easy to dis-

cover. It appears that the Romans, till the arrival

of the new consuls, had not ventured to follow

Hannibal closely ; for when they did follow him, it

took them two days' march to arrive in his neigh-

bourhood, where they encamped at about six miles

distance from him '"'. They found him on the left

bank of the Aufidus, about eight or nine miles from

the sea, and busied probably in collecting the corn

from the early district on the coast, the season being

about the middle of June. The country here was

so level and open, that the consul L. ^milius was

unwilling to approach the enemy more closely, but

wished to take a j^osition on the hilly ground farther

from the sea, and to bring on the action there ^^

But Varro, impatient for battle, and having the

suj)reme command of the whole army alternately

with JEmilius every other day, decided the question

irrevocably on the very next day, by interposing

himself between the enemy and the sea, with his

left resting on the Aufidus, and his right communi-

cating with the town of Salapia.

From this position vEmilius, when he again took ^^miiius
crosses the

the command in chief, found it impossible to with- Aufidus.

»« Polybius, III. 110. ?? Polybius, III. 110.
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CHAP. draw. But availing himself of his great superiority

";—-7<——' in numbers, he threw a part of his army across the
A. U.C ooo, *^

A.C, 216. river, and j)osted them in a separate camp on the

right bank, to have the supplies of the country

south of the Aufidus at command, and to restrain

the enemy's parties who might attempt to forage in

that direction. When Hannibal saw the Romans
in this situation, he also advanced nearer to them,

descending the left bank of the Aufidus, and en-

camped over against the main army of the enemy,

with his riofht restins: on the river,

manauw^cT
"^^^^ ^®^* ^^7' which, accordlug to the Roman

calendar, was the last of the month Quinctilis,

or July, the Roman reckoning being six or seven

weeks in advance of the true season, Hannibal was

making his preparations for battle, and did not stir

from his camp ; so that Varro, whose command
it was, could not bring on an action. But on the

first of Sextilis, or August, Hannibal being now
quite ready, drew out his army in front of his

camp and offered battle. jEmilius however remained

quiet, resolved not to fight on such ground, and

hoping that Hannibal would soon be obliged to fall

back nearer the hills, when he found that he could

no longer forage freely in the country near the

sea ^^. Hannibal, seeing that the enemy did not

move, marched back his infantry into his camp, but

sent his Numidian cavalry across the river to attack

the Romans on that side, as they were coming down

95 Polybius, III. 111. Livy, XXII. 45.
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in straggling parties to the bank to get water. For chap.

the Auiidus, though its bed is deep and wide, to ^1-—

^

111-. n 1 • 1 11 A.U.C.538.
hold its wniter tloods, is a shallow or a narrow stream a.c. 21c.

in summer, with many points easily fordable, not

by horse only, but by infantry. The w^atering par-

ties were driven in with some loss, and the Numi-
dians followed them to the very gates of the camp,

and obliged the Romans, on the right bank, to pass

the summer night in the burning Apulian plain

without water.

At daybreak on the next morning, the red ensign, Hannibal

which was the well-known signal for battle, was iiis army.

seen flying over Varro's head quarters ^°
; and he

issued orders, it being his day of command, for the

main army to cross the river, and form in order

of battle on the right bank. Whether he had any

farther object in crossing to the right bank, than

to enable the soldiers on that side to get water in

security, we do not know; but Hannibal, it seems,

thought that the ground on either bank suited him

equally; and he too forded the stream at two sepa-

rate points, and drew out his army opposite to the

enemy. The strong town of Canusium was scarcely

three miles off in his rear ; he had left his camp on

the other side of the river; if he were defeated,

escape seemed hopeless. But when he saw the wide

open plain around him, and looked at his numerous

and irresistible cavalry, and knew that his infantry,

however inferior in numbers, were far better and

99 Plutarch, Fabius, 15.
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CHAP, older soldiers than the great mass of their opponents,

^— —-' he felt that defeat was impossible. In this con-
A.U.C 538.

A.c. 216. ficlence his spirits were not cheerful merely, but even

mirthful; he rallied one of his officers jestingly,

who noticed the overwhelming numbers of the Ro-

mans ; those near him laughed ; and as any feeling at

such a moment is contagious, the laugh was echoed

by others ; and the soldiers, seeing their great general

in such a mood, were satisfied that he was sure of

victory '°°.

Its position. The Carthaginian army faced the north, so that

the early sun shone on their right flank, while the

wind, which blew strong from the south, but without

a drop of rain, swept its clouds of dust over their

backs, and carried them full into the faces of the

enemy "". On their left, resting on the river, were

the Spanish and Gaulish horse; next in the line,

but thrown back a little, were half of the African

infantry armed like the Romans; on their right,

somewhat in advance, were the Gauls and Spaniards,

with their companies intermixed ; then came the

rest of the African foot, again thrown back like their

comrades ; and on the right of the whole line were

ino Plutarch, Fabius, 15. Ei- Kari^aivov airb tov Xo0ou roT?

TTovTOS 8e TLVos tS>v TTfpi civTov uv- uTrnvTUKTiv ne\ TO TTenaiyjj.fVoi' aTTay-

8pos IdOTifX-ov, Tovvofxa TiaKMVos, yeXkovres, toare dca noWiov noXvv

cos QavfiacTTuv aiiTa (paivfrai to eivai tov yeXuTa Kai iJ.r]5 avakn-

nXfjdos Twv TroXejjLiov, a-vvayaywu fSe'iv eavTovs dvvacrdai tovs irept

TO npoa-conov 6 'Avvi(ias, " eTepov" 'Awil3av. Tovto toIs KapxT]8ovio{.s

flnev, " &5 ViaKiov, XfXr/^e ae tov- iSovai dc'tppos wapearr] Xoyi^ofievois

TOV BavpaaMTepov." ^Epopevov Se dno ttoXXoO Kai laxvpov tov kotq-

tov TiaKaii/os "To nolov'" ""Ort" (j^povovi'Tos erruvai ye'kai' ovtco Kcn

e<f)r]"TovTa>v ovTa>VTorrovT<x)v,ov8e\s nai^tiv tm aTpaTT]yu> napa tov klv-

(V avTols rlaKOiv KaXeirat" Tevo- ovvov.

/xfvov 8e TTOpa 86^av avTols tov '"' Livy, XXII. 46. Plutarch,

cTKoippaTos fpniTTTfiyeXwiTTucn.' KCH Fabius, 16.
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the Niimiclian light horsemen '°l The right of the chap.

army rested, so far as appears, on nothing; the ^— ^

—

'-'

ground was open and level; but at some distance A.c. 2it;.'

were hills overgrown with copsewood, and furrowed

with deep ravines, in which, according to one ac-

count of the battle, a body of horsemen and of light

infantry lay in ambush. The rest of the light troops,

and the Balearian slingers, skirmished as usual in

front of the whole line.

Meanwhile the masses of the Roman infantry That of the

Roman
were forming their line opposite. The sun on their ^imy,

left flashed obliquely on their brazen helmets, now
uncovered for battle, and lit up the waving forest of

their red and black plumes, which rose upright from

their helmets a foot and a half high.

They stood brandishing their formidable pila,

covered with their long shields, and bearing on their

right thigh their jDeculiar and fatal weapon, the

heavy sword, fitted alike to cut and to stab ^"l On
the right of the line were the Roman legions ; on

the left the infantry of the allies ; while between

the Roman right and the river were the Roman
horsemen, all of them of wealthy or noble fami-

lies ; and on the left, opposed to the Numidians,

were the horsemen of the Italians and of the Latin

name. The velites or light infantry covered the

front, and were ready to skirmish with the light

troops and slingers of the enemy.

For some reason or other, Avhich is not explained drawn up in

coiunins.

'»•- Polvbius, III. 113. Livv, 'oa Polybius, III. 114. Livy,
XXII. 46. • XXII. 45.
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CHAP, in any account of the battle, the Roman infantry
XLIII. *'

1 1 • 1 1

l~n^o were formed in columns rather than m Ime, the

A.c. 216. fjigg Qf the maniples containing many more than

their ranks ^°*. This seems an extraordinary tactic

to be adopted in a plain by an army inferior in

cavalry, but very superior in infantry. Whether

the Romans relied on the river as a protection to

their right flank, and their left was covered in some

manner which is not mentioned,—one account would

lead us to suppose that it reached nearly to the

sea '"^—or whether the great proportion of new levies

obliged the Romans to adopt the system of the

phalanx, and to place their raw soldiers in the rear,

as incapable of fighting in the front ranks with

Hannibal's veterans,—it appears at any rate that the

Roman infantry, though nearly double the number

of the enemy, yet formed a line of only equal length

with Hannibal's.

Defeat of The skirmishini? of the lie^ht-armed troops pre-
the Roman ° °

.

^

carairy. luded as usual to the battle : the Balearian slmgers

slung their stones like hail into the ranks of the

'"* Polybius, III. 113. Troiav tius had learned of some old sol-

TroXXarrXda-iov to jBcWos eV rals diers ; and therefore he now or-

o-TTfipais Tov ^fTiiiTTov. Ralcigh sug- dered his battles accordingly, as

gests that " this had been found meaning to show more skill than

convenient against the Carthagi- was in his understanding. But
nians in the former war. It was the Carthaginians had here no

indeed no bad way of resistance elephants with them in the field :

against elephants, to make the their advantage was in horse,

ranks thick and short, but the against which this manner of im-

files long, as also to strengthen battailing was very unprofitable,

well the rear, that it might stand forasmuch as their charge is bet-

fast compacted as a wall, under ter sustained in front, than upon a

shelter whereof the disordered long flank."

troops might rally themselves. '"^ Appian, VII. 21. ol roXaiov

Thus much it seems, that Teren- f\ovT€s enl rf) daXdaa-r].
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Roman line, and severely wounded the consul chap.

jE.miliiis himself. Then the Spanish and Gaulish ^;^q~^
horse charged the Romans front to front, and main- a.c.216.

tained a standing fight with them, many leaping off

their horses and fighting on foot, till the Romans,

outnumbered and badly armed, without cuirasses,

with light and brittle spears, and with shields made

only of ox-hide, were totally routed, and driven off

the field ""^ Hasdrubal, who commanded the Gauls

and Spaniards, followed up his work effectually ; he

chased the Romans along the river till he had almost

destroyed them; and then, riding off to the right,

he came up to aid the Numidians, who, after their

manner, had been skirmishing indecisively with the

cavalry of the Italian allies. These, on seeing the

Gauls and Spaniards advancing, broke away and

fled ; the Numidians, most effective in pursuing a

flying enemy, chased them with unweariable speed,

and slaughtered them unsparingly; while Hasdrubal,

to complete his signal services on this day, charged

fiercely upon the rear of the Roman infantry.

He found its huge masses already weltering in ofthe

.

" whole army.

helpless confusion, crowded upon one another, totally

disorganized, and fighting each man as he best could,

but struggling on against all hope by mere indomi-

table courage. For the Roman columns on the

right and left, finding the Gaulish and Spanish foot

advancing in a convex line or wedge, pressed for-

wards to assail what seemed the flanks of the enemy's

»«6 Polybius, III. llo. Livy, XXII. 47.
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CHAP, column; so that, beino^ already drawn up with too
XLIII

O •! i

*^^—^ narrow a front by their original formation, they nowAUG 538
^ o ^ J

A.c. 216. became compressed still more by their own move-

ments, the right and left converging towards the

centre, till the whole army became one dense column,

which forced its way onwards by the weight of its

charge, and drove back the Gauls and Spaniards

into the rear of their own line. Meanwhile its vic-

torious advance had carried it, like the English

column at Fontenoy, into the midst of Hannibal's

army; it had passed between the African infantry

on its right and left ; and now, whilst its head was

struggling against the Gauls and Spaniards, its long

flanks were fiercely assailed by the Africans, who,

facing about to the right and left, charged it home,

and threw it into utter disorder. In this state, when
they were forced together into one unwieldy crowd,

and already falling by thousands, whilst the Gauls

and Spaniards, now advancing in their turn, were

barring farther progress in front, and whilst the

Africans were tearing their mass to pieces on both

flanks, Hasdrubal with his victorious Gaulish and

Spanish horsemen broke with thundering fury upon

their rear. Then followed a butchery such as has

no recorded equal, except the slaughter of the Per-

sians in their camp, when the Greeks forced it after

the battle of Plataea. Unable to fight or fly, with no

quarter asked or given, the Romans and Italians

fell before the swords of their enemies, till, when
the sun set upon the field, there w6re left out of

that vast multitude no more than three thousand
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men alive and unwounded ; and these fled in straff- chap.
XLIII.

fflinff parties, under cover of the darkness, and found —>—'-"

* ° ^ ,
. .

'

A.U.C. 538.

a refuge in the neighbouring towns '*'^ The consul A.C.216.

^milius, the proconsul Cn. Servilius, the late master

of the horse M. JNIinucius, two quaestors, twenty-

one military tribunes, and eighty senators, lay dead

amidst the carnage; Varro with seventy horsemen

had escaped from the rout of the allied cavalry on

the right of the army, and made his way safely to

Venusia.

But the Roman loss was not yet completed. A c'iipture of
•' i- the camps.

large force had been left in the camp on the left

bank of the Aufidus, to attack Hannibal's camp

during the action, which it was supposed that, with

his inferior numbers, he could not leave adequately

guarded. But it was defended so obstinately, that

the Romans were still besieging it in vain, when

Hannibal, now completely victorious in the battle,

crossed the river to its relief. Then the besiegers

fled in their turn to their own camp, and there,

cut off from all succour, they presently surren-

dered. A few resolute men had forced their way

out of the smaller camp on the right bank, and had

escaped to Canusium ; the rest who were in it fol-

lowed the example of their comrades on the left

bank, and surrendered to the conqueror.

Less than six thousand men of Hannibal's army Results of
•' the battle.

had fallen : no greater price had he paid for the

total destruction of more than eighty thousand of

1"' Polybius, III. 116. Livy, XXII. 49.
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CHAP, the enemy, for the capture of their two camps,

^—r —-^ for the utter annihilation, as it seemed, of all their
A.U.C. 538.
A.c. 216. means for offensive warfare. It is no wonder that

the spirits of the Carthaginian officers were elated

by this unequalled victory. Maharbal, seeing what

his cavalry had done, said to Hannibal, " Let me
advance instantly with the horse, and do thou follow

to support me; in four days from this time thou

shalt sup in the capitol '"^" There are moments

when rashness is wisdom ; and it may be that this

was one of them. The statue of the goddess Victory

in the capitol may well have trembled in every limb

on that day, and have dropped her wings, as if for

ever. But Hannibal came not ; and if panic had for

one moment unnerved the iron courage of the Roman
aristocracy, on the next their inborn si^irit revived

;

and their resolute will, striving beyond its present

power, created, as is the law of our nature, the power

which it required.

'"8 Livy, XXII. 51.



CHAPTER XLIV.

PROGRESS OF THE WAR IN ITALY AFTER THE BATTLE

OF CANN^. REVOLT OF CAPUA, AND OF THE PEOPLE

OF SOUTHERN ITALY TO HANNIBAL. GREAT EXER-

TIONS OF THE ROMANS. SURPRISE OF TARENTUM.

SIEGE OF CAPUA. HANNIBAL MARCHES ON ROME.

REDUCTION AND PUNISHMENT OF CAPUA. A.U.C

538 TO 543.

From New Carthage to the plains of Cannse, Han- chap.

nibal's march resembles a mighty torrent, which, ^

—

-.

"
>

rushing along irresistible and undivided, fixes our a.c. 216.

'

- -

.

„ , Change in

attention to the one Ime 01 its course : all other the charac-

sights and sounds in the landscape are forgotten, war.

while we look on the rush of the vast volume of

waters, and listen to their deep and ceaseless roar.

Therefore I have not wished to draw away the

reader's attention to other objects, but to keep it

fixed upon the advance of Hannibal. But from

Cannoe onwards the character of the scene chansres.

The single torrent, joined by a hundred lesser

streams, has now swelled into a wide flood, over-

whelming the whole valley ; and the principal object

VOL. IIL L
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CHAP, of our interest is the one rock, now islanded amid
XLIV

'—V—^ the waters, and on which they dash furiously on
A.U.C. 538.

A.c. 216, every side, as though they must needs sweep it

away. But the rock stands unshaken : the waters be-

come feebler ; and their streams are again divided

:

and the flood shrinks; and the rock rises higher

and higher ; and the danger is passed away. In the

next part of the second Punic war, our attention will

be mainly fixed on Rome, as it has hitherto been on

Hannibal. But in order to value aright the mighti-

ness of her energy, we must consider the multitude

of her enemies ; how all southern Italy, led by Han-

nibal, struggled with her face to face; how Sicily

and Macedon struck at her from behind ; how Sixain

supplied arms to her most dangerous enemy. Yet her

policy and her courage were every where : Sicily was

struck to the earth by one blow ; Macedon obliged

to defend himself against his nearer enemies ; the

arms which Spain was offering to Hannibal were

torn out of his grasp ; revolted Italy was crushed to

pieces ; and the great enemy, after all his forces were

dispersed and destroyed, was obliged, like Hector,

to fight singly under his country's walls, and to fall

like Hector, with the consolation of "having done

mighty deeds, to be famed in after ages."

The news of The Romaus, knowing that their army was in
the (Icieat *-" *'

Rome'
presence of the enemy, and that the consuls had

been ordered no longer to decline a battle, were for

some days in the most intense anxiety. Every

tongue was repeating some line of old proj)hecy,

or relating some new wonder or portent ; every tern-
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i)le was crowded with supplicants ; and incense and chap.

sacrifices were offered on every altar. At last the VlTTr^*' A.U.C.538.

tidings arrived of the utter destruction of both the ^ c;- 2i<>.

consular armies, and of a slaughter such as Rome
had never before known. Even Livy felt himself

unable adequately to paint the grief and consterna-

tion of that day'; and the experience of the bloodiest

and most embittered warfare of modern times would

not help us to conceive it worthily. But one simple

fact speaks eloquently : the wdiole number of Roman
citizens able to bear arms had amounted at the

last census to 270,000*^; and supposing, as we fairly

may, that the loss of the Romans in the late battles

had been equal to that of their allies, there must

have been killed or taken, within the last eighteen

months, no fewer than 60,000, or more than a

fifth part of the whole population of citizens above

seventeen years of age. It must have been true,

without exaggeration, that every house in Rome was

in mourning.

The two home prsetors summoned the senate to Measures

consult for the defence of the city. Fabius was no the seuite.

longer dictator
;
yet the supreme government at this

moment was effectually in his hands ; for the resolu-

tions which he moved were instantly and unanimously

adopted. Light horsemen were to be sent out to

gather tidings of the enemy's movements ; the mem-
bers of the senate, acting as magistrates, were to

keep order in the city, to stop all loud or jmblic

lamentations, and to take care that all intelligence

1 Livy, XXII. 54. 2 ^yy^ gpit. XX.

L 2
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CHAP, was conveyed in the first instance to the praetors

:

^p^j^-gTg' above all, the city gates were to be strictly guarded,

A.c. 216. ^jiat no one might attempt to fly from Rome, but

all abide the common danger together I Then the

forum was cleared, and the assemblies of the people

suspended; for at such a moment, had any one

tribune uttered the word "peace," the tribes would

have caught it up with eagerness, and obliged the

senate to negotiate.

Arrival of Thus tlie first moments of panic passed; and
dispatches -"^ -^

from Varro Vairo's dispatclics arrived, informing the senate that

he had rallied the wrecks of the army at Canusium,

and that Hannibal was not advancing upon Rome *.

Hope then began to revive; the meetings of the

senate were resumed, and measures taken for main-

taining the war.

Marceiius is M. Marcellus, one of the praetors for the year,
sent into

Apulia. was at this moment at Ostia, preparmg to sail to

Sicily. It was resolved to transfer him at once to

the great scene of action in Apulia ; and he was

ordered to give up the fleet to his colleague P.

Furius Philus, and to march ^^^th the single legion

which he had under his command into Apulia, there

to collect the remains of Varro's army, and to fall

back as he best could into Campania, while the

consul returned immediately to Rome ^

Varro's man- In the mcau time the scene at Canusium was
y
con uc

^.^^ ^^^^ disorder of a ship going to pieces, when

3 Livy, XXII. 55. ^ Livy, XXII. 57. Plutarch, Mar-
* Livy, XXII. 56. cellus, 9.
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fear makes men desperate, and the instinct of self- chap.

preservation swallows up every other feehno^. Some ^ —~>
\ U C 538

young men of the noblest families, a Metellus being a.c. 216.'

at the head of them, looking uj)on Rome as lost,

were planning to escape from the ruin, and to fly

beyond sea, in the hope of entering into some foreign

service. Such an example at such a moment would

have led the way to a general j^anic : if the noblest

citizens of Rome despaired of their country, what

allied state, or what colony, could be exjiected to

sacrifice themselves in defence of a hopeless cause ?

The consul exerted himself to the utmost to check

this spirit, and aided by some firmer spirits amongst

the officers themselves, he succeeded in repressing

it ^ He kept his men together, gave them over

^ The author would doubtless though differing as to the order of
have explained his reasons for the events, and plainly inaccurate,
ascribing the suppression of this —since it makes Varro resign the
conspiracy to leave Italy to Varro. command to Scipio, instead of
By Livy, XXII. 33, by Valerius Marcellus, when he went to

Maximus, V. 6, 7, by Dion Rome,—implies that Scipio distin-

Fragm. Peiresc. XLIX., it is at- guished himself at Canusium.
tributed to Scipio. See also Silius Dion's statement is the more
Italicus, X. 426, fol. It is some- trustworthy, as he did not join in

what remarkable that Polybius the cry against Varro, but speaks
makes no mention of the fact, with high praise of his conduct
either in the account of the battle after the defeat. 'Es to Kavva-iop
of Cannse, or in the character of ikdiov to. re evravda Karfo-rijcraTo,

Scipio, X. I—6, where he speaks of koI toI? TrXr](no)(d>pois cfypovpas as
Scipio's early exploits. According sk rav Trapovrav enepyjreu, irpoa-

to Livy, with whose account Dion's ^dWovrds re tj} Tro'Xet 'iTrweas d-n-e-

concurs, the fugitives at Canusium Kpovaaro' to re avvoXov ovt d0v-
were headed by four tribunes, fxi]cras, ovTe Kara-rTTrj^as, ciXA' aw
who voluntarily submitted to the opdrjs tjjs Biavoias acmfp puj^evos

command of Scipio and Appius tr(/)to-i beivov (Tvp^eji-qKOTos, irdvTa

Claudius, two of their number ; to. n-p6a-cf)opa toIs irapovcri koX

and Scipio, by a characteristic act ejSovXeva-e kql ercpa^ev. Zonaras
of youthful heroism, stifled the was so careless in abridging his

plot. Meanwhile Varro is repre- author, that he transfers what
sented to have been at Venusia. Dion here says of Varro, to

Appian's account too, VII. 26, Scipio.
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to the prsetor Marcel]us on his arrival at Canu-

sium, and j)repared instantly to obey the orders of

the senate by returning to Rome. The fate of P.

Claudius and L. Junius in the last war might have

warned him of the dangers which threatened a de-

feated general ; he himself was personally hateful to

the prevailing party at Rome ; and if the memory
of Flaminius was persecuted, notwithstanding his

glorious death, what could he look for, a fugitive

general from that jSeld where his colleague and all

his soldiers had perished? Demosthenes dared not

trust himself to the Athenian people after his defeat

in jEtolia; but Varro, with a manlier spirit, returned

to bear the obloquy and the punishment which the

popular feeling, excited by party animosity, was so

likely to heap on him. He stopped as usual without

the city walls, and summoned the senate to meet

him in the Campus Martins.

The senate 'j^\^q geuato folt his confideuce in them, and an-
thaiik him '

swered it nobly. All I3arty feeling was suspended

;

all popular irritation was subdued ; the butcher's

son, the turbulent demagogue, the defeated general,

were all forgotten ; only Varro's latest conduct M^as

remembered, that he had resisted the panic of his

officers, and instead of seeking shelter at the court

of a foreign king, had submitted himself to the

judgment of his countrymen. The senate voted him

their thanks, " because he had not desjjaired of the

commonwealth ''."

7 Livy, XXII. 61. Plutarch, Fabius, 18. See also Florus, II. 6.
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It was resolved to name a dictator; and some chap.
XLI

V

writers related that the general voice of the senate ——^
and people offered the dictatorship to Varro him- '^-^^ 216.

^ ^ ^ A dictator

self, but that he positively refused to accept it I appointed.

This story is extremely doubtful ; but the dictator

actually named was M. Junius Pisa, a member of a

popular family, and who had himself been consul

and censor. His master of the horse was T. Sem-

pronius Gracchus, the first of that noble but ill-fated

name who appears in the Roman annals ^.

Already, before the ajspointment of the dictator. The senate

TcfuSCS to

the Roman government had shown that its resolu- wnsom the

tion was fixed to carry on the war to the death.
^"^""^^ ^*

Hannibal had allowed his Roman prisoners to send

ten of their number to Rome to petition that the

senate would permit the Avhole body to be ransomed

by their friends at the sum of three min[e, or 3000

asses, for each prisoner. But the senate absolutely

forbade the money to be paid, neither choosing to

furnish Hannibal with so large a sum, nor to show

any compassion to men who had allowed themselves

to fall alive into the enemies' hands "*. The pri-

soners therefore were left in hopeless captivity ; and

the armies which the state required were to be

formed out of other materials. The expedients

adopted showed the urgency of the danger.

When the consuls took the field at the bednning: Measures to

raise troops.

8 Valerius Maximus, III. 4. §
» Livv, XXII. 57.

4. IV. 5. § 2. Frontinus, IV. 5, 6. 'o Pofybius, VI. .58. Livy,XXII.
" Honoribus, quum ei deferrentur 38—61. Appian, VII. 28' Cicero
a populo, renuntiavit, dicens, feli- de OtF. I. 13. 32. III. 32. Aulus
cioribus magi st ratibus reipublicae Gelliiis, VII. 18.

opus esse."
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CHAP, of the campaign, two legions had been left, as usual,

*—-.—^ to cover the capital. These were now to be em-
A.U.C. 538. , , . . . , . 1 1
A.c. 216. ployed m active service ; and with them was a small

detachment of troops, which had been drawn from

Picenum and the neighbourhood of Ariminum, where

their services were become of less importance. The

contingents from the allies were not ready ; and there

was no time to wait for them. In order, therefore,

to enable the dictator to take the field immediately,

eight thousand slaves w^ere enlisted, having expressed

their willingness to serve ; and arms were jjrovided

by taking down from the temple the spoils won in

former wars ''. The dictator went still farther : he

offered j^ardon to criminals and release to debtors,

if they were willing to take up arms ; and amongst

the former class were some bands of robbers, who
then, as in later times, infested the mountains, and

who consented to serve the state on receiving an

indemnity for their past offences '^. With this strange

force, amounting it is said to about '25,000 men,

M. Junius marched into Campania; whilst a new
levy of the oldest and youngest citizens supplied

two new legions for the defence of the capital, in

the place of those which followed the dictator into

the field. M. Junius fixed his head quarters at

Teanum ^\ on high ground upon the edge of the

Falernian plain, with the Latin colony of Cales in

his front, and communicating by the Latin road

with Rome.

11 Livy, XXII. 37. 1=* Livy, XXIII. 24.
12 Livy, XXIII. 14.
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The dictator was at Teanum, and M. Marcellus chap.

with the army of Cannae, whom we left in Apulia, ^-^ —

•

is described as now lying encamped above Suessula '*, a.c. 216.'

Position of

that is, on the right bank of the Vulturnus, on the the Roman
army.

hills which bound the Campanian plain, ten or

twelve miles to the east of Capua, on the right of

the Appian road as it ascends the pass of Caudium

towards Beneventum. Thus we find the seat of

war removed from Apulia to Campania ; but the

detail of the intermediate movements is lost ; and

we must restore the broken story as well as we can,

by tracing Hannibal's operations after the battle of

Cannae, which are undoubtedly the key to those of

his enemies.

The fidelity of the allies of Rome, which had not Revolt ot

tlic Jillics '

been shaken by the defeat of Thrasymenus, could not conduct ot

t n ' 1 ^ r^ Hannibal.
resist the nery trial of Cannae. The Apulians joined

the conqueror immediately, and Arpi and Salapia

opened their gates to him. Bruttium, Lucania, and

Samnium were ready to follow the example '^
; and

Hannibal was obliged to divide his army, and send

officers into different parts of the country, to re-

ceive and protect those who wished to join him,

and to organize their forces for effective co-opera-

tion in the field. JMeanwhile he himself remained

in Apulia, not perhaps without hope that this last

blow had broken the spirit as well as the power

of the enemy, and that they would listen readily to

proposals of peace. With this view he sent a Car-

1^ Livy, XXII. U. 15 Liy^._ XXII. 61. Polybius,
III. 118. Appian, VII. 31.
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CHAP, thaginian officer to accompany the deputation of the

"TTT^—rz:^ Roman prisoners to Rome, and ordered him to
A.U.C 538. ^

A.c. 216. encourage any disposition on the part of the Romans
to open a negotiation ^^. When he found therefore

on the return of the deputies, that his officer had not

been allowed to enter the city, and that the Romans
had refused to ransom their prisoners, his disappoint-

ment betrayed him into acts of the most inhuman

cruelty. The mass of the prisoners left in his hands

he sold for slaves ; and so far he did not overstep

the recognized laws of warfare ; but many of the

more distinguished among them he put to death

;

and those who were senators he obliged to fight as

gladiators with each other in the presence of his

whole army. It is added, that brothers were in

some instances brought out to fight with their

brothers, and sons with their fathers ; but that the

prisoners refused so to sin against nature, and chose

rather to suffer the worst torments than to draw

their swords in such horrible combats '^ Hannibal's

""' Livy, XXII. 58. eV ro'is Sia^ovXion,— there must
'' Diodoriis, XXVI. Exc. de doubtless be a great deal of exag-

Virtut. et Vitiis. Appian, VII. 28. geration in them, even if they had
Zonaras, IX. 2. Valerius Maxi- any foundation at all. The story
mus, IX. 2. Ext. 2. But as even in Pliny, VIII. 7, that the last

Livy does not mention these survivor of these gladiatorial com-
stories, though they would have l^ats had to fight against an ele-

afforded such a topic for his rhe- phant, and killed him, and was then
toric,—nor does Polybius, either treacherously waylaid and mur-
in IX. 24, when speaking of Han- dered by Hannibal's orders, was
nibal's alleged cruelty, or in VI. probably invented with reference
38, where he gives the account of to this very occasion. The re-

the mission of the captives, and marks of Polybius should make
adds that Hannibal, when he heard us slow to believe the stories of

that the Romans had refused to Hannibal's cruelties, which so soon
ransom them, KarenXdyT] to trrdo-t- became a theme for the invention

fj.oi> Ka\ TO fxfyaX6\l/-vxov tmv dv^pcov of poets and rhetoricians.
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vow may have justified all these cruelties in his chap.

eyes ; but his passions deceived him, and he was pro- )-Trrr^

voked to fury by the resolute spirit which ought to ^^- 21g.

have excited his admiration. To admire the virtue

which thwarts our dearest purposes, however natural

it may seem to indifferent sj)ectators, is one of the

hardest trials of humanity.

Finding the Romans immovable, Hannibal broke Hannibal

. . , I ,, , enters Cam-
up from his position m Apulia, and moved into pama: ic-

Samnmm. The popular party m Compsa opened capua.

their gates to him ; and he made the place serve as

a depot for his plunder, and for the heavy baggage

of his army ^^ His brother Mago was then ordered

to march into Bruttium with a division of the army,

and after having received the submission of the

Hirpinians on his way, to embark at one of the

Bruttian ports, and carry the tidings of his success

to Carthage '^. Hanno, with another division, was

sent into Lucania to protect the revolt of the

Lucanians ^^
; while Hannibal himself, in pursuit of

a still greater prize, descended once more into the

plains of Campania. The Pentrian Samnites, partly

restrained by the Latin colony of CEsernia, and

partly by the influence of their own countryman.

Num. Decimius of Bovianum, a zealous supporter

of the Roman alliance, remained firm in their ad-

herence to Rome: but the Hirpinians and the

Caudinian Samnites all joined the Carthaginians;

and their soldiers no doubt formed part of the army

'^ Livy, XXIII. 1. 20 Li XXIII. 37.
'3 Livy, XXIII. 11.
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^HAP. witli whicli Hannibal invaded Campania^'. There all

AiTcTiis ^^^^ ready for liis reception. The popular party in

A.c. 216. Capua were headed by Pacuvius Calavius, a man
of the highest nobility, and married to a daughter of

Appius Claudius, but whose ambition led him to

aspire to the sovereignty, not of his own country

only, but, through Hannibal's aid, of the whole of

Italy, Capua succeeding, as he hoj)ed, to the supre-

macy now enjoyed by Rome. The aristocratical party

were weak and unpopular, and could offer no oppo-

sition to him ; while the people, wholly subject to

his influence, concluded a treaty with Hannibal, and

admitted the Carthaginian general and his army

into the city-^ Thus the second city in Italy,

callable, it is said, of raising an army of 30,000 foot

and 4000 horse ^\ connected with Rome by the

closest ties, and which for nearly a century had

remained true to its alliance under all dangers,

threw itself into the arms of Hannibal, and took its

place at the head of the new coalition of southern

Italy, to try the old quarrel of the Samnite wars

once again.

Marceiius This revolt of Cai5ua, the greatest result, short
encamps at

_ ^

Suessuia. of the submissiou of Rome itself, which could

have followed from the battle of Cannse, drew the

Roman armies towards Campania. Marceiius had

probably fallen back from Canusium by the Appian

road through Beneventum, moving by an interior

and shorter line ; whilst Hannibal advanced by

2' Livy, XXII. 01. 24. 2:i Livy^ XXIII. 5. See Niebuhr,
22 Livy, XXIII. 2—4. Vol. II. note 145.
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Compsa upon Abellinum, descending into the plain chap,

of Campania by what is now the pass of JVIon- '~—~'-^
^ *^ A.U.C. r)6ii.

teforte. Hannibal's cavalry gave him the whole a.c. 216.

command of the country; and Marcellus could do

no more than watch his movements from his camp

above Suessula, and wait for some opportunity of

impeding his operations in detail.

At this point in the story of the war, the ques- How came
•^ ./ ' 1

It that Rome
tion arises, how was it possible for Rome to escape '^yas "«t

^ ^ destroyed ?

destruction ? Nor is this question merely prompted

by the thought of Hannibal's great victories in the

field, and the enormous slaughter of Roman citizens

at Thrasymenus and Cannae ; it appears even more

perplexing to those who have attentively studied the

preceding history of Rome. A single battle, evenly

contested and hardly won, had enabled Pyrrhus to

advance into the heart of Latium ; the Hernican

cities and the impregnable Praeneste had opened

their gates to him
; yet Capua was then faithful to

Rome; and Samnium and Lucania, exhausted by

long years of unsuccessful warfare, could have yielded

him no such succour, as now, after fifty years of

peace, they were able to afford to Hannibal. But

now, when Hannibal was received into Capua, the

state of Italy seemed to have gone backwards a hun-

dred years, and to have returned to what it had

been after the battle of Lautula? in the second Sam-

nite war ^*, with the immense addition of the genius

of Hannibal and the power of Carthage thrown into

-' See Vol. II. Chap. XXXI.
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CHAP, the scale of the enemies of Rome. Then, as now,

V
.^ '-J Capua had revolted, and Campania, Samnium, and

A.c. 216. Lucania, were banded together against Rome ; but

this same confederacy was now supported by all the

resources of Carthage : and at its head in the field

of battle was an army of thirty thousand veteran

and victorious soldiers, led by one of the greatest

generals whom the w^orld has ever seen. How could

it happen that a confederacy so formidable was only

formed to be defeated ?—that the revolt of Capua

was the term of Hannibal's progress ?—that from this

day forwards his great powers were shown rather in

repelling defeat than in commanding victory ?—that,

instead of besieging Rome, he was soon employed

in protecting and relieving Capua?—and that his

protection and his succours were alike unavailing?

Causes No siuglc causc will explain a result so extra-

her. ordinary. Rome owed her deliverance principally to

the strength of the aristocratical interest throughout

Italy,—to her numerous colonies of the Latin name,

—^to the scanty numbers of Hannibal's Africans and

Spaniards, and to his want of an efficient artillery.

The material of a good artillery must surely have

existed in Capua ; but there seem to have been no

officers capable of directing it; and no great gene-

ral's operations exhibit so striking a contrast of

strength and w^eakness, as may be seen in Hannibal's

battles and sieges. And when Cannae had taught

the Romans to avoid pitched battles in the open

field, the war became necessarily a series of sieges,

where Hannibal's strongest arm, his cavalry, could
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render little service, while his infantry was in quality chap.

not more than equal to the enemy, and his artillery ^~p;rT^

was decidedly inferior. a.c. 216.

With two divisions of his army absent in Lucania Military

and Bruttium, and while anxiously waiting for the Campania.

reinforcements which Mago was to procure from

Carthage, Hannibal could not undertake any great

offensive operation after his arrival in Campania.

He attempted only to reduce the remaining cities of

the Campanian plain and sea coast, and especially

to dislodge the Romans from Casilinum, which, lying

within three miles of Capua, and commanding the

passage of the Vulturnus, not only restrained all his

movements, but was a serious annoyance to Capua,

and threatened its territory with continual incur-

sions. Atilla and Calatia had revolted to him
already with Capua ; and he took Nuceria, Alfaterna,

and Acerrae. The Greek cities on the coast, Nea-
polis and Cumne, were firmly attached to Rome, and

were too strong to be besieged with success; but

Nola lay in the midst of the plain nearly midway
between Capua and Nuceria ; and the popular party

there, as elsewhere, were ready to open their gates

to Hannibal. He was preparing to appear before

the town ; but the aristocracy had time to apprize the

Romans of their danger; and Marcellus, who was

then at Casilinum, marched round behind the moun-
tains to escape the enemy's notice, and descended

suddenly upon Nola from the hills which rise directly

above it. He secured the place, repressed the popu-

lar party by some bloody executions, and when
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CHAP. Hannibal advanced to the walls, made a sudden

^-^--g-^ sally, and repulsed him with some loss ^\ Having
A.c. 216. (Jone this service, and left the aristocratical party in

absolute possession of the government, he returned

again to the hills, and lay encamped on the edge of

the mountain boundary of the Campanian plain, just

above the entrance of the famous pass of Caudium.

His i^lace at Casilinum was to be supplied by the

dictator's army from Teanum ; but Hannibal watched

his opportunity, and anticipating his enemies this

time, laid regular siege to Casilinum, which was

defended by a garrison of about 1000 men.

Conduct of This garrison had acted the very same part to-
the garrison

. , ^-^ , ,

ofCasiii- wards the citizens of Casilinum, which the Campa-

iiians had acted at Rhegium in the war with Pyr-

rhus ^^ About 500 Latins of Praeneste, and 450

Etruscans of Perusia, having been levied too late to

join the consular armies when they took the field,

were marching after them into Apulia by the Ap-

pian road, when they heard the tidings of the defeat

of Cannse. They immediately turned about, and fell

back upon Casilinum, where they established them-

selves, and for their better security massacred the

Campanian inhabitants, and, abandoning the quarter

of the town which was on the left bank of the Vul-

turnus, occuj)ied the quarter on the right bank ^^

Marcellus, when he retreated from Apulia with the

wreck of Varro's army, had fixed his head quarters

for a time at Casilinum ; the position being one of

25 Livy, XXIII. 14—17. Plutarch, =« See Vol. II. p. 493.

Marcellus, II. " Livy, XXIII. 17.
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great importance, and there being some danger lest chap.

the garrison, while they kept off Hannibal, should re- "—^^^-t:^

solve to hold the town for themselves rather than for a.c. 216.

the Romans. They were now left to themselves ; and

dreading Hannibal's vengeance for the massacre of the

old inhabitants, they resisted his assaults desperately,

and obliged him to turn the siege into a blockade.

This was the last active oj)eration of the campaign

:

all the armies now went into winter quarters. The

dictator remained at Teanum ; Marcellus lay in his

mountain camp above Nola ; and Hannibal's army

was at Capua ^'\ Being quartered in the houses of

the city, instead of being encamped by themselves,

their discipline, it is likely, was somewhat impaired

by the various temptations thrown in their way ; and

as the wealth and enjoyments of Capua at that time

were notorious, the writers who adopted the vulgar

declamations against luxury, pretended that Han-

nibal's army was ruined by the indulgences of this

winter, and that Capua was the Canna} of Carthage -^

This intermission of active warfare will afford us r, ogress of

an opportunity of noticing the progress of events otiicr quar-

elsewhere, which we have hitherto unavoidably neg-

lected. From the banks of the Iberus Hannibal had

made his way without interruption to Capua; and

the countries which he left behind him sink in like

manner from the notice of the historian. We must

now see what had happened in each of them since

Hannibal's passage.

"« Livy, XXIII. 18. -3 Livy, XXIII. 45. Flonis, II.

C. Valerius Maximus, i.x. I. Ext. 1.

VOL. III. M
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^Jl^y- It has been mentioned above, tliat P. Scipio,

^~^Q^~ wlien lie returned from the Rhone to Italy, to be
A.c. 217. ready to meet Hannibal in Cisalpine Gaul, sent his

ouccess of •' A '

in s^aT^"^
army into Spain under the command of his brother^".

After his consulship was over, his jirovince of Spain

was still continued to him as proconsul ; and he

went thither accordingly to take the command. He
found that his brother had already effected much

:

he had defeated and made prisoner the Carthagi-

nian general, Hanno, whom Hannibal left to main-

tain his latest conquests in Spain, and had driven

the Carthaginians beyond the Iberus^'. His own
arrival in Spain took place in the summer of the

year 537, three or four months after the battle of

Thrasymenus; and although little was done in the

field before the end of the season, the Carthaginian

governor of Saguntum was persuaded to set at

liberty all the Spanish hostages left in his custody

;

and the Spaniard who had advised this stej) under

the mask of goodwill to Carthage, as a means of

securing the affections of the Spanish people, had

no sooner received the hostages with orders to take

them back to their several homes, than he delivered

them up to the Romans. Thus Scipio enjoyed the

whole credit of restoring them to their friends, and

made the Roman name generally popular "I In the

following year, Hasdrubal, the son of Hamilcar,

having received orders to march into Italy to co-

operate with his brother, was encountered by the

2'^ Above, p. 81. •" Polybius, III. 76.
32 Polybius, III. 98, 99.
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Romans near the Iberus, and defeated ^^
; so that his chap.

invasion of Italy was for the present effectually ^~[77r^

jirevented. a.c. 216.

The importance of this Spanish war cannot be its great im-
portance.

estimated too highly ; for, by disputing the possession

of Spain, the Romans deprived their enemy of his

best nursery of soldiers, from which otherwise he

Avould have been able to raise army after army for

the invasion of Italy. But its importance consisted

not so much in the particular events, as in its being

kept up at all : nor is there any thing requiring

explanation in the success of the Romans. Their

army had originally consisted of 20,000 men ; and

P. Scipio had brought some reinforcements ; while

Hasdrubal and Hanno in their two armies had a

force not much superior : hence, after the total defeat

of Hanno, Hasdrubal could not meet the Romans
with any chance of success. For Spanish levies were

now no longer to be depended on, while the Romans
were inviting the nations of Spain to leave the Car-

thaginians, and come over to them. In this contest

between the two nations, which should most influence

the minds of the Spaniards, the ascendency of the

Roman character was clearly shown ; and the natives

were drawn, as by an invincible attraction, to the

worthier.

While Spain was thus the scene of active war- Tranquillity

fare. Cisalpine Gaul, after Hannibal's advance into Gaui!"'

'""*'

Italy, seems to have sunk back into a state of

33 Livy, XXIII. 27, 28, 29.

M 2
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tranquillity, such as it liad enjoyed in the first Punic

* TT .- .o„ war. It is very remarkable, that the colonies of
A.U.C. 538. *'

A.c. 216. Placentia and Cremona, so far in advance of the

Roman frontier, and surrounded by hostile tribes,

were left unassailed from the time when Hannibal

crossed the Apennines into Etruria. We are only

told that L. Postumius Albinus, one of the praetors

of the year 538, was sent with an army into Gaul,

when Varro and ^Emilius marched into Apulia, with

the express object of compelling the Gauls in Han-

nibal's service to return to the defence of their

own country ^^ What he did in the course of that

summer we know not : at the end of the consular

year he was still in his province, and was elected

consul for the year following, with Ti. Sempronius

Gracchus. But before his consulship began, early in

March apparently, according to the Roman calendar,

he fell into an ambuscade, Avhile advancing into the

enemy's country, and was cut to pieces ^* with his

whole army. We are told that the Romans found it

utterly impossible to replace the army thus lost, and

that it was resolved for the present to leave the

Gauls to themselves ^^ But it Avas not so certain

that the Gauls, if unopposed, would leave the

Romans to themselves ; and we find that M. Pom-
ponius Matho, who had been city prsetor in 538,

was sent, on the expiration of his office, with pro-

consular power to Ariminum, and that he remained

on that frontier for two years with an army of two

3^ Polvbins, III. lOG. ="5 Livy, XXIII. 23.
35 Livy, XXIII. 24. Polybius, III. 118.
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legions '^'', while C. Varro with another legion was chap.... XLIV
quartered in Picenum, to support him in time of ^

—

..—'-^
' 1 i

^ A.U.C. 333.

need ^^ Still the inaction of the Gauls is extraordi- a.c. 216.

nary, the more so as we find them in arms imme-

diately after the end of the war with Carthage, and

attacking Placentia and Cremona, which they had so

long left in peace '^ We can only suppose that

the absence of a large portion of their soldiers, who

were serving in Hannibal's army, crippled the power

of the Gauls who were left at home ; and that long

experience had taught them that, unless when con-

ducted by a general of a more civilized nation, they

could not carry on war successfully with the Romans.

The older Gaulish chiefs also were often averse to

war, when the younger chiefs were in favour of it "

;

and the Romans were likely to be lavish of presents

at a time so critical, to confirm their friends in their

peaceful sentiments, and to win over their adver-

saries. It seems probable that some truce was con-

cluded, which restrained either the Gauls or Romans

from invading each other's territory ; and the Romans

were contented not to require the recall of the Gauls

serving with Hannibal ; some of whom, we know,

continued to be with him till a much later period.

The multitude of the Gauls rejoiced, perhaps, that

they had won thus much from their proud enemy,

and were well content that the war should be carried

3" Livy, XXIV. 10. 44. See ^9 Uvj, XXXI. 10.

Duker's note on the former pas- *" See for instance Caesar, B. G.

sa?e. II. 17.
^3s Livv, XXIII. 32.
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CHAP, on far from their own frontiers, and yet that they

'-^-^-^ should share in its advantages. But wiser men might
A.U C 538
A.C. 210.

" rejrret that better use was not made of the favourable

moment ; that no Carthaginian officer had been left

with them to organize their armies and conduct them

into the field; that the Roman encroachments on

their soil were still maintained; and that there was

no Gellius Gnatius in northern Italy to rouse the

Etruscans and Umbrians to unite their forces with

those " of the Gauls on the south of the Apennines,

and, while Hannibal lay triumphant in Capua, to re-

venge the defeat of Sentinum by a second victory

on the Alia or the Tiber.

Resources of Whatever was the cause, the inactivity of the
the Romans. n i • • t t-» j_

•

Gauls, after their great victory over L. Fostumius,

might strengthen the argument of those Greeks who

ascribed the conquests of the Romans to their good

fortune. It was no less timely than the peace with

Etruria, concluded at the very moment when Pyr-

rhus was advancing upon Rome, or than the quiet of

these same Gauls during the first Punic war. The

consequence was, that the Romans had the whole

force of Etruria and Umbria disposable for the con-

test in the south ; and that any disposition to revolt,

which might have existed in those countries, was

unable to show itself in action. Their soldiers served

as allies in the Roman armies, and with the Sabines,

Picentians, Vestinians, Frentanians, Marrucinians,

Marsians, and Pelignians, together with the cities of

the Latin name, composed the Roman confederacy

after the revolt of southern Italy. That revolt made
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the drain, both of men and money, press more heavily chap.

on the states which still remained faithful ; and the ^~^^-^
- . - . „ -

, in, A.U.C. 538.

iriends ot Home must every where have iiad tiie a.c. 216.

greatest difficulty in persuading their countrymen

not to desert a cause which seemed so ruinous.

Under such a pressure, the Roman government

plainly told its officers in Sardinia and Sicily, that

they must provide for their armies as they best

could, for that they must expect no supplies of any

kind from home *'. The proprietor of Sicily applied

to the never-failing friendship of Hiero, and obtained

from him, almost as the last act of his long life,

money enough to pay his soldiers, and corn for six

months' consumption. But the propraetor of Sardi-

nia had no such friend to help him ; and he was

obliged to get both corn and money from the people

of the province *". The money, it seems, like the

benevolences of our own government in old times,

was nominally a free-will offering of the loyal cities

of Sardinia to the Roman people : but the Sardinians

knew that it was a gift which they could not help

giving ; and impatient of this addition to their for-

mer burdens, they applied to Carthage for aid, and

broke out the following year into open revolt ^^

It is not without reason that the Roman govern- Their finan-

ment had abandoned its officers in the provinces to ties.

their own resources. Their financial difficulties were

enormous. Large tracts of land, arable, pasture, and

forest, from which the state ordinarily derived a

^1 Livy, XXIII. 21. *- Livy, XXIII. 21. '^ Livy, XXIII. 32.
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CHAP, revenue, were in the hands of the enemy ; the num-
*—V

—

'- ber of tax-iiayers had been greatly diminished by
A.U.C. 538. ^ -^ 11 1 .

A.c. 216. the slaughter of so many citizens in battle ; and ni

many cases their widows and children Avould be

unable to cultivate their little property, and would

be altogether insolvent. If the poorer citizens were

again obliged, as after the Gaulish invasion, to

borrow money of the rich, discontent and misery

would have been the sure consequence ; and the

debtor would regard his creditor as a worse enemy

than Hannibal. Accordingly three commissioners

were appointed, on the proposition of the tribune

Minucius, like the five commissioners of the year

403, with the express object of facilitating the cir-

culation, and assisting the distressed tax-payer ^^.

Their measures are not recorded ; but we may sup-

pose that they acted like the former commissioners,

and allowed the poor citizens to pay their taxes in

kind, when they could not procure money, and did

not force them to sell their property, when it must

have been sold at a certain loss *\ The war must no

doubt have raised the value of money, and dimin-

ished that of land ; and the agricultural population,

who had to pay a fixed amount of taxation in money,

were thus doubly sufferers. As a mere financial

operation, the commissioners' measures may not

have been very profitable ; but the government had

'' Livy, XXIII. 21. Compare (XXXIII. 13) says, took place in

V11.21. the dictatorship of Fabius Maxi-
^^ Salmasius (de Usuris, p. 510), mus, was a measure of these

conceives tiiat the reduction of commissioners,
the as to an ounce, which, Pliny
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the wisdom to see tliat every thing depended on the chap.

unanimity and devotion of all classes to the cause of ^
'->

^
, ,

A.U.C. 538.

their country ; and it was worth a great pecuniary a.c. 21g.

sacrifice, even in the actual financial difficulties, to

attach the people heartily to the government, and

to prevent that intolerable evil of a general state of

debt, which must speedily have led to a revolution,

and laid Rome prostrate at the feet of Hannibal.

Neither Rome nor Carthage could be said to have Events ot

the undisputed mastery of the sea. Roman fleets ^^Z^'^^^

sometimes visited the coasts of Africa ; and Cartha-

ginian fleets in the same way appeared off the coasts

of Italy. Hannibal received supplies from Carthage,

which were landed in the ports of Bruttium ; and

when the Carthaginians M'ished to assist the revolt

of the Sardinians, the expedition which they sent,

although it suffered much from bad weather, was

neither delayed nor prevented by the enemy ^^ On
the other hand, the Romans had gained a naval

victory of some importance in Spain ^'
; and their

cruizing squadrons in the Ionian Gulf, having the

ports of Brundisium and Tarentum to run to in case of

need, were of signal service, as we shall see hereafter,

in intercepting the communications which the king

of Macedon was trying to open with Hannibal ^^.

Meantime the news of the battle of Cannae had Re-inforce-

been carried to Carthage, as we have seen, by Han- Carthage.

nibal's brother ]\Iago, accompanied with a request

for reinforcements. Nearly two years before, when

•i^ Livy, XXIII. 43. 34. ^7 Polybius, III. 96.
^s Livy, XXIII. 32. 34.
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CHAP, he first descended from the Alps into Cisalpine
XLIV

^-——-- Gaul, his Africans and Spaniards were reduced to

A.c. 216. no more than 20,000 foot, and 6000 horse. The
Gauls, who had joined him since, had indeed more

than doubled this number at first ; but three great

battles, and many partial actions, besides the un-

avoidable losses from sickness during two years

of active service, must again have greatly dimi-

nished it ; and this force was now to be divided

:

a part of it was employed in Bruttium, a part in

Lucania, leaving an inconsiderable body under Han-

nibal's own command. On the other hand, the

accession of the Campanians, Samnites, Lucanians,

and Bruttians supplied him with auxiliary troops in

abundance, and of excellent quality; so that large

reinforcements from home were not required, but only

enough for the Africans to form a substantial part of

every army employed in the field, and above all, to

maintain his superiorityin cavalry. It is said that some

of the reinforcements which were voted on Mago's

demand, were afterwards diverted to other services *^
;

and we do not know what was the amount of force

actually sent over to Italy, nor when it arrived ^°.

It consisted chiefly, if not entirely, of cavalry and

elephants ; for all the elephants which Hannibal

had brought with him into Italy had long since

perished ; and his anxiety to obtain others, trouble-

some and hazardous as it must have been to transport

them from Africa by sea, speaks strongly in favour

« Livy, XXIII. 13. 32. num. Livy, XXIII. 18. If this

'" He is represented as having be correct, the reinforcements must
elephants at the siege of Casiii- already have joined him.
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of their use in war, which modern writers are chap.
XLIV.

perhaps too much inclined to depreciate . Trr,.^:::^^ ^ '- A.U.C. osii.

We have no information as to the feehns^s enter- ^.c. 216.

tained by Hannibal and the Campanians towards tircampL

each other, while the Carthaginians were wintering
°'^''^'

in Capua. The treaty of alliance had provided care-

fully for the independence of the Campanians, that

they might not be treated as Pyrrhus had treated

the Tarentines. Capua was to have its own laws

and magistrates ; no Campanian was to be compelled

to any duty, civil or military, nor to be in any way

subject to the authority of the Carthaginian officers ^\

There must have been something of a Roman party

opposed to the alliance with Carthage altogether

;

though the Roman writers mention one man only,

Decius Magius, who was said to have resisted Han-

nibal to his face with such vehemence, that Han-

nibal sent him prisoner to Carthage ^^. But three

hundred Campanian horsemen of the richer classes,

M'ho were serving in the Roman army in Sicily

when Capua revolted, went to Rome as soon as

their service was over, and were there received as

Roman citizens "'^
; and others, though unable to

resist the general voice of their countrymen, must

have longed in their hearts to return to the Roman
alliance. Of the leaders of the Campanian people,

we know little : Pacuvius Calavius, the principal

author of the revolt, is never mentioned afterwards

;

5' See the intereslin^- disserta- ^- Liw, XXIII. 7.

tionoiielei)hantsbv A.W.Schlegel ^^
lj^.;,^ XXIII. 7. 10.

ill his Indhche Bibliothek, VoL i.
»' Livv, XXIII. 4. 7. 31.

173, foil.
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CHAP, nor do we know the fate of liis son Perolla, who, in
XLIV.

'—- -—^ his zeal for Rome, wished to assassinate Hannibal at
A.U.C. 538.

A.c. 216. his own father's table, when he made his public

entrance into Capua ". Vibius Virrius is also named

as a leading partisan of the Carthaginians ^*^

; and

amid the pictures of the luxury and feebleness of

the Campanians, their cavalry, which was formed

entirely out of the wealthiest classes, is allowed to

have been excellent
^''

; and one brave and practised

soldier, Jubellius Taurea, had acquired a high repu-

tation amongst the Romans when he served with

them, and had attracted the notice and respect of

Hannibal ^^

Moasmcs to Duriug tlic iuterval from active warfare afforded

senate. Two by the wiutcr, the Romans took measures for filling
dictators at

, • i • i ji i f
the same up the numcrous vacancies which the lapse or

five years, and so many disastrous battles, had made

in the numbers of the senate ^^ The natural course

would have been to elect censors, to whom the duty

of making out the roll of the senate properly be-

longed ; but the vacancies were so many, and the

censor's power in admitting new citizens, and de-

grading old ones, was so enormous, that the senate

feared, it seems, to trust to the result of an ordinary

election; and resolved that the censor's business

should be performed by the oldest man in point of

standing, of all those who had already been censors,

and that he should be appointed dictator for this

« Livy, XXIII. 8, 9. " Livv, XXIII. 8. 4(5, 47.
56 Livy, XXIII. G. XXVI. 'l3. Valerius Maximus,
»7 Frontinus, Strateg. IV. 7. V. 3. Ext. 1.

29. "^ Livy, XXIII. 22.
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especial duty, although there was one dictator chap.

already for the conduct of the war. The person '^^^r^
thus selected was M. Fabius Buteo, who had been a.c.21g.

censor six and twenty years before, at the end of

the first Punic war, and who had more recently

been the chief of the embassy sent to declare war on

Carthage after the destruction of Saguntum. That

his appointment might want no legal formality, C.

Varro, the only surviving consul, was sent for home

from Apulia to nominate him, the senate intending

to detain Varro in Rome till he should have presided

at the comitia for the election of the next year's

magistrates. The nomination as usual took place at

midnight ; and on the following morning M. Fabius

appeared in the forum with his four and twenty

lictors, and ascended the rostra to address the people.

Invested with absolute power for six months, and

especially charged with no less a task than the

formation, at his discretion, of that great council

which possessed the supreme government of the

commonwealth, the noble old man neither shrunk

weakly from so heavy a burden, nor ambitiously

abused so vast an authority. He told the people

that he would not strike off the name of a sing'le

senator from the list of the senate, and that, in filling

uji the vacancies, he would proceed by a defined

rule ; that he would first add all those who had

held curule offices within the last five years, with-

out having been admitted as yet into the senate

;

that in the second place he would take all who

within the same period had been tribunes, aediles, or
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CHAP, quaestors ; and tbirdly, all those who could show in

^-^——^ their houses spoils won in battle from an enemy, or

A.c. 216.
' who had received the wreath of oak for saving the

life of a citizen in battle. In this manner 177 new

senators Avere placed on the roll ; the new members

thus forming a large majority of the whole number

of the senate, which amounted only to three hun-

dred. This being done forthwith, the dictator, as

he stood in the rostra, resigned his office, dismissed

his lictors, and went down into the forum a private

man. There he purposely lingered amidst the

crowd, lest the people should leave their business

to follow him home ; but their admiration was not

cooled by this delay ; and when he withdrew at

the usual hour, the whole people attended him

to his house ^^ Such was Fabius Buteo's dictator-

ship, so wisely fulfilled, so simply and nobly resigned,

that the dictatorship of Fabius Maximus himself has

earned no purer glory.

Election of Varro, it is said, not wishing to be detained in
officers for

i i •

year 539. Rome, retumcd to his army the next night, without

giving the senate notice of his departure. The
dictator, M. Junius, was therefore requested to re-

pair to Rome to hold the comitia ; and Ti. Gracchus

and M. Marcellus were to come with him to report

on the state of their several armies, and concert

measures for the ensuing campaign ^'. There is no

doubt that the senate determined on the j)ersons to

be proposed at the ensuing elections, and that, if

any one else had come forward as a candidate, the

«" Livy, XXIII. 23. 6' Livy, XXIII. 24.
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dictator who presided would have refused to receive ^^^^
votes for him. Accordingly the consuls and praetors ^\~^q~^

chosen were all men of the highest reputation for ^•<^- ^is.

ability and experience : the consuls were L. Postu-

mius, whose defeat and death in Cisalpine Gaul were

not yet known at Rome, and Ti. Gracchus, now

master of the horse. The praetors were M. Valerius

Lgevinus, Ap. Claudius Pulcher, a grandson of the

famous censor, Appius the blind, Q. Fulvius Flaccus,

old in years, but vigorous in mind and body, who had

already been censor, and twice consul, and Q. Mu-
cins Scaevola'^^ When the death of L. Postumius

was known, his place was finally filled by no less a

person then Q. Fabius Maximus : whilst Marcellus

was still to retain his command with proconsular

power, as his activity and energy could ill be spared

at a time so critical ^^

The officers for the year beinsf thus appointed, it Distribution
"-^ ^ ^ 01 provinces

remained to determine their several provinces, and to ^^^ "°°p^-

provide them with sufficient forces ^*. Fabius was to

succeed to the army of the dictator, M. Junius ; and

his head quarters were advanced from Teanum to

Cales, at the northern extremity of the Falernian

plain, about seven English miles from Casilinum and

the Vulturnus, and less than ten from Capua. The

other consul, Ti. Sempronius, was to have no other

Roman army than two legions of volunteer slaves,

who were to be raised for the occasion ; but both he

and his colleague had the usual contingent of Latin

6^ Livy, XXIII. 30. ^^ Livy, XXIII. 31. " Livy, XXIII. 31, 32.
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CHAP, and Italian allies. Gracchus named Sinuessa on the

aIi c"^ Aj^pian road, at the point where the Massic hills run
A.c. 215. out with a bold headland into the sea, as the place

of meeting for his soldiers ; and his business was to

protect the towns on the coast, which were still

faithful to Rome, such as Cuma and Neapolis. Mar-

cellus was to command two new Roman lesions, and

to lie as before in his camp above Nola ; while his

old army was sent into Sicily to relieve the legions

there, and enable them to return to Italy, where they

formed a fourth army under the command of M.
Valerius Lsevinus, the praetor peregrinus, in Apulia.

The small force which Varro had commanded in

Apulia was ordered to Tarentum, to add to the

strength of that important place ; while Varro him-

self was sent with proconsular power into Picenum,

to raise soldiers, and to watch the road along the

Adriatic by which the Gauls might have sent re-

inforcements to Hannibal. Q. Fulvius Flaccus, the

praetor urbanus, remained at Rome to conduct the

government, and had no other military command
than that of a small fleet for the defence of the

coast on both sides of the Tiber. Of the other two

praetors, Ap. Claudius Avas to command in Sicily, and

Q. Mucins in Sardinia; and P. Scipio as proconsul

still commanded his old army of two legions in

Spain. On the whole, including the volunteer slaves,

there appeared to have been fourteen Roman legions

in active service at the beginning of the year 539,

without reckoning the soldiers who served in the

fleets; and of these fourteen legions, nine were
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employed in Italy. If we suppose that the Latin ^f^-
and Italian allies bore their usual proportion to the ^^f^r^
number of Roman soldiers in each army, we shall A.c.215.

have a total of 140,000 men, thus divided; 20,000

in Spain, and the same number in Sicily; 10,000

in Sardinia ; 20,000 under each of the consuls

;

20,000 with Marcellus; 20,000 under Lsevinus in

Apulia; and 10,000 in Tarentum.

Seventy thousand men were thus in arms, besides Extmordi-
^

_
nary exer-

the seamen, out of a population of citizens which at tions of the
"• '- Romans,

the last census before the war had amounted only to military and
''

financial.

270,213 ^^ and which had since been thinned by so

many disastrous battles. Nor was the drain on the

finances of Rome less extraordinary. The legions

in the provinces had indeed been left to their own

resources as to money ; but the nine legions serving

in Italy must have been paid regularly ; for war

could not there be made to support war ; and if the

Romans had been left to live at free quarters upon

their Italian allies, they would have driven them to

join Hannibal in mere self-defence. Yet the legions

in Italy cost the government in pay, food, and

clothing, at the rate of 541,800 denarii a month ; and

as they were kept on service throughout the year,

the annual expense was 6,501,600 denarii, or in

Greek money, reckoning the denarius as equal to the

drachma, 1083 Euboic talents. To meet these enor-

mous demands on the treasury, the government re-

sorted to the simple expedient of douljling the year s

" Livy, Epit. XX.

VOL. III. N
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CHAP, taxes, and calling at once for the payment of one half

v-l^^ !_. of this amount, leavinff the other to be paid at the
4 U C 539
.4.0.215. end of the year"". It was a struggle for life and

death ; and the people were in a mood to refuse no

sacrifices, however costly : but the war must have cut

off so many sources of Avealth, and agriculture itself

must have so suffered from the calling away of so

many hands from the cultivation of the land, that we
wonder how the money could be found, and how
many of the poorer citizens' families could be pro-

vided with daily bread.

Other miii- jjj addition to the five regular armies which the
tary means ^

Romans
Romaus brought into the field in Italy, an irregular

warfare was also going on, we know not to what ex-

tent; and bands of peasants and slaves were armed

in many parts of the country to act against the re-

volted Italians, and to ravage their territory. For

instance, a great tract of forest in Bruttium, as we

have seen, was the domain of the Roman people

;

this would be farmed like all the other revenues;

and the publicani who farmed it, or the wealthy citi-

zens who turned out cattle to pasture in it, would

have large bodies of slaves employed as shepherds,

herdsmen, and woodmen, who, when the Bruttian

towns on the coast revolted, would at once form a

guerilla force capable of doing them great mischief.

And lastly, besides all these forces, regular and irre-

gular, the Romans still held most of the principal

towns in the south of Italy ; because they had long

since converted them into Latin colonies. Brundi-

«8 Livy, XXIII. 31.
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slum on the Ionian sea, Psestum on the coast of chap.
T-. -1 XLIV.

Lucania, Luceria, Venusia, and Beneventum in the 'pr-^cr^r'

interior, were all so many strong fortresses, gar- A.c.215.

risoned by soldiers of the Latin name, in the very

heart of the revolted districts ^^
; whilst the Greek

cities of Cuma3 and Neapolis in Campania, and

Rhegium on the straits of Messina, were held for

Rome by their own citizens with a devotion no way

inferior to that of the Latin colonies themselves ^^.

Against this mass of enemies, the moment that Hannibal's

resources,

they had learnt to use their strength, Hannibal, even

within six months after the battle of Cannce, was

already contending at a disadvantage. We have seen

that he had detached two officers with two divisions

of his army, one into Lucania, the other into Brut-

tium, to encourage the revolt of those countries, and

then to organize their resources in men and money

for the advancement of the common cause. Most of

the Bruttians took up arms immediately as Hanni-

bal's allies, and put themselves under the command
of his officer, Himilcon; but Petelia, one of their

cities, was for some reason or other inflexible in its

devotion to Rome, and endured a siege of eleven

months, suffering all extremities of famine before it

surrendered "^^ Thus Himilcon must have been still

engaged in besieging it long after the campaign was

opened in the neighbourhood of Capua. The Sam-

nites also had taken up arms, and apparently were

«' Livy, XXVII. 10. 61. XXIII. 20. 30. Appian, VII.
68 Livy, XXIII. 1. 36, 37. 28. Valerius Maximus, VI. 6.

XXIV. 1. Ext. 2.
6« Polybius, VII. 1. Livy, XXII.

N 2
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CHAP, attached to Hannibal's own army: the return of

^——V—-' their whole population of the military a^e, made ten
A.U.C.539. ir

"^

.

I

A.c. 215. years before during the Gaulish invasion, had stated

it at 70,000 foot, and 7000 horse '" ; but the Pen-

trians, the most powerful tribe of their nation,

were still faithful to Rome ; and the Samnites, like

the Romans themselves, had been thinned by the

slaughter of Thrasymenus and Canute, which they

had shared as their allies. It is vexatious that

we have no statement of the amount of Hannibal's

old army, any more than of the allies who joined

him, at any period of the war later than the battle

of Cannae. His reinforcements from home, as we

have seen, were very trifling; while his two divi-

sions in Lucania and Bruttium, and the garrisons

which he had been obliged to leave in some of the

revolted towns, as, for example, at Arpi in Aj^ulia ^',

must have considerably lessened the force under his

own personal command. Yet, with the accession of

the Samnites and Campanians, it was probably much
stronger than any one of the Roman armies opposed

to him
; quite as strong indeed, in all likelihood, as

was consistent with the possibility of feeding it.

Fall of Before the winter was over, Casilinum fell. The
Casilinum.

. i.iii
garrison had made a valiant defence, and yielded at

last to famine : they were allowed to ransom them-

selves by paying each man seven ounces of gold for

his life and liberty. The plunder which they had

won from the old inhabitants enabled them to dis-

7" Polyl/ms, II -24. 10. " Livy, XXIV. 4G, 47, Appian, VII. 31.
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charge this lar^e sum ; and they were then allowed chap.* ft '
^

J
_ ^ XLIV.

to march out unhurt, and retire to Cumoc. Casili- ——<-—;'
A.U.C. 539.

num again became a Campanian town; but its im- A.c.215.

portant position, at once covering- Capua, and secur-

ing a passage over the Vulturnus, induced Hannibal

to garrison it with seven hundred soldiers of his own

army'^

The season for active operations was now arrived. Hannibal
i encamps on

The three Roman armies of Fabius, Gracchus, and
™°|J°'

Marcellus, had taken up their positions round Cam-
^""g^Jy^^j^gj,

pania ; and Hannibal marched out of Capua, and '''^^^^^•

encamped his army on the mountain above it, on

that same Tifata where the Samnites had so often

taken post in old times, when they were preparing to

invade the Cam^mnian plain ^^. Tifata did not then

exhibit that bare and parched appearance which it

has now; the soil, which has accumulated in the

plain below, so as to have risen several feet above its

ancient level, has been washed down in the course of

centuries, and after the destruction of its protecting

woods, from the neighbouring mountains ; and Tifata

in Hannibal's time furnished grass in abundance for

his cattle in its numerous glades, and offered cool

and healthy summer quarters for his men. There he

lay waiting for some opportunity of striking a blow

against his enemies around him, and eagerly watch-

ing the progress of his intrigues with the Tarentines,

and his negotiations with the king of Macedon. A
party at Tarentum began to open a correspondence

7' Livy, XXIII. 19, 20. 7^ Livy, XXIII. 36. VII. 29.
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CHAP, with him immediately after the battle of Canna3 ^^

;

aITcIss ^^^ since he had been in Campania he had received
A.c. 215. an embassy from Philip, king of Macedon, and had

concluded an alliance, offensive and defensive, with

the ambassadors, who acted with full powers in their

master's name ". Such were his prospects on one

side, while, if he looked westward and south-west, he

saw Sardinia in open revolt against Rome ^^
; and in

Sicily the death of Hiero at the age of ninety, and

the succession of his grandson Hieronymus, an am-

bitious and inexperienced youth, were detaching

S}Tacuse also from the Roman alliance. Hannibal

had already received an embassy from Hieronymus,

to which he had replied by sending a Carthaginian

officer of his own name to Sicily, and two Syracusan

brothers, Hippocrates and Epicydes, who had long

served with him in Italy and in Spain, being in fact

Carthaginians by their mother's side, and having be-

come naturalized at Carthage, since Agathocles had

banished their grandfather, and their father had

married and settled in his place of exile ". Thus the

effect of the battle of Cannae seemed to be shaking

the whole fabric of the Roman dominion ; their pro-

vinces were revolting ; their firmest allies were de-

serting them; while the king of Macedon himself,

the successor of Alexander, was throwing the weight

of his power, and of all his acquired and inherited

glory, into the scale of their enemies. Seeing the

''' Livy, XXIII. 32. 34.
^^ Livy, XXIII. 4. 6. Polybius,

VII. 2.

'' Livy, XXII. 6L Appian,
VII. 3-2.

-5 Livy, XXIII. 33. Zonaras,

IX. 4.
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fruit of liis work thus fast ripening, Hannibal sat ciiap.

quietly on the summit of Tifata, to break forth like —.,-—>

the lightning flash when the storm should be fully ac. 215.

gathered.

Thus the summer of 539 was like a breathing Measures ot
° Fabius to

time, in Avliich both parties were looking at each cut oir
^ "

_
Hanuibal s

other, and considering each other's resources, while supplies.

they were recovering strength after their past efforts,

and preparing for a renewal of the struggle. Fabius,

with the authority of the senate, issued an order,

calling on the inhabitants of all the country which

either actually was, or was likely to become, the

seat of war, to clear their corn off the ground, and

carry it into the fortified cities, before the first of

June, threatening to lay waste the land, sell the

slaves, and burn the farm buildings, of any one who

should disobey the order ^^ In the utter confusion

of the Roman calendar at this period, it is difficult

to know whether in any given year it was in advance

of the true time, or behind it ; so that we can

scarcely tell whether the corn was only to be got in

when ripe without needless delay, or whether it

was to be cut when green, lest Hannibal should use

it as forage for his cavalry. But at any rate Fabius

was now repeating the system which he had laid

down in his dictatorship, and hoped by wasting the

country to oblige Hannibal to retreat ; for his means

of transport were not suflEicient for him to feed his

army from a distance : hence, when the resources in

« Livv. XXIII. 32.
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CHAP, his immediate neighbourhood were exhausted, he
XLIV.

,

^ '

*—--r——' was obliged to move elsewhere.

A.c, 215. Meanwhile Gracchus had crossed the Vulturnus
]\Jassacre of -i ,1 i t • i -i
2000 Ca- near its mouth, and was now at Liternum, busily
puans at a - . . . . . , • ^

festival i)y emplojed in exercising and training his hetero-

geneous army. The several Campanian cities were

accustomed to hold a joint festival every year at a

i:)lace called Hamse, only three miles from Cumse ".

These festivals were seasons of general truce, so

that the citizens even of hostile nations met at

them safely : the government of Capua announced

to the Cumseans, that their chief magistrate and all

their senators would appear at Hama) as usual on the

day of the solemnity; and they invited the senate

of Cumce to meet them. At the same time they

said that an armed force would be present to repel

any interruption from the Romans. The Cumseans

informed Gracchus of this ; and he attacked the

Capuans in the night, when they were in such

perfect security, that they had not even fortified a

camp, but were sleeping in the open country, and

massacred about 2000 of them, among whom was

Marius Alfius, the supreme magistrate of Capua.

The Romans charge the Capuans with having medi-

tated treachery against the Cumseans, and say that

they were caught in their own snare; but this

could only be a suspicion, while the overt acts of

violence were their own. Hannibal no sooner heard

of this disaster, than he descended from Tifata, and

'9 Livy, XX II I. 35.
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hastened to Hamoc, in the hope of provokins^ the chap.
p 1 . , XLIV.

enemy to battle in the confidence of then- late ^"-^j^-^

success. But Gracchus was too wary to be so a.c. 215.

tempted, and had retreated in good time to Cumse,

where he lay safe within the walls of the town ^^ It

is said that Hannibal, having supplied himself with

all things necessary for a siege, attacked the jilace in

form, and was repulsed with loss, so that he returned

defeated to his camp at Tifata. A consular army

defending the walls of a fortified town was not indeed

likely to be beaten in an assault ; and neither could

a maritime town, with the sea open, be easily starved
;

nor could Hannibal linger before it safely, as Fabius,

with a second consular army, was preparing to cross

the Vulturnus.

Casilinum being held by the enemy, Fabius was strength of

obliged to cross at a higher point behind the moun- armies.'"™

tains, nearly opposite to Allifee ; and he then de-

scended the left bank to the confluence of the Calor

with the Vulturnus, crossed the Calor, and passing

between Taburnus and the mountains above Caserta

and Maddaloni, stormed the town of Saticula, and

joined Marcellus in his camp above Suessula**'. He
was again anxious for Nola, where the popular party

were said to be still plotting the surrender of the

town to Hannibal : to stop this mischief, he sent

Marcellus with his whole army to garrison Nola,

while he himself took his place in the camp above

Suessula. Gracchus on his side advanced from

80 Livy, XXllI. 36. s' Livy, XXIII. 39.
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^TJAP. Cumse towards Capua; so that three Roman armies,
A.LjI V,

A~uc'539 amounting in all to above sixty thousand men, were
A.c. 215. Qjj ^i^e igft bank of the Vulturnus together ; and all,

so far as appears, in free communication with each

other. They availed themselves of their numbers

and of their position, to send plundering parties out

on their rear to over-run the lands of the revolted

Samnites and Hirpinians ; and as the best troops of

both these nations were with Hannibal on Tifata, no

force was left at home sufficient to check the enemy's

incursions. Accordingly the complaints of the suf-

ferers were loud, and a deputation was sent to Han-
nibal, imploring him to protect his allies ^-.

Hannibal Already Hannibal felt that the Roman generals
receives his

^ _

reinforce- uudcrstood their business, and had learnt to use their
ments.

numbers wisely. On ground where his cavalry could

act, he would not have feared to engage their three

armies together ; but when they were amongst moun-

tains, or behind walls, his cavalry were useless, and

he could not venture to attack them : besides, he did

not wish to expose the territory of Capua to their

ravages; and therefore he did not choose lightly

to move from Tifata. But the prayers of the Sam-

nites were urgent; his partisans in Nola might

require his aid, or might be able to admit him into

the town ; and his expected reinforcement of cavalry

and elephants from Carthage had landed safely in

Bruttium, and was on its way to join him, which the

position of Fabius andMarcellus might render difficult,

82 Livy, XXIII. 41,42.
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if he made no movement to favour it. He therefore chap.
XLIV

left Tifata, advanced upon Nola, and timed his opera- ^—

—

'->

n 1 1 • • /• • 1 A.U.C. 539.

tion SO well, that his reinforcements arrived at the A.c.215.

moment when he was before Nola ; and neither Fabius

nor Marcellus attempted to prevent their junction ^^

Thus encourao^ed, and perhaps not aware of the Advantages
o ' ^ ^ framed by

strenofth of the g^arrison, Hannibal not only overran Marceiius.00 '' Hannibal

the territory of Nola, but surrounded the town Avith marciiesinto

his soldiers, in the hope of taking it by escalade.

Marcellus was alike watchful and bold ; he threw

open the gates and made a sudden sally, by which

he drove back the enemy within their camp ; and this

success, together with his frank and popular bearing,

won him, it is said, the affections of all parties at

Nola, and put a stop to all intrigues Avithin the

walls ^^ A more important consequence of this action

was the desertion of above 1200 men, Spanish foot,

and Numidian horse, from Hannibars army to the

Romans ^^
; as we do not find that their example was

followed by others, it is probable that they were

not Hannibal's old soldiers, but some of the troops

which had just joined him, and which could not as

yet have felt the spell of his personal ascendancy.

Still their treason naturally made him uneasy, and

Avould for the moment excite a general suspicion in

the army : the summer too Avas draAving to a close

;

and Avishing to relieve Capua from the burden of

feeding his troops, he marched aAA^ay into Apulia,

and fixed his quarters for the winter near Arpi.

S3 Livy, XXIIl. 43. »' Livy, XXIII. 4G.
81 Livy, XXIII. 44, 45, 46.
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CHAP. Gracchus, with one consular army, followed him

;

^^-~—^ while Fabius, after bavins: ravaged the country round
A.U.C.539.

. 1 «. 1

A.c. 215. Capua, and carried off the green corn, as soon as it

was high enough out of the ground, to his camp

above Suessula, to furnish winter food for his cavalry,

quartered his own army there for the winter, and

ordered Marcellus to retain a sufficient force to

secure Nola, and to send the rest of his men home
to be disbanded ^^

sir^tL^lTf Thus the campaign was ended, and Hannibal had

in Sardbir Hot marked it with a victory. The Romans had em-

ployed their forces so wisely, that they had forced

him to remain mostly on the defensive ; and his

two offensive operations, against Cumcie and against

Nola, had both been baffled. In Sardinia their

success had been brilliant and decisive. Mucins the

praetor fell ill soon after he arrived in the island

;

upon which the senate ordered Q. Fabius, the city

prsetor, to raise a new legion, and to send it over into

Sardinia, under any officer whom he might think

proper to appoint. He chose a man, in age, rank,

and character, most resembling himself, T. Manlius

Torquatus, who in his first consulship, twenty years

before, had fought against the Sardinians, and ob-

tained a triumph over them. JManlius' second com-

mand in the island was no less brilliant than his first

:

he totally defeated the united forces of the Sardi-

nians and Carthaginians, took their princij^al generals

prisoners, reduced the revolted towns to obedience,

86 Livy, XXIII. 4G. 48.
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levied heavy contributions of corn and money as a chap.
XLIV.

punishment of their rebellion, and then embarked )--rr}r7^

with the troojjs which he had brought out with him, a.c. 215.

only leaving the usual force of a single legion in the

island, and returned to Rome to report the complete

submission of Sardinia. The money of his contribu-

tions was j)aid over to the qusestors, for the payment

of the armies ; the corn was given to the ajdiles to

supply the markets of Rome ".

Fortune in another quarter served the Romans Capture of

mi -n/r 1 •
the Mace-

no less eiiectually. The JNlacedonian ambassadors, donian am-
bassadors.

after having- concluded their treaty with Hannibal Expedition
to Greece.

at Tifata, made their way back into Bruttium in

safety, and embarked to return to Greece. But their

ship was taken off the Calabrian coast by the Roman
squadron on that station ; and the ambassadors with

all their papers were sent prisoners to Rome *^. A
vessel which had been of their company escajied the

Romans, and informed the king what had ha2)pened.

He was obliged therefore to send a second embassy

to Hannibal, as the former treaty had never reached

him ; and although this second mission went and

returned safely, yet the loss of time was irreparable,

and nothing could be done till another year ^^. Mean-

while the Romans, thus timely made aware of the

king's intentions, resolved to find such emi^loyment

for him at home as should prevent his invading Italy.

M. Valerius Lsevinus was to take the command of

the fleet at Tarentum and Brundisium, and to cross

«? Livy, XXIII. 34. 41. sa Livv, XXIII. 39.
«•'' Livy, XXIII. 38.
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CHAP, the Ionian ffulf, in order to rouse the ^tolians, and
XLIV. . .

'—^^— the barbarian chiefs whose tribes bordered on Phili])'s
A.U.C. 539. ^

A.c. 215, western frontier, and, with such other allies as could

be engaged in the cause, to form a Greek coalition

against Macedon^^
Measures of Thcsc evcuts, and the continued successes of their
the Romans
to raise amiv iu Spain, revived the spirits of the Romans,
money : a *' " "

loan.' and encouraged them to make still greater sacrifices,

in the hope that they would not be made in vain.

The distress of the treasury was at its height: P.

Scipio, in announcing his victories, reported that his

soldiers and seamen were in a state of utter destitu-

tion ; that they had no pay, corn, or clothing ; and

that the two latter articles must at any rate be sup-

plied from Rome ^'. His demands were acknowledged

to be reasonable ; but the republic had lost so large

a portion of her foreign revenue, that her chief re-

source now lay in the taxation of her own people

:

this had been doubled in the present year, yet was

found inadequate ; and to increase it, or even to

continue it at its present amount, was altogether

impossible. Accordingly the city praetor, Q. Fulvius,

addressed the people from the rostra, explained the

distress of the government to them, and appealed

to the patriotism of the monied class to assist their

country with a loan. Fabius did not mean to hold

out an opportunity to the public creditor of invest-

ing his money to advantage, subject only to the risk

'« Livy, XXIII. 38. 48. XXIV. »' Livy, XXIII. 48.
10. Zonaras, IX. 4.
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of a national bankruptcy: on this Roman loan no chap.

interest was to be paid; the creditors were simply

—

..^
A.U.C. 539.

assured that, as soon as the treasury was solvent, a.c. 215.

"

their demands should be discharged before all others

;

in the mean time their money was totally lost to

them. But, on the other hand, opportunities of \

investing money profitably must have been greatly

diminished by the war ; to lend it to the government

was not therefore so great a sacrifice. Still a public

spirit was shown in the ready answer to the pmetor's

appeal, such as merchants have often honourably

displayed in seasons of public danger; mixed up

however—for when are human motives altogether

j)ure ?—with a considerable regard to personal advan-

tage. Three companies were formed, each, as it

seems, composed of eighteen members and a presi-

dent, or chairman ; and these were to supjjly the

corn and clothing which the armies might require.

But in return they demanded an exemption from

military service, whilst they were thus serving the

state with their money ; and they also required the

government to undertake the whole sea risk, whether

from storms, or from the enemy: whatever articles

w^ere thus lost w^ere to be the loss of the nation,

and not of the companies ^-. It will be seen here-

after how some of the contractors abused this equita-

ble condition, and wilfully destroyed cargoes of small

value, in order to recover the insurance upon them

from the government. That a citizen should enrich.

3= Livy, XXIII. 49.
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CHAP, himself by frauds practised on his country in such a

^^-^-g^ season of distress and danger is sufficiently monstrous

;

A.c. 215. ij^it ii^Q spirit of what is so emphatically called

jobbing is inveterate in human nature ; and we can-

not wonder at its existence among Roman citizens,

while Rome was struggling for life or death, when

it has been known to find its way into the prison of

Christian martyrs ^".

Property Yct neither the ordinary taxation, nor the loan in

addition to it, were sufficient for the vast expenditure

of the war. The hostility of Macedon had made it

necessary to raise an additional fleet ; for the coasts

of Italy must be protected ; and Hannibal's free

communications with Africa must be restrained ; and

now another fleet was required, by the threatening

aspect of affairs in Sicily. Accordingly a graduated

property tax for the occasion was imposed on all

citizens whose property amounted to or exceeded

100,000 asses; that is, they were required to furnish

a certain number of their slaves as seamen, to arm

and equip them, and to provide them with dressed

provisions for thirty days, and with pay, in some

cases for six months, in others for a whole year^*.

The senators, who were rated higher than all other

citizens, were obliged in this manner each to provide

eight seamen, with pay for the longer term of the

whole year.

Whilst the commonwealth was making these ex-

traordinary efforts, it was of the last importance that

93 See Cyprian, Enp. X. XXII. «^ Liv. XXIV. 11. comp. XXVI.
Ed. Ri-alt. 3G. XXXIV. 6.
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they should not be wasted by incompetent leaders, chap.

either at home or abroad. Gracchus was watchino^ '—

—

-'

" A.U.C. 540.

Hannibal in Apulia: so that Fabius went to Rome ^^-C-'^if-
^ Fabuisliolds

to hold the comitia. It was not by accident doubt- ^'"^ comitia.

less, that he had previously sent home to fix the day

of the meeting, or that his own arrival was so nicely

timed, that he reached Rome when the tribes were

actually met in the Campus IMartius : thus, Avith-

out entering the city, he passed along under the

walls, and took his place as presiding magistrate at

the comitia ''^ while his lictors still bore the naked

axe in the midst of their fasces, the well known
sign of that absolute power which the consul en-

joyed every where out of Rome. Fabius, in con-

cert no doubt with Q. Fulvius and T. Manlius,

and other leading senators, had already determined

who were to be consuls : when the first century, in

the free exercise of its choice, gave its vote in

favour of T. Otacilius and JNI. iEmilius Regillus,

he at once stopped the election, and told the people

that this was no time to choose ordinary consuls;

that they were electing generals to oppose Hanni-

bal, and should fix upon those men under whom
they would most gladly risk their sons' lives and

their own, if they stood at that moment on the

eve of battle. " Wherefore, crier," he concluded,

"call back the century to give its votes over

again ''r

Otacilius, who was present, although he had mar-

95 Livy, XXIV. 7. !" Livy, XXIV. 8.

VOL. III. O
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CHAP, ried Fabius' niece, protested loudly against this in-

^—
'^

—

'-> terference with the votes of the people, and charged
A.U.C.540.

. r
A.c. 214. Fabius with trying to procure his own re-election.

Fabius and •' ° ^

Maiceiius The old man had always been so famous for the
are elected

consuls. gentleness of his nature, that he was commonly

known by the name of " the Lamb " ;" but now he

acted Avith the decision of Q. Fulvius or T. INlan-

lius ; he peremptorily ordered Otacilius to be silent,

and bade him remember that his lictors carried the

naked axe : the century was called back, and now

gave its voice for Q. Fabius and ]M. Marcellus.

All the centuries of all the tribes unanimously con-

firmed this choice ^^ Q. Fulvius was also re-elected

proctor ; and the senate by a special vote continued

him in the proctorship of the city, an office which

put him at the head of the home government. The

election of the other three praetors, it seems, was left

free : so the people, as they could not have Otaci-

lius for their consul, gave him one of the remaining

prsetorships, and bestowed the other two on Q.

Fabius, the consul's son, who was then curule a^dile,

and on P. Cornelius Lentulus.

Great cxer- Great as the exertions of the commonwealth
tions of the

Romans: had bceu in the precedinof year, they were still
armies

abroad. greater this year. Ten legions were to be employed

5" Ovicula : see Aureliiis Victor hixo\>-ivov ras fiaBrjaeis, evKo'Xov fie

de Vir. Illustr. c. 43. Plutarch, Fa- Trpos rovs a-vvi)6fis koi kutt^koov

bius, C. 1. 'O fie 'OowtKouXas o-7;^a('- a^fXreplas rivos kcu voiBfxWrjTos

t-ei TO rrpo^uTiop' iredr) fie Trpos ti-jv VTrovoiav eixe ncipa toIs (ktos' oXiyoi

npaoTTjTa Km fiapvTr^ra tov rjdovs 8" rjaav oi to dva-KiprjTov vno jdddovs

€Ti Traidos ovTOs. To yap rjavxiou Kai to peyaXoyj/vxov Kai Xeoircofies

avTov KOL criutnrfKbv ku\ fxfTci rroWPjs iv ttj (f)v(Tfi KaBopiovTfS avToO.

eiika^fins toiv naidiKcov UTTTo/xeuov ^* Livy, XXIV. 9.

f}8ova)V, (SpadfU)S fie kui dimrovms
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in different parts of Italy, besides the reserve chap.
XLIV

army of the two city legions, which was to pro- ^l-^_^

tect the capital. Two legions were to hold Sardi- a.c. 214.

*

nia, where the sparks of revolt were probably not

altogether extinguished : two were sent to Sicily

with a prospect of no inactive service ; and two

were stationed in Cisalpine Gaul, there being some

likelihood, we must suppose, that the Gauls would

soon require a force in their neighbourhood ; or jios-

sibly the colonies of Placentia and Cremona were

thought insecure, if they were left to their own re-

sources, insulated as they were in the midst of the

enemy's country. Finally, the Scipios still com-

manded their two legions in Spain ; and the naval

service in Sicily, and on the coast of Calabria,

required no fewer than a hundred and fifty ships of

war ^^.

The Italian armies were disposed as follows : Cales, Distribution

and the camp above Suessula and Nola, were again "Liy?^^
'^

to be the head quarters of the two consuls, each of

whom was to command a regular consular army of

two legions. Gracchus, with proconsular power,

w^as to keep his own two legions, and was at present

wintering near Hannibal in the north of Ajjulia.

Q. Fabius, one of the new praetors, was to be ready

to enter Apulia with an army of equal strength, so

soon as Gracchus should be called into Lucania and

Samnium, to take part in the active operations of

the campaign. C. Varro, with his single legion, was

99 Livy, XXIV. 11.

o 2
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CHAP, still to hold Picenum ; and M. Lsevinus, also with

vJ_^. 1/ proconsular power, was to remain at Brundisium

'a.c.214.
' with another single legion '"^ The two city legions

served as a sort of depot, to recruit the armies in the

field in case of need ; and there was a large armed

population, serving as garrisons in the Latin colo-

nies, and in other important posts in various parts of

the country, the amount of which it is not possible

to estimate. Nor can we calculate the numbers

of the guerilla bands, which were on foot in Luca-

nia, Bruttium, and possibly in Samnium, and which

hindered Hannibal from having the whole resources

of those countries at his disposal. The Roman party

was nowhere probably altogether extinct : wealthy

Lucanians, who were attached to Rome, would

muster their slaves and peasantry, and either by

themselves, or getting some Roman officer to head

them, would ravage the lands of the Carthaginian

party, and carry on a continued harassing warfare

against the towns or districts which had joined

Hannibal. Thus the whole south of Italy was one

wide flood of war, the waters every where dashing

and eddying, and running in cross currents innumer-

able ; whilst the regular armies, like the channels

of the rivers, held on their M-ay, distinguishable

amidst the chaos by their greater rapidity and

power.

Hannibal Hannibal Avatched this mass of war with the closest
niarcliesinto

Campauia. atteutioH. To make head against it directly being

'"o Livy, XXIV. 1-2. 10.
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impossible, his business was to mark his opportuni-
^^ff^-

ties, to strike wherever there was an opening ; and ^~^Qr^
being sure that the enemy would not dare to attack -^•^- '^^'^•

him on his own ground, he might maintain his army

in Italy for an indefinite time, whilst Carthage,

aA^ailing herself of the distraction of her enemy's

power, renewed her efforts to conquer Spain and

recover Sicily. He hoped ere long to win Taren-

tum ; and, if left to his own choice, he would pro-

bably have moved thither at once, when he broke up

from his winter quarters : but the weakness or fears

of the Campanians hung with encumbering weight

upon him ; and an earnest request was sent to him

from Capua, calling on him to hasten to its defence,

lest the two consular armies should besiege it '"'.

Accordingly he broke up from his winter quarters at

Arpi, and marched once more into Campania, where

he established his army as before on the summit of

Tifata.

The perpetual carelessnesses and omissions in FaWus coi-

T . , . . . .
lectsthe Ro-

Livy's narrative, drawn as it is from various sources, man armies
around

with no pains to make one part correspond with Hannibal.

another, render it a work of extreme difficulty to

present an account of these operations, which shall be

at once minute and intelligible. We also miss that

notice of chronological details, which is essential to

the history of a complicated campaign. Even the year

in which important events happened is sometimes

doubtful
;
yet we want, not to fix the year only, but

'^" Livv, XXIV. 12.
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CHAP, the montli, that we may arrange each action in its

•— —^^ proper order. When Hannibal set out on his march
A.U.C. 540. i •

AC. 214. into Campania, Fabius was still at Rome; but the

two new legions, which were to form his army, were

already assembled at Cales ; and Fabius, on hearing

of Hannibal's approach, set out instantly to take

the command. His old army, which had wintered

in the camp above Suessula, had apparently been

transferred to his colleague, Marcellus ; and a con-

siderable force had been left at the close of the

last campaign to garrison Nola. Fabius however

wished to have three Roman armies co-operating

with each other, as had been the case the year ])e-

fore ; and he sent orders to Gracchus to move for-

wards from Apulia, and to occupy Beneventum;

while his son, Q. Fabius, the praetor, Avith a fourth

army, was to supply the place of Gracchus at

Luceria^''^ It seemed as if Hannibal, having once

entered Campania, was to be hemmed in on every

side, and not permitted to escape : but these move-

ments of the Roman armies induced him to call

Hanno to his aid, the officer who commanded in

Lucania and Bruttium, and who, with a small force

of Numidian cavalry, had an auxiliary army under

his orders, consisting chiefly of Italian allies. Hanno

advanced accordingly in the direction of Beneven-

tum, to watch the army of Gracchus, and, if an

opportunity offered, to bring it to action ^^\

Meanwhile Hannibal, having left some of his best

10^ Livy, XXIV. 12. '"3 Livy, XXIV, 14.
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troops to maintain his camp at Tifata, and probably chap.

to protect the immediate neighbourhood of Capua, Yrr^rr^

descended into the plain towards the coast, partly in ,^<^-.,-i4-
J

_

' i •> Hannibal

the hope of surprising a fortified post, which the offers sacn-

Romans had lately established at Puteoli, and partly i^i^^ Aver

to ravage the territory of Cumae and Neapolis. But

the avowed object of his expedition was to offer

sacrifice to the powers of the unseen world, on the

banks of the dreaded lake of Avernus '"^ That

crater of an old volcano, where the very soil still

seemed to breathe out fire, while the unbroken

rim of its basin was covered with the uncleared

masses of the native woods, was the subject of a

thousand mysterious stories, and was regarded as one

of those spots where the lower world approached

most nearly to the light of day, and where offerings

paid to the gods of the dead were most surely accept-

able. Such worship was a main part of the national

religion of the Carthaginians; and Hannibal, whose

latest act, before he set out on his great expedition,

had been a journey to Gades to sacrifice to the god

of his fathers, the Hercules of Tyre, visited the

lake of Avernus, it is probable, quite as much in

sincere devotion, as in order to mask his design of

attacking Puteoli. Whilst he was engaged in his

sacrifice, five noble citizens of Tarentum came to

him, entreating him to lead his army into their

country, and engaging that the city should ])e sur-

rendered, as soon as his standard should be visible

!«' Livy, XXIV. 12, 13.
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CHAP, from the walls. He listened to their invitation
XLIV.

'

—

.—^ fflacUy : they oifered him one of the richest cities
A.U.C. 540. f •

^

-^

A.c. 214. in Italy, with an excellent harbour, equally conve-

nient for his own communication with Carthage, and

for the reception of the fleet of his Macedonian

allies, whom he was constantly expecting to Avelcome

in Italy. He promised that he would soon be at

Tarentum ; and the Tarentines returned home to

prepare their plans against his arrival ''''.

^ainJt'*'^*^^
With this prospect before him, it is not likely

Tarentum,
^^-^^^ ^io would eugago lu any serious enterprise in

Campania. Finding that he could not surprise Pu-

teoli, he ravaged the lands of the Cumasans and Nea-

politans. According to the ever suspicious stories of

the exploits of Marcellus, he made a third attempt

upon Nola, and was a third time repulsed ; Marcellus

having called doM^n the army from the camp above

Suessula to assist him in defending the town. Then,

says the writer whom Livy copied, despairing of

taking a place which he had so often attacked in

vain, he marched off at once towards Tarentum '°^

The truth probably is, that, finding a complete con-

sular army in Nola, and having left his light cavalry,

and some of the flower of his infantry, in the camp

on Tifata, he had no thought of attacking the town,

but returned to Tifata to take the troops from

thence ; and having done this, and stayed long enough

in Campania for the Capuans to get in their harvest

safely, he set off on his march for Tarentum. None

'05 Livy, XXIV. 13. i"" Livy, XXIV. 17.
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of the Roman armies attempted to stop him, or so chap.

much as ventured to follow him. Fabius and Mar- ^^-.^^
A.U.C. 540.

cellus took advantage of his absence to besiege Casi- a.c. 214.

linum with their united forces '" ; Gracchus kept

wisely out of his reach, whilst he swei:)t on like a

fiery flood, laying waste all before him, from Tifata

to the shores of the Ionian sea '°\ He certainly

did not burn or plunder the lands of his own allies,

either in Samnium or Lucania ; but his march lay

near the Latin colony of Venusia; and the Luca-

nians and Samnites in his army would carefully point

out those districts, which belonged to their country-

men of the Roman party ; above all, those ample

tracts which the Romans had wrested from their

fathers, and which were now farmed by the Roman
publicani, or occupied by Roman citizens. Over all

these, no doubt, the African and Numidian horse

poured far and wide ; and the fire and sword did their

work.

Yet, after all, Hannibal missed his prey. Three but fails.

days before he reached Tarentum, a Roman officer

arrived in the city, whom M. Valerius La^vinus had

sent in haste from Brundisium to provide for its

defence '°l There was probably a small Roman gar-

rison in the citadel, to support him in case of need

;

but the aristocratical party in Tarentum itself, as

elsewhere, was attached to Rome ; and with their aid

Livius, the oflScer whom Lcevinus had sent, effec-

tually repressed the opposite party, embodied the

'0? Livy, XXIV. 19. 10s Livy, XXIV. 20.
'^^ Livy. XXIV. 20.
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CHAP, population of the town, and made them keep guard

<^^^ '-J on the walls, and selecting a certain number of per-
A.U.C.540. _ n n T 1 1 1 nr.
A.c. 214. sons, whose hdelity he most suspected, sent them on

as hostages to Rome. When the Carthaginian army

therefore appeared before the walls, no movement

was made in their favour ; and after waiting a few

days in vain, Hannibal was obliged to retreat. His

disappointment however did not make him lose his

temper: he spared the Tarentine territory, no less

when leaving it, than when he first entered it, in the

hope of winning the city ; a moderation which doubt-

less produced its effect, and confirmed the Tarentines

in the belief that his professions of friendship had

been made in honesty. But he carried off all the

corn which he could find in the neighbourhood of

Metapontum and Heraclea, and then returned to

Apulia, and fixed his quarters for the winter at Sala-

pia. His cavalry overran all the forest country above

Brundisium, and drove off such numbers of horses

which were kept there to pasture, that he was

enabled to have four thousand broken in for the

service of his army "".

Tiic Romans Meauwliile the Roman consuls in Campania were

linum." availing themselves of his absence, to press the siege

of Casilinum. The place Avas so close to Capua,

that it was feared the Capuans would attempt to

relieve it; Marcellus therefore, with a second con-

sular army, advanced from Nola to cover the siege.

The defence was very obstinate; for there were

i'» Livy, XXIV. 20.
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seven hundred of Hannibal's soldiers in the place, chap.
XFilV

and two thousand Capuans; and Fabius, it is said, "^^

—

'-'

.

'

A.U.C. ,540.

was disposed to raise the siege ; but his colleague a.c. 214.

reminded him of the loss of reputation, if so small

a town were allowed to baffle tw o consular armies

;

and the siege was continued. At last the Capuans

offered to Fabius to surrender the town, on condition

of being allowed to retire to Capua; and it appears

that he accepted the terms, and that the garrison had

begun to march out, when Marcellus broke in upon

them, seized the open gate from which they were

issuing, cut them down right and left, and forced his

way into the city. Fabius, it is said, was able to keep

his faith to no more than fifty of the garrison, who
had reached his quarters before Marcellus arrived,

and whom he sent unharmed to Capua. The rest of

the Capuans and of Hannibal's soldiers were sent

prisoners to Rome ; and the inhabitants were divided

amongst the neighbouring cities, to be kept in

custody till the senate should determine their

fate '•'.

After this scandalous act of treachery, Marcellus Fabius

returned to Nola, and there remained inactive, being samnlum.

confined, it was said, by illness ''^, till the senate,

before the end of the summer, sent him over to

Sicily to meet the danger that was gathering there.

Fabius advanced into Samnium, combining his opera-

tions, it seems, with his son, who commanded a

praetorian army in Apulia, and with Gracchus, ^vho

'" Livy, XXIV. 19. " Livj, XXIV. 20.
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CHAP. Avas in Lucania, and whose army formed the link

v—.

—

'-> between the praetor in Apulia and his father in

A.c. 214.' Samnium. These three armies were so formidable,

that Hanno, the Carthaginian commander in Luca-

nia, could not maintain his ground, but fell back

towards Bruttium, leaving his allies to their own

inadequate means of defence. Accordingly the Ro-

mans ravaged the country far and wide, and took

so many towns that they boasted of having killed or

captured 25,000 of the enemy "^ After these ex-

peditions, Fabius, it seems, led back his army to

winter quarters in the camp above Suessula; Grac-

chus remained in Lucania; and Fabius the praetor

wintered at Luceria.

Gracciins J havc eudcavoured to follow the operations of the
defeats Han-
no, and main armies on both sides throughout the campaign,
enfranchises ^ i o
the slaves in ^yithout uoticiug those of Gracclius and Hanno in
his army. °

Lucania. But the most important action of the

year, if we believe the Roman accounts, Mas the

victory obtained by Gracchus near Beneventum, when

he moved thither out of Apulia to co-operate with

the consuls in Campania, and Hanno was ordered

by Hannibal to march to the same point out of Lu-

cania. Hanno, it is said, had about 17,000 foot,

mostly Bruttians and Lucanians, and 1200 Numidian

and jMoorish horse ; and Gracchus, encountering him

near Beneventum, defeated him with the loss ofalmost

all his infantry ; he himself and his cavalry being the

only part of the army that escaped '^\ The num-

J" Livy, XXIV. 20. 1'^ Livy, XXIV. 14, 15, 16.
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bers, as usual, are probably exaggerated immensely; chap.

but there is no reason to doubt that Gracchus -—r^—r::'
A.U.C. 540.

gained an important victory ; and it was rendered a.c. 214.

famous by his giving liberty to the volunteer slaves,

by whose valour it had mainly been won. Some of

these had behaved ill in the action, and were afraid

that they should be punished, rather than rewarded

;

but Gracchus first set them all free without distinc-

tion, and then, sending for those who had misbehaved,

made them severally swear that they would eat and

drink standing, so long as their military service should

last, by way of penance for their fault. Such a sen-

tence, so different from the usual merciless severity of

the Roman discipline, added to the general joy of the

army; the soldiers marched back to Beneventum in

triumph ; and the people poured out to meet them,

and entreated Gracchus that they might invite them

all to a public entertainment. Tables were set out

in the streets ; and the freed slaves attracted every

one's notice by their white caps, the well known sign

of their enfranchisement, and by the strange sight

of those who, in fulfilment of their penance, ate

standing, and waited upon their worthier comrades.

The whole scene delighted the generous and kind

nature of Gracchus : to set free the slave and to

relieve the poor appear to have been hereditary

virtues in his family: to him, no less than to his

unfortunate descendants, beneficence seemed the

highest glory. He caused a picture to be painted,

not of his victory over Hanno, but of the feasting

of the enfranchised slaves in the streets of Bene-
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CHAP, ventum, and placed it in the Temple of Liberty

^^

—

'-> on the Aventine, which his father had built and
A.U.C. 540.

A.c. 214. dedicated"''.

Hannore- ^hc battle of Beneventum oblio^ed Hanno to fall
trieves nis

~

^°^*- back into Lucania, and perhaps as far as the confines

of Bruttium. But he soon recruited his army, the

Lucanians and Bruttians, as well as the Picentines,

w^ho lived on the shores of the gulf of Salerno,

being very zealous in the cause ; and ere long he

revenged his defeat by a signal victory over an army

of Lucanians of the Roman party, whom Gracchus

had enlisted to act as an irregular force against

their countrymen of the oj^posite faction. Still

Hanno was not temjDted to risk another battle with

a Roman consular army; and when Gracchus ad-

vanced from Beneventum into Lucania, he retired

again into Bruttium "^

Comitiafor There seems to have been no farther dispute with
new afficers. . i -n i •

regard to the apponitment or consuls, labms and

the leading members of the senate appear to have

nominated such men as they thought most equal

to the emergency; and no other candidates came

forward. Fabius again held the comitia; and his

son, Q. Fabius, who was praetor at the time, was

elected consul together with Gracchus. The praetors

were entirely changed. Q. Fulvius was succeeded in

the city praetorship by M. Atilius Regulus, who had

just resigned the censorship, and who had already

been twice consul : the other three praetors were

"* Livy, XXIV. 16. "« Livy, XXIV. 20.
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M. iTlrinilius Lepidus, Cn. Fulvius Centumalus, and chap.

P. Semproniiis Tuditanus. The two former were '—>>;—'

men of noble families : Sempronius appears to have a.c. 213.

owed his appointment to his resolute conduct at

Cannge, when he cut his way from the camp through

the surrounding enemies, and escaped in safety to

Canusium "^

Thus another year passed over ; and although the P"Wic spirit
*^ -* '-' shown by

state of affairs was still dark, the tide seemed to be the Romans.

on the turn. Hannibal had gained no new victory;

Tarentum had been saved from his hands ; and

Casilinum had been wrested from him. Public spirit

was rising daily ; and fresh instances of the patriotic

devotion which possessed all classes of the com-

monwealth, were continually occurring. The owners

of the slaves whom Gracchus had enfranchised re-

fused to receive any price for them : the wealthy

citizens who served in the cavalry determined not

to take their pay ; and their example was followed

by the centurions of the legions. Trust monies

belonging to minors, or to widows and unmarried

women, Avere deposited in the treasury; and what-

ever sums the trustees had occasion to draw for,

were paid by the qua?stor in bills on the banking

commissioners, or triumviri mensarii : it is j^roba-

ble that these bills were actually a paper currency,

and that they circulated as money, on the security

of the public faith. In the same way we must sup-

pose that the government contracts were also paid in

"' Livy, XXIV. 43.
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CHAP, paper ; for the censors, we are told, found the trea-
XLIV. A 1 '

'

—

—--' sury unable to supply the usual sums for public works
A.U.C. 541. •'

.

A.c. 213. and entertainments ; there was no money to repair

or keep up the temples, or to provide horses for the

games of the circus. Upon this the persons who

were in the habit of contracting* for these purposes,

came forward in a body to the censors, and begged

them to make their contracts as usual, promising not

to demand payment before the end of the war. This

must mean, I conceive, that they were to be paid in

orders upon the treasury, which orders were to be

converted into cash, when the j^resent difficulties

of the government should be at an end '^^

Severe mea- While sucli was tlic Spirit of the people, any
suies of the

. i i i i i

censors. scverlty exercised by the government towards the

timid or the unpatriotic was sure to be generally

acceptable. The censors, M. Atilius Regulus and

P. Furius Philus, summoned all those persons, most

of them members of noble, and all of wealthy fami-

lies, who had proposed to fly from Italy after the

battle of Cannse. L. Metellus, who was said to have

been the first author of that proposal, was at this

time quaestor ; but he and all who were concerned

in it were degraded from the equestrian order, and

removed from their respective tribes. Two thousand

citizens of lower rank were also removed from their

tribes, and deprived of their political franchise, for

having evaded military service during the last four

years ; and the senate inflicted an additional punish-

"« Livy, XXIV. 18.
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ment by ordering that they should serve as foot chap.

soldiers in Sicily, alonff with the remains of the ——

^

- „ T , , , .
A.U.C. 541.

army or Cannae, and should contmue to serve so a.c. 213.

long as the enemy was in Italy "^ The case of

Metellus seems to have been considered a hard

one : in spite of the censor's sentence he was elected

one of the tribunes in the following year. He
then impeached the censors before the people ; but

the other nine tribunes interposed, and would not

allow the trial to proceed ^^°. If Metellus had been

wronged, the people had made up for it by electing

him tribune; but it was thought a dangerous prece-

dent to subject the censors to a trial for the exercise

of their undoubted prerogative, when there was no

reason to suspect the honesty of their motives.

The forces to be employed in Italy in the ap- Distribution

proaching campaign were to consist of nine legions, man Iraies.

three fewer than in the year before. The consuls

were each to have their two legions, Gracchus in

Lucania, and Fabius in Apulia. JVI. ^milius was

to command two legions also in Apulia, having his

head quarters at Luceria ; Cn. Fulvius with two more

was to occupy the camp above Suessula; and Varro

was to remain with his one legion in Picenum. Two
consular armies of two legions each were required

in Sicily; one commanded by Marcellus as pro-

consul, the other by P. Lentulus as propraetor : two

legions were employed in Cisalpine Gaul under P.

Sempronius, and two in Sardinia under their old

•9 Livy, XXIV. 18. 1-0 Livy, XXIV. 43.

VOL. III. P
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CHAP, commander, Q. Mucins. M. Valerius Lsevinus re-

'——
' tamed his sniffle legion and his lieet, to act against

A.U.C. 541.
. IT-

A.c. 213. Philip on the eastern side of the Ionian sea ; and

P. Scipio and his brother were still continued in

their command in Spain '-^

Srclm-"^ Hannibal passed the winter at Salapia, where,
paign. ^^Q Romans said, was a lady whom he loved, and

who became famous from her influence over him ^^^.

Whether his passion for her made him careless of

everything else, or whether he was really taken by

surprise, we know not ; but the neighbouring town

of Arpi was attacked by the consul Fabius, and

given up to him by the inhabitants ; and some Spa-

niards, who formed part of the garrison, entered into

the Roman service ^-^ Gracchus obtained some slight

successes in Lucania; and some of the Bruttian

towns returned to their old alliance with Rome;

but a Roman contractor, T. Pomponius Veientanus,

who had been empowered by the government to

raise soldiers in Bruttium, and to employ them in

plundering the enemies' lands, was rash enough to

venture a reofular action with Hanno, in which he

was defeated and made prisoner '^*. This disaster

checked the reaction in Bruttium for the pre-

sent.

Hannibal Mcanwhile Hannibal's eyes were still fixed upon
lingers near

_

"^ •*

Tarentum. Tarcutum ; aiid thither he marched again as soon as

he took the field, leaving Fabius behind him in

'2' Livy, XXIV. 44. • tuor. XII. and Hemsterhuis' note.
'2-^ Appian, VII. 43. Pliny, ^^s lj^^ XXIV. 46, 47.

III. 16. See Lucian, Dial. Mor- ^24 Livy, XXV. 1.
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Apulia. He passed the wliole summer in the neigh- chap.

bourhood of Tarentum, and reduced several small ^Tr,rTr(' A.U.C.541.

towns in the surrounding country: but his friends a.c. 213.

in Tarentum made no movement; for they dared

not compromise the safety of their countrymen and

relations, who had been carried off" as hostages

to Rome. Accordingly the season wore away un-

marked by any memorable action. Hannibal still

lingered in the country of the Sallentines, unwilling

to give up all hope of winning the prize he had

so long sought ; and to lull the suspicions of the

Romans, he gave out that he was confined to his

camp by illness, and that this had prevented his

army from returning to its usual winter quarters in

Apulia ^".

Matters were in this state, when tidings arrived at Conspiracjr
' O to betray it

Tarentum, that the hostages, for whose safety their *° Hannibal.

friends had been so anxious, had been all cruelly put

to death at Rome, for having attempted to escape

from their captivity ^-^ Released in so shocking a

manner from their former hesitation, and burning

to revenge the blood of their friends, Hannibal's

partisans no longer delayed. They communicated

secretly with him, arranged the details of their

attempt, and signed a treaty of alliance, by which

he bound himself to respect the independence and

liberty of the Tarentines, and only stipulated for the

plunder of such houses as were occupied by Roman

1-5 Polybius, VIII. 28. Livy, !=« Livy, XXV. 7.

XXV. 8.
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CHAP, citizens '^^ Two yoimar men, Pliilemenus and Nicon,
XLIV

-I <=>

'—s^— were tlie leaders of the enterprise. Pliilemenus,
A.U.C. 541. „ , . - ^ ^ 111 on
A.c. 213. under pretence of nuntmg, had persuaded the omcer

at one of the gates to allow him to pass in and

out of the town by night without interruption. He
was known to be devoted to his sport ; he scarcely

ever returned without having caught or killed some

game or other ; and by liberally giving away what

he had caught, he won the favour and confidence, not

only of the officer of the gate, but also of the Roman
governor himself, M. Livius Macatus, a relation of

M. Livius Salinator, who afterwards defeated Has-

drubal, but a man too indolent and fond of good

cheer to be the governor of a town threatened

by Hannibal. So little did Livius suspect any

danger, that on the very day which the conspirators

had fixed for their attemi^t, and when Hannibal

with ten thousand men w^as advancing upon the

town, he had invited a large party to meet him at

the Temple of the Muses near the market-place,

and was engaged from an early hour in festivity '^^

Situation of The city of Tarentum formed a triangle, two sides
Tarentiim

_

•' *='

favouiiibie of which woro washed by the water ; the outer or
to tlie con-

spirators, western side by the Mediterranean ; the inner, or

north-eastern side by that remarkable land-locked

basin, now called the Little Sea, which has a mouth

narrower than the entrance into the Norwegian

Fiords, but runs deep into the land, and spreads

out into a wide surface of the calmest water,

1" Polybius, VIII. 26, 27. '^s Polyhius, VIII. 28, 29.

Livy, XXV. 8. Livy, X5iV. 8, 9.
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scarcely ruffled by the hardest gales. Exactly at ^"^^•

the mouth of this basin was a little rocky knoll, ^(T^y
forming the apex of the triangle of the city, and ^-^^ "^^•^•

occupied by the citadel : the city itself stood on

low and mostly level ground ; and its south-eastern

Avail, the base of the triangle, stretched across from

the Little Sea to the Mediterranean '^^ Thus the

citadel commanded the entrance into the basin, which

was the port of the Tarentines ; and it was gar-

risoned by the Romans, although many of the offi-

cers and soldiers were allowed to lodge in the city.

All attempts upon the town by land must be made

then against the south-eastern side, which was sepa-

rated from the citadel by the whole length of the

city : and there was another circumstance which

was likely to favour a surprise ; for the Tarentines,

following the direction of an oracle, as they said,

buried their dead within the city walls ; and the

street of the tombs was interposed between the gates

and the inhabited parts of the town '
^\ This the

conspirators turned to their own purposes : in this

lonely quarter two of their number, Nicon and Tra-

o'iscus, were waiting: for Hannibal's arrival without

the gates. As soon as they perceived the signal

which Avas to announce his presence, they, with a

party of their friends, were to surprise the gates

from within, and put the guards to the sword ; while

others had been left in the city to keep watch near

'=9 Strabo, VI. p. 278. "o Polybius, VIII. 30.
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CHAP, the museum, and prevent any communication from
'— ' bemer conveyed to the Koman governor'"*.
A.U.C. 541. !^ J &
A.c. 213. The evening wore away ; the governor's party

^^ire^essness

^^.^^^ ^^^ . ^^^ j^-g f^igj^^jg attended him to his house.
governor.

^^ their Way home they met some of the conspira-

tors, who, to kill all suspicion, began to jest with

them, as though themselves going home from a

revel, and joining the party amidst riotous shouts

and loud laughter, accompanied the governor to his

own door. He went to rest in joyous and careless

mood ; his friends were all gone to their quarters

;

the noise of revellers returning from their festivi-

ties died away through the city ; and when mid-

night was come, the conspirators alone were abroad.

They now divided into three parties : one was posted

near the governor's house, a second secured the

approaches to the market-place, and the third

hastened to the quarter of the tombs, to watch for

Hannibal's signal '^^

Hannibal Thcv did uot watcli Ions: in vain; a fire in a
enters one of •' *-'

the gates, particular spot without the walls assured them that

Hannibal was at hand. They lit a fire in answer

;

and presently, as had been agreed upon, the fire

without the walls disappeared. Then the conspi-

rators rushed to the gate of the city, surprised it

with ease, put the guards to the sword, and began

to hew asunder the bar by which the gates were

fastened. No sooner was it forced, and tlie gates

opened, than Hannibal's soldiers were seen ready to

"' Polybius, VIII. 29, 30. '=*2 Polybius, VIII. 29.

Livy, XXV. 9.
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enter ; so exactly had the time of the operation been ^^ap.

calculated. The cavalry were left without the walls ^^[fc~^
as a reserve; but the infantry, marching in regular A.c.213.

column, advanced through the quarter of the tombs

to the inhabited part of the city '^"'.

Meantime Philemenus with a thousand Africans Another is

opened to

had been sent to secure another ffate by stratagem. Wm by pin-
^

. .
lemenus.

The sfuards were accustomed to let him in at all

hours, whenever he returned from his hunting ex-

peditions; and now, when they heard his usual

Avhistle, one of them went to the gate to admit him.

Philemenus called to the guard from without to

open the wicket quickly ; for that he and his friends

had killed a huge wild boar, and could scarcely

bear the weight any longer. The guard, accustomed

to have a share in the spoil, opened the wicket;

and Philemenus, and three other conspirators, dis-

guised as countrymen, stepped in, carrying the boar

between them. They instantly killed the poor guard,

as he was admiring and feeling their prize ; and

then let in about thirty Africans, who were following

close behind. With this force they mastered the

gate-house and towers, killed all the guards, and

hewed asunder the bars of the main gates to admit

the whole column of Africans, who marched in on

this side also in regular order, and advanced towards

the market-place '".

No sooner had both Hannibal's columns reached siaugiiter of

the Roman
their destination, and as it seems without exciting troops.

133 Polybius, VIII. 30, 31. .
'34 poiytjius, VIII. 31.
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CHAP, any general alarm, than he detached three bodies of
XLIV

'

—

..—'-^ Gaulish soldiers to occupy the principal streets which

A.c. 213. led to the market-place. The officers in command
of these troops had orders to kill every Roman who
fell in their way; but some of the Tarentine con-

spirators were sent with each party to warn their

countrymen to go home and remain quiet, assuring

them that no mischief was intended to them. The

toils being thus spread, the prey was now to be

enticed into them. Philemenus and his friends had

provided some Roman trumpets; and these were

loudly blown, sounding the well known call to arms

to the Roman soldier. Roused at this summons, the

Romans quartered about the town armed themselves

in haste, and poured into the streets to make their

way to the citadel. But they fell in scattered

parties into the midst of Hannibal's Gauls, and were

cut down one after another. The governor alone

had been more fortunate : the alarm had reached

him in time ; and being in no condition to offer any

resistance,—for he felt, says Polybius, that the fumes

of wine were still overpowering him,—he hastened

to the harbour, and getting on board a boat, was

carried safely to the citadel '^^

Hannibal Day at last dawned, but did not quite clear up

the xlren- the mystery of the night's alarm to the mass of the

proraisM to inhabitants of Tarentum. They were safe in their

them!"' houses, uumassacrcd, unplundered ; the only blast of

war had been blown by a Roman trumpet
; yet Roman

'« Polybius, VIII. 32. Livy, XXV. 10.
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soldiers were lyiiiff dead in the streets; and Gauls chap.

were spoiling their bodies. Suspense at length was "-prri

ended by the voice of the public crier summoning the a.c. 213,

citizens of Tarentum, in Hannibal's name, to appear

without their arms in the market-place ; and by

repeated shouts of " Liberty ! Liberty !" uttered by

some of their own countrymen, who ran round the

town calling the Carthaginians their deliverers. The

firm partisans of Rome made haste to escape into

the citadel, while the multitude crowded to the

market-place. They found it regularly occupied

by Carthaginian troops ; and the great general, of

whom they had heard so much, was preparing to

address them. He spoke to them, in Greek appa-

rently, declaring, as usual, that he was come to free

the inhabitants of Italy from the dominion of Rome.

"The Tarentines therefore had nothing to fear;

they should go home, and write each over his door,

a Tarentine's house; these words would be a suffi-

cient security; no door so marked should be viola-

ted. But the mark must not be set falsely upon

any Roman's quarters; a Tarentine guilty of such

treason would be put to death as an enemy ; for all

Roman property was the lawful prize of the sol-

diers." Accordingly all houses where Romans had

been quartered were given up to be plundered ; and

the Carthaginian soldiers gained a harvest, says

Polybius, which fully answered their hopes. This

can only be explained by supposing that the Ro-

mans were quartered generally in the houses of

the wealthier Tarentines, who were attached to the
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CHAP. Roman alliance ; and that the plunder was not the

—^—' scanty baggage of the legionary soldiers, but the

A.c. 213. costly furniture of the richest citizens in the greatest

city of southern Italy '^^

theTTfen- Thus Tarentum was won; but the citadel on its

tiirougifthe
rocky knoll was still held by the Romans ; and its

retmnslnto positiou at oncc threatened the town, and shut up
Apulia.

^Yie Tarentine fleet useless in the harbour. Han-

nibal proceeded to sink a ditch, and throw up a

wall along the side of the town towards the citadel,

in order to repress the sallies of the garrison. While

engaged in these works he purposely tempted the

Romans to a sally, and having lured them on to

some distance from their cover, turned fiercely upon

them, and drove them back with such slaughter,

that their effective strength was greatly reduced.

He then hoped to take the citadel ; but the gar-

rison was reinforced by sea from Metapontum, the

Romans withdrawing their troops from thence for

this more important service ; and a successful night-

sally destroyed the besiegers' works, and obliged

them to trust to a blockade. But as this was hope-

less, while the Romans were masters of the sea,

Hannibal instructed the Tarentines to drag their

ships overland, through the streets of the city, from

the harbour to the outer sea; and this being ef-

fected without difficulty, as the ground w^as quite

level, the Tarentine fleet became at once effective,

and the sea communications of the enemy were cut

'36 Polvbius, VIII. 33. Livy, XXV. 10.
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off. Having thus, as lie hoped, enabled the Taren- chap.

tines to deal by themselves with the Roman s:ar-
'—-'^—

'

•'

,

* A.U.C. 541.

rison, he left a small force in the town, and returned a.c. 213.

with the mass of his troops to his winter quarters

in the country of the Sallentines, or on the edge of

Apulia '^^

It will be observed that the only events recorded what ^yere
*

_ ^
tlie Romans

of this year, 541, are the reduction of Arpi by doing?

Fabius, the unimportant operations of Gracchus in

Lucania, and Hannibal's surprise of Tarentum ; which

last action however did not happen till the end of

the campaign, about the middle of the winter. Ac-

cording to Livy, Hannibal had passed the w^hole sum-

mer near Tarentum ; he must therefore have been

some months in that neighbourhood ; and what was

going on elsewhere the while ? Gracchus, we are told,

was engaged in Lucania ; but where was the consul

Fabius, with his father? and what was done by the

four Roman legions, Fabius' consular army, and the

jDrsetorian army of M. jEmilius, which were both

stationed in Apulia? Allowing that Cn. Fulvius

with his two legions in the camp above Suessula was

busied in watching the Campanians, yet Fabius and

jEmilius had nearly forty thousand men at their dis-

posal; and yet Capua was not besieged; nor was

Hannibal impeded in his attempts upon Tarentum.

Is it to be conceived that so large a portion of the

power of Rome, directed by old Fabius himself, can

have been totally wasted during a whole summer,

useless alike for attack or defence ?

'37 Polybius, VIII. 34—36. Livy, XXV. II.
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CHAP. The answer to this question depends upon another

^-^^-—^ point, which is itself not easy to fix ; the true date
A.U.C. 541.

^ '

, . « m T . 11
A.c. 213. namely of the surprise of iarentum. Livy tells us

Chronolocji- iit,v» • • t (v
caidifficui- that it was placed by ditierent writers in ditterent

years ; and he himself prefers the later date ' ^ yet

does not give it correctly. For as Tarentum was

surprised in the winter, the doubt must have been,

whether to fix it towards the end of the consulship

of Fabius and Gracchus, or of Fulvius and Appius

Claudius : it could never have been placed so early

as the consulship of Fabius and Marcellus. Livy

describes it after he has mentioned the coming into

oflftce of Fulvius and Claudius, as if it belonged

to their year; yet he places it before the opening

of the campaign, which implies that it must have

occurred in the preceding winter, whilst Fabius and

Gracchus were still in office. Polybins evidently

gave the later date, that is, the year of Fulvius and

Appius, but the end of it : according to him it fol-

lowed the death of Gracchus, and the various events

of the summer of 542. And there are some strong

reasons for believing this to be the more probable

position. If this were so, we must suppose that the

summer of 541 was passed without any important

action, because Hannibal, after the loss of Arpi, con-

tinued to watch the two Roman armies in Apulia

;

and that either the fear of losing Tarentum, or the

hope of recovering Salapia and other Apulian towns,

detained Fabius in the south-east, and delayed the

siege of Capua.

"8 Livy, XXV. 11.
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In the mean time men's minds at Rome were chap.11 11 11 XLIV.
restless and uneasy ; and the government had ' '

enousfh to do to prevent their rimninsr wild in A.c.213.
^ ^

_

^ Disorders at

one direction or another. The city had suffered Rome.

from a fire, which lasted a whole day and two

nights, and destroyed all the buildings along the

river, with many of those on the slope of the Capi-

toline hill, and between it and the Palatine ^^^ The

distress thus caused would be great; and the suspi-

cions of treason and incendiarism, the constant at-

tendants of great fires in large cities, would be sure

to embitter the actual suffering. At such a time

every one would crave to know what the future had

in store for him ; and whoever professed to be ac-

quainted with the secrets of fate found many to

believe him. Faith in the gods of Rome was be-

ginning to be shaken : if they could not, or would

not save, other powers might be more propitious

;

and sacrifices and prayers to strange gods were

offered in the forum and capitol ; while prophets,

deceiving or deceived, were gathering crowds in

every street, making a profit of their neighbours'

curiosity and credulity'*". Nor were these vaga-

bond prophets the only men who preyed upon the

public distress : the wealthy merchants, who had

come forward with patriotic zeal to supply the

armies when the treasury was unable to bear the

burden, were now found to be seeking their own

base gain out of their pretended liberality. M.

139 Livy, XXIV. 47. "« Livy, XXV. 1. 12.
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CHAP. Postumius of Pyrgi was charged by public rumour

^-^-

—

'-> with the fi-rossest frauds : he had demanded to be
A.U.C.541. °
A.c. 213. reimbursed for the loss of stores furnished by him at

sea, when no such loss had occurred ; he had loaded

old rotten vessels with cargoes of trifling value ; the

sailors had purposely sunk the ships, and had es-

caped in their boats ; and then Postumius magnified

the value of the cargo, and prayed to be indemni-

fied for the loss '^'. Even the virtue of Roman
matrons could not stand the contagion of this evil

time : more than one case of shame was brought

by the aediles before the judgment of the people '^^

Man's spirit failed with woman's modesty : the citi-

zens of the military age were slovr to enlist; and

many from the country tribes would not come to

Rome when the consuls summoned them '*^ All

this unsoundness at home may have had its effect

on the operations of the war, and tended to make

Fabius more than usually cautious, as another defeat

at such a moment might have extinguished the

Roman name.

Vigorous Against this weight of evils the senate bore up
measures of ^

_ _ i i •

the senate, vigorously. The superstitions of the people, their

worship of strange gods, and their shrinking from

military service, required to be noticed without delay.

The city praetor, M. Atilius, issued an edict for-

bidding all public sacrifices to strange gods, or with

any strange rites. All books of prophecies, all for-

mularies of prayer or of sacrifice, were to be brought

"" Livy, XXV. 3, 4. '« Livy, XXV. 3.

'^2 Livy, XXV. 2.
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to him before the first of April ; that is, before he chap.

went out of office '". The great ceremonies of the )~(r(fj^

national religion were celebrated with more than ^•<^- '-i'^-

nsiial magnificence ; the great games of the circus

were kept up for an additional day ; two days were

added to the celebration of the games of the com-

mons ; and they were farther marked by a public

entertainment given in the j^recincts of the temple

of Jupiter on the capitol to all the poorer citizens
'^'^

A great military effort was to be made in the en-

suing campaign ; old Q. Fulvius Flaccus, one of the

ablest as well as severest men in Rome, was chosen

consul for the third time ; and Appius Claudius

was elected as his colleague ^^^ The armies, not-

withstanding the difficulty of enlisting soldiers, were

to be augmented : two extraordinary commissions of

three members each were appointed, one to visit

all the country tribes within fifty miles of Rome,

and the other such as were more remote. Every

free-born citizen was to be passed in review; and

boys under seventeen were to be enlisted, if they

seemed strong enough to bear arms ; but their years

of service were to count from their enlistment

;

and if they were called out before the military age

began, they might claim their discharge before it

ended ^'\

While dealing thus strictly with the disorders and Punisiiment

O 1 f 1 1 i"*^ Postu-

want or zeal or the multitude, the senate, it might mius.

have been supposed, would not spare the fraud of

'« Livy, XXV. 1

.

'46 Uvy, XXV. 3.
'« Livy, XXV. 2. '^7 Livy, XXV. 5.
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CHAP, the contractor Postumius. But with that neglect of
XLIV.

. . , ...
^-—,-—' equal justice, which is the habitual sin of an aris-

A.c. 212. tocracy, they punished the poor, but were afraid to

attack the wealthy : and although the city prsetor

had made an official representation of the tricks

practised by Postumius, no steps were taken against

him. Amongst the new tribunes however were two

of the noble house of the Carvilii, who, indignant

at the impunity of so great an offender, resolved

to bring him to trial. They at first demanded no

other penalty than that a fine of 200,000 asses should

be imposed on him ; but when the trial came on, a

large party of the monied men broke up the assem-

bly by creating a riot, and no sentence was passed.

This presumption, however, overshot its mark ; the

consuls took up the matter and laid it before the

senate : the senate resolved that the peace of the

commonwealth had been violently outraged ; and

the tribunes now proceeded against Postumius and

the principal authors of the disturbance capitally.

Bail was demanded of them ; but they deserted their

bail and went into exile ; upon w^hich the people,

on the motion of the tribunes, ordered that their

property should be sold, and themselves outlawed '*^

Thus the balance of justice was struck ; and this

doubtless contributed to conciliate the poorer citi-

zens, and to make them more ready to bear their

part in the war.

Resolution It was Tcsolvcd that Capua should be besieged
to besiege

Capua.

i« Livy, XXV. 4.
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without delay. In tlie preceding year, 112 noble chap.

Capuans had left the city, and come over to the —-^^^ , ,

'

A.U.C. .i42.

Romans, stipulating for nothing but their lives and a.c. 212.

properties "^ This shows that the aristocratical

party in Capua could not be depended on : if the

city were hard pressed, they would not be ready

to make any extraordinary sacrifices in its behalf.

Hannibal was far away in the farthest corner of

Italy ; and as long as the citadel of Tarentum held

out, he would be unwilling to move towards Cam-
pania. Even if he should move, four armies were

ready to oppose him ; those of the two consuls, of

the consul's brother, Cn. Fulvius, who was proetor in

Apulia, and of another praetor, C. Claudius Nero, who
commanded two legions in the camp above Sues-

sula. Besides this mass of forces, Ti. Gracchus, the

consul of the preceding year, still retained his army

as proconsul in Lucania, and might be supposed

cajjable of keeping Hanno and the army of Bruttium

in check.

It was late in the spring before the consuls took The Campa-
nians apply

the field. One of them succeeded to the army of the *<> Hannibal

.
for aid.

late consul, Fabius ; the other took the two legions

with which Cn. Fulvius Centumulas had held the

camp above Suessula '^^ These armies marching,

the one from Apulia, the other from Campania,

met at Bovianum : there, at the back of the IMatese,

in the country of the Pentrian Samnites, the faithful

allies of Rome, the consuls were making prepara-

"9 Livy, XXIV. 47. 'so Livy, XXV. 3.

VOL. III. Q
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CHAP, tions for the siege of Capua, and perhaps were at

^-1-,^— the same time watching the state of affairs in the

A.c. '212." south, and the movements of Hannibal. The Cam-

panians suspected that mischief was coming upon

them, and sent a deputation to Hannibal, praying

him to aid them. If they were to stand a siege, it

was imjjortant that the city should be well supplied

with provisions ; and their own harvest had been so

insufficient, owing to the devastation caused by the

war, that they had scarcely enough for their present

consumption. Hannibal would therefore be pleased

to order that supplies should be sent to them from

the country of his Samnite and Lucanian allies,

before their communications were cut off by the

presence of the Roman armies '^'.

He sends Hauuibal was still near Tarentum, whether hoping
Hannotore- . . •iiiiipii
lievethem, to Win the town Or the citadel, the doubttul chrono-
Avho fails . /»•!• •T-n ii i • ^ tt
through logy of this period will not allow us to decide. He
tlicir negli- • i i c -rt
gence. ordcrod Hanno, with the army of 13ruttium, to move

forward into Samnium ; a most delicate operation, if

the two consuls were with their armies at Bovia-

num, and Gracchus in Lucania itself, in the very line

of Hanno's march, and if C. Nero with two le-

gions more was lying in the camp above Suessula.

But the army from Suessula had been given to one

of the consuls ; and the legions which were to take

its place were to be marched from the coast of Pice-

num, and perhaps had hardly reached their destina-

tion. The Lucanians themselves seem to have found

1^' Livy, XXV. 13.
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sufficient employment for Gracchus : and Hanno chap.
^ -^ XLIV.

moved with a rapidity, which friends and enemies rrr^^r^^ '' A.U.C.542.

were alike unprepared for. He arrived safely in the -'^•C- 212.

neighbourhood of Beneventum, encamped his army

in a strong position about three miles from the

town, and dispatched word to the Capuans that they

should instantly send off every carriage and beast of

burden in their city, to carry home the corn which

he was going to provide for them. The towns of

the Caudine Samnites emptied their magazines

for the purpose, and forwarded all their corn to

Hanno's camp. Thus far all prospered ; but the neg-

ligence of the Capuans ruined every thing : they had

not carriages enough ready ; and Hanno was obliged

to wait in his perilous situation, where every hour's

delay was exposing him to destruction'". Beneven-

tum was a Latin colony, in other words, a strong

Roman garrison, watching all his proceedings : from

thence, information was sent to the consuls at Bovia-

num ; and Fulvius with his army instantly set out,

and entered Beneventum by night. There he found

that the Capuans with their means of transport were

at length arrived ; that all disposable hands had been

pressed into the service ; that Hanno's camp was

crowded with cattle and carriages, and a mixed mul-

titude of unarmed men, and even of women and chil-

dren ; and that a vigorous blow might win it with

all its spoil : the indefatigable general was absent,

scouring the country for additional supplies of corn.

'52 Livy, XXV. 13.

Q 2
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<^HAP. Fulvius allied from Beneventum a little before day-

aIlcTs?' break, and led his soldiers to assault Hanno's position.

A.c. 212.
Ujjfigj. all disadvantages of surprise and disorder, the

Carthaginians resisted so vigorously, that Fulvius was

on the point of calling off his men, when a brave

Pelignian officer threw the standard of his cohort over

the enemy's wall, and desperately climbed the ram-

part and scaled the wall to recover it. His cohort

rushed after him ; and a Roman centurion then set

the same example, which was followed with equal

alacrity. Then the Romans broke into the camp on

every side, even the wounded men struggling on

with the mass, that they might die within the

enemy's ramparts. The slaughter w^as great, and

the prisoners many; but above all, the whole of

the corn which Hanno had collected for the relief

of Capua was lost, and the object of his expedi-

tion totally frustrated. He himself, hearing of the

wreck of his army, retreated with speed into Brut-

tium '^^

TheCapii- Again the Capuans sent to Hannibal, requesting
iins again

. t i • i , rr\^ • i •

apply foraid. him to aid them ere it Avas too late. Iheir negli-

gence had just cost him an army, and had frustrated

all his pains for their relief; but with unmoved

temper he assured them that he would not forget

them, and sent back 2000 of his invincible cavalry

with the deputation, to protect their lands from the

enemy's ravages. It was important to him not to

leave the south of Italy till the very last moment

;

^53 Livy, XXV. 14. Valerius Maximus, III. 2. 20.
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for since he had taken Tarentum, the neiohbourins- chap.
.7 XLIV.

Greek cities of Metapontum, Heraclea, and Thurii, 'p[7^'"g^

had joined him ; and as he had before won Croton ^^-C- '•^^'^•

and Locri, he was now master of the whole coast

from the straits of Messana to the mouth of the

Adriatic, with the exception of Rhegiiim and the

citadel of Tarentum. Into the latter the Romans

had lately thrown supplies of provisions ; and the

garrison was so strong, that Hannibal was unwilling

to march into Campania, while such a powerful

force of the enemy was left behind in so favourable

a position ^^\
.

. .

The consuls meanwhile, not content with their r)eath of

Gracclius :

own two armies, and with the two legions expected, Ccnteuius
" raises an

if not yet arrived, in the camp above Suessula, sent f^y in
' Lucania.

to Gracchus in Lucania, desiring him to bring up

his cavalry and light troops to Beneventum, to

strengthen them in that kind of force, in which they

fully felt their inferiority. But before he could leave

his own province, he was drawn into an ambuscade

by the treachery of a Lucanian in the Roman in-

terest, and perished '^l His quiTestor, Cn. Cornelius,

marched with his cavalry towards Beneventum, ac-

cording to the consul's orders; but the infantry,

consisting of the slaves whom he had enfranchised,

thought that their service was ended by the death of

their deliverer, and immediately dispersed to their

homes'"''. Thus Lucania was left without either

'5^ Livy, XXV. 15. Appian, VII. '^s ^^^^^^ XXV. 16.

35. 1^8 Livy, XXV. 20.
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CHAP, a Roman army or general ; but M. Centeniiis, an old

•-^—1-^ centurion, distino^uislied for his strensrtli and courag-e,
AUG 54'''

' o o O '

A.c. 212.' undertook the command there, if the senate would

entrust him with a force equal to a single legion.

Perhaps, like T. Pomponius Veientanus, he was con-

nected with some of the contractors and monied men,

and owed his appointment as much to their interest

as to his own reputation. But he was a brave and

popular soldier; and so many volunteers joined him

on his march, hoping to be enriched by the plunder

of Lucania, that he arrived there with a force, it is

said, amounting to near sixteen thousand men. His

confidence and that of his followers was doomed to

be wofully disappointed '^

The Romans The cousuls know that Hannibal was far away;
are repulsed *'

by a sally aud thcv did not know that any of his cavah-y were
from Capua, •' ^ j

in Capua. They issued boldly therefore from the

Caudine Forks on the great Campanian plain, and

scattered their forces far and wide to destroy the

still green corn. To their astonishment the gates

of Capua were thrown open ; and with the Cam-

panian infantry they recognised the dreaded cavalry

of Hannibal. In a moment their foragers were driven

in ; and as they hastily formed their legions in order

of battle to cover them, the horsemen broke upon

them like a whirlwind, and drove them with great

loss and confusion to their camp'^l This sharp

lesson taught them caution; but their numbers

were overwhelming ; and their two armies, encamped

i»7 Livy, XXV. IP. '•'*' Livy, XXV. 18.
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before Capua, cut off the communications of the city, chap.
^ •' XLIV.

and had the harvest of the whole country in their ^"^^"^
power. ^^'- 21'^-

But ere many days had elapsed, an unwelcome Hannibal
•' •' '- returns to

sight was seen on the summit of Tifata ; Hannibal was ^ifota.

there once more with his army. He descended into

Capua ; two days afterwards he marched out to

battle ; again his invincible Numidians struck terror

into the Roman line, when the sudden arrival of

Cn. Cornelius with the cavalry of Gracchus' army

broke off the action ; and neither side, it is said,

knowing what this new force might be, both as if by

common consent retreated '^*. How Hannibal so

outstripped Cornelius as to arrive from Tarentum on

the scene of action two or three days before him,

who was coming from Lucania, we are not told, and

can only conjecture. But the arrival of this rein-

forcement, though it had saved the consuls from defeat,

did not embolden them to hold their ground : they

left their camps as soon as night came on; Fulvius

fell down upon the coast, near Cumse ; Appius

Claudius retreated in the direction of Lucania.

Few passages in history can offer a parallel to ff<^
enters

Hannibal's campaigns ; but this confident gathering

of the enemies' overwhelming numbers round the

city of his nearest allies, his sudden march, the un-

looked for appearance of his dreaded veterans, and

the instant scattering of the besieging armies before

him, remind us of the deliverance of Dresden in

'^^ Livy, XXV. 19.
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CHAP. 1813, when Napoleon broke in upon the allies' eon-
XLIV.

. ,, . T ,

"p—~—^ ndent exj^ectations of victory, and drove them away
A.c. '212. in signal defeat. And like the allies in that great

campaign, the Roman generals knew their own

strength ; and though yielding to the shock of their

adversary's surpassing energy and genius, they did

not allow themselves to be scared from their pur-

pose, but began again steadily to draw the toils,

which he had once broken through. Great was the

joy in Capua, when the people rose in the morning

and saw the Roman camps abandoned : there needs

no witness to tell us with what sincere and deep

admiration they followed and gazed on their de-

liverer; how confident they felt that, with him for

a shield, no harm could reach them. But almost

within sight and hearing of their joy, the stern old

Fulvius was crouching as it Avere in his thicket,

watching the moment for a second spring upon his

prey; and when Hannibal left that rejoicing and

admiring multitude to follow the traces of Appius,

he passed through the gates of Capua, to enter them

again no more.
On his le- Appius retreated in the direction of Lucania :

turn into i i

Lucania he ^his is all that is reported of his march ; and then,
destroys the a '

army of after a Avhile, having led his enemy in the direction
Lentenius; ' o j

which suited his purposes, he turned off by another

road, and made his way back to Campania'^". With

such a total absence of details, it is impossible to fix

th'i line of this march exactly. It was easy for Appius

>» Livy, XXV. 19.
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to take the round of the Matese ; retirinor first by chap.
'^ -^ XLIV.

the sfreat road to Beneventum, then turnino^ to his '^-r^/rrf^o ^^ A. Li.C. 542.

left and regaining his okl quarters at Bovianum, a.c. 212.

from whence, the instant that Hannibal ceased to

follow him, he would move along under the north

side of the Matese to Jilsernia, and descend again

upon Campania by the valley of the Vulturnus.

Hannibal's pursuit was necessarily stopped as soon

as Appius moved northwards from Beneventum : he

could not support his army in the country of the

Pentrian Samnites, where every thing was hostile to

him ; nor did he like to abandon his line of direct

communication with southern Italy. He had gained

a respite for Capua, and had left an auxiliary force

to aid in its defence : meanwhile other objects

must not be neglected ; and the fall of the citadel

of Tarentum might of itself prevent or raise the siege

of Capua. So he turned off from following Appius,

and was marching back to the south, when he was

told that a Roman army was attempting to bar his

passage in Lucania. This was the motley multitude

commanded by Centenius, which had succeeded, as

we have seen, to the army of Gracchus. With what

mad hope, or under what false impression, Centenius

could have been tempted to rush upon certain de-

struction, we know not : but in the number no less

than the quality of his troops, he must have been

far inferior to his adversary. His men fought

bravely ; and he did a centurion's duty well, however

he may have failed as a general ; but he was killed,
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CHAP, and nearly fifteen thousand men are said to have
XLIV. .

" perished with him '"'.

A.U.C. 542. i

A.c. 212. Thus Lucania was cleared of the Romans ; and as
and tliat of

cn. Fuivius the firmest partisan of the Roman interest amonff
in Apulia.

^

°

the Lucanians had been the very man who had

betrayed Gracchus to his fate, it is likely that the

Carthaginian j)arty was triumphant through the

whole country. Only one Roman army was left in

the south of Italy, the two legions commanded

by Cn. Fuivius Flaccus, the consul's brother, in

Apulia. But Cn. Fuivius had nothing of his bro-

ther's ability ; he was a man grown old in pro-

fligacy; and the discij)line of his army was said

to be in the worst condition. Hannibal, hoping to

complete his work, moved at once into Apulia, and

found Fuivius in the neighbourhood of Herdonea.

The Roman general met him in the open field

Avithout hesitation, and was presently defeated : he

himself escaped from the action ; but Hannibal had

occupied the f)rincipal roads in the rear of the enemy

with his cavalry ; and the greatest part of the Roman
army was cut to pieces *^".

whnt were We uaturally ask what result followed from these

of these two great victories; and to this question we find

no recorded answer. Hannibal, we are told, re-

turned to Tarentum ; but finding that the citadel

still held out, and could neither be forced nor

surjDrised, and that provisions were still introduced

"" Livy, XXV. 19. '62 Livy, XXV. 20, -21.

victories .'
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by sea, a naval blockade in ancient warfare being: chap.
•'

. .

* XLIV.
ahvays inefficient, he marched off towards Brundi- Vrr^r-rr^

'' A.U.C. o42.

sium, on some prospect that the town would be ^C- 21-2.

betrayed into his hands. This hope also failed him

;

and he remained inactive in Apulia, or in the country

of the Sallentines, during the rest of the year. Mean-

time the consuls received orders from the senate to

collect the wrecks of the two beaten armies, and to

search for the soldiers of Gracchus' army, who had

dispersed, as we have seen, after his death. The

city praetor, P. Cornelius, carried on the same search

nearer Rome ; and these duties, says Livy, were all

performed most carefully and vigorously "'^ This is

all the information which exists for us in the remains

of the ancient writers ; but assuredly this is no mili-

tary history of a campaign.

It is always to be understood that Hannibal could Difficulties
•^ of Hanni-

not remain long in an enemy's country, from the I'.^i's sUua-

difficulty of feeding his men, especially his cavalry.

But the country round Capua was not all hostile

;

Atella and Calatia, in the plain of Campania itself,

were still his allies; so w^ere many of the Cau-

dine Samnites, from whose cities Hanno had col-

lected the corn early in this year for the relief

of Capua. Again, we can conceive how the num-

ber of the Roman armies sometimes ojipressed him

;

how he dared not stay long in one quarter, lest a

greater evil should befall him in another. But at

this moment three great disasters, the dispersion

"53 Livy, XXV. 22.
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CHAP, of the army of Gracchus, and the destruction of

V ,^_j those of Centenius and Fulvius, had cleared the

A.c. 212"' south of Italy of the Romans ; and his friends in

Apulia, in Lucania, at Tarentum, and in Bruttium,

could have nothing to fear, had he left them for

the time to their own resources. Why, after de-

feating Fulvius, did he not retrace his steps towards

Campania, hold the field with the aid of his Cam-

panian and Samnite allies till the end of the military

season, and then winter close at hand, on the shores

of the gulf of Salerno, in the country of his allies, so

as to make it impossible for the Romans either to

undertake or to maintain the siege of Capua ?

Hisproba- That liis uot doiug this was not his own fault, his

for winter- extraordinary ability and energy may sufficiently

lia! assure us. But where the hindrance was, we cannot

for certain discover. His army must have been

w^orn by its long and rapid march to and from

Campania, and by two battles fought with so short

an interval. His wounded must have been nume-

rous ; nor can we tell how such hard service in

the heat of summer may have tried the health of

his soldiers. His horses too must have needed rest;

and to overstrain the main arm of his strength would

have been fatal. Perhaps too, great as was Hanni-

bal's ascendancy over his army, there Avas a point

beyond wdiicli it could not be tried with safety.

Lono^ marches and hard-fouo-ht battles srave the sol-

dier, especially the Gaul and the Spaniard, what in

his eyes was a rightful claim to a season of rest and

enjoyment : the men might have murmured had they
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not been permitted to taste some reward of their chap.

victories. Besides all these reasons, the necessity of ^-^-^^^
1 . ^ , - , A.U.C. 542.

a second march nito Campania may not have seemed a.c. 212.

urgent : the extent of Capua was great ; if the

Roman consuls did encamp before it, still the city

was in no immediate danger ; after the winter another

advance would again enable him to throw supplies

into the town, and to drive off the Roman armies.

So Capua was left for the present to its own re-

sources, and Hannibal passed the autumn and winter

in Apulia.

Immediately the Roman armies closed again upon The Romans

then* prey. 1 hree grand magazines or corn were Capua with
*

(^ T T 1 • • !• 1^ double

established, to teed the besieging army during the waii.

winter, one at Casilinum within three miles of Ca-

pua; another at a fort built for the purpose at the

mouth of the Vulturnus; and a third at Puteoli.

Into these two last magazines the corn was conveyed

by sea from Ostia, whither it had already been col-

lected from Sardinia and Etruria '^^. Then the consuls

summoned C. Nero from his camp above Suessula

;

and the three armies began the great work of sur-

rounding Capua with double continuous lines, strong

enough to repel the besieged on the one side, and

Hannibal on the other, when he should again appear

in Campania. The inner line was carried round the

city, at a distance of about a quarter of a mile from

the walls ; the outer line was concentric with it

;

and the space between the two served for the

'" Livy, XXV. 22.
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CHAP, cantonments and magazines of the besiegers. The
c_l L> lines, says Appian ^^'^ looked like a great city, in-
A U C 542 , . . .

A.c. 2127 closing a smaller city in the middle ; like the famous

lines of the Peloponnesians before Platsea. What
time was employed in completing them we know
not : they were interrupted by continual sallies of

the besieged; and Jubellius Taurea and the Capuan

cavalry were generally too strong for the Roman
horsemen ^^'^. But their infantry could do nothing

against the legions ; the besieging army must have

amounted nearly to sixty thousand men ; and slowly

but surely the imprisoning walls were raised, and

their circle completed, shutting out the last gleams

of light from the eyes of the devoted city.

Their offer Boforc tlio works wcro closed all round, the con-
to allow any
oftheciti- g^ig accordinsr to the senate's directions signified
zcns to come ' o o
out safely ^q tlicm bv tho cltv praetor, announced to the Ca-
is rejected. •' •' ^

'

puans, that whoever chose to come out of the

city with his family and property before the ides

of JNIarch, might do so with safety, and should be

untouched in body or goods '". It would seem

then that the works were not completed till late

in the winter; for we cannot suppose that the

term of grace would have been prolonged to a

remote day, especially as the ides of March were

the beginning of the new consular year; and it

could not be known long beforehand whether the

present consuls would be continued in their com-

mand or no. The offer was received by the besieged,

"^* VII. 37. ''? Livy, XXV. 22.
'«« Appian, VII. 37. Livy, XXVI. 4.
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it is said, with open scorn ; their provisions were as chap.

yet ahundant, their cavah-y excellent ; their hope of rrr^TT:;'•' J ^ I A.U.C. 543.

aid from Hannibal, as soon as the campaign should ^C- 211.

open, was confident. But Fulvius waited his time

;

nor was his thirst for Capuan blood to be disap-

pointed by his removal from the siege at the end

of the year : it would seem as if the new consuls

were men of no great consideration, appointed pro-

bably for that very reason, that their claims might

not interfere with those of their predecessors. One of

them, P. Sulpicius Galba, had filled no curule office

previously ; the other, Cn. Fulvius Centumalus, had

been praetor two years before, but was not distin-

guished by any remarkable action. The siege of

Capua was still to be conducted by Appius Claudius

and Fulvius ; and they were ordered not to retire

from their positions till they should have taken the

city"^^

What was the state of affairs in Capua meantime, state of
Capua.

we know not. The Roman stories are little to be

credited, which represent all the richer and nobler

citizens as abandoning the government, and leaving

the office of chief magistrate, Meddix Tuticus, to be

filled by one Sejipius Lesius, a man of obscure con-

dition, who offered himself as a candidate ^^^. Nei-

ther Vibius Virrius nor Jubellius Taurea wanted

resolution to abide by their country to the last

;

and it is expressly said that, doAvn to the latest

period of the siege, there was no Roman party in

"s Livy, XXVI. 1. Frontinus, III. 18. 3. 'cs Livy, XXVI. 6.
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CHAP. Capua; no voice was heard to speak of peace or

^^——^ surrender ; no citizen had embraced the consul's
A.V.C. 543.

A.c. 211. offers of mercy ''". Even when they had failed to

prevent the completion of the Roman lines, they

continued to make frequent sallies ; and the procon-

suls could only withstand their cavalry by mixing

lio'ht armed foot soldiers amono^st the Roman horse-

men, and thus strengthening that weakest arm in

the Roman service. Still, as the blockade was now

fully established, famine must be felt sooner or

later : accordingly a Numidian was sent to implore

Hannibal's aid, and succeeded in getting through the

Roman lines, and carrying his message safely to

Bruttium ^^\

Hannibal Hauuibal listeucd to the prayer, and leaving his
comes to its

<> i • i i •

relief. licavy baggage, and the mass of his army behind,

set out with his cavalry and light infantry, and

with thirty-three elephants "^. Whether his Sam-

nite and Lucanian allies joined him on the march,

is not stated : if they did not, and if secrecy

and expedition were deemed of more importance

than an addition of force, the troops which he led

with him must have been more like a single corps,

than a complete army. Avoiding Beneventum, he

descended the valley of the Calor towards the Vul-

turnus, stormed a Roman post, which had been built

apparently to cut off the communications of the

besieged with the upper valley of the Vulturnus, and

encamped immediately behind the ridge of Tifata.

'" Livy, XXVI. 12.
'"^ Livy, XXVI. 5.

'/' Livy, XXVI. 4. Frontinus, IV. 7. 29.
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From thence he descended once more into the plain chap.
XLIV

of Capua, displayed his cavalry before the Ro^nan ,-^

lines, in the hope of tempting them out to battle, a.c. iih

and finding that this did not succeed, commenced a

general assault upon their works.

Unprovided with any artillery, his best hope was iiannibai

that the Romans might be allured to make some Roman lines

rash sally : his cavalry advanced by squadrons up to any,^and

the edge of the trench, and discharged showers of to march

missiles into the lines ; while his infantry assailed the Rome.

rampart, and tried to force their way through the

palisade which surmounted it. From within, the

lines were attacked by the Campanians and Hanni-

bal's auxiliary garrison ; but the Romans were nume-

rous enough to defend both fronts of their works

;

they held their ground steadily, neither yielding nor

rashly pursuing; and Hannibal finding his utmost

efforts vain, drew off his army ^^^. Some resolution

must be taken promj)tly ; his cavalry could not be

fed where he was, for the Romans had previously de-

stroyed or carried away every thing that might serve

for forage ; nor could he venture to wait till the new

consuls should have raised their legions, and be

ready to march from Rome and threaten . his rear.

One only hope remained ; one attempt might yet

be made, which should either raise the siege of

Capua or accomplish a still greater object : Hannibal

resolved to march upon Rome.

A Numidian was ao-ain found, who undertook to He sets ont
^ suddenly by

pass over to the Roman lines as a deserter, and from night.

'?3 Polybius, IX. .3. Livy, XXVI. 5.

VOL. III. R
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CHAP, thence to make his escape into Capua, bearing a

ATTclis
1^^^^^' from Hannibal, which explained his purpose,

A.C.21]. and conjured the Capuans patiently to abide the

issue of his attempt for a little while '^^ When this

letter reached Capua, Hannibal was already gone
;

his camp-fires had been seen burning as usual all

night in his accustomed position on Tifata ; but he

had begun his march the preceding evening, imme-

diately after dark, while the Romans still thought

that his army was hanging over their heads, and were

looking for a second assault '^^

Difficulty of His army disappeared from the eyes of the Romans

his line of behind Tifata ; and they knew not whither he was

gone. Even so is it with us at this day ; we lose

him from Tifata ; we find him before Rome ; but we
know nothing of his course between. Conflicting

and contradictory accounts have made the ti-uth un-

discoverable : what regions of Italy looked with fear

or hope on the march of the great general and his

famous soldiers, it is impossible from our existing

records to determine. Whether he followed the

track of Pyrrhus, and spread havoc through the lands

of the numerous colonies on the Latin road, Cales,

Casinum, Interamna, and Fregellae '^^; or whether, to"

baffle the enemy's pursuit, and avoid the delay of

crossing the Vulturnus, he plunged northwards into

the heart of Samnium^^', astonished the Latin colo-

nists of CEsernia with his unlooked-for passage,

crossed the central Apennines into the country of

'7* Polybius, IX. 3. Livy, XXVI. 7. ''^ Livy, XXVI. 9.

'75 Polybius, IX. 3. '77 Polybius, IX. 3.
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the Peligniaiis, and then, turning suddenly to his chap.

left, broke down into the land of the Marsians, ' '—'

A.U.C 543.

passing along the glassy waters of Fucinus, and a.c. 211.

under the ancient walls of Alba, and scarinsf the

upland glades and quiet streams of the aboriginal

Sabines, wdth the wild array of his Numidian horse-

men; we cannot with any confidence decide. Yet

the agreement of all the stories as to the latter part

of his march seems to point out the line of its be-

ginning. All accounts say, that, descending nearly

by the old route of the Gauls, he kept the Tiber on

his right, and the Anio on his left ; and that, finally,

he crossed the Anio, and encamped at a distance of

less than four miles from the walls of Rome ''^

Before the sweeping pursuit of his Numidians, Terror in

crowds of fugitives were seen flying towards the fortitude of

city, while the smoke of burning houses arose far

and wide into the sky. Within the walls the con-

fusion and terror were at their height : he was come

at last, this Hannibal, whom they had so long dreaded

;

he had at length dared what even the slaughter

of CanutTe had not emboldened him to venture ; some

victory greater even than Cannae must have given

him this confidence ; the three armies before Capua

must be utterly destroyed ; last year he had destroyed

or dispersed three other armies, and had gained pos-

session of the entire south of Italy ; and now he had

stormed the lines before Capua, had cut to pieces the

Avhole remaining force of the Roman people, and

'7s Polybius, IX. 6. Livy, XXVI. 9. Appian, VII. 38.
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CHAP, was come to Rome to finish his work. So the wives

"-^ '-' and mothers of Rome lamented, as they hurried to
A.U.C. 543.

•'

A.c. 211. the temples ; and there, prostrate before the gods,

and sweeping the sacred pavement with their unbound

hair in the agony of their fear, they remained pour-

ing forth their prayers for deliverance. Their sons

and husbands hastened to man the walls and the

citadel, and to secure the most important points

without the city ; whilst the senate, as calm as their

fathers of old, whom the Gauls massacred when

sitting at their own doors, but with the energy of

manly resolution, rather than the resignation of

despair, met in the forum, and there remained as-

sembled, to direct every magistrate on the instant,

how he might best fulfil his duty '''^

Rome is pre- B^t God's care watched over the safety of a
served troiu

an assault, people whom he had chosen to work out the pur-

poses of his providence : Rome was not to perish.

Two city legions were to be raised, as usual, at the

beginning of the year; and it so happened that the

citizens from the country tribes were to meet at

Rome on this very day for the enlistment for one of

these legions ; while the soldiers of the other, which

had been enrolled a short time before, were to ap-

pear at Rome on this same day in arms, having been

allowed, as the custom was, to return home for a few

days after their enlistment, to prepare for active

service. Thus it happened that ten thousand men
Avere brought together at the very moment when

''9 Polybius, IX. 6. Livy, XXVI. 9.
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thej were most needed, and were ready to repel any char

assault upon the walls '^^ The allies, it seems, were -1___^
,. ., 11 1 .11 . A.U.U. 543.

not orduiarily called out to serve with the two city a.c. 211.

legions ; but on this occasion it is mentioned that

the Latin colony of Alba, having seen Hannibal pass

by their walls, and guessing the object of his march,

sent its whole force to assist in the defence of Rome

;

a zeal which the Greek writers compared to that of

Platiea, whose citizens fought alone by the side of

the Athenians on the day of Marathon '®'.

To assault the walls of Rome was now hopeless ; Hannibd
ravages the

but the o])en country was at Hannibal's mercy, a tountry
round.

country which had seen no enemy for near a hundred

and fifty years, cultivated and inhabited in the full

security of peace. Far and wide it was overrun by

Hannibal's soldiers ; and the army appears to have

moved about, encamping in one place after another,

and sweeping cattle and prisoners and plunder of

every sort, beyond numbering, within the enclosure

of its camp '''-.

It was probably in the course of these excursions. He rides npiTT'ii'iiir. '" *^'^ walls

that Hannibal, at the head of a large body of ca-ofKome.

valry, came close up to the Colline gate, rode along

leisurely under the walls to see all he could of the

city, and is said to have cast his javelin into it as in

defiance '-^K From farthest Spain he had come into

Italy ; he had wasted the whole country of the

Romans and their allies with fire and sword for more
than six years, had slain more of their citizens than

180 Polybius, IX. 6. '« Polvbins, IX. 6.
'8> Appian, VII. 39. '^a Livy, XXVI. 10. Pliny, XXXIV. 15.
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CHAP, were now alive to bear arms against him ; and at
XLIV.

. 7
^-—--7-r' last he was shutting them up within their city, and
A.c. 211. riding freely under their walls, while none dared

meet him in the field. If any thing of disappoint-

ment depressed his mind at that instant ; if he felt

that Rome's strength was not broken, nor the spirit

of her people quelled, that his own fortune was

wavering, and that his last effort had been made,

and made in vain
;
yet thinking where he was, and

of the shame and loss which his presence was causing

to his enemies, he must have wished that his father

could have lived to see that day, and must have

thanked the gods of his country that they had enabled

him so fully to perform his vow.
Fuiviusrc- Pqj. gome time, we know not how lonof, this de-
turns to ' o'
Rome, and yastatiou of the Roman territory lasted without op-

t(!^chccr'
position. Meanwhile the siege of Capua was not

Hannibal, paiscd ; and Fabius, in earnestly dissuading such a

confession of fear, showed that he could be firm no

less than cautious, when boldness was the highest

prudence. But Fulvius, with a small portion of the

besieging army, was recalled to Rome : Fabius had

ever acted with him, and was glad to have the aid of

his courage and ability; and when he arrived, and

by a vote of the senate was united with the consuls

in the command, the Roman forces were led out of

the city, and encamped, according to Fabius' old

policy, within ten stadia of the enemy, to check

his free licence of plunder ^*\ At the same time,

'^ Livy, XXVI. 8, 9, 10. Polybius, IX. 7. Appian, VII. 40.
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parties acting on the rear of Hannibal's army had chap.

broken down the bridges over the Anio, his line of )-7rfrr^

retreat, like his advance, being on the right bank of a.c. 211.

that river, and not by the Latin road.

Hannibal had purposely waited to allow time for Hannibal

his movement to produce its intended effect in the

raising of the siege of Capua. That time, according

to his calculations, was now come : the news of his

arrival before Rome must have reached the Ro-

man lines before Capua; and the armies from that

quarter, hastening by the Latin road to the defence

of their city, must have left the communication

with Capua free. The presence of Fulvius with his

army in Latium, which Hannibal would instantly dis-

cover, by the thrice-repeated sounding of the watch,

as Hasdrubal found out Nero's arrival in the camp

of Livius near Sena, would confirm him in his ex-

pectation that the other proconsul was on his march

with the mass of the army ; and he accordingly com-

menced his retreat by the Tiburtine road, that he

might not encounter Appius in front, while the

consuls and Fabius were pressing on his rear.

Accordingly, as the bridges were destroyed, he The Romans

proceeded to effect his passage through the river, at a distance.

and carried over his army under the protection of his

cavalry, although the Romans attacked him during

the passage, and cut off a large part of the plunder

which he had collected from the neighbourhood of

Rome'*'. He then continued his retreat; and the

«5 Polybius, IX. 7.
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CHAP. Romans followed him, but at a careful distance, and

AuTTsis keeping- steadily on the higher grounds, to be safe

A.c. 211. from the assaults of his dreaded cavalry '^^

He marches In this manner Hannibal marched with the greatest
down into

~

Biuttium. rapidity for five days, wdiich, if he was moving by

the Valerian road, must have brought him at least

as far as the country of the Marsians, and the shores

of the lake Fucinus '^^ From thence he would again

have crossed by the Forca Carrosa to the plain of the

Pelignians, and so retraced his steps through Sam-

nium towards Capua. But at this point he received

intelligence that the Roman armies were still in

their lines, that his march upon Rome had there-

fore failed, and that his communications with Capua

were as hojDeless as ever. Instantly he changed all

his plans; and feeling obliged to abandon Capua,

the importance of his operations in the south rose

upon him in proportion. Hitherto he had not

thought fit to delay his march for the sake of attack-

ing the army which was pursuing him; but now he

resolved to rid himself of this enemy ; so he turned

fiercely upon them, and assaulted their camp in the

night. The Romans, surprised and confounded, were

driven from it with considerable loss, and took refuge

in a strong position in the mountains. Hannibal

then resumed his march, but, instead of turning-

short to his right towards Campania, descended to-

wards the Adriatic and the plains of Apulia, and

from thence returned to what was now the strong-

188 Appian, VII. 40. '«' Polybius, IX. 7.
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hold of his power in Italy, the country of the chap.

Bruttians '^^
ri^r--^A.Ij.C. 543.

The citadel of Tarentum still held out against him ;
''^^'. -^^~

lie misses

but Rhenium, confident in its remoteness, had never 'J)!"'"?" ' Rhegium.

yet seen his cavalry in its territory, and was now less

likely than ever to dread his presence, as he had

so lately been heard of in the heart of Italy, and

under the walls of Rome. With a rapid march

therefore he hastened to surprise Rhegium. Tidings

of his coming reached the city just in time for the

Rhegians to shut their gates against him ; but half

their people were in the country, in the full security

of peace ; and these all fell into his power '^^ We
know not whether he treated them kindly, as hoping

through their means to win Rhegium, as he had won
Tarentum ; or whether disappointment was now
stronger than hope, and, despairing of drawing the

allies of Rome to his side, he was now as inveterate

against them as against the Romans. He retired

from his fruitless attempt to win Rhegium only to

receive the tidings of the loss of Capua.

The Romans had patiently waited their time, and The Romans
I .' ' press the

were now to reap their reward. The consuls were tf°®
°^

A Capua.

both to command in Apulia with two consular armies

:

one of them therefore must have returned to Rome,
to raise the two additional legions which were re-

quired. Fulvius hastened back to the lines before

Capua. His prey was now in his power ; the strait-

ness of the blockade could no longer be endured, and

188 Polybius, IX. 7. Appian, 'so Poh-bius, IX. 7.

VII. 41-43.
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CHAP, aid from Hannibal was not to be hoped. It is said

^-—-——
' that mercy was still promised to any Capuan who

A.c. 211. should come over to the Romans before a certain

day, but that none availed themselves of the offer,

feeling, says Livy, that their offence was beyond for-

giveness '^^ This can only mean that they believed

the Romans to be as faithless as they were cruel, and

felt sure that every promise of mercy would be

evaded or openly broken. One last attempt was

made to summon Hannibal again to their aid ; but

the Numidians employed on the service were de-

tected this time in the Roman lines, and were sent

back torn with stripes, and with their hands cut off,

into the city '^'.

The chief ]v^Q Capuan writer has survived to record the last
senators of J

^olson them-
^trugglc of his couiitiy ; and never were any people

less to be believed than the Romans, when speaking

of their enemies. Yet the greatest man could not

have supported the expiring weakness of an unheroic

people ; and we hear of no great man in Capua.

Some of the principal men in the senate met, it is

said, at the house of one of their number, Vibius

Virrius, where a magnificent banquet had been pre-

pared for them ; they ate and drank, and when the

feast was over, they all swallowed poison. Then,

having done with pleasure and with life, they took

a last leave of each other; they embraced each

other, lamenting with many tears their own and their

country's calamity; and some remained to be burned

"0 Livv, XXVI. 1-2. »' Livv, XXVI. 12.

eclves.
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together on the same funeral pile, while others went chap.
XLIV

away to die at their own homes. All were dead be- 'rrrrmi•> A.U.C. 543.

fore the Romans entered the city'^-. a.c. 211.

In the meanwhile the Capuan government, unable Smiender

, . . , , 1 , 1 1. 1 of the city.

to restram their starvmg people, had been obliged to

surrender to the enemy. In modern warfare the

surrender of a besieged town involves no extreme

suffering; even in civil wars, justice or vengeance

only demands a certain number of victims, and the

mass of the population scarcely feels its condition

affected. But surrender, deditio, according to the

Roman laws of war, placed the property, liberties,

and lives of the whole surrendered people at the

absolute disposal of the conquerors ; and that not

formally, as a right, the enforcement of which were

monstrous, but as one to abate which in any instance

was an act of free mercy. In this sense Capua was

surrendered ; in the morning after Vibius Virrius'

funeral banquet, the gate of Jupiter, which looked

towards the Roman head quarters, was thrown open

;

and a Roman legion, with its usual force of cavalry

doubled, marched in to take possession. It was

commanded by C. Fulvius, the brother of the pro-

consul, who immediately placed guards at all the

gates, caused all the arms in the city to be brought

to him, made prisoners of the Carthaginian garrison,

and sent all the Capuan senators into the Roman
camp, to abide his brother's sentence.

No Roman family has preserved a more uniform

'«2 Livy, XXVI. 14.
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CHAP, character of pride and cruelty through successive

Au7^l43
^^nerations than the Claudii ; but in the treatment

AC. 211. of the Capuans, Q. Fulvius was so much the principal

seliltors to
^^^°^'' ^^^^^' ^ccording to some of the annals, Appius

''eath. Claudius was no longer alive, having been mortally

wounded some time before the end of the siege '^^.

His daughter had been married to a Camj^anian ; and

the senators of Capua might perhaps seem to him

worthier of regard than the commons of Rome.

But whether Appius was living or dead, he was un-

able to arrest the course of his colleague's vensreance.

The Capuan senators were immediately chained as

bondslaves, were commanded to give up all their

gold and silver to the qusestors, and were then sent

in custody, five-and-twenty to Cales, and twenty-

eight to Teanum. Ere the next night was over,

Fulvius, with 2000 chosen horsemen, left the camp,

and arrived at Teanum by daybreak. He took his

seat in the forum, ordered the magistrates of Teanum
to bring forth their prisoners, and saw them all

scourged and beheaded in his presence. Then he

rode off to Cales, and repeated the same tragedy

there '^^

freltment of
-^^Ul^ ^^^ Calatla followcd tlic cxample of Capua,

all the Cam- ^^id Surrendered at discretion to the Romans. There,
panians. '

also, about twenty senators were executed ; and about

three hundred persons of noble birth, in one or other

of the three cities, were sent to Rome, and thrown

into the Mamertine prison, there to die of starvation

'33 Livy, XXVI. 16. Zonaras, '»< Livy, XXVI. 15. Valerius

IX. 6. Maximus, III. 8. 1.
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and misery, "while others met a similar fate in the chap.
„. , . . , . , 1 . XLIV.

various allied cities whither they were sent pri- ^ '

mi 1 . . 1-1 A.U.C. 543.

soners ''''. The besieging army was then reheved a.c. 211,

from its long services
;
part of it was probably sent

home, or transferred to one of the consuls to form his

army in Apulia. C. Nero, the propraetor, was sent

Mith about 13,000 men into Spain, where the Roman
affairs were in a most critical state '^"^

; while Q. Ful-

vius remained still as proconsul in Capua, exercising

the utmost severity of conquest over the remnant of

the unfortunate people.

A few months afterwards, on the night of the 18th Decrees
about them.

of March in the following year, a fire broke out at

Rome in several places at once, in the neighbourhood

of the forum. The temple of Vesta, and its eternal

fire, the type of the life of the commonwealth, were

saved with great difficulty. This fire was said to be

the work of some noble Capuans, whose fathers

had been beheaded by Q. Fulvius ; they were accused

by one of their slaves ; and a confession of the charge

having been forced from their other slaves by torture,

the young men were put to death '^^ Fulvius made

this a pretence for fresh severities against the Ca-

puans ; and no doubt it had an influence upon the

senate when the fate of the three revolted cities of

Campania was finally decided. As the Capuans had

enjoyed the franchise of Roman citizens, the senate

was obliged to obtain an act of the comitia, empower-

ing them to determine their future condition. A'&

'95 Livv, XXVI. IG. 'w Livy, XXVI. 27.
'9" LivV, XXVI. 17.
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CHAP, number of decrees were passed accordingly, as after

'—^

—

'-^ the great Latin war, distinguishing the punishment

A.c. 211. of different classes, and even of different individuals.

All who had been senators, or held any office, were

reduced to utter beggary, their lands being forfeited

to Rome, together with the whole Campanian terri-

tory, and their personal property of every kind being

ordered to be sold. Some were sold, besides, for

slaves, with their wives and children ; and it was

especially ordered that they should be sold at Rome,

lest some of their countrymen or neighbours should

purchase them for the purpose of restoring their

liberty. All who had been in Capua during the

siege were transported beyond the Tiber, and for-

bidden to possess lands or houses above a certain

measure, or out of certain specified districts : those

who had not been in Capua, or in any other revolted

city, during the war, were only transported beyond

the Liris; while those who had gone over to the

Romans before Hannibal entered Capua, were re-

moved no farther than across the Vulturnus. In

their exiled state, however, they were still to be

personally free, but were incapable of enjoying either

the Roman franchise or the Latin '^^ The city of

Capua, bereaved of all its citizens, was left to be in-

habited by that mixed multitude of resident foreign-

ers, freedmen, and half-citizens, who, as shopkeepers

and mechanics, had always formed a large part of the

population ; but all political organization was strictly

'98 Livy, XXVI. 33, 34.
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denied to them ; and they were placed under the chap.

s^overnment of a prsefect sent thither every year from '—.'

—

'-^

Rome '^^ The Campanian plain, the glory of Italy, a.c. 211.'

and all the domain lands which Capua had won in

former wars, when she was the ally of Rome, as her

share of the spoils of Samnium, were forfeited to the

Roman people. In the domain lands some colonies

were planted soon after the war ^°°
; but the Campa-

nian plain was held in occupation by a number of

Roman citizens ; and the vectigal, or rent, which they

paid to the state, was for a hundred and fifty years

an important part of the Roman revenue -"'. Only

two individuals were found deserving of favour, it is

said, among the whole Capuan people : these were

two women, one of whom had daily sacrificed in

secret during the siege for the success of the Ro-

mans ; and the other had secretly fed some Roman
prisoners. These had their property restored to them

by a special decree of the senate ; and they were

desired to go to Rome and to petition the senate, if

they thought proper, for some additional reward -"^

I have given the settlement of Campania and the Fuivius is

fate of the Capuans in detail, because it seems taken IriumpiK

from authentic sources, and is characteristic of the

stern determination with which the Roman go-

vernment went through its work. It is no less

characteristic that when Q. Fuivius ajiplied for a

triumph, after his most important and splendid suc-

cess, the senate refused to grant it, because he had

only recovered what had belonged to Rome before

;

"9 Livy, XXVI. 16. -c Cicero, De Leg. A^rar. II. 39.
2W Livy, XXXIV. 45. 202 Li^y^ XXVI. 33, 3^4.
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CHAP, and the mere retrieving of losses, and restoring the

A TrrTTT'Q dominion of the commonwealth to its former extent,

A.c. 211. ^ag i^Q subject of extraordinary exultation ^"^

oftCtakw ^^^^ although not rewarded by a triumph, the con-

01 (.apua.
qygg^ Qf Capua was one of the most important services

ever rendered by a Roman general to his country.

It did not merely deprive Hannibal of the greatest

fruit of his greatest victory, and thus seem to undo

the work of Cann?e ; but its effect was felt far and

Mide, encouraging the allies of Rome, and striking

terror into her enemies; tempting the cities which

had revolted to return without delay to their alle-

giance, and filling Hannibal with suspicions of those

who were still true to him, as if they only waited to

purchase their pardon by some act of treachery to-

wards his garrisons. By the recovery of Capua his

great experiment seemed decided against him. It

appeared impossible, under any circumstances, to

rally such a coalition of the Italian states against the

Roman power in Italy, as might be able to overthrow

it. We almost ask, Avith what reasonable hopes

could Hannibal from this time forward continue the

war ? or why did he not change the seat of it from

Southern Italy to Etruria and Cisalpine Gaul ?

Hannibal's But with whatevcr feelings of disappointment and
favourable ^ ^

prospects, grief he may have heard of the fall of Capua, of the

ruin of his allies, and the bloody death of so many

of the Capuan senators, and of the brave Jubellius

Taurea, whom he had personally known and honoured,

yet the last campaign was not without many solid

ro3 Valerius Maximus, II. 8. 4.
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grounds of encouragement. Never had the invinci- ^^^^•

ble force of his army been more fully proved. He
)~(P(fj^

had overrun half Italy, had crossed and recrossed the ^ *^- '^^^

passes of the Apennines, had plunged into the midst

of the Roman allies, and had laid waste the territory

of Rome with fire and sword. Yet no superiority of

numbers, no advantage of ground, no knowledge of

the country, had ever emboldened the Romans to

meet him in the field, or even to beset his road, or to

obstruct and harass his march. Once only, when

he was thought to be retreating, had they ventured

to follow him at a cautious distance ; but he had

turned upon them in his strength ; and the two con-

suls, and Q. Fulvius with them, were driven before

him as fugitives to the mountains, their camp stormed,

and their legions scattered. It was plain, then, that

he might hold his ground in Italy as long as he *

pleased, supjiorting his army at its cost, and draining

the resources of Rome and her allies, year after year,

till in mere exhaustion the Roman commons would

probably join the Latin colonies and the allies in

forcing the senate to make peace.

At this very moment Etruria was restless, and Unfavour-

n ^ • 1 • • 904. '^^^^ circum-

required an army of two leofions to keep it quiet-"*: stances of

IT, . 1 . . 1
'. ^^^ Romans

the Roman commons, in addition to their heavy m itaiy and
in Spain.

taxation and military service, had seen their lands

laid waste, and yet were called upon to bear fresh

burdens : and there was a spirit of discontent

working in the Latin colonies, which a little more

-0* Livy, XXVI. 1. 28 ; XXVII. 7. Comp. XXVII. 21, 22. 24.

VOL. III. S
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CHAP, provocation miglit excite to open revolt. Spain be-

Y-r-x-r-' sides seemed at last to be freed from the enemy ; and
A.U.C. 543. "^

A.c. 211. tbe recent defeats and deaths of the two Scipios

there held out the hope to Hannibal, that now at

length his brother Hasdrubal, having nothing to de-

tain him in Spain, might lead a second Carthaginian

army into Italy, and establish himself in Etruria,

depriving Rome of the resources of the Etruscan and

Umbrian states, as she had already lost those of half

Samnium, of Lucania, Bruttium, and Apulia. Then,

assailed at once by two sons of Hamilcar, on the north

and the south, the Roman power, which one of them

singly had so staggered, must, by the joint efforts of

both, be beaten to the ground and destroyed. With

such hopes, and with no unreasonable confidence,

Hannibal consoled himself for the loss of Capua, and

allowed his army, after its severe marching, to rest

for the remainder of the year in Apulia ^'^\ And
now, as we have brought the war in Italy to this

point, it is time to look abroad, and to observe the

course of this mighty contest in Spain, in Greece,

and in Sicily.

'"^ Compare Livy, XXVI. 37.
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PROGRESS OF THE WAR IN SPAIN, SICILY, AND GREECE.

OPERATIONS OF THE SCIPIOS IN SPAIN. THEIR

DEFEAT AND DEATH. MACEDON AND GREECE. RE-
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THE NUMIDIAN, IN SICILY. A.U.C. 538 TO 543.

Wars must of necessity form a large part of all chap.

history: but in most wars the narrative of military '

—

'^—'
''

^ ^

•' When wars

operations is without interest for posterity, and ""gi^* to be
^ >- •! related cir-

should only be given by contemporary writers. It was cumstan-

right for Thucydides to relate every little expedition

of the Peloponnesian war at length ; but modern

writers do wrong in following his example ; for the

details of petty warfare are unworthy to survive their

own generation. And there are also wars con-

ducted on a great scale, and very important in their

consequences, the particulars of which may safely

be forgotten. For military events should only be

related circumstantially to after ages, when they

either contain a great lesson in the art of war, or

are so striking in their incidents, as to acquire the

s 2
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CHAP, interest of a romance, and thus retain their hold

> —^J^, on the imaginations and moral feelings of all ages

and countries. Hannibal's campaigns in Italy have

this double claim on our notice : they are a most

valuable study for the soldier, whilst for readers

in general they are a varied and eventful story, rich

in characters, scenes, and actions. But the w^ar in

Spain, although most important in its results, and

still more the feeble bickerings rather than v^^ars of

the decayed states of Greece, may and ought to be

related summarily. A closer attention must be given

to the Avar in Sicily : there again the military and

the general interest of the story are great ; we have

the ancient art of defence exhibited in its highest

perfection ; we have the immortal names of Syra-

cuse and Archimedes.

Campaign of There is another reason, however, why we should
in^pain.

^^^^ ^^^^ ^ iiiinute account of the Sj^anish war

:

because we really know nothing about it. The

Roman annalists, whom Livy has copied here, seem

to have outdone their usual exaggerations in de-

scribing the exploits of the two Scipios ; and what

is the truth concealed beneath this mass of fiction,

we are wholly unable to discover. Spain, we know,

has in later wars been overrun victoriously and lost

again in a single summer ; and no one can say how
far the Scipios may at times have penetrated into

the heart of the country ; but it is certain that in

the first years of their command they made no last-

ing impression south of the Iberus. Still their main-

taining their ground at all in Spain was of signal
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service to Rome. The Carthaginians, on the other chap.
XT V

hand, knew the importance of expellino^ them: but —-•

X o A.U.C. 541.

it appears that in the year 541, they became engaged a.c. 213.

in a Avar with Syphax, one of the kings or chiefs of

the Niimidians ; and a war in Africa was always so

alarming to them, that they recalled Hasdrubal,

Hannibal's brother, from Spain, with a part of their

forces employed in that country, and thus took off

the pressure from the Romans at a most critical

moment '. The Scipios availed themselves of this

relief ably ; and now they seem to have advanced

into the heart of Spain with effect, to have drawn

over many of the Spanish tribes to the Roman
alliance, and thus to have obtained large recruits for

their own army, which received but slight reinforce-

ments from Rome. It is said that 20,000 Celtibe-

rians were raised to serve under the Scipios, and that

at the same time 300 noble Spaniards were sent into

Italy to detach their countrymen there from Hanni-

bal's service ^. Cn. Scipio, we are told, was greatly

loved and reverenced by the Spaniards ^ ; and his

influence probably attracted the Celtiberians to the

Roman armies ; but we know not where he found

money to pay them, as the Roman treasury was in

no condition to supply him, and he was obliged to

make war support war. However, careful economy

of the plunder which he may have won from some of

the allies of Carthage, assisted perhaps by loans from

' Appian, VI. 15. Livy, XXIV. ^ Livy, XXV. 36. Appian,

48. VI. 13.

= Livy, XXV. 32 XXIV. 49.
. .
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CHAP, some of the Spanish chiefs attached to himself and
XLV

^

—

—^ to Rome, had enabled him to raise a larsre army ; so
A.U.C. 542.

'

4 .

A.c. 212. that, when Hasdrubal returned from Africa, appa-

rently late in 542, although there were two other

Carthaginian generals in Spaing each command-

ing a separate army, yet the Roman generals

thought themselves strong enough to act on the

offensive ; and they concerted a grand plan for the

campaign of 543, by which they hoped to destroy all

the armies opposed to them, and to drive the Cartha-

ginians out of Spain. With this confidence they

divided their forces, and having crossed the Iberus,

marched each in pursuit of a separate enemy. Cn.

Scipio was to attack Hasdrubal, while his brother

was to fall on the other two Carthaginian generals,

Hasdrubal the son of Giscon and Mago ^

Campaign of Thcv had wiutcrcd, it seems, in the country of their
543: defeat .i- • i- ^ ^
and death of new auxiliaries, or, according to one account, even

cipios.

£^j.^j^gj, ^^ ^-j^g south, in the valley of the Bnetis or

Guadalquiver ". But it is as impossible to disentan-

gle the geography of this war as its history. The

Carthaginian generals owed their triumph—and more

than this we cannot ascertain—to the ascendancy of

Hasdrubal's name and personal character; for the

Celtiberians, when brought into his neighbourhood,

were unable to resist his influence, and abruptly left

the Roman camp, and returned home \ Thus aban-

doned, and at a great distance from all their re-

-i Livy, XXV. 32. Appian, « Appian, VI. 16.

VI. 16. 7 Livy, XXV. 33.

5 Livy, XXV. 32.
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sources, the two Roman generals were successively chap.

attacked by the Carthaginians, defeated, and killed I ^rrrifT^

Of the wreck of their armies, some fled to the towns ^C- 211.

of their Spanish allies for refuge, and were in some

instances slain by them, or betrayed to the Carthagi-

nians : a remnant, which had either been left behind

the Iberus before the opening of the campaign, or had

effected its retreat thither, was still held together by

Scipio's lieutenant, T. Fonteius, and by L. Marcius'^.

Marcius was only a simple Roman knight, that is, a

man of good fortune, who therefore served, not in

the infantry of the legions, but in the cavalry : he

had a natural genius for war, and was called irregu-

larly, it seems, by the common voice of the soldiers

to take the command ; and we need not doubt that

by some timely advantages gained over some of the

enemies' parties, he raised the spirits of the men, and

preserved the Roman cause in Spain from utter ex-

tinction. But the extravagant fables of his victo-

ries over the victorious Carthaginians, and of his

storming their camps, show too clearly out of what

wretched materials the Roman history has to be

written'".

If the defeat of the Scipios took place, as seems The Ro-
mans are

probable, early in the year 543, that is, a few weeks driven to the

before the fall of Capua, we may again admire the Pyrenees.

^ Livy, XXV. 3-4—36. Appian, killed, and 4330 prisoners. Appian
VI. 16. (VI. 17.) substitutes Marcellus by

9 Livy, XXV. 36—39. mistake for Marcius, but says, he
^° Livy, XXV. 39. According did nothing- brilliant, so that the

to one account, 37,000 men were Carthaginian power increased, and
slain on the Carthaginian side, spread almost over the whole of
Valerius Antias returned 17,000 Spain.
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CHAP, wonderful disposal of events by which the ruin of

^-^.—j the Roman cause in Spain was delayed till their
A.U.C.543. ^ ''

A.c. 211. affairs in Italy had passed over their crisis, and were

beginning to mend. The Scipios' army was replaced

by that of C. Nero, Avhich the fall of Capua set at

liberty "
: a year earlier this resource would not have

been available. Still the Carthaginians immediately

recovered all the states south of the Ebro, which had

before revolted ; and the Romans were confined to a

narrow strip of coast between the Iberus and the

Pyrenees '^ from which the overwhelming force of

their enemies was likely ere long to drive them.

And so it would, had not the external weakness of

the Roman cause been now upheld for the first time

by individual genius ; so that a defeated and dispi-

rited army became, in the hands of the young P.

Scipio, the instrument by which all Spain was con-

quered.

Strange in- Scvcuty ycars before this jieriod, a Greek army

Macedon, uudor Pyrrhus had shaken the whole power of

Rome : yet the kingdom of Pyrrhus was little more

than a dependency of Macedon, and Pyrrhus had

struggled against the arms of the Macedonian kings

vigorously, but without success. Now a young,

warlike, and popular king, was seated on the throne

of Macedon '^
: he had just concluded a war vic-

toriously with the only state in Greece which seemed

" Livy, XXVI. 17. ship of Ariston, A.U.C. 534. Po-
'- Appian, VI. 17. lybius, IV. 5. For his popular
'^ PhiHp was not more than and warlike character see Poly-

seventeen years old in the archon- bins, IV. 77. 82. 1.
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capable of resisting his power. What Pyrrhiis had ^^^^•

almost clone alone, would surely be easy for Philip ' —

'

to accomplish, with Hannibal and his invincible

army to aid him ; and what could Rome have

done, if to the irresistible African cavalry there

had been joined a body of heavy-armed Macedo-

nians, and a force of artillery and engineers such as

Greek science alone could furnish ? The strangest

and most unaccountable blank in history is the early

period of the Macedonian war, before the jEtolians

became the allies of Rome and a coalition was

formed against Philip in Greece itself. Philip's

treaty with Hannibal was concluded in the year 539,

or early enough, at any rate, to allow of his com-

mencing operations in the year 540 '^. The iEto-

lians concluded their treaty with Rome in 543, after

the fall of Capua '^ More than three precious years

seem to have been utterly wasted ; and during all

this time M. Valerius Lsevinus, commanding at Brun-

disium with a single legion and a small fleet, was

allowed to paralyse the whole power of Macedon '".

The cause of this is to be found in that selfish arising from

„ ^ Philip's self-

attention to separate objects which has so oiten been isimess.

the ruin of coalitions. Philip's object, or rather that

of Demetrius of Pharos, whose influence appears

plainly in all this war with Rome, was to undo the

work of the late Roman victories in Illyria, and

to wrest the western coast of Epirus from their

» Livy, XXIII. 33. 39. Above, '^ Livy, XXIV. 10. 44. XXV.
p. 182. 3. XXVI. -24.

'5 Livy, XXVI. 24.
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dominion. In his treaty with Hannibal, Philip had

especially stipulated that the Romans should not be

allowed to retain their control over Corcyra, Apol-

lonia, Epidamnus, Pharus, Dimalla or Dimalus, the

country of the Parthinians, and Atintania '
^

; places

which in the Illyrian wars had either submitted to,

or been conquered by the Romans. Philip does not

appear to have understood that all these were to be

reconquered most surely in Italy ; that it was easier

to crush Lsevinus at Brundisium, than to repel him

from Epirus ; more prudent to march against him at

the head of the Greeks of Italy, than to let him come

to the aid of the Greeks on the coast of Illyria.

Thus he trifled away his strength in petty enter-

prises, and those not always successful, till the

Romans found the time come to carry on the war

against him in earnest ; and they were not apt either

to neglect their opportunities or to misuse them.

Philip was personally brave, and could on occa-

^ecu°^
sion show no common activity and energy. But

he had not that steadiness of purpose, without which

energy in political affairs is worthless. Thus he was

lightly deterred from an enterprise by dangers which

he was not afraid of, but rather did not care to

encounter. The naval power of Greece had long

since sunk to nothing ; Philip had no regular navy,

and the small vessels which he could collect v.-ere no

match for the Roman quinqueremes ; so that a

descent upon Italy appeared hazardous, while various

'7 Polybius, VII. 9.

He wastes
his time on
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schemes opened upon him nearer home, which his chap.

own temper, or the interests of his advisers, led him ^ .^-L^

to prefer. Hence, he effected but little during three

years. He neither took Epidamnus, nor Apollonia,

nor Corcyra ; but he won Lissus, and the strong for-

tress which served as its citadel '*
; and he seems also

to have conquered Dimalus or Dimallus, and to have

enlarged his dominion more or less nominally with

the countries of the Parthinians and Atintanians, of

which the sovereignty had belonged to the Romans '^

From all this Hannibal derived no benefit, and Rome
sustained no serious injury.

In the year of Rome 491, in the second year ofniero's

the first Punic war, Hiero, king of Syracuse, had friendship to

the Romans:
made peace with the Romans, and had become their His death

;

ally^°. Forty-seven years had passed away since,

when the tidings of the battle of Cannse arrived at

Syracuse, and seemed to announce that a great part

of Sicily was again to change its masters, and to

be subjected once more to the Carthaginian domi-

nion. But Hiero, although about ninety years of

age, did not waver. Far from courting the friend-

ship of Carthage, he increased his exertions in behalf

of Rome : he supplied the Roman army in Sicily

with money and corn at a time Avhen all supplies

from home had failed -' ; and about a year afterwards,

when a fleet was prepared to meet the hostile de-

18 Polvbiiis, VIII. 15, 16. ^" See Vol. II. of this hi.storv,
'9 In Livy, XXIX. 1-2, \ve find p. 570.

these attacked by the Romans, as ^^ Livy, XXIII. 22. See above,
being subject to Macedon. p. 167.
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CHAP, signs of Philip of Macedon, Hiero again sent 50,000
'^—V—^ medimni of wheat and barley to provision it -^ This
A.U.I-'. ooiJt

A.c. 215. must nearly have been his last public act. Towards

the close of the year 539, after a life of ninety years,

and a reign of fifty-four, but still retaining all his

faculties, sound in mind and vigorous in body, Hiero

died ".

preceded by He had enjoved and deserved the constant affec-
thatofhis _

,

son Geion. tiou of liis pcoplc, and had seen his kingdom flourish-

ing more and more under his government. One
only thing had marred the completeness of his for-

tune : his son Gelon had died before him, with whom
he had lived in the most perfect harmony, and

who had ever rendered him the most devoted and

loving obedience ^^ He had still two daughters,

Damarata and Heraclea, who were married to two

eminent Syracusans, Andranodorus and Zoippus ; and

he had one grandson, a boy of about fifteen, the son

of Gelon, Hieronymus ".

He is sue- It is the most difficult problem in a hereditary
cecdpd by
his Efiandson mouarchy, how to educate the heir to the throne,
Hlerony-

i i • c i • t •

mus: his whcu the circumstanccs or his condition, so much
character.

r> i i •

more powerful than any instruction, are apt to tram

him for evil far more surely than the lessons of the

wisest teachers can train him for good. In the an-

cient world, moreover, there was no fear of God to

sober the mind, which was raised above all fear or

respect for man; and if the jDhilosophers spoke of

the superiority of virtue and wisdom over all the

22 Livy, XXIII. 38. '^ Polvbius, VII. 8.
" Polybius, VII. 8. 25 U\y, XXIV. 4.
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gifts of fortune, their own example, when they were chap.

seen to sue for the kind's favour, and to dread his ——'
.
*

. .
A.U.C. .539.

anger, no less than ordinary men, made their doctrines a.c. 215.

regarded either as folly or hypocrisy. Hieronymus

at fifteen became king of Syracuse ; a child in un-

derstanding, but with passions precociously vigorous,

because he had such large means of indulging

them ; insolent, licentious, and cruel, yet withal so

thoughtless and so mere a slave of every impulse,

that he was sure to be the instrument of his own

ruin.

We have already noticed his early communication He joins the

with Hannibal, and the arrival of Hippocrates and nians,
''

Epicydes at Syracuse, Syracusans by extraction, but

born at Carthage, and by education and franchise

Carthaginians, Mdiom Hannibal had sent to Hierony-

mus to confirm him in his alienation from Rome -^.

They won the youth's ear by telling him of Han-

nibal's marches and victories ; for in those days

events that were two or three years old were still

news to foreigners ; common fame had reported the

general facts, but the details could only be gathered

accidentally; and Hieronymus listened eagerly to

Hippocrates and Epicydes, when they told him stories

of their crossing the Rhone, of their passage of the

Alps and Apennines, of the slaughter of the Romans
at Thrasymenus, and of their late unequalled victory

at Cannae, of all which they had themselves been

eye-witnesses ". And when they saw Hieronymus

2« Polvbius, VII. 34. Livy, =? Polybius, VII. 4.

XXIV. 6. See above, p. 18-2.
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CHAP, possessed with a vague longing that he too might
"————^ achieve such great deeds, they asked him who had
A.c. 215. such claims as he to be king of all Sicily. His

mother was the daughter of Pyrrhus ; his father was

Hiero's son ; with this double title to the love and

homage of all Sicilians, he should not be contented

to divide the island either with Rome or Carthage

:

by his timely aid to Hannibal he might secure it

wholly to himself. The youth accordingly insisted

that the sovereignty of all Sicily should be ceded to

him as the price of his alliance with Carthage ; and

the Carthaginians were well content to humour him,

knowing that if they could drive the Romans out of

the island, they had little to fear from the claims of

Hieronymus ^^

Api^ius Claudius, the Roman prsetor in Sicily,

aware of what was going on, sent some of his officers

to Syracuse, to warn the king not to break off his

grandfather's long friendship with Rome, but to

renew the old alliance in his own name^^ Hiero-

nymus called his council together, and Hippocrates

and Epicydes were present. His native subjects,

afraid to oppose his known feelings, said nothing;

but three of his council, who came from old Greece,

conjured him not to abandon his alliance with Rome.
Andranodorus alone, his uncle and guardian, urged

him to seize the moment, and become sovereign of

all Sicily. He listened, and then, turning to Hippo-

crates and Epicydes, asked them, "And what think

28 Polybius, VII. 4. Livy, 29 Polybius, VII. 5. Livy,

XXIV. 6. XXIV. 6.

and deserts

the Romans,
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you?" "We think," they answered, "with An- chap.

dranodorus." "Then," said he, "the question is ^^.-1-'
AUG 539.

decided ; we will no longer be dependent on Rome." a.c. 215.

'

He then called in the Roman ambassadors, and told

them that "he was willing to renew his grand-

father's league with Rome, if they would repay him

all the money and corn with which Hiero had at

various times supplied them ; if they would restore

the costly presents which he had given them, espe-

cially the golden statue of Victory, which he had

sent to them only three years since, after their

defeat at Thrasymenus ; and finally, if they would

share the island with him equally, ceding all to the

east of the river Himeras ^"Z' The Romans con-

sidered this answer as a mockery, and went away

without thinking it worthy of a serious reply. Ac-

cordingly from this moment Hieronymus conceived

himself to be at war with Rome : he began to raise

and arm soldiers, and to form magazines; and the

Carthaginians, according to their treaty with him,

prepared to send over a fleet and army to Sicily.

Meanwhile his desertion of the Roman alliance He is mur-

^ dered by a

was most unwelcome to a strong party in Syracuse, conspiracy.

A conspiracy had already been formed against his

life, which was ascribed, whether truly or not, to the

intrigues of this party ^•; and now that he had actually

joined the Carthaginians, they became more bitter

against him ; and a second conspiracy was formed

30 Polybius, VII. 5. See Livy, =*' Polybius, VII. 2. Livy,

XXII. 37. XXIV. 5.
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CHAP, with better success. He had taken the field to
XLV

'

—

^-—^ attack the cities in the Roman part of the island.
A.U.C. 539.

^

A.c. 215. Hippocrates andEpicydes were already in the enemy's

country ; and the king, with the main body of his

army, was on his march to support them, and had

just entered the town of Leontini ^^ The road,

which was also the principal street of the city, lay

through a narrow gorge, with abrupt cliffs on each

side ; and the houses ran along in a row, nestling

under the western cliff, and facing towards the small

river Lissus, which flowed through the gorge between

the town and the eastern cliff ^^ An empty house

in this street had been occupied by the conspirators

:

when the king came opposite to it, one of their num-

ber, who was one of the king's guards, and close to

his person, stopped just behind him, as if something

had caught his foot ; and whilst he seemed trying to

get free, he checked the advance of the following

multitude, and left the king to go on a few steps

unattended. At that moment the conspirators rushed

out of the house and murdered him. So sudden was

the act, that his guards could not save him: seeing

him dead, they were seized with a panic, and dis-

persed. The murderers hastened, some into the

market-place of Leontini, to raise the cry of liberty

there, and others to Syracuse, to anticipate the king's

friends, and secure the city for themselves and the

Romans ^ *.

Their tidings however had flown before them

;

^^ Livy, XXIV. 7. ^^ Polybius, VII. 6. 3' Li^.^._ XXIV. 7.
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and Andranoclorus, the kins^'s uncle, had already chap.
' XLV

secured the island of Ortye-ia, the oldest part of >

—

.r—>
A.U.C. 539.

Syracuse, in which was the citadel, and where Hiero a.c. 21.5.

„ , ,
Insurrection

and Hieronymus had resided ^^ The assassins arrived at Syracuse.

just at nightfall, displaying the bloody robe of Hiero-

nymus, and the diadem which they had torn from

his head, and calling the people to rise in the name
of liberty. This call was obeyed : all the city, except

the island, was presently in their power ; and in the

island itself a strong building, which was used as a

great corn magazine for the supply of the whole city,

was no sooner seized by those whom Andranodorus

had sent to occupy it, than they offered to deliver it

up to the opposite party ^^.

The general feeling being thus manifested. An- Murder of

dranodorus yielded to it. He surrendered the keys rus and-,.-,-„, -. Themistus,
or the citadel and ot the treasury ; and ni return he

and Themistus, who had married a sister of Hiero-

nymus, were elected among the captains-general of

the commonwealth, to whom, according to the old

Syracusan constitution, the executive government

was to be committed. But their colleagues were

mostly chosen from the assassins of Hieronymus

;

and between such opposites there could be no real

union. Suspicions and informations of plots were not

long wanting. An actor told the majority of the

captains-general, that Andranodorus and Themistus

were conspiring to massacre them and the other

leaders of their party, and to re-establish the tyranny

:

35 Livy, XXIV. 21. 36 Livy^ XXIV. 21, 22.

VOL. III. T
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the charge was made out to the satisfaction of those

who were so well disposed to believe it: they sta-

tioned soldiers at the doors of the council-chamber;

and as soon as Andranodorus and Themistus entered,

the soldiers rushed in and murdered them ^\ The

members of the council decided that they were

rightfully slain ; but the multitude were inclined to

believe them less guilty than their murderers, and

beset the council, calling for vengeance. They were

persuaded however to hear what the perpetrators of

the deed could say in its defence ; and Sopater, one of

the captains-general, who was concerned both in the

recent murder and in that of Hieronymus, arose to

justify himself and his j)arty. The tyrannies in the

ancient world were so hateful, that they were put

by common feeling out of the pale of ordinary law

:

w^hen Sopater accused Andranodorus and Themistus

of having been the real authors of all the outrages

committed by the boy Hieronymus ; when he in-

veighed against their treacherous submission to their

country's laws, and against their ingratitude in plot-

ting the deaths of those who had so nobly forgiven

all their past offences; and when he said, finally,

that they had been instigated to all these crimes by

their wives, that Hiero's daughter and granddaughter

could not condescend to live in a private station;

there arose a cry from some, probably of their own
tutored partisans, which the whole multitude, in fear

or in passion, immediately echoed, " Death to the

37 Livy, XXIV. 23, 24.
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whole race of the tyrants ; not one of them shall be chap.

suffered to live ^^" ^ --^
A.U.C. 539.

They who had purposely roused the multitude a.c. 215.

to fury, were instantly ready to secure it for their the descend-

ants of

own bloody ends. The captains-general proposed a Hiero.

decree for the execution of every person of the

race of the tyrants; and the instant it was passed,

they sent parties of soldiers to carry it into effect.

Thus the wives of Andranodorus and Themistus

were butchered : but there was another daughter of

Hiero, the wife of Zoippus, who was so far from

sharing in the tyranny of Hieronymus, that, when
sent by him as his ambassador to Egypt, he had

chosen to live there in exile. His innocent wife,

with her two young maiden daughters, were included

in the general proscription. They took refuge at

the altar of their household gods, but in vain : the

mother was dragged from her sanctuary and mur-

dered ; the daughters fled wildly into the outer

court of the palace, in the hope of escaping into

the street, and appealing to the humanity of the

passers-by ; but they were pursued and cut down

by repeated wounds. Ere the deed was done, a

messenger came to say that the people had re-

voked their sentence ; which seems to show that the

captains-general had taken advantage of some ex-

pressions of violence, and had done in the people's

name what the people had never in earnest agreed

to. At any rate, their rage was now loud against

33 Livy, XXIV. 25.
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CHAP, their bloody government ; and they insisted on having

>—.,
'

' a free election of captains-si'eneral to supply the places
AUG 539 •

A.c.'2i5.' of Andranodorus and Themistus; a demand which

implies that some preceding resolutions or votes of

the popular assembly had been passed under undue

influence ^^.

TheCartha- The party which favoured the Roman alliance

raiiel^"^'
^ had done all that wickedness could to make them-

selves odious. The reaction against them was natural

;

yet the same foreign policy which these butchers

supported, had been steadily pursued by the wise

and moderate Hiero. Every party in that corrupt

city of Syracuse wore an aspect of evil : the par-

tisans of Carthage were in nothing better than

those of Rome. When Hieronymus had been mur-

dered, Hippocrates and Epicydes were at the moment

deserted by their soldiers, and returned to Syracuse

as private individuals. There they applied to the

government for an escort to convey them back to

Hannibal in safety: but the escort was not pro-

vided immediately; and in the interval they per-

ceived that they could serve Hannibal better by

remaining in Sicily. They found many amongst the

mercenary soldiers of the late king, and amongst the

poorer citizens, who readily listened to them, when
they accused the captains-general of selling the in-

dependence of Syracuse to Rome : and their party

was so strengthened by the atrocities of the govern-

ment, that, when the election was held to choose

="9 Livy, XXIV. 26.
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two new captains-general in the place of Andra- chap.

nodoriis and Themistus, Hippocrates and Epicydes )~^(fT^
were nominated and triumphantly elected ^''. Again ^-t'- 2i5.

therefore the government was divided within itself;

and Hippocrates and Epicydes had been taught

by the former conduct of their colleagues that one

party or the other must perish.

The Roman party had immediately suspended The Roman

hostilities with Rome, obtained a truce from Ap- the mouth"

plus Claudius renewable every ten days, and sent haibour.

ambassadors to him to solicit the revival of Hiero's

treaty. A Roman fleet of a hundred ships was

lying off the coast a little to the north of Syracuse,

which the Romans, on the first suspicion of the

defection of Hieronymus, had manned by the most

extraordinary exertions, and sent to Sicily. On the

other hand, Himilco, with a small Carthaginian fleet,

was at Pachynus, Rome and Carthage each anxiously

watching the course of events in Syracuse, and each

being ready to support its party there. Matters

were nicely balanced ; and the Roman fleet, in the

hope of turning the scale, sailed to Syracuse, and

stationed itself at the mouth of the great har-

bour ^'.

Strengthened by this powerful aid, the Roman The Roman

party triumphed ; even moderate men not wishing comes\te

to provoke an enemy, who was already at their gates, fij'^

^°^^^'

The old league with Rome was renewed, with the

stipulation, that whatever cities in Sicily had been

« Livy, XXIV. 23. 27. "^ Livy, XXIV. 27.
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CHAP, subject to king Hiero slioiild now in like manner be
XLV

under the dominion of the Syracusan people. It
A U C 539 .

A.C. '215. appears that, since the murder of Hieronymus, his

kingdom had gone to pieces, many of the towns, and

Leontini in particular, asserting their independence.

These were, like Syracuse, in a state of hostility

against Rome, owing to Hieronymus' revolt; but

they had no intention of submitting again to the

Syi-acusan dominion. Still, when the Romans threat-

ened them, they sent to Syracuse for aid ; and as the

Syracusan treaty with Rome was not yet ratified

or made public, the government could not decline

their request. Hippocrates accordingly was sent to

Leontini, with a small army, consisting chiefly of

deserters from the Roman fleet : for, in the exigency

of the time, the fleet had been manned by slaves

furnished by private families in a certain proi:)ortion,

according to their census ; and the men thus pro-

vided, being mostly unused to the sea, and forced

into the service, deserted in unusually large numbers,

insomuch that there were two thousand of them in

the party which Hippocrates led to the defence of

Leontini ^^

Marceiius Tliis auxiliary force did good service ; and Appius
arrives in

Sicily: Claudius, who commanded the Roman army, was

thehead'of obligcd to staud on the defensive. Meanwhile M.
ginian party. Marccllus had arrlvcd in Sicily, having been sent

over thither, as we have seen, after the close of the

campaign in Italy, to take the supreme command.

Livy, XXIV. 28, 29.
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As the negotiations with Syracuse were now con- chap.

ckided, Marcellus required that Hippocrates should )Jp^r^^

be recalled from Leontini, and that both he and A.c.215.

Epicydes should be banished from Sicily. Epicydes

upon this, feeling that his personal safety was risked

by remaining longer at Syi"acuse, went also to Leon-

tini ; and both he and his brother inveighed loudly

against the Roman party who were in possession of

the government ; they had betrayed their country to

Rome, and M^ere endeavouring, with the help of the

Romans, to enslave the other cities of Sicily, and to

subject them to their own dominion. Accordingly,

when some officers arrived from Syracuse, requiring

the Leontines to submit, and announcing to Hippo-

crates and Epicydes their sentence of expulsion from

Sicily, they were answered, that the Leontines would

not acknowledge the Syracusan government, nor

were they bound by its treaties. This answer being

reported to Syracuse, the leaders of the Roman
party called upon Marcellus to fulfil his agreement

with them, and to reduce Leontini to submission *^.

That city was now the refuge and centre of the

popular party in Sicily, as Samos had been in Greece,

when the four hundred usurped the government of

Athens ; and Hij^pocrates and Epicydes looked upon

their army as the true representative of the Syracu-

san people, just as Thrasybulus and Thrasyllus, and

the Athenian fleet at Samos, regarded themselves,

during the tyranny of the aristocratical party at

home, as the true people of Athens.

« Livy, XXIV. 29.
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CHAP. But, as we have noticed more than once before,

^ ._^ nothing could less resemble the slowness and feeble-
A U C 539
A.c. 215. ' ness of Sparta than the tremendous energy of Rome.

takes Leon- Tlio prsetor's amij in Sicily at the beginning of

cruelties tlio year consisted of two legions ; and it is pro-

bable that Marcellus had brought one at least

of the tw^o legions which had formed his consular

army. With this powerful force Marcellus instantly

attacked Leontini, and stormed it ; and in addition

to the usual carnage on the sack of a town, he

scourged and in cold blood beheaded two thousand

of the Roman deserters, whom he found bearing arms

in the army of Hippocrates; Hippocrates and hi«

brother escaping only with a handful of men, and

taking refuge in the neighbouring town of Her-

bessus **.

excite gene- YoY noarlv thirty years war had been altogether
ral indigna- j j ^ <^

tion. unknown in Sicily; fifty years had passed since

a hostile army had made war in the territory of

Syracuse. All men therefore were struck with horror

at the fate of Leontini: if iEtna had rolled down

his lava flood upon the town, its destruction would

scarcely have been more sudden and terrible. But

wuth horror indignation was largely mingled : the

bloodiness of the Romans in the sack of towns went

far beyond the ordinary practice of the Greeks ; the

Syracusan government had betrayed their country-

men of Leontini to barbarians more cruel than the

Mamertines.

« Livy, XXIV. 30.
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The tidings spread far and wide, and met a Syra- chap.

cusan army, which two of the captains-ffeneral, Sosis ^ ^^
. AUG 539

and Dinomenes, both of them assassins of Hierony- a.c. 215.

'

mns, and devoted to the cause of Rome, were lead- san*'army re-

ing out to co-operate with Marcellus. The soldiers, march,

full of grief and fury, refused to advance a step far-

ther : their blood, they said, would be sold to the

Romans, like that of their brethren at Leontini.

The generals were obliged to lead them back to Me-
gara, within a few miles of Syracuse : then hearing

that Hippocrates and Epicydes were at Herbessus,

and dreading their influence at a moment like this,

they led their troops to attack the town where they

had taken refuge *'.

Hippocrates and his brother threw open the gates and to act

c TT 1 1 1 A 1 against Hip-
01 Herbessus, and came out to meet them. At the pociates and

head of the Syracusan army marched six hundred
''''*'^ ^

'

Cretans, old soldiers in Hiero's service, whom he had

sent over into Italy to act as light troops in the

Roman army against Hannibal's barbarians, but who
had been taken prisoners at Thraspiienus, and with

the other allies or auxiliaries of Rome had been

sent home by Hannibal unhurt. They now saw

Hippocrates and Epicydes coming towards them with

no hostile array, but holding out branches of olive

tufted here and there with wool, the well known
signs of a suppliant. They heard them praying to

be saved from the treachery of the Syi'acusan gene-

rals, who were pledged to deliver up all foreign

soldiers serving in Sicily to the vengeance of the

« Livy, XXIV. 30.
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CHAP. Romans. The Cretans felt that the cause of Hippo-

]^-^-^ crates and Epicycles was their own, and swore to

A.c. 215, pi-otect them. In vain did Sosis and Dinomenes

ride forward to the head of the column, and trying

what could be done by authority, order the instant

arrest of the two suppliants. They were driven off

with threats ; the feeling began to spread through

the army ; and the S}Tacusan generals had no re-

source but to march back to Megara, leaving the

Cretan auxiliaries, it seems, with Hippocrates and

Ef)icydes in a state of open revolt -^.

Triumpiiof Meantime the Cretans sent out parties to beset
the popular tit t • • i i •

party in the roads leading to Leontim ; and a letter was in-

tercepted, addressed by the Syracusan generals to

Marcellus, congratulating him on his exploit at

Leontini, and urging him to complete his work by

the extermination of every foreign soldier in the

service of Syracuse. Hippocrates took care that

the purport of this letter should be quickly made

known to the army at Megara ; and he followed

closely with the Cretans to watch the result. The

army broke out into mutiny : Sosis and Dinomenes,

protesting in vain that the letter was a mere

forgery of the enemy, were obliged to escape for

their lives to Syracuse : even the Syracusan sol-

diers were accused of sharing in their generals'

treason, and were for a time in great danger from

the fury of the foreigners, their comrades. But

Hippocrates and Epicydes prevented this mischief,

*'' Uvy, XXIV. 30, 31.
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and being received as leaders by tbe wbole army, chap.

set out forthwith for Syi-aciise. They sent a soldier
)~^(fj^

before them, most probably a native S}Tacusan, A.c.215.

who had escaped from the sack of Leontini, and

could tell his countrymen as an eye-witness what

acts of bloodshed, outrage, and rapine, the Romans
had committed there. Even in moderate men, who
for Hiero's sake were well inclined to Rome, the

horrors of Leontini overpowered all other thoughts

and feelings: within Syracuse and without, all fol-

lowed one common impulse. When Hippocrates and

Epicydes arrived at the gates, the citizens threw

them open : the captains-general in vain endeavoured

to close them ; they fled to Achradina, the lower

part of the city, with such of the S}Tacusan soldiers

as still adhered to them, whilst the stream of the

hostile army burst down the slope of Epipolse, and,

swelled by all the popular party, the foreign soldiers,

and the old guards of Hiero and Hieronymus, came

sweeping after them with irresistible might. Achra-

dina was carried in an instant ; some of the captains-

general were massacred; Sosis escaped to add the

betrayal of his country hereafter to his multiplied

crimes. The confusion raged wild and wide ; slaves

were set free
; prisoners m ere let loose ; and amidst

the horrors of a violent revolution, under whatever

name effected, the popular party, the party friendly

to Carthage, and adverse to aristocracy and to Rome,

obtained the sovereignty of Syi-acuse *\

^7 Livy, XXIV. 31, 32.
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CHAP. Sosis, now in his turn a fugitive, escaped to Leon-
^—-..

'
J tini, and told Marcellus of the violence done to the

A. C.213.' friends of Rome. The fiery old man, as vehement

besieges" at sixtj against his country's enemies, as when he
yiacuse,

gj^^ ^j^^ GauHsh king in single combat in his first

consulship, immediately moved his army upon Syi"a-

cuse. He encamped by the temple of Olymj^ian

Jupiter, on the right bank of the Anapus, where two

solitary pillars still remain, and serve as a seamark

to guide ships into the great harbour. Appius

Claudius with the fleet beset the city by sea; and

Marcellus did not doubt that in the wide extent of

the Syracusan walls some unguarded spot would be

found, and that the punishment of Leontini would

soon be effaced by a more memorable example of

vengeance ^^.

by land and Thus was commoncod the last siege of Syracuse;

a siege not inferior in interest to the two others

which it had already undergone, from the Athenians,

and from the Carthaginians. It should be remem-

bered that the city walls now embraced the whole

surface of Epipolse, terminating, like the lines of

Genoa, in an angle formed by the converging sides

of the hill or inclined table-land, at the point

where it becomes no more than a narrow ridge,

stretching inland, and connecting itself with the

hills of the interior. The Romans made their land

attack on the south front of the walls, while their

fleet, unable, as it seems, to enter the great harbour,

"« Livy, XXIV. 33.
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carried on its assaults against the sea-wall of Achra- ^^j^/'

(^ina. AALcr54L

The land attack was committed to Appius Clau-
j^'baffled by

dins, while Marcellus in person conducted the ope- Archimedes.

rations of the fleet. The Roman army is spoken

of as large; but no details of its force are given:

it cannot have been less than twenty thousand

men, and was probably more numerous. No force

in Sicily, whether of Syracusans or Carthaginians,

could have resisted it in the field; and it had

lately stormed the walls of Leontini as easily, to

use the Homeric comparison, as a child tramples

out the towers and castles which he has scratched

upon the sand of the sea-shore. But at Syracuse

it was checked by an artillery such as the Ro-

mans had never encountered before, and which,

had Hannibal possessed it, would long since have

enabled him to bring the war to a triumphant

issue. An old man of seventy-four, a relation and

friend of king Hiero, long known as one of

the ablest astronomers and mathematicians of his

age, now proved that his science was no less

practical than deep ; and amid all the crimes and

violence of contending factions, he alone won the

pure glory of defending his country successfully

against a foreign enemy. This old man was Archi-

medes *^

Many years before, at Hiero's request, he had

contrived the engines which were now used so

« Livy, XXIV. .34. Polybius, VIII. 5.
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CHAP, effectively ^°. Marcellus brought up his ships against

'

—

-^-^—j the sea-wall of Achradina, and endeavoured by a
A.U.C.541. „ , ^ \
A.c. 213. constant discharge of stones and arrows to clear the

dinary en- walls of their defenders, so that his men might apply
gines to

defend the their ladders, and mount to the assault, ihese lad-
city.

ders rested on two ships lashed together broadside

to broadside, and worked as one by their outside

oars ; and when the two ships were brought close up

under the wall, one end of the ladder was raised by

ropes passing through blocks affixed to the two mast

heads of the two vessels, and was then let go, till it

rested on the top of the wall. But Archimedes had

supplied the ramparts with an artillery so powerful,

that it overwhelmed the Romans before they could

get within the range which their missiles could

reach : and when they came closer, they found that

all the lower part of the wall was loopholed; and

their men were struck down with fatal aim by an

enemy whom they could not see, and who shot his

arrows in perfect security. If they still persevered,

and attempted to fix their ladders, on a sudden they

saw long poles thrust out from the top of the wall,

like the arms of a giant ; and enormous stones, or

huge masses of lead, were dropped from these upon

them, by which their ladders were crushed to pieces,

and their ships were almost sunk. At other times

machines like cranes, or such as are used at the

turnpikes in Germany, and in the market-gardens

round London, to draw water, were thrust out over

*" Plutarch, Marcellus, 14.
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the wall; and the end of the lever, with an iron chap.

grapple affixed to it, was lowered upon the Roman v__^__j

ships. As soon as the grapple had taken hold, the a.c. 213.

'

other end of the lever was lowered by heavy weights,

and the ship raised out of the water, till it was made

almost to stand upon its stern ; then the grapple was

suddenly let go, and the ship dropped into the sea

with a violence wtiicli either upset it, or filled it with

water. With equal power was the assault on the

land side rei)elled ; and the Roman soldiers, bold as

they were, were so daunted by these strange and

irresistible devices, that if they saw so much as a

rope or a stick hanging or projecting from the wall,

they would turn about and run away, crying " that

Archimedes was going to set one of his engines at

work against them." Their attempts indeed were a

mere amusement to the enemy, till Marcellus in

despair put a stop to his attacks; and it was re-

solved merely to blockade the town, and to wait for

the efiect of famine ujion the crowded population

within ^\

Thus far, keeping our eyes fixed upon Syracuse Difficulties

only, we can give a clear and probable account of }o,Vof the

the course of events. But when we would extend

our view farther, and connect the war in Sicily with

that in Italy, and give the relative dates of the

actions performed in the several countries involved

in this great contest, we see the wretched charac-

51 Polybius, VIII. G—9. Livy, XXIV. 34. Plutarch, Marcellus,

13—17.
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ter of our materials, and must acknowledge that,

in order to give a comprehensive picture of the

whole war, we have to supply, by inference or

conjecture, what no actual testimony has recorded.

We do not know for certain when Marcellus came

into Sicily, when he began the siege of Syracuse, or

how long the blockade was continued. We read of

Roman and Carthaginian fleets appearing and dis-

appearing at different times in the Sicilian seas ; but

of the naval operations on either side we can give

no connected report. Other diflficulties present them-

selves, of no great importance, but perplexing because

they shake our confidence in the narrative which

contains them. So easy is it to transcribe the an-

cient writers ; so hard to restore the reality of those

events, of which they themselves had no clear con-

ception.

Chronology The first attacks on Syracuse are certainly mis-

placed by Livy, when he classes them among the

events of the year 540 ^\ The Sicilian war belongs to

the year following, to the consulship of Q. Fabius,

the dictator's son, and of Ti. Gracchus. Even when

this is set right, it is difficult to reconcile Polybius'

statement ^^, " that the blockade of Syracuse lasted

eight months," with the account which places the

capture of the city in the autumn of 542. Instead

of eight months, the blockade would seem to have

lasted for more than twelve : nor is there any other

solution of this difficulty, than to suppose that the

62 Livy, XXIV. 34. " Polybius, VIII. 9.

of the war.
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blockade was not persevered in to the end, and was chap.

in fact given up as useless, as the assaults had been )~^(f~^
before. I notice these points, because the narrative '^•^- '^^^

M'hicli follows is uncertain and unsatisfactory, and no

care can make it otherwise.

The year 541 saw the whole stress of the war siciiy be-

directed upon Sicily. Little or nothing, if we can [hrmain

trust our accounts, was done in Italy; there was a

pause also in the operations in Spain ; but through-

out Sicily the contest was raging furiously. Four

Roman officers were employed there : P. Cornelius

Lentulus held the old Roman province, that is, the

western part of the island ; and his head quarters

were at LilybcTeum: T. Otacilius had the command
of the fleet

^*
: Appius Claudius and Marcellus car-

ried on the war in the kingdom of Syracuse ; the

latter certainly as proconsul ; the former as pro-

praetor, or possibly only as the lieutenant, legatus, of

the proconsul. Marcellus however, as proconsul,

must have had the supreme command over the

island ; and all its resources must have been at his

disposal ; so that the fleet which he conducted in

person at the siege of Syracuse, was probably a part

of that committed to T. Otacilius, Otacilius himself

either serving under the proconsul, or possibly re-

maining still at Lilybceum. It is remarkable that,

although he is said to have had the command of the

fleet continued to him for five successive years ^\ yet

his name never occurs as taking an active part in

" Livy, XXIV. 10.
'^s Livy, XXIII. 32. XXIV. 10. 44. XXV. 3. XXVI. 1,

VOL. in. u
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CHAP, the siege of Syi'acuse; and how he employed him-
*-^—— self we know not. Nor is it less singular, that he
A.U.C. .541.

° '

A.c. 213. should have retained his naval command year after

year, though he was so meanly esteemed by the most

influential men in Rome, that his election to the

consulship was twice stopped in the most decided

manner, first by Q. Fabius in 540, and again by T.

INIanlius Torquatus in 544 ^'^. But the clue to this,

as to other things which belong to the living know-

ledge of these times, is altogether lost.

AVise con- While the whole of Sicily was become the scene
duct of the

r. . 1 1 1 1 1 T
senate to- of wai', ail army of nine or ten thousand old soldiers
wards the

i i t-»
fugitives was purposely kept inactive by the Roman govern-
from
Cannae. mout, and was not even allowed to take jmrt in

any active operations. These were the remains of

the army of Cannae, and a number of citizens who

had evaded their military service : as we have seen,

they had been all sent to Sicily in disgrace, not

to be recalled till the end of the war ^^ Now how-

ever that there was active service required in Sicily

itself, these condemned soldiers petitioned Marcellus

that they might be employed in the field, and have

some opportunity of retrieving their character. This

petition was presented to him at the end of the first

year's campaign in Sicily, and was referred by him to

the senate. The answer was remarkable :
" The se-

nate could see no reason for entrusting the service of

the commonwealth to men who had abandoned their

comrades at Cannae, while they were fighting to the

«« Livy, XXIV. 9. XXVI. 22.
" Livy, XXIII. 25. See above, p. 209.
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death : but if M. Claudius thought differently, he ci[ap.

might use his discretion
;
j3rovided always that none )^^(f^~^

of these soldiers should receive any honorary ex- ^•*^- ^^'^^

eniption or reward, however they might distinguish

themselves, nor be allowed to return to Italy till

the enemy had quitted it ^^" Here was shown

the consummate policy of the Roman government,

in holding out so high a standard of military

duty, while, without appearing to yield to circum-

stances, they took care not to push their severity

so far as to hurt themselves. Occasions might arise,

when the services of these disgraced soldiers could

not be dispensed with ; in such a case Marcellus

might employ them. Yet even then their penalty

was not wholly remitted; it M^as grace enough to

let them serve their country at all ; nothing that

they could do was more than their bounden duty of

gratitude for the mercy shown them ; they could not

deserve exemption or reward. It was the glory and

the happiness of Rome, that her soldiers could bear

such severity. Sicily was full of mercenary troops,

whose swords were hired by foreigners to fight their

battles ; and if these disgraced Romans had chosen

to offer their services to Carthage, they might have

enjoyed wealth and honours, with full vengeance

on their unforgiving country. Greek soldiers at

this time would have done so : the proudest of the

nobility of France in the sixteenth century did not

scruple to revenge his private wrongs by treason.

S8 Livy, XXV. 5—7.

u 2
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CHAP. But these ten thousand Romans, although their case
XLV

'

—

-r-^ was not only hard, but e-rievously unjust, inasmuch
A.U.C.541. ->

-, 111
A.c. 213. as their rich and noble countrymen, who had es-

caped like them from Cannae, had received no punish-

ment, still bowed with entire submission to their

country's severity, and felt that nothing could tempt

them to forfeit the privilege of being Romans.
Use of these y^Q nmst not suppose however that these men
troops. i '

were useless, even while they were kept at a distance

from the actual field of war. As soon as Syracuse

became the enemy of Rome, it was certain that the

Carthaginians would renew the struggle of the first

Punic war for the dominion of Sicily; and the

Roman province, from its neighbourhood to Car-

thage, was especially exposed to invasion. Lily-

bseum therefore and Drepanum, Eryx and Panor-

mus, required strong garrisons for their security;

and the soldiers of Cannae, by forming these garri-

sons, set other troops at liberty who must otherwise

have been withdrawn from active warfare. As it

was, these towns were never attacked ; and the

keys of Sicily, Lilyboeum at one end of the island,

and Messana at the other, remained throughout in

the hands of the Romans.

Eff-ortsof Yet the example of Syracuse produced a very

^nianTin^ general effect. The cities which had belonged to
'"^"

Hiero's kingdom, mostly followed it, unless where

the Romans secured them in time with suflScient

garrisons. Himilcon, the Carthaginian commander,

Avho had been sent over to Pachynus with a small

fleet to watch the course of events, sailed back to
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Carthasfe, as soon as the Carthaginian party had chap.

gained possession of Syracuse, and urged the govern- ^r7r>,-T7]['

ment to increase its armaments in Sicily ^^. Han- ^.c. 213.

nibal wrote from Italy to the same effect ; for Sicily

had been his father's battle-field for five years; he

had clung to it till the last moment ; and his son

was no less sensible of its importance. Accordingly

Himilcon was supplied with an army, notwithstand-

ing the pressure of the Numidian war in Africa;

and. landing on the south coast of Sicily, he presently

reduced Heraclea JNIinoa and Agrigentum, and en-

couraged many of the smaller towns in the interior

of the island to declare for Carthage. Hippocrates

broke out of Syi'acuse and joined him. ]\Iarcellus,

who had left his camp to quell the growing spirit of

revolt amongst the Sicilian cities, was obliged to

fall back again ; and the enemy, pursuing him closely,

encamped on the banks of the Anapus. Meanwhile

a Carthaginian fleet ran over to Syracuse, and en-

tered the great harbour ; its object being apparently

to provision the place, and thus render the Roman
blockade nugatory '^^.

It was clear that Marcellus could not make head Difficulties

against a Carthaginian army supported by Syracuse Romans.

and half the other cities of Sicily. The fleet also

was unequal to the service required of it ; many
ships had probably been destroyed by Archimedes

;

Lilybseum could not be left unguarded, and some

ships were necessarily kept there ; and in the general

59 Livy, XXIV. 35. ^ Livy, XXIV. 35, 36.
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CHAP, revolt of the Sicilian cities, the Roman army could

^-^—_- not always depend on being supplied by land, and

A.c. 213.' would require corn to be brought sometimes from a

distance by sea. Besides, the reinforcements which

Marcellus so needed must be sent in ships, and

embarked at Ostia ; for Hannibal's army cut off all

communication by the usual line, through Lucania

to Rhegium, and over the strait to Messana. Thirty

ships therefore had to sail back to Rome, to take on

board a legion and transport it to Panormus ; from

"whence, by a circuitous route along the south coast

of the island, the fleet accompanying it all the way,

it reached Marcellus' head quarters safely. And
now the Romans again had the superiority by sea;

but by land Himilcon was still master of the field

;

and the Roman garrison at Murgantia, a little to the

north of Syracuse, was betrayed by the inhabitants

into his hands '^K

Massacre of
^hls oxamplo was no doubt likely to be followed,

Inu'ot''^'*
and should have increased the vigilance of the Ro-

^'"'^* man garrisons. But it was laid hold of by L. Pina-

rius, the governor of Enna, as a pretence for repeat-

ing the crime of the Campanians at Rhegium, and of

the Pi'senestines more recently at Casilinum. Stand-

ing in the centre of Sicily on the top of a high

mountain platform, and fenced by precipitous cliffs-

on almost every side, Enna was a stronghold nearly

impregnable, except by treachery from within ; and

whatever became of the Roman cause in Sicily, the

" Livy, XXIV. 36.
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holders of Enna mio^ht hope to retain it, as the chap.

JNIamertines had kept Messana. Accordingly Pina- V-^;-j^

rius, having previously j:)repared his soldiers for what a.c. 213.

was to be done, on a signal given ordered them to

fall upon the people of Enna when assembled in the

theatre, and massacred them without distinction.

The plunder of the town Pinarius and his soldiers

kept to themselves, with the consent of Marcellus,

who allowed the necessity of the times to be an

apology for the deed ''I

The Romans alleged that the people of Enna were Revolt of* ^ ^ . theSici-

only caught in their own snare ; that they had in- iians : Mar-
cellus win-

vited Hippocrates and Himilcon to attack the city, ters before

and had vainly tried to persuade Pinarius to give

them the keys of the gates, that they might admit

the enemy to destroy the garrison. But the Sici-

lians saw that, if the people of Enna had medi-

tated treachery, the Romans had practised it: a

whole people had been butchered, their city plun-

dered, and their wives and children made slaves,

when they were peaceably met in the theatre in

their regular assembly ; and this new outrage, added

to the sack of Leontini, led to an almost general

revolt. Marcellus, having collected some corn from

the rich plains of Leontini, carried it to the camp

before Syracuse, and made his dispositions for his

winter quarters. Appius Claudius went home to

stand for the consulship, and was succeeded in his

command by T. Quinctius Crispinus, a brave soldier,

6- Livy, XXIV. 37—39.
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who was afterwards Marcellus' colleague as consul,

and received his death-Avound by his side, when

Marcellus was killed by Hannibal's ambush. Cris-

pinus lay encamped near the sea, not far from the

temple of Olympian JujDiter, and also commanded

the naval force employed in the siege ; while Mar-

cellus, with the other part of the army, chose a

position on the northern side of Syracuse, between

the city and the peninsula of Thapsus, apparently for

the purpose of keeping up his communications with

Leontini ^^. As to the blockade of Syracuse, it was

in fact virtually raised ; all the southern roads were

left open ; and as a large part of the Roman fleet

was again called away either to Lilybseum or else-

where, supplies of all sorts were freely introduced

into the town by sea from Carthage.

Intrigues of Tho ovouts of tlio wiutor were not encouraging- to
the Roman

^

"^ ^
party in tho Romans. Hannibal had taken Tarentum ; and
Syracuse.

the Tarentine fleet was employed in besieging the

Roman garrison, which still held the citadel. Thus

the Roman naval force was still farther divided, as

it was necessary to convey sujiplies by sea to the

garrison ; so that, when spring returned, JNIarcellus

was at a loss what to attempt, and had almost

resolved to break up from Syi-acuse altogether, and

to carry the M^ar to the other end of Sicily. But

Sosis, and other Syracusans of the Roman party,

were intriguing actively with their countrymen

within the city; and although one conspiracy, in

63 Livy, XXIV. 39.
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which eighty persons were concerned, was detected chap.

by Epicydes, and the conspirators all put to death, v-^,__/
.. AUG 542

yet the hoj^es they had held out of obtaining easy a.c. 212.

'

terms from the Romans were not forgotten; and

the lawlessness of the Roman deserters, and of the

other foreign soldiers, made many of the Syracusans

long for a return of the haj^py times under Hiero,

when Rome and Syracuse were friends ^\

Thus the spring wore away; and the summer had TheSyracu-

come, and had reached its prime, and yet the war in solicit aid

from Mace-
Sicily seemed to slumber : for the greater part of the don.

cities which had revolted to Carthage, were undis-

turbed by the Romans
;
yet the Carthaginians were

not strong- enouo-h to assail the heart of the Roman
jDrovince, and to besiege Drepanum or Lilyboeum.

In this state of things, the Syracusans turned their

eyes to Greece, and thought that the king of Ma-
cedon, who was the open enemy of Rome, and

the covenanted ally of Carthage, might serve his

own cause no less than theirs, by leaving his ignoble

warfare on the coast of Epirus, and crossing the

Ionian sea to deliver Syracuse. Damippus, a Lace-

diemonian, and one of the counsellors of Hierony-

mus and of Hiero, was accordingly chosen as ambas-

sador, and put to sea on his mission to solicit the

aid of king Philip ^\

Again the fortune of Rome interposed to delay The Romans

the interference of INIacedon in the contest. The ship scafJ'the*'

which was conveying Damippus was taken by the festivaTof^
Diana.

" Livy, XXV. 23. ^o lj^^^ xXV. 23.
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CHAP. Romans on the voyage. The Syracusans valued him

rvr?r7Z^ highly, and opened a negotiation with Marcellus

A.G. 212. to ransom him. The conferences were held between

S}Tacuse and the Roman camp ; and a Roman soldier,

it is said, was struck with the lowness of the wall in

one particular place, and having counted the rows

of stones, and so computed the whole height, re-

ported to Marcellus that it might be scaled with

ladders of ordinary length. Marcellus listened to

the suggestion ; but the low point was for that very

reason more carefully guarded, because it seemed to

invite attack; he therefore thought the attempt too

hazardous, unless occasion should favour it '^'^. But

the great festival of Diana was at hand, a three

days' solemnity, celebrated with all honours to the

guardian goddess of Syracuse. It was a season of

universal feasting; and wine was distributed largely

among the multitude, that the neighbourhood of the

Roman army might not seem to have banished all

mirth and enjoyment. One vast revel prevailed

through the city; Marcellus, informed of all this by

deserters, got his ladders ready ; and soon after dark

two cohorts were marched in silence and in a long

thin column to the foot of the wall, preceded by the

soldiers of one maniple, who carried the ladders, and

were to lead the way to the assault.

They gain Tlio spot solcctod for tliis attempt was in the
possession of '^ '-

^

Tyche and -^all which rau alonof the northern edo^e of Epipola^,
Neapolis; ^

i

where the ground was steep, and where apparently

«'5 Livv, XXV. 23. Plutarch, Marcellus, 18. Polybius, Vol. V,

p. 32, 33.
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there was no gate, or regular approach to the city. chap.

But the vast lines of Syracuse enclosed a wide ^— '

^ A.U.C. 542.

space of uninhabited ground; the new quarters of a.c. 212.

Tyche and Neapolis, Avhich had been added to the

original town since the great Athenian siege, were

still far from reaching to the top of the hill; and

what was called the quarter of Epipolse only occupied

a small part of the sloping ground known in earlier

times by that name. Thus, when the Romans

scaled the northern line, they found that all was

quiet and lonely; nor was there any one to spread

the alarm, except the soldiers who garrisoned the

several towers of the wall itself. These however,

heavy with wine, and dreaming of no danger, were

presently surprised and killed ; and the assailants,

thus clearing their way as they went, swept the

whole line of the wall on their right, following-

it up the slope of the hill towards the angle

formed at the summit by the meeting of the nor-

thern line with the southern. Here was the regular

entrance into Syracuse from the land side ; and this

point, being the key of the whole fortified enclosure,

was secured by the strong work called Hexapylon,

or the Six Gates
;
probably from the number of bar-

riers which must be passed before the lines could be

fully entered. To this point the storming party made
their way in the darkness, not blindly however,

nor uncertainly, for a Spacusan was guiding them,

—

that very Sosis ^\ who had been one of the assassins

*' Livy, XXVI.21.
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^^P- of Hieronymus, and one of the murderers of Hiero's

aaTc^ daughters, and who, when he was one of the captains-
A.c. 212. general of Syracuse, must have become acquainted

with all the secrets of the fortifications. Sosis led

the two Roman cohorts towards Hexapylon: from

that commanding height a fire signal was thrown up,

to announce the success of their attempt; and the

loud and sudden blast of the Roman trumpets from

the toj) of the walls called the Romans to come to

the support of their friends, and told the bewildered

Syracusans that the key of their lines was in the

hands of the enemy ^^

and take Laddors were now set, and the wall was scaled in
the Hexapy-
lon- all directions ; for the main gates of Hexapylon

could not be forced till the next morning ; and the

only passage immediately opened was a small side

gate at no great distance from them. But when
daylight came, Hexapylon was entirely taken, and

the main entrance to the city was cleared ; so that

Marcellus marched in with his whole army, and

took possession of the summit of the slope of Epi-

poloe.

Marcellus, From that hisfh arround he saw Syracuse at his
looking o o J

sTacuse ^®®*' ^^^^' ^^® doubtod not, in his power. Two quar-

sheds tears, ters of the city, the new town as it was called, and

Tyche, were open to his first advance ; their only

fortification being the general enclosure of the lines,

which he had already carried. Below, just ever-

ts Livy, XXV. 24. Plutarch, Marcellus, 18.
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hane'inff tlie sea, or floating^ on its waters, lay Achra- ctiap.
. . XLV

dina and the island of Ortyg'ia, fenced by their own —.^—^
A.U.C. 542.

separate walls, which till the time of the first Dio- a.c. 212.

nysiiis had been the limit of Syracuse, the walls

which the great Athenian armament had besieged in

vain. Nearer on the right, and running so deeply

into the land, that it seemed almost to reach the

foot of the heights on which he stood, lay the still

basin of the great harbour, its broad surface half

hidden by the hulls of a hundred Carthaginian ships

;

while further on the right was the camp of his

lieutenant T. Crispinus, crowning the rising ground

beyond the Anapus, close by the tem2)le of Olympian

Jupiter. So striking was the view on every side,

and so surpassing was the glory of his conquest, that

Marcellus, old as he was, was quite overcome by it

;

unable to contain the feelings of that moment, he

burst into tears ^^.

A deputation from the inhabitants of Tyche and His troops
-- •' plunder the

Neapolis approached him, bearing the ensigns of
'^!JPj"''f'^i^

suppliants, and imploring him to save them from ^ity-

fire and massacre. He granted their jjrayer, but at

the price of every article of their property, which

was to be given up to the Roman soldiers as plun-

der. At a regular signal the army was let loose

upon the houses of Tyche and Neapolis, with no

other restriction than that of offering no personal

violence. How far such a command would be heeded

in such a season of license, we can only conjecture.

f'9 Livy, XXV. 24.
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CHAP. The Roman writers extol the humanity of Marcel-

lus ; but the Svracusans regarded him as a merciless
A.U.C.542.

"to'

A.C.212. spoiler, who had wished to take the town by assault,

rather than by a voluntary surrender, that he might

have a pretence for seizing its plunder ''°. Such a

prize indeed had never before been won by a Roman
army: even the wealth of Tarentum was not to

be compared with that of Syracuse. But as yet the

appetites of the Roman soldiers were fleshed rather

than satisfied ; less than half of Syracuse was in their

power ; and a fresh siege was necessary to win the

spoil of Achradina and Ortygia. Still what they

had already gained gave Marcellus large means of

corruption ; the fort of Euryalus, on the summit of

Epipolae, near Hexapylon, which might have caused

him serious annoyance on his rear while engaged in

attacking Achradina, was surrendered to him by its

governor, Philodemus, an Argive ; and the Romans
set eagerly to work to complete their conquest.

Having formed three camps before Achradina, they

hoped soon to starve the remaining quarters of the

city into a surrender'''.

TheCartha- i^picydos meauwliile showed a courao^e and acti-
gini:iii army, a ^ o
attempting yity wortliy of oue who had learned war under Hari-
to relieve "^ ''

Syracuse is nlbal. A squadrou of the Carthaginian fleet put to
destroyed by ^ o 1

a fever. gea ouo stomiy night, when the Roman blockading

ships were driven off" from the mouth of the harbour,

and ran across to Carthage to request fresh succours.

These were prepared with the greatest expedition

;

70 Livy, XXVI. 30. ?' Livy, XXV. 25.
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while Hippocrates and Himilcon, witli their com- chap.
XLV

bined Carthacjinian and Sicilian armies, came from ^

—

,—>
* A.U.C. 542.

the western end of the island to attack the Roman a.c. 212.

army on the land side. They encamped on the

shore of the harbour, between the mouth of the

Anapus and the city, and assaulted the camp of

Crisijinus, while Epicydes sallied from Achradina to

attack INIarcellus. But Roman soldiers fighting be-

hind fortifications were invincible ; their lines at

Caj3ua in the following year repelled Hannibal him-

self; and now their positions before Syracuse were

maintained with equal success against Hippocrates

and Epicydes. Still the Carthaginian army remained

in its camp on the shore of the harbour, j^artly in

the hope of striking some blow against the enemy,

but more to overawe the remains of the Roman
party in Syracuse, which the distress of the siege,

and the calamities of Neapolis and Tyche, must

have rendered numerous and active. JNIeanwhile the

summer advanced ; the weather became hotter and

hotter ; and the usual malaria fevers began to pre-

vail in both armies, and also in Syracuse. But the

air here, as at Rome, is much more unhealthy with-

out the city than wdthin; above all, the marshy

ground by the Anapus, where the Carthaginian

army lay, was almost pestilential ; and the ordinary

summer fevers in this situation soon assumed a

character of extreme malignity. The Sicilians im-

mediately moved their quarters, and withdrew into

the neighbouring cities; but the Carthaginians re-
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CHAP, mained on the ground, till their whole army was
"-^^^ effectually destroyed. Hippocrates and Himilcon
A.c. '212. both perished with their soldiers ''-.

Their fleet 'pj^g Romaus Suffered less : for Marcellus had nuar-
lailsmalike ' i

attempt. tered his men in the houses of Neapolis and Tyche

;

and the high buildings and narrow streets of the

ancient towns kept off the sun, and allowed both the

sick and the healthy to breathe and move in a cooler

atmosphere. Still the deaths were numerous; and

as the terror of Archimedes and his artillery re-

strained the Romans from any attempts to batter or

scale the walls, they had nothing to trust to save

famine or treason. But Bomilcar was on his way

from Carthage with 130 ships of war, and a con-

voy of seven hundred storeships, laden with sup-

j)lies of every description; he had reached the Sici-

lian coast near Agrigentum, when prevailing east-

erly winds checked his farther advance, and he

could not reach Pachynus. Alarmed at this most

unseasonable delay, and fearing lest the fleet should

return to Africa in despair, Epicydes himself left

Syracuse, and went to meet it, and to hasten its

advance. The storeships, which were worked by

sails, were obliged to remain at Heraclea; but Epi-

cydes prevailed on Bomilcar to bring on his ships of

war to Pachynus, where the Roman fleet, though

inferior in numbers, was waiting to intercept his pro-

gress. The east winds at length abated, and Bomil-

car stood out to sea to double Pachynus. But when
5'2 Livy, XXV. 26.
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the Roman fleet advanced against him, he suddenly chap.
• XI V

changed his plans, it is said ; and having dis- ^—.'—

'

A.U.C. 542.

patched orders to the storeships at Heraclea to a.c. 2i2r'

return immediately to Africa, he himself, instead

of engaging the Romans, or making for Syracuse,

passed along the eastern coast of Sicily without

stopping, and continued his course till he reached

Tarentum ".

Here again the story in its present state greatly Epicydes

needs explanation. It is true that Hannibal was very city, which

1 . . -, , rrt
becomes a

anxious at this time to reduce the citadel of Taren- prey to

jinarcliy.

tum ; and he probably required a fleet to co-operate

with him, in order to cut off the garrison's supplies

by sea. But Bomilcar had been sent out especially

to throw succours into Syracuse ; and we cannot

conceive his abandoning this object on a sudden,

without any intelligible reason. The probability is,

that the easterly winds still kept the storeships at

Heraclea ; and if they could not reach S}Tacuse, no-

thing was to be gained by a naval battle. And then,

as the service at Tarentum was urgent, he thought it

best to go thither, and to send back the convoy to

Africa, rather than wait inactive on the Sicilian

coast, till the wind became favourable. After all,

Syracuse did not fall for want of provisions : the

havoc caused by sickness, both in the city and in the

Carthaginian camp on the Anapus, must have greatly

reduced the number of consumers, and made the

actual supply available for a longer period. It seems

'3 Livy, XXV. -27.
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CHAP, to have been a worse mischief than the conduct of

^J-.,^L> Bomilcar, that Epicycles himself, as if despairing of

A.c. 212."" fortune, withdrew to Agrigentum, instead of return-

ing to Syracuse ; for from the moment of his de-

parture the city seems to have been abandoned to

anarchy. At first the remains of the Sicilian army,

which now occupied two towns in the interior, not

far from Syracuse, began to negotiate with Marcel-

lus, and persuaded the Syracusans to rise on the

generals left in command by Epicydes, and to put

them to death. New captains-general were then

appointed, probably of the Roman party ; and they

began to treat with JNIarcellus for the surrender of

Syracuse, and for the general settlement of the war

in Sicily "*.

Insurrection Marccllus listcued to them readily : but his army
of the mer- *^

_

*^

cenariesin ^^g lonffinff for tho pluiider of Achradina and
the city

;

on i

Ortygia ; and he knew not how to disappoint them

:

for we may be sure that no pay was issued at this

period to any Roman army serving out of Italy ; in

the provinces, war was by fair means or foul to sup-

port war. Meanwhile the miserable state of affairs

in Syracuse was furthering the wish of the Ro-

man soldiers. A besieged city, with no efficient

government, and full of foreign mercenaries, whom
there was no native force to restrain, was like a

wreck in mutiny : utter weakness and furious con-

vulsions were met in the same body. The Roman
deserters first excited the tumult, and persuaded all

7< Livy, XXV. 28.
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the foreign soldiers to ioin them ; a new outbreak of chap.
. XLV.

violence followed ; the Syracusan captains-o^eneral ^

—

.r-^1.1. ^ ^ f • IT A.U.C.542.
were massacred m then- timi : and the loreign soldiers a.c. 212,

were again triumphant. Three officers, each with a

district of his own, were appointed to command in

Achradina, and three more in Ortjgia ^^.

The foreign soldiers now held the fate of Syra- ^'l"
"^^^^^

O -^ it to the

cuse in their hands ; and they began to consider that Ro^ians.

they might make their terms with the Romans,

although the Roman deserters could not. Their blood

was not called for by the inflexible law of military

discipline ; by a timely treachery they might earn

not impunity merely, but reward. So thought Meri-

cus, a Spaniard, who had the charge of a part of the

sea-wall of Achradina. Accordingly he made his

bargain with Marcellus, and admitted a party " of

Roman soldiers by night at one of the gates which

opened towards the harbour. As soon as morning

dawned, Marcellus made a general assault on the

land front of Achradina ; the garrison of Ortygia

hastened to join in the defence ; and the Romans

then sent boats full of men round into the great

harbour, and, effecting a landing under the walls,

carried the island with little difficulty. Meanwhile

Mericus had openly joined the Roman party, whom
he had admitted into Achradina; and Marcellus,

having his prey in his power, called off his soldiers

from the assault, lest the royal treasures, which were

kept in Ortygia, should be plundered in the general

sack of the town ''^

'•' Livy, XXV. 29. ?« Livy, XXV. 30.

X 2
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^XLV " ^^ ^^^® resj)ite thus gained, the Roman deserters

AJLcTsii! found an opportunity to escape out of Syracuse.

Syracuse Is ^^ hothor they forced their way out, or whether the

piumicred: soldiers, huugry for plunder, and not wishing to en-

is 'slain!*^
^^ counter the resistance of desperate men, obhged

Marcellus to connive at their escape, we know not

:

but with them all wish or power to hold out longer

vanished from Syracuse ; and a deputation from

Achradina came once more to Marcellus, praying for

nothing beyond the lives and personal freedom of

the citizens and their families. This, it seems, was

granted ; but as soon as Marcellus had sent his

qusestor to secure the royal treasures in Ortygia, the

soldiers were let loose upon the city to plunder it

at their discretion. They did not merely plunder

however : blood was shed unsparingly, partly by

the mere violence of the soldiers, partly by the axes

of the lictors, as the punishment of rebellion against

the majesty of Rome. Amidst the horrors of the

sack of the city, Archimedes was slain ''''. The sto-

ries of his death vary ; and which, if any of them, is

the true one, we cannot determine. But Marcellus,

who made it his glory to carry all the finest works of

art from the temples of Syracuse to Rome ^^ would

no doubt have been glad to have seen Archimedes

walking amongst the prisoners at his triumph. He
is said to have shown kindness to the relations of

Archimedes for his sake "^
; and if this be true, he

" Livy, XXV. 31. Plutarch, IX. 10. Cicero, in Verrem, IV.
Marcellus, 19. Valerius Maxi- 54.

mus, VIII. 7. 7. 79 Livy, XXV. 31. Plutarch,
78 Livy, XXV. 40. Polybius, Marcellus, 19.
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earned a fflory whicli few Romans ever deserved, chap.... XLV.
that of lionourino' merit in an enemy. "^

—

.,—'
.
° •'

A.U.C. 542.

Old as Archimedes was, the Roman soldier's sword a.c. 212.

1 • 11 • 1 1 • •
Miserable

dealt kmdly with him, in cutting short his scanty condition of
the oyriicu-

term of remaining life, and saving him from behold- sans.

ing the misery of his country. It was a wretched

sight to see the condition of Syracuse, when the

sack was over, and what was called a state of peace

and safety had returned. Every house was laid

bare, every temple stript ; and the empty pedestals

showed how sweeping the spoilers' work had been.

The Syracusans beheld their captive gods carried to

the Roman quarters, or put on shipboard to be con-

veyed to Rome ; the care with which they were

handled, lest the conqueror's triumph should lose its

most precious ornaments, only adding to the grief

and indignation of the conquered. Those fathers

and mothers, who were so happy as to gather all

their children safe around them when the plunder

was over, had escaped the sword indeed ; and they

and their sons and daughters were not yet sold as

slaves; but their only choice was still between

slavery or death. They had lost every thing. What
food was still remaining in the besieged city, the

sack had either carried off or destroyed ; and if

food had been at hand, they had no money to buy

it. And this came upon them after a heavy visita-

tion of sickness ; when the body, reduced by that

weakening malaria fever, needed all tender care and

comfort to restore it, instead of beino^ harassed

by alarm and anxiety, and exposed to destitution
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CHAP, and starvation. Many therefore sold themselves to
XLV.

^ '-^ the Roman soldiers, to escape dying by hunger; and

A.c. 212. the family circle, which the sack of the city had

spared, was again broken up for ever. Those who,

being unmarried and childless, had given no hostages

to fortune, and who might yet hope to live in personal

freedom, were only the more able to feel the ruin

and degradation of their country ^^ Syracuse, w^ho

had led captive the hosts of Athens, and seen the

invading armies of Carthage melt away by disease

under her walls, till scarce any remained to fly,

—

Syracuse, where Dionysius had reigned, which Timo-

leon had freed, which Hiero had cherished and

sheltered under his long paternal rule,—was now

become subject to barbarians, whom she had helped

in their utmost need, and who were repaying

the unshaken friendship of Hiero, with the plun-

der of his city and the subjugation of his peo-

ple. If there was a yet keener pang to be felt

by every noble Syracusan, it was to behold their

countrymen, who had fought in the Roman army,

returning in triumph, establishing themselves in the

empty houses of the slaughtered defenders of their

country, and insulting the general misery by display-

ing the rewards of their treason. Among these was

Sosis, assassin, murderer, and traitor, who was look-

ing forward to the triumph of Marcellus, as one to

whom the shame of his country was his glory, and

her ruin the making of his fortune *'.

80 Diodorus, XXVI. Fiagm. Mai. «' Livy, XXVI. 21.
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1

Syracuse had fallen ; and the cities in the eastern chap.

part of Sicily had no other hope now, than to ,

—

^—-^
^ -^ ^ A.U.C. 542.

obtain pardon, if it mi<?lit be, from Rome, by im- a.g. 212.
'- '^ ' •/ Cruelty of

mediate submission. But it was too late : they Maiceiius.

were treated as conquered enemies ^~
; that is to say,

Marcellus put to death those of their citizens who

were most obnoxious, and imposed such forfeitures

of land on the cities, and such terms of submission

for the time to come, as he judged expedient. It

became the fashion afterwards to extol his humanity,

and even his refinement ®^, because he showed his

taste for the works of Greek art by carrying the

statues of the Syracusan temples to Rome. But his

admiration of Greek art did not make him treat the

Greeks themselves with less severity ; and the Sici-

lians taxed him with perfidy as well as cruelty, and

regarded him as the merciless oppressor of their

country ^*.

Meantime Hannibal's comprehensive view had not Hannibal

lost sight of Sicily. When he heard of the havoc tines to

''

caused by the epidemic sickness, and of the death of succJsses.'*

Hippocrates, he sent over another of his officers to

share with Epicydes, and with the general who
came from Carthage, in the command of the war.

This was INIutines, or Myttonus, a half-caste Car-

thaginian, excluded on that account from civil

honours ^^
; but Hannibal's camp recognized no such

''- Livy, XXV. 40. tarcli, Marcellris, 23.
**3 Cicero, in Verrem, IV. 52 ^5 h[yy^ XXV. 40. Polybius,
-59. IX. 22.
8^ Livy, XXVI. 29—32. Plu-
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CHAP, distinctions : and brave and able men, whatever was
XLV. ,. . , , ,

.'—.—
' their race or condition, Avere sure to be emi^loyed

A.U.C. 543.

A.c. 211. and rewarded there. Mutines proved the unerring

judgment of Hannibal in his choice of officers.

His arrival in Sicily was equivalent to an army:

being put at the head of the Numidian cavalry

then serving under Epicydes and Hanno, he over-

ran the whole island, encouraging the allies of Car-

thage, harassing those of Rome, and defying pur-

suit or resistance by the rapidity and skill of his

movements. He renewed the system of warfare,

which Hamilcar had maintained so long in the last

war ; and having the strong place of Agrigentum to

retire to in case of need, he perplexed the Roman
o-enerals not a little. Marcellus was oblisred to takeo o

the field, and march from Syracuse westward as far as

the Himera, where the enemy's army lay encamped.

But he met with a rough reception ; the Numidian

cavalry crossed the river, and came swarming round

his camp, insulting and annoying his soldiers on guard,

and confining his whole army to their intrenchments

;

and when on the next day, impatient of this annoy-

ance, he offered battle in the field, Mutines and his

Numidians broke in upon his lines with such fury,

that he was fain to retreat with all speed, and seek

the shelter of his camp again. It appears that other

arms were then tried with better success : the Numi-

dians were tampered with; their irregular habits

and impatient tempers made them at all times diffi-

cult to manage ; and a party of them having left

the Carthaginian camp in disgust, Mutines went after
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them to pacify and win them back to their duty, chap.

earnestly coniiirinof lianno and Epicydes not to ven- ^^,—

•

•^ *^ °
V. TT A.U.C.543.

ture a battle till he should return. But Hanno was a.c. 211.

jealous of Hannibal's officers ; and holding his own

commission directly from the government of Car-

thage, he could not bare to be restrained by a half-

caste soldier, sent to Sicily from Hannibal's camp,

by the mere authority of the general. His rank pro-

bably gave him a casting vote, when only one other

commander was present, so that Epicydes in vain

protested against his imprudence ^^ A battle was

ventured ; and not only was the genius of Mutines

Avanting, but the Numidians whom he had left with

Hanno, thinking their commander insulted, would

take no active part in the action, and Hanno was

defeated with loss.

JNIarcellus, rejoiced at having thus retrieved his Marceiius

honour, had no mind to risk another encounter with Rome.

JNIutines : he forthwith retreated to Syracuse "
; and

as the term of his command Avas now expired, his

thouo'hts were all turned to Rome, and to his ex-

pected triumph. He left Sicily after the fall of

Capua, towards the end of the summer of 543, and

about a year after the conquest of Syracuse ; but

he was not allowed to carry his army home with

him ; and ]M. Cornelius Cethegus, one of the pric-

tors, who succeeded him in his command, found

that his province was far from being in a state

of peace. The Carthaginians had reinforced their

army ; INIutines with his Numidians was scouring

86 Livy, XXV. 40. 87 Livy, XXV. 41.
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CHAP, the whole country ; the soldiers were discontented

>

—

r—j because they had not been permitted to return
A.U.C. 544. -'

ci. . . .

A.c. 210. home ; and the Sicihans were driven desperate by

the oppressions which Marcellus had commanded or

winked at, and were ready to break out in revolt

again ^^

Laevinus is In fact it appcars that in the year .544, nearly two

Sicily. years after the fall of Syracuse, there were as many

as sixty-six towns in Sicily in a state of revolt from

Rome, and in alliance with Carthage ^^ So greatly

had Mutines restored the Carthaginian cause, that it

was thought necessary to send one of the consuls

over with a consular army, to bring the war to an

end. Accordingly M. Valerius Lsevinus, who had

been employed for the last three or four years on the

coast of Epirus, conducting the Avar against Philip,

and who was chosen consul with Marcellus in the

year 544, carried over a regular consular army into

Sicily ; while L. Cincius, one of the new praetors,

and probably the same man who is known as one of

the earliest Roman historians, took the command of

the old province, and of the soldiers of Cannae who

were still quartered there ^^. The army with which

Marcellus had won Syracuse, was now at last dis-

banded ; and the men were allowed to return home
with as much of their plunder as they had not spent

or wasted ; but four legions were even now employed

in Sicily, besides a fleet of 100 ships ; and yet Muti-

nes and his Numidians were overrunning all parts of

S3 Livy, XXVI. 21. ^^ Livy, XXVI. 40. ^ Livy, XXVI. 28.
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the island ; and the end of the war seemed as dis- chap.
, ,

XLV.
tant as ever. •——

'

T • 1 1 -1 * . . , ,, A.U.C.544.
Laivinus advanced towards Agngentum, with small a.c. 210.

1 1 c 1 • 11 f -n r • 1
Mutines is

hope however ot takmg the place ; tor JNlutines sal- insulted by

lied whenever he Avoiild, and carried back his plunder betrays

f 1 1 1T1M1 11 Agrigentumm satety whenever he would : whilst the neighbour- to the

hood of Carthage made relief by sea always within

calculation, whatever naval force the Romans might

employ in the blockade. In this state of things,

Laevinus to his astonishment received a secret com-

munication from JNlutines, offering to put Agrigen-

tum into his power. The half-caste African, the

officer of Hannibal, the sole stay of the Carthaginian

cause in Sicily, was on all these accounts odious to

Hanno ; and it is likely that Mutines did not bear

his glory meekly, and that he expressed the scorn

which Hannibars soldier was likely to feel for the

pride and incapacity of the general sent out by the

government at home, and probably by the party

opposed to Hannibal, and afraid of his glory. But
whatever was the secret of the quarrel, its effects

were public enough : Hanno ventured to deprive

Mutines of his command. The Numidians however
would obey no other leader, while him they would

obey in every thing ; and at his bidding they rose

in open mutiny, took possession of one of the gates

of the town, and let in the Romans, Hanno and

Epicydes had just time to fly to the harbour, to

hasten on board a ship, and escape to Carthage ; but

their soldiers, surprised and panic-struck, were cut to

pieces with little resistance ; and Lsevinus won Agri-
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gentum. He treated it more severely than Marcellus

had dealt with Syracuse : after executing the prin-

A.c. 210. cipal citizens, he sold all the rest for slaves, and sent

the money which he received for them to Rome ^\

Laevinus ac- Tlus blow was decisivc. Twenty other towns, which
comphshes ''

thcconquest g^ill held with the Carthaginians, were presently be-

trayed to the Romans ; either by their garrisons, or

by some of their own citizens ; six were stormed by

the Roman army ; and the remainder, to the number

of forty, then submitted at discretion. The consul

dealt out his rewards to the traitors who had be-

trayed their country; and his lictors scourged and

beheaded the brave men who had persevered the

lono'est in their resistance : thus at last he was ableo

to report to the senate that the war in Sicily was

at an end.

and reduces Four tliousaud adveuturers of all descriptions, who
it to entire

, iii poi-mt
submission, in the troubled state of Sicily had taken possession

of the town of Agathyrna on the north coast of the

island, and were maintaining themselves there by

robbery, Lsevinus carried over into Italy at the close

of the year, and landed them at Rhegium, to be

employed in a plundering warfare in Bruttium.

Having thus cleared the island of all open disturbers

of its peace, he obliged the Sicilians, says Livy, to turn

their attention to agriculture, that its fruitful soil

might grow corn to supply the wants of Italy and

of Rome ''I And he assured the senate, at the end

of the year, that the work was thoroughly done;

9' Livy, XXVI. 40. ^^ Livy, XXVI. 40.
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that not a single Carthaginian was left in Sicily;
^^W^-

that the towns were re-peopled by the return of a'^cTII

their peaceable inhabitants, and the land was again ^•<^'- ^^^•

cultivated; that he had laid the foundation of a

state of things equally happy for the Sicilians and

for Rome ^\

So Lsevinus said ; and so he probably believed. Deplorable
' i- •I condition or

But with the return of peace to the island, there came ^'"^y-

a host of Italian and Roman speculators; who, in

the general distress of the Sicilians, bought up

large tracts of land at a low price, or became the

occupiers of estates which had belonged to Sicilians

of the Carthaginian party, and had been forfeited to

Rome after the execution or flight of their owners.

The Sicilians of the Roman party followed the ex-

ample, and became rich out of the distress of their

countrpnen. Slaves were to be had cheap ; and

corn was likely to find a sure market, whilst Italy

was suffering from the ravages of war. Accordingly

Sicily was crowded with slaves, emjiloyed to grow

corn for the great landed proprietors, whether Sici-

lian or Italian, and so ill-fed by their masters, that

they soon began to provide for themselves by rob-

bery. The poorer Sicilians were the sufferers from

this evil ; and as the masters were well content that

their slaves should be maintained at the expense of

others, they were at no pains to restrain their out-

rages. Thus, although nominally at peace, though

full of wealthy proprietors, and though exporting

93 Livy, XXVII. 5.
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CHAP, corn largely every year, yet Sicily was teeming

V

—

.J—> with evils, which, seventy or eighty years after,

A.c. '210.
' broke out in the horrible atrocities of the Servile

War^*.

9* Diodorus, XXXIV. Excerpt. Valesii, p. 399. Florus, III. 19.

Photii, p. 325, &c. and Excerpt.



CHAPTER XLVL

STATE OF ITALY. DISTRESS OF THE PEOPLE. TWELVE
COLONIES REFUSE TO SUPPORT THE WAR. EIGHTEEN

COLONIES OFFER ALL THEIR RESOURCES TO THE

ROMANS. EVENTS OF THE WAR. DEATH OF MAR-

CELLUS. FABIUS RECOVERS TARENTUM. MARCH OF

HASDRUBAL INTO ITALY. HE REACHES THE COAST

OF THE ADRIATIC. GREAT MARCH OF C. NERO

FROM APULIA TO OPPOSE HIM. BATTLE OF THE

METAURUS, AND DEATH OF HASDRUBAL. A.U.C. 543

TO A.U.C. 547.

In following the war in Sicily to its conclusion we chap.

have a little anticipated the course of our narrative ; d^,

—

'-^

for we have been sj^eaking of the consulship of M. a.c. 211.'

Lsevinus, whilst our account of the war in Italy has of hostiuties

not advanced beyond the middle of the preceding taking of

year. The latter part of the year 543 was marked

however by no military actions of consequence ; so

great an event as the fall of Capua having, as was

natural, produced a pause, during which both par-

ties had to shape their future plans according to

the altered state of their affairs and of their pros-

pects.
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CHAP. Hannibal on liis side had retired, as we have seen,
XLVI.

, ,

'

Airc~543
^^^^^ Apulia, after his unsuccessful attempt upon

nln^'iba/"
r^liGftium, and there allowed his soldiers to enjoy an

abandons interval of rest. The terrible example of Capua
the west of -i a

Italy. shook the resolution of his Italian allies, and made

them consider whether a timely submission to Rome
might not be their wisest policy ; nay, it became a

question whether their pardon might not be secured

by betraying Hannibal's garrisons, and returning to

their duty not empty-handed. Hannibal therefore

neither dared to risk his soldiers by dispersing them

about in small and distant towns ; nor could he un-

dertake, even if he kept his army together, to cover

the wide extent of country which had revolted to

him at different periods of the war. His men would

be worn out by a succession of flying marches ; and

after all, the Roman armies were so numerous, that

he would always be in danger of arriving too late at

the point attacked. Accordingly he found it ne-

cessary to abandon many places altogether; and

from some he obliged the inhabitants to migrate,

and made them remove within the limits which he

still hoped to protect. In this manner, it is proba-

ble, the western side of Italy, from the edge of Cam-

pania to Bruttium, was at once left to its fate ; in-

cluding what had been the territory of the Capuans

on the shores of the Gulf of Salernum, the country of

the Picentians, and Lucania ; while Apulia and Brut-

tium were carefully defended. But in evacuating

the towns which they could not keep, and still more

in the compelled migrations of the inhabitants, Han-

I
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nibal's soldiers committed many excesses ; property chap.

was plundered, and blood was shed; and thus the'—-—^^
AUG .543

minds of the Italians were still more generally a.c. 21l'

alienated '.

We have seen that, immediately after the fall of Movements

Capua, 0. JN ero, with a part or the troops which had >uan armies.

been employed on the blockade, had been sent off to

Spain -. Q. Fulvius remained at Capua with another

jiart, amounting- to a complete consular army '
; and

some were j^robably sent home. The two consuls

marched into Apulia, which was to be their pro-

vince ^ ; but no active operations took place during

the remainder of the season ; and at the end of

the year P. Sulpicius was ordered to pass over into

Epirus, and succeed M. Lcevinus in the command of

the war against Philip. The home administration

was left in the hands of C. Calpurnius Piso, the city

pra3tor.

About the time that the two consuls took the com- Marceiius

mand in Apulia, M. Cornelius Cethegus, who had obtain a
triumph :

obtained that province as prsetor at the beginning of ins splendid

ovation.

the year, was sent over to Sicily to command the

army there, jSIarcellus having just left the island to

return to Rome. Marceiius was anxious to obtain a

triumph for his conquest of Syracuse : but the war

in Sicily was still raging; and Mutines was in full

activity. The senate therefore would not grant a

triumph for an imperfect victory, but allowed Mar-

ceiius the honour of the smaller triumph or ovation.

1 Livy, XXVI.38. 3 Livv, XXVI. 28.

- hWy, XXVI. 17. .
* Livy, XXVI. •22.

VOL. III. Y
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CHAP. He was hieiily dissatisfied at this, and consoled him-
XLVI

^

—

—' self bj going up in triumphal procession to the

A.C.2]]. temple of Jupiter on the highest summit of the

Alban hills, and offering sacrifice there, a ceremony

which by virtue of his imperium he could lawfully

perform : he might go in procession where he

pleased, and sacrifice where he pleased, except

within the limits of Rome itself On the day after

his triumph on the hill of Alba, he entered Rome
with the ceremony of an ovation, walking on foot

according to the rule, instead of being drawn in a

chariot in kingly state, as in the proper triumph.

But the show was unusually splendid ; for a great

picture of Syracuse with all its fortifications was

displayed, and with it some of the very artillery

which Archimedes had made so famous in his de-

fence of them ; besides an unwonted display of the

w^orks of art of a more peaceful kind, the spoils of

Hiero's palace, and of the temples in his city, silver

and bronze figures, embroidered carpets and cover-

ings of couches, and, above all, some of the finest

pictures and statues. Men also observed the traitor

Sosis walking in the procession, with a coronet of

gold on his head, as a benefactor of the Roman
people : he w^as further to be rewarded with the

Roman franchise, with a house at his own choice out

of those belonging to the Syracusans who had re-

mained true to their country, and with five hundred

jugera of land, which had either been theirs, or part

of the royal domain \

* Livy, XXVI. 21.
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At the end of the year Cn. Fulvius was summoned chap.

to Rome from Apulia to preside at the consular '—v—

'

'• '- A.L.C. 544.

comitia. On the day of the election, the first ,,^*^- .210.
•' Comilia

:

century of the Veturian tribe, which had obtained "o^ie coa-
•' duct of

the first voice by lot, e^ave its votes in favour of T. ^I'^'^^'Vf

"

•^ ' O Marcellus

Manlius Torquatus and T. Otacilius Crassus. As ^"'^ Lsevinus
^ are elected

the voice of the tribe first called was generally fol- f^onsuis,

lowed by the rest, Manlius, who was present, was

immediately greeted by the congratulations of his

friends : but instead of accepting them, he made his

way to the consul's seat, and requested him to call

back the century which had just voted, and allow

him to say a few words. The century was summoned
again, all men w^ondering what was about to hapj^en.

Manlius had been consul five and twenty years be-

fore, in the memorable year when the temple of

Janus was shut in token of the ratification of

l^eace with Carthage ; twenty years had passed since

he was censor ; and though his vigour of body and

mind was still great, he was an old man, and age

had made him nearly blind. " I am unfit to com-

mand," he said; "for I can only see through the

eyes of others. This is no time for incompetent

generals; let the century make a better choice."

But the century answered unanimously, " that they

could not make a better ; that they again named

Manlius and Otacilius consuls." " Your tempers

and my rule," said the old man, "will never suit.

Give your votes over again ; and remember that

the Carthaginians are in Italy, and that their

general is Hannibal." A murmur of admiration

Y -2
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CHAP, burst from all around ; and the voters of the cen-

Airc~544 ^^^^y were moved. They were the younger men
A.c. 210. Qf tlieir tribe ; and they besought the consul to

summon the century of then- elders, that they might

be guided by their counsel. Fulvius accordingly

summoned the century of elders of the Veturian

tribe ; and the two centuries retired to confer on

the question. The elders recommended that Fabius

and Marcellus should be chosen; or, if a new

consul were desirable, that they should take one of

these, and with him elect M. Lsevinus, who for some

years past had done good service in conducting the

war against king Philip. Their advice was adopted

;

and the century gave its votes now in favour of Mar-

cellus and Lajvinus. All the other centuries con-

firmed their choice ; and thus T. Otacilius was for

the second time, by an extraordinary interference

w^ith the votes of the centuries, deprived of the con-

sulship, to which some uncommonly amiable qualities,

or some peculiar influence, had twice recommended

him, in spite of his deficient ability ^

He probably never knew of this second disappoint-

ment ; for scarcely was the election over, when news

arrived from Sicily of his death ^ Cn. Fulvius re-

turned to his army in Apulia ; and as M. Loevinus

was still absent in Epirus, Marcellus on the usual

day, the ides of March, entered upon the consulship

alone. Q. Fulvius was still at Capua; but Q.

Fabius and T. Manlius were at Rome; and their

« Livy, XXVI. 22. 7 Livy, XXVI. 23.
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counsels, together witli those of Marcellus, were of chap.

the greatest influence in the senate, and probably _L^__^
,. ,

A.U.C.544.
an-ected the government. a.c. 210.

There was need of all their ability and all their firm- Alarming
])osture of

ness ; for never had the posture of affairs been more i^oman
affairs.

alarming. Hannibal's unconquered and unconquer- Patriotic
^ ])roposition

able army, although it had not saved Capua, had of Lsvinus

:

,
se!f-devo-

Avasted Italy more widely than ever in the last cam- t'on of the

senators:

paign ; and it had struck particularly at countries, t'^eir e.x-

which had hitherto escaped its ravages, the valleys of lo^edbythe
" '' whole

the Sabines, and the country of the thirty-five tribes people.

themselves, up to the very gates of Rome. Many of

the citizens had not only lost their standing crops,

but their cattle had been carried oif, and their houses

burnt to the ground ^. Actual scarcity was added

to other causes of distress ; insomuch that the mo-

dius of wheat rose to nearly three denarii, which in

a plentiful season eight years afterwards was sold at

four asses, or the fourth part of one denarius ^. The

people were becoming unable to bear farther burdens

;

and some of the Latin colonies, which had hitherto

been the firmest support of the commonwealth, were

suspected to be not only unable, but unwilling. It

was probably to meet the urgent necessity of the

case that the armies were somewhat reduced this

year, four legions, it seems, being disbanded '". But

this fruit of the fall of Caj^ua was in part neutralized

by the necessity of raising fresh seamen ; for unless

the commonwealth maintained its naval superiority,

s Livj, XXVI. 26. 9 Polybius. IX. 44. Livy, XXXI. 5.
10 Livv, XXVI. 28.
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CHAP. Sicily would be lost, and Pliilip might be expected

Au~cr544 ^^ ^^® coasts of Italy ; and the supply of corn, Avhieh

A.c. 210. -yyj^g looked for from Egypt in the failure of all nearer

resources, would become very precarious ''. Accord-

ingly a tax was imposed, requiring all persons to

provide a certain number of seamen, in proportion to

the returns of their property at the last census, with

pay and provisions for thirty days. But our own tax

of ship-money did not excite more opposition, though

on different grounds. The people complained aloud

:

crowds gathered in the forum, and declared that no

power could force from them what they had not got

;

that the consuls might sell their goods, and lay hold

on their persons, if they chose ; but they had no

means of payment '^. The consuls,—for Lsevinus was

by this time returned home from Macedonia,—with

that dignity which the Roman government never

forgot for an instant, issued an order, giving the

defaulters three days to consider their determination

;

thus seeming to grant as an indulgence, what neces-

sity obliged them to yield. Meanwhile they sum-

moned the senate ; and when every one was equally

convinced of the necessity of procuring seamen, and

the impossibility of carrying through the tax, Laevi-

nus, in his colleague's name and his own, proceeded

to address the senators. He told them that, before

they could call on the people to make sacrifices,

they must set the example. " Let each senator,"

he said, "keep his gold ring, and the rings of his

" Polybhis, IX. 10. '- Liw, XXVI. 35.
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wife and children: let him keep the golden bulla chap.

worn by his sons under age, and one ounce of gold ^_!^—

<

for ornaments for his wife, and an ounce for each of a.c. 210.

his daughters. All the rest of the gold which we
possess, let us offer for the public service. Next,

let all of us who have borne curule offices, reserve

the silver used in the harness of our war-horses

;

and let all others, including those just mentioned,

keep one pound of silver, enough for the plate

needful in sacrifices, the small vessel to hold the

salt, and the small plate or basin for the libation;

and let us each keep five thousand asses of copper

money. With these exceptions, let us devote all

our silver and copper to our country's use, as we
have devoted all our gold. And let us do this with-

out any vote of the senate, of our own free gift,

as individual senators, and carry our contributions

at once to the three commissioners for the currency.

Be sure that first the equestrian order, and then the

mass of the people, will follow our example." He
spoke to hearers who so thoroughly shared his spirit,

that they voted their thanks to the consuls for this

suggestion. The senate instantly broke up ; the

senators hastened home, and thence came crowdino-

to the forum, their slaves bearing all their stores of

copper and silver and gold, each man being anxious

to have his contribution recorded first ; so that, Livy

says, neither were there commissioners enough to

receive all the gifts that were brought, nor clerks

enough to record them. The example, as the con-

suls knew, was irresistible: the equestrian order
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CHAP, and tlie commons poured in their contributions with

' .^— equal zeal; and no tax could have supplied the trea-

A.c. 210.
' surJ so plentifully as this free-will offering of the

whole people '^

Value of There is no doubt that the money thus contributed
these sacri-

fices, ^vas to be repaid to the contributors, when the re-

public should see better days ; but the sacrifice con-

sisted in this, that, while the prospect of payment

was distant and uncertain, the whole profit of the

money in the mean time was lost : for the Roman

state creditors received no interest on their loans.

Therefore it was at their own cost mainly, and not

at the cost of posterity, that the Romans maintained

their great struggle; and from our admiration of

their firmness and heroic devotion to their country's

cause, nothing is in this case to be abated.

Complaints Nor Is It Icss striking, that the senate at this very
of the seve-

• i i
rity of Ful- momeut listened to accusations brought byvanquished
vius and
Maiceiius. encmies against their conquerors, and these conquer-

ors men of the highest name and greatest influence in

the commonwealth, Marcellus and Q. Fulvius. When
Lsevinus passed through Capua on his way to Rome,

he was beset by a multitude of the Capuans, who

complained of the intolerable misery of their condi-

tion under the dominion of Q. Fulvius, and besought

him to take them with him to Rome, that they might

implore the mercy of the senate. Fulvius made

them swear that they would return to Capua within

five days after they received their answer, telling

'3 Livy, XXVI. 36.
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Lscviiius that he dared not let them g-o at liberty: chap.

for if any Capuan escaped from the city, he instantly
]f^(f544

became a brigand, and scoured the country, burning, ^^•^- ^i^-

robbing, and murdering all that fell in his way ; even

at Rome, Laevinus would find the traces of Capuan

treason ; for the late destructive fire in the city was

their work. So a deputation of Campanians, thus

hardly allowed to go, followed Ltevinus towards

Rome : and when he approached the city, a similar

deputation of Sicilians came out to meet him, with

like comjDlaints against Marcellus '*.

The provinces assigned to the consuls were this The sici-

year to be the conduct of the war with Hannibal, that^TIicd-

and Sicily; and Sicily fell by lot to Marcellus. The he\"luint*o

Sicilians present were thrown into despair, when this
'"^'

was announced to them : they put on mourning and

beset the senate-house, weeping and bewailing their

hard fate, and saying that it would be better for their

island to be sunk in the sea, or overwhelmed with

the lava floods of JiLtna, than given uj) to the ven-

geance of Marcellus. Their feeling met with much
sympathy in the senate ; and this was made so in-

telligible, that INIarcellus, without waiting for any re-

solution on the subject, came to an agreement with

his colleague ; and they exchanged their provinces '\

This having been settled, the Sicilians Avere ad- Their com-

mitted into the senate, and brought forward their Ulni by the

complaint. It turned principally on the cruelty of cmmrei--

making them responsible for the acts, first of Hiero- MarcdTus."

" Livy, XXVI. -27. 15 ijvy, XXVI. 29.
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CHAP. n}Tiiiis, and then of a mercenary soldiery whicli they

)rTrrrT7^ had no means of resisting ; while the lonff and tried
A.U.C. 544, ^ ^
A.c. 210. fnendship of Hiero, proved by the Romans in the

utmost extremity of their fortune, had been for-

gotten. Marcellus insisted that the deputation should

remain in the senate, and hear his statement,—an-

swer he would not call it, and far less defence, as if

a Roman consul could plead to the accusations of

a set of Yanquished Greeks,—but his statement of

their offences, which had justly brought on all that

they had suffered. He said that they had acted as

enemies, had rejected his frequent offers of peace,

and had resisted his attacks with all possible obsti-

nacy, instead of doing as Sosis, whom they called a

traitor, had done, and surrendering their city into

his hands. He then left the senate-house together

with the Sicilians, and went to the capitol to carry

on the enlistment of the newly raised legions '^

Decree of There was a strong feeling in the senate that
the senate.

Marcellus Syracusc had been cruelly used ; and old T. Manlius
becomes the

patronus of exprcsscd this as became him, especiallY urging the
Syracuse.

,

*

unworthy return which had been made to the

country of Hiero for all his fidelity to Rome. But

a sense of Marcellus' signal services, and of the

urgency of the times, prevailed; and a resolution

was passed, confirming all that he had done, but

declaring that for the time to come the senate

would consult the welfare of the Syracusans, and

would commend them especially to the care of La^vi-

"^ Livy, XXVI. 30, 31.

<
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nils. A deputation of two senators was then sent chap.

to the consul, to invite him to return to the senate : ^~^l^
the Syracusans were called in, and the decree was a.c. 210.

'

read. Then the Syracusan deputies threw them-
selves at the feet of JNIarcellus, imploring him to

forgive all that they had said against him, to re-

ceive them under his protection, and to become the

patronus of their city '^ He gave them a gracious

answer, and accepted the office ; and from that time

forward the Syracusans found it their best policy to

extol the clemency of Marcel lus ; and later writers

echoed their language, not knowing, or not remem-
bering, that these expressions of forced praise were
their own strongest refutation.

The Campanian deputation was heard with less Severe

favour ; but still it was heard ; and the senate took the^'cam-
°

their complaint into consideration. But in this case
'''"''^°^'

no mercy was shown; and it was now that those

severe decrees were passed, fixing the future fate of

the Campanian people, which I have already men-
tioned by anticipation, at the end of the story of the

siege of Capua '^

The military history of this year is again difficult Opening of

to comprehend, owing to the omissions and incohe- ptign':°\"he

rence in Livy's narrative. Two armies, as we have Fdvinf is

seen, were employed against Hannibal ; that of Cn. HaSal''^

Fulvius, the consul of the preceding year, in Apulia

;

and that of Marcellus in Samnium. Where Hanni-
bal had passed the winter, or the end of the pre-

^' Livy, XXVI. 32. '^ Above, p. 25-!), foil. Livy, XXVI. 33.
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CHAP, ceding summer, we know not; not a word being

^^^_^ said of his movements after his ineffectual attempt
A.U.C. 544.

'-

A.c. 210. upon Rhegium, till we hear of his march against

Fulvius. We may suppose however that he had

wintered in Apulia ; and we are told that, Salapia

having been betrayed to the Romans, and a detach-

ment of Numidians having been cut off in it, Han-

nibal again retreated into Bruttium '^ With two

armies opposed to him, it was of importance not to

let either of them advance to attack Tarentum and

the towns on the coast, while he was engaged with

the other. He was obliged therefore to abandon

his garrisons in Samnium and Apulia to their own

resources, and kept his army well in hand, ready

to strike a blow whenever opportunity should offer.

As usual, he received perfect information of the

enemy's proceedings through his secret emissaries

;

and having learned that Fulvius was in the neighbour-

hood of Herdonea, trying to win the place, and that,

relying on his distance from the Carthaginian army,

he was not sufficiently on his guard, Hannibal con-

ceived the hope of destroying this army by an

unexpected attack. Again the details are given

variously ; but the result was, that Hannibal's at-

tempt was completely successful. The army of

Fulvius was destroyed, and the proconsul killed ; and

Hannibal, having set fire to Herdonea, and executed

those citizens who had been in correspondence with

the enemy, sent away the rest of the population

'3 Livy, XXVII. 1.
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into Bruttium, and himself crossed the mountains chap.
XLVI.

into Lucania, to look after the army of Marcel- '

—

—-i•' A.U.C. 544.

Ins '\ A.C. 210

Marcellus, on the ne^YS of his colleaf^ne's defeat, Maiceiius
adopts the

left Samnium, and advanced into Lucania : his ob- poi'cy of

Fabius.

ject now was to watch Hannibal closely, lest he

should again resume the oifensive; all attempts to

recover more towns in Samnium or elsewhere must

for the time be abandoned. And this service he

performed with great ability and resolution, never

leaving Hannibal at rest, and taking care not to fall

into any ambush, but unable, notwithstanding the

idle stories of his victories, to do any thing more

than keep his enemy in sight, as Fabius had done in

his first dictatorship. Thus the rest of the season

passed away unmarked by any thing of importance :

Marcellus wintered apparently at Venusia; Hanni-

bal in his old quarters, in the warm plains near the

sea -'.

In spite therefore of the reduction of Capua, the Advantages

Roman affairs in Italy had made no progress. On fhe"Romans

the contrary, another army had been totally de-
°" " ^ ^'

stroyed ; and the war with all its burthens seemed

interminable. But in other quarters, this year had

been more successful : Losvinus had ended the war

in Sicily ; and the resources of that island were now
at the disposal of the Romans ; while the Cartha-

ginian fleets had no point nearer than Carthage

itself, to carry on their operations, whether to the

20 Livy, XXVII. 1. 21 Liv,,^ XXVII. 2. 4. 12—14. 20.
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CHAP, annoyance of the enemy s coasts, or the relief of

^^^^

—

'-> their own garrisons at Tarentum, and alonsr the
A.U.C. 544. o *
A.c. 210. southern coast of Italy. In addition to this, the

alliance which Lsevinus had concluded with the

jEtolians before he quitted Epirus, had left a far

easier task to his successor P. SuljDicius, and re-

moved all danger of Philip's co-operating with Han-

nibal. Meanwhile Laevinus was summoned home to

hold the comitia, Marcellus being too busily em-

ployed with Hannibal to leave his army ; and accord-

ingly he crossed over directly from Lilybaeum or

Panormus to Ostia, accompanied by the African

JNIutines, who was now to receive the reward of his

desertion, in being made a citizen of Rome by a

decree of the people '^.

Alarming Beforo his departure from Sicily, Laevinus had
news from p i • /i k d '

Africa. sent the greater part of his fleet over to Africa,

partly to make plundering descents on the coast, but

chiefly to collect information as to the condition and

plans of the enemy. Messalla, who had succeeded to

T. Otacilius in the command of the fleet, accom-

plished this expedition in less than a fortnight ; and

the information which he collected was so impor-

tant, that, finding Laevinus was gone to Rome, he

forwarded it to him without delay. Its substance

bore, that the Carthaginians were collecting troops

with great diligence, to be sent over into Spain;

and that the general report was, that these soldiers

were to form the army of Hasdrubal, Hannibal's

22 Livy, XXVII. 5.
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brother, and were to be led by him immediately into chap.

Italy. This intelligence so alarmed the senate, that ^— —^
A IT P ^4^

they would not detain the consul to hold the comitia, ac. 209/

but ordered him to name a dictator for that purpose,

and then to return immediately to his province ".

With all the patriotism of the Romans, it was not a dictator

possible that personal ambition and jealousy should to hold the

be wholly extinct among them ; and the influence FaWus and

exercised at the present crisis by Q. Fabius, and his chosen

preference of Q. Fulvius and Marcellus to all other
*^''°'" ''

commanders, was no doubt regarded by some as

excessive and overbearing. The magistrate who pre-

sided at the comitia enjoyed so great a power over

the elections, that the choice of the dictator on
this occasion was of some consequence ; and Loevi-

nus intended to name the commander of his fleet,

M. Messalla, not without some view possibly to his

own re-election, if the comitia were held under the

auspices of a man not entirely devoted to Fabius

and Fulvius. But when he declared his intention to

the senate, it was objected that a person out of Italy

could not be named dictator; and the consul was
ordered to take the choice of the people, and to

name whomsoever the people should fix upon. In-

dignant at this interference with his rights as con-

sul, Lsevinus refused to submit the question to the

people, and forbade the prtetor, L. Manlius Aci-

dinus, to do so. This however availed him nothing-

;

for the tribunes called the assembly ; and the people

-3 Livy, XXVII. 3.
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CHAP, resolved that the dictator to be named should be
XLVI.

aiTcTms ^' Fulvius. L^evinus probably expected this, and,

A.c. 209. as his last resource, had left Rome secretly on the

night before the decision, that he might not be

compelled to go through the form of naming his

rival dictator. Here was a new difficulty ; for the

dictator could only be named by one of the consuls

:

so it was necessary to apply to Marcellus ; and he

nominated Q. Fulvius immediately -\ The old man
left Capua forthwith, and proceeded to Rome to hold

the comitia, at which the century first called gave

its votes in favour of Fulvius himself and Fabius.

This no doubt had been preconcerted : but two of

the tribunes shared the feelings of Lsevinus, and

objected to such a monopoly of office in the hands

of two or three men ; they also complained of the

precedent of allowing the magistrate presiding at

the election to be himself elected. Fulvius, Mdth

no false modesty, or what in our notions would be

real delicacy, maintained that the choice of the

century was good, and justified by precedents ; and

at last the question was submitted by common con-

sent to the senate. The senate determined that, un-

der actual circumstances, it was important that the

ablest men and most tried generals should be at the

head of affairs ; and they therefore approved of the

election. Accordingly Fabius and Fulvius were once

more appointed consuls ; the former for the fifth

time, the latter for the fourth -\

-" Livy, XXVII. 5. 2' lj^^^ XXVII. 6.
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Thus was the great object gained of employing chap.

the three most tried generals of the republic, Fa- r-rryrj^^

bius, Fulvius, and Marcellus, against Hannibal in the ^^ '^";-^^-
° Plan for

approaching campaign. Each was to command a the cam-

full consular army, INIarcellus retaining that which

he now had, with the title of proconsul ; and the

plan of operations was, that, while Marcellus occu-

pied Hannibal on the side of Apulia, a grand move-

ment should be made against Tarentum and the

other towns held by the enemy on the southern

coast. Fabius was to attack Tarentum, while Fulvius

was to reduce the garrisons still retained by Hanni-

bal in Lucania ^ and then to advance into Brut-

tium ; and that band of adventurers from Sicily, which

Lasvinus had sent over to Rhegium to do some

service in that quarter, was to attempt the siege of

Caulon, or Caulonia. Every exertion was to be made
to destroy Hannibal's power in the south, before his

brother could arrive in Italy to effect a diversion in

the north -\ Lsevinus, it seems, paid the penalty of

his opposition to Fulvius' election, in being deprived

of his consular army, which he was ordered to send

over to Italy to be commanded by Fulvius himself;

and he and the pro-prnetor L. Cincius were left to

defend Sicily with the old soldiers of Cann£e, and the

remains of the defeated armies of the two Fulvii, the

prretor and the proconsul, which had been con-

demned to the same banishment, together with the

forces which they had themselves raised within the

••^« Livy, XXVII. 7. 2? Livy, XXVII. 12.

VOL. III. Z
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CHAP, island, partly native Sicilians, and partly Numidians,

"TTTrrTT^ who had come over to the Romans with Mutines ^*'.

A.U.C. 545.

A.c. 209. ^Yitli these resources, and with a fleet of seventy

ships, Sicily was firmly held ; and Lsevinus, it is said,

was able in the course of the year to send supplies of

corn to Rome, and also to the army of Fabius before

Tarentum ^^.

Tweiveof J3^^ beforo the consuls could take the field, a
the Latin '

colonies le- stomi burst fortli more threatenino^ than any which
fuse fresh O
supplies. ^Q republic had yet experienced. The soldiers of

the army defeated at Herdonea, who were now to

be sent over to Sicily, were in a large proportion

Latins of the colonies ; and as they were to be ban-

ished for the whole length of the war, fresh soldiers

were to be levied to supply their place in Italy.

This new demand was the droj) which made the

full cup overflow. The deputies of twelve of the

colonies, who were at Rome as usual to receive the

consul's orders, when they were required to furnish

fresh soldiers, and to raise money for their payment,

replied resolutely that they had neither men nor

money remaining ^^.

The consuls "The Rouiau people," says Livy, "had at this

wiTthem^ period thirty colonies;" of which number twelve

thus refused to support the war any longer. The

number mentioned by the historian has occasioned

great perplexity ; but its coincidence with the old

number of the states of the Latin confederacy leaves

no doubt of its genuineness ; and when the maritime

"8 Livy, XXVII. 7. -^ Livv, XXVII. 8.

30 Livy, XXVII. 9.
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colonies are excepted, which stood^on a different chap.

footing, as not being ordinarily bound to raise ^"q"^

men for the regular land service, it agrees very A.c.209.

nearly with the list which we should draw up of

all the Latin colonies mentioned to have been

founded before this period. But what particular

causes determined the twelve recusant colonies more

than the rest to resist the commands of Rome, we

cannot tell. Amongst them we find the name of

Alba, which two years before had shown such zeal,

in hastening to the assistance of Rome unsummoned,

when Hannibal threatened its very walls : we also

find some of the oldest colonies, Circeii, Ardea, Cora,

Nepete, and Sutrium ; Cales, which had so long been

an important position during the revolt of Capua,

Carseoli, Suessa, Setia, Narnia, and Interamna, on

the Liris. The consuls, thunderstruck at their re-

fusal, attempted to shame them from their purpose

by rebuke. "This is not merely declining to furnish

troops and money," they said ;
" it is open rebellion.

Go home to your colonies ; forget that so detestable

a thought ever entered your heads ; remind your

fellow-citizens that they are not Campanians nor

Tarentines, but Romans, Roman born, and sent

from Rome to occupy lands conquered by Romans,

to multiply the race of Rome's defenders. All duty

owed by children to their parents, you owe to the

senate and people of Rome." But in vain did Fabius

and Fulvius, with all the authority of their years and

their great name, speak such language to the depu-

ties. They were coldly answered, " that it was use-

z 2
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CHAP, less to consult their countrynien at home ; the colo-
XLVI

^rrr/TTT:! nies could not alter their resolution ; for they had no
A.U.C. 545.

•'

A.c.209. uien nor money left." Finding the case hopeless,

the consuls summoned the senate, and reported the

fatal intelligence. The courage, which had not

yielded to the slaughter of Cannse, was shaken now.

"At last," it was said, "the blow is struck, and

Rome is lost : this example will be followed by all

our colonies and allies : there is doubtless a general

conspiracy amongst them to give us uj) bound hand

and foot to Hannibal ''."

Patriotic Tlio coHSuls bade the senate take courage : the
spirit of the

other eight- other colonies were yet true ;
" even these false ones

een colonies:

the senate wiH rctum to their duty, if we do not condescend
resolves to

take no to cutrcat tlicm, but rather rebuke them for their
notice of the
twelve, treason." Every thing was left to the consuls' dis-

cretion; they exerted all their influence with the

deputies of the other colonies privately ; and having

ascertained their sentiments, they then ventured to

summon them officially, and to ask, " Whether their

ap])ointed contingents of men and money were forth-

coming?" Then M. Sextilius of Fregellse stood up

and made answer in the name of the eighteen re-

maining colonies :
" They are forthcoming ; and if

more are needed, more are at your disposal. Every

order, every wish of the Roman people, Ave will with

our best efforts fulfil : to do this we have means

enough, and will more than enough." The consuls

replied, "Our thanks are all too little for your

3' Livy, XXVII. f).
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desert: the whole senate must thank you them- chap.
XLVI

selves." Thev led the deputies into the senate ^/—

^

^ A.U.C. 545.

house; and thanks were voted to them in the a.c. 209.

warmest terms. Then the consuls were desired to

lead them before the people, to remind the people

of all the services which the colonies had rendered

to them and to their fathers, services all surpassed

by this last act of devotion. The thanks of the

people were voted no less heartily than those of the

senate. " Nor shall these eighteen colonies even

now," says Livy, " lose their just glory. They were

the people of Signia, of Norba, of Saticula, of Brun-

disium, of Fregellse, of Luceria, of Venusia, of

Hadria, of Firmum, and of Ariminum ; and from the

lower sea, the people of Pontia, and of Pa3stum, and

of Cosa ; and from the midland country, the people

of Beneventum, and of J^^sernia, and of Spoletum,

and of Placentia, and of Cremona." The aid of these

eighteen colonies on that day saved the Roman em-

pire. Satisfied now, and feeling their strength in-

vincible, the senate forbade the consuls to take the

slightest notice of the disobedient colonies; they

were neither to send for them, nor to detain them,

nor to dismiss them ; they were to leave them wholly

alone "I

It is enough for the glory of any nation, that its Magna-o
./

./

nimity of

history m two successive years should record two their con-
•' •'

duct.

such events as the magnanimous liberality of the singular
• coincidence

senate in sacrificing their wealth to their country, in the subse-

quent des-

tinies of
*

the house of
'- Livy, XXVII. 10. Fulvius and

of FregellsB.
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CHAP, and the no less mao-nanimous firmness and wisdom
XLVI.

1 , . 1 1 . 1 . *
' — of tneir behaviour towards their colonies. An aris-
A.U.C. 545.

A.c. 209. tocracy endowed with such virtues deserved its

ascendancy: for its inherent faults were now shown

only towards the enemies of Rome ; its nobler cha-

racter alone was disj^layed towards her citizens. But

when M. Sextilius of Fregellse was standing before

Q. Fulvius, promising to serve Rome to the death,

and the old consul's stern countenance was softened

into admiration and joy, and his lips, which had so

remorselessly doomed the Capuan senators to a bloody

death, were now uttering thanks and praises to

Rome's true colonists, how would each have started,

could he have looked for a moment into futurity,

and seen what events were to happen, before a hun-

dred years were over ! By a strange coincidence,

each would have seen the selfsame hand red with

the blood of his descendants, and extinsfuishino^ the

country of the one and the family of the other.

Within ninety years, the Roman aristocracy were

to become utterly corrupted ; and its leader, L.

Opimius, as base personally as he was politically

cruel, was to destroy FregelhT, and treacherously in

cold blood to slay an innocent youth, the last direct

representative of the great Q. Fulvius, after he had

slain M. Fulvius, the youth's father, in civil conflict

within the walls of Rome'^^ Fregellne, to whose

citizens Rome at this time owed her safety, was

within ninety years to be so utterly destroyed by the

•^=* Velleius, II. 6. 4. II. 7. 2. Plutarch, C. Gracchus, c. xvi.

Appian B. C. I. 26.
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Roman arms, that at this day its very site is not chap.
XLV

I

certainly known : the most faithful of colonies has ^—-—^
•'

A.U.C. 545.

perished more entirely than the rebellious Capua ^^ a.c. 209.

Rome could rely on the fidelity of the majority of The saned

, .
treasure is

her colonies; but their very readiness made it de- brought out.

sirable to spare them to the utmost. Therefore a

treasure, which was reserved in the most sacred

treasury for the extremest need, was now brought

out; amounting, it is said, to four thousand pounds'

weight of gold ; and wdiich had been accumulating

during a period of about 150 years, being the pro-

duce of the tax of five per cent, on the value of

every emancipated slave, paid by the person who

gave him his liberty. With this money the military

chests of the principal armies were well rej^lenished

;

and supplies of clothing were sent to the army in

Sjiain, which P. Scij^io was now commanding, and

was on the point of leading to the conquest of New
Carthage ^^

At length the consuls took the field. Marcellus, satunium

T , ,1 1 1 T T p and Lucania
according to the plan agreed upon, broke up irom sui.mit to

his quarters at Venusia, and proceeded to watch and the B°ut-"''

harass Hannibal; while Fabius advanced upon Ta- about sub-

rentum, and Fulvius marched into Lucania. Caulo-

nia at the same time \vas besieged by the band of

adventurers from Sicily. The mass of forces thus

employed was overwhelming; and Hannibal, while

he clung to Apulia and to Bruttium, was unable to

retain his hold on Samnium and Lucania. Those

^^ Velleius, II. 6. 4. Strabo, V. p. 363. Auctor ad Herennium,
IV. 15. »5 Livy, XXVII. 10.
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CHAP.
XLVI.

A.U.C. 545,

A.C. 209.

Hannibal's
brilliant

exploits.

Tarentura
is betrayed

to the

Romans.

great countries, or rather the powerful party in both,

which had hitherto been in revolt from Rome, now

made their submission to Q. Fulvius, and delivered

up such of Hannibal's soldiers as were in garrison in

any of their towns. They had apparently chosen

their time well ; and by submitting at the beginning

of the campaign they obtained easy terms. Even

Fulvius, though not inclined to show mercy to re-

volted allies, granted them a full indemnity : the

axes of his lictors were suffered this time to sleep

unstained with blood. This politic mercy had its

eifect on the Bruttians also : some of their leading

men came to the Roman camp to treat concerning

the submission of their countrymen on the terms

which had been granted to the Samnites and Luca-

nians ; and the base of all Hannibal's operations,

the southern coast of Italy, was in danger of being

torn away from him, if he lingered any longer in

ApuHa ^^

Then his indomitable genius and energy appeared

once more in all its brilliancy. He turned fiercely

upon Marcellus, engaged him twice, and so disabled

him, that Marcellus, with all his enterprise, was

obliged to take refuge within the walls of Venusia,

and there lay helpless during the remainder of the

campaign ^^ Freed from this enemy, Hannibal flew

into Bruttium : the strength of Tarentum gave him
no anxiety for its immediate danger ; so he hastened

to deliver Caulonia. The motley band who were

Livy, XXVII. 15. 37 Livy, XXVII. 12—14.
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besieging it fled at the mere terror of his approach, chap.

and retreated to a neighbouring hill ; thither he ^rpfTTTt

pursued them, and obliged them to surrender at -^-C- 209.

discretion ^^. He then marched back with speed

to Tarentum, hoping to crush Fabius, as he had

crushed Marcellus. He Mas within five miles of the

city, when he received intelligence that it was lost.

The Bruttian commander of the garrison had be-

trayed it to Fabius : the Romans had entered it in

arms : Carthalo, the Carthaginian commander, and

Nico and Philemenus, who had opened its gates to

Hannibal, had all fallen in defending it : the most

important city and the best harbour in the south of

Italy were in the hands of the Romans ^^.

The news of the fall of Paris, when Napoleon HanniM

was hastening from Fontainebleau to deliver it, can d^w FaWus... .
into a snare,

scarcely have been a heavier disappointment to him, but fails.

than the news of the loss of Tarentum was to Hanni-

bal. Yet, always master of himself, he was neither

misled by passion nor by alarm : he halted and en-

camped on the ground, and there remained quiet for

some days, to show that his confidence in himself was

unshaken by the treason of his allies. Then he re-

treated slowly towards Metapontum, and contrived

that two of the Metapontines should go to Fabius at

Tarentum, offering to surrender their town and the

Carthaginian garrison, if their past revolt might

be forgiven. Fabius, believing the proposal to be

genuine, sent back a favourable answer, and fixed

33 Livy, XXVII. 15, 16. 39 Livy^ XXVII. 15, 16.
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CHAP, the day on which he would appear before Metapon-

^~ Iv turn with his army. On that day Hannibal lay in
A U C 545

^ ./

AC. 200. ambush close to the road leading from Tarentum,

ready to spring upon his prey. But Fabius came

not : his habitual caution made him suspicious of

mischief; and it was announced that the omens

were threatening : the haruspex, on inspecting the

sacrifice, which was offered to learn the pleasure of

the gods, warned the consul to beware of hidden

snares, and of the arts of the enemy. The Meta-

pontine deputies were sent back to learn the cause

of the delay ; they were arrested, and, being threat-

ened with the torture, disclosed the truth "*".

He remains Tlio remaining operations of the campaign are
master of . •.

j_i tj i i ^

the field, agam unknown : the liomans however seem to have

attempted nothing farther; and Hannibal kept his

army in the field, marching whither he would with-

out opposition, and again laying waste various parts

of Italy with fire and sword*'. So far as we can

discover, he returned at the end of the season to his

old winter quarters in Apulia.

Dissatisfac- It is uot wouderful that this result of a campaign,

Rome: com- from wliich SO mucli had been expected, should have

agK^ns^ Mar- caused great disappointment at Rome. However
cellus, who , .,,... f m i

nevertheless much mcu rcjoiccd m the recovery or larentum,

consul. they could not but feel that even this success was

owing to treason ; and that Hannibal's superiority to

all who were opposed to him was more manifest than

ever. This touched them in a most tender point;

'^ Livy, XXVII. IG.

^' Livy, XXVII. 20. " Vagante per Italiam Hannibale."
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because it enabled him to continue his destructive chap.
XLVI

ravages of Italy, and thus to keeji up that distress '

—

~-i

which had long been felt so heavily. Above all, a.c. 209.

indignation ^A'as loud against IMarcellus *^
: and if in

his lifetime he indulged in that braggart language,

which his son used so largely after his death, the

anger of the people against him was very reason-

able. If he called his defeats victories, as his son no

doubt called them afterwards, and as the falsehood

through him has struck deej) into Roman history,

well might the people be indignant at hearing that

a victorious general had shut himself up all the

summer within the walls of Venusia, and had allowed

the enemy to ravage the country at pleasure. The

feeling was so strong, that C. Publicius, one of the

tribunes, a man of an old and respected tribuni-

cian family, brought in a bill to the people to

deprive Marcellus of his command. Marcellus re-

turned home to plead his cause, when Fulvius went

home also to hold the comitia ; and the people met

to consider the bill in the Flaminian circus, without

the walls, to enable Marcellus to be present; for

his military command hindered his entering the

city. It is likely that the influence of Fulvius

was exerted strongly in his behalf; and his own
statement, if he told the simple truth, left no just

cause of complaint against him. He had executed

his part of the campaign to the best of his ability

:

twice had he fought with Hannibal to hinder him

•*" Livy, XXVII. 20.
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CHAP, from marchiiiff into Bruttium; and it was not his
XLVI. °

^-rrym'. fault, if the fate of all other Roman generals had
A.U.C. 546. ' *-'

A.c. 208. been his also; he had but failed to do what none

had done, or could do. The people felt for the

mortification of a brave man, who had served them

w^ell from youth to age, and in the worst of times

had never lost courage: they not only threw out

the bill, but elected Marcellus once more consul,

giving him, as his colleague, his old lieutenant in

Sicily, T. Quintius Crispinus, who was now praetor,

and during the last year had succeeded to Fulvius

in the command at Capua *^

Julius Jt marks our advance in Roman history, that
Caesar *^

praetor. amoug tlic practors of this year we find the name

of Sex. Julius Csesar; the first Caesar who appears

in the Roman Fasti.

Doubts For some time past the Romans seem to have
about tbe

fidelity of mistrusted the fidelity of the Etruscans; and an
Etruria.

army of two legions had been regularly stationed in

Etruria, to check any disposition to revolt. But now

C. Calpurnius Piso, who commanded in Etruria, re-

ported that the danger was becoming imminent, and

he particularly named the city of Arretium as the

principal seat of disaffection ". Why this feeling

should have manifested itself at this moment, we
can only conjecture. It is possible that the fame

of Hasdrubal's coming may have excited the Etrus-

cans. It is possible that Hannibal may have had

some correspondence with them, and persuaded

« Livy, XXVII. 20, 21. « Livy, XXVII. 21.
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them to co-operate with his brother. But other chap.

causes may be imagined ; the continued pressure of >—^^
the war upon all Italy, and the probability that a.c. -208.'

the defection of the twelve colonies must have

compelled the Romans to increase the burdens

of their other allies. If, as Niebuhr thinks", the

Etruscans were not in the habit of serving with

the legions in the regular infantry, their contribu-

tions in money, and in seamen for the fleets, would

have been proportionably greater; and both these

would fall heavily on the great Etruscan chiefs, or

Lucumones, from whose vassals the seamen would
be taken, as their properties would have to furnish

the money. Again, in the year 544, when corn was
at so enormous a price, we read of a large quantity

purchased in Etruria by the Roman government
for the use of their garrison in the citadel of

Tarentum ^\ This corn the allied states were bound
to sell at a fixed price ; so that the Etruscan land-

owners would consider themselves greatly injured,

in being forced to sell at a low price, what in the

present condition of the markets was worth four or

five times as much. But whatever was the cause,

Marcellus was sent into Etruria, even before he came
into office as consul, to observe the state of affairs,

that, if necessary, he might remove the seat of war
from Apulia to Etruria. The report of his mission

seemed satisfactory ; and it did not appear necessary

to bring his army from Apulia *^

« Vol. III. p. 505. '' Livy, XXV. 15. ^- Livy, XXVII. 21.
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CHAP.
XLVI.

A.U.C. 54C,

A.C. 208.
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military
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campaign.

Yet some time afterwards, before Marcellus left

Rome to take the field, the reports of the disaffec-

' tion of Arretium became more serious ; and C. Hosti-

lius, who had succeeded Calpurnius in the command

of the army stationed in Etruria, was ordered to lose

no time in demanding hostages from the principal

inhabitants. C. Terentius Varro was sent to receive

them, to the number of 120, and to take them to

Rome. Even this precaution was not thought suffi-

cient ; and Varro was sent back to Arretium to oc-

cupy the city with one of the home legions, while

Hostilius, with his regular army, was to move up and

down the country, that any attempt at insurrection

might be crushed in a moment *^. It appears also

that, besides the hostages, several sons of the wealthy

Etruscans were tak en away to serve in the cavalry of

Marcellus' army, to prevent them at any rate from

being dangerous at home ^^

The two consuls were to conduct the war against

Hannibal, whilst Q. Claudius, one of the praetors, with

a third army, was to hold Tarentum, and the country

of the Sallentines. Fulvius Avith a single legion

resumed his old command at Capua. Fabius re-

turned to Rome, and from this ti«ie forward no

more commanded the armies of his country, al-

though he still in all probability directed the mea-

sures of the government ^^

Crispinus had left Rome before his colleague, and,

with some reinforcements newly raised, proceeded to

Livy, XXVII. 24. « Livy, XXVII. 26.
5" Livy, XXVII. 22.
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3 the command of the army which

had belonofed to Fiilvius. His ambition was to

Lucania, to take the command of the army which chap.
' -^ XLVI.

A.U.C. 546.

rival the glory of Fabius, by attacking another of A.C.208.

the Greek cities on the southern coast. He fixed

upon Locri, and having sent for a powerful artillery

from Sicily, with a naval force to operate against the

sea front of the town, commenced the siege. Han-

nibal's approach however forced him to raise it ; and

as Marcellus had now arrived at Venusia, he re-

treated thither to co-operate with his colleague. The

two armies were encamped apart, about three miles

from each other: two consuls, it was thought, must

at any rate be able to occupy Hannibal in Apulia,

while the siege of Locri was to be carried on by the

fleet and artillery from Sicily, with the aid of one of

the two legions commanded by the priTetor Q. Clau-

dius at Tarentum. Such was the Roman plan of

campaign for the year 546, the eleventh of this

memorable war ^^.

The two armies opposed to Hannibal must have Hannibal

amounted at least to 40,000 men : he could not legbn'sent

• 1 1 1 • 1 f 1
'"'' besiege

venture to risk a battle against so laro-e a force : but loch.

his eye was everywhere ; and he was neither ignorant

nor unobservant of what was going on in his rear, and

of the intended march of the leo-ion from Tarentum

to carry on the siege of Locri by land. So con-

fident was he in his superiority, that he did not

hesitate to detach a force of 3000 horse and 2000

foot from his already inferior numbers, to intercept

" Livy, XXVII. 25.
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CHAP, these troops on their way : and while the Romans
^-—-^—^' marched on m confidence, supposing that Hannibal
AX). 208. ^vas far away in Apulia, they suddenly found their

road beset ; and Hannibal's dreaded cavalry broke in

upon the flanks of their column. The rout was com-

plete in an instant ; the whole Roman division was

destroyed or disf)ersed ; and the fugitives, escaping

over the country in all directions, fled back to Taren-

tum '^ The fleet from Sicily were obliged therefore

to carry on the siege of Locri as well as they could,

with no other help.

This signal service rendered, Hannibal's detach-

ment returned to his camp, bringing back their nu-

merous prisoners. Frequent skirmishes took place

between the opposed armies ; and Hannibal was con-

tinually hoping for some opportunity of striking a

blow. A hill covered with copsewood rose between

the two armies, and had been occupied hitherto

by neither party ; only Hannibal's light cavalry

were used to lurk amongst the trees at its foot,

to cut off any stragglers from the enemy's camp.

The consuls, it seems, wished to remove their camp

—for the two consular armies were now encamped

together—to this hill ; or at any rate to occupy

it as an entrenched post, from which they might

command the enemy's movement. But they re-

solved to reconnoitre the ground for themselves

;

and accordingly, they rode forward with two hundred

cavalry, and a few light-armed soldiers, leaving their

Livy, XXVII. 26.
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troops behind in the camp, with orders to be in chap.

readiness on a signal given to advance and take pos- TTrrfTT^

session of the hill '\ The party ascended the hill ^c- '-^os-

without opposition, and rode on to the side to-

wards the enemy, to take a view of the country

in that direction. Meantime the Numidians, who
had always one of their number on the look-out, to

give timely notice of any thing that approached, as

they were lurking under the hill, were warned by

their scout, that a party of Romans were on the

heio-hts above them. No doubt he had marked the

scarlet war- cloaks of the generals, and the lictors

who went before them, and told his companions of

the golden prize that fortune had thrown into their

hands. The Numidians stole along under the hill,

screened by the trees, till they got round it, between

the party on the summit and the Koman camp

:

then they charged up the ascent, and fell suddenly

upon the astonished enemy. The whole affair was

over in an instant : INIarcellus was run through the

body with a spear, and killed on the spot; his son

and Crispinus were desperately Avounded ; the Etrus-

can horsemen, who formed the greater part of the

detachment, had no inclination to fight in a service

which they had been forced to enter ; the Fregel-

lans, who formed the remainder of it, were too few to

do any thing ; all were obliged to ride for their lives,

and to leap their horses down the broken ground

on the hill sides to escape to their camp. The

" Livy, XXVII. 26.
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CHAP, legions in the camp saw the skirmish, but coukl not

^~^-^ come to the rescue in time. Crispinus and the
A.c. 208. young Marcollus rode in covered with blood, and

followed by the scattered survivors of the party ; but

Marcellus, six times consul, the bravest and stoutest

of soldiers, Avho had dedicated the spoils of the Gaul-

ish king, slain by his own hand, to Jupiter Feretrius

in the capitol, was lying dead on a nameless hill

;

and his arms and body were Hannibal's ^^.

The Roman
army re-

treats: Han
army re-

"^^^ Numldiaus, hardly believing what they had

nibli'iaises
^oue, rode back to their camp to report their ex-

Locri!^^"'^ traordinary achievement. Hannibal instantly put

his army in motion, and occupied the fatal hill.

There he found the body of Marcellus, which he is

said to have looked at for some time with deep in-

terest, but with no word or look of exultation : then

he took the ring from the finger of the body, and

ordered, as he had done before in the case of Flami-

nius and Gracchus, that it should be honourably

burned, and that the ashes should be sent to Marcel-

lus' son ^\ The Romans left their camp under cover of

the night, and retreated to a position of greater secu-

rity : they no longer thought of detaining Hannibal

from Bruttium ; their only hope was to escape out

of his reach. Then Hannibal flew once more to

the relief of Locri : the terror of the approach of

his Numidian cavalry drove the Romans to their

ships ; all their costly artillery and engines were

abandoned; and the siege of Locri, no less dis-

5^ Livy, XXVII. 27. ^^ Plutarch, Marcellus, c. 20.
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astrous to the Roman naval force than to their land chap.
XLVI.

army, was eifectually raised^", ^

—

.^'
•' •'

A.U.C. 546.

Dunnof the rest of the season the field was aa^ain a.c. 208.*
. .

*
lie con-

left free to Hannibal ; and his destructive ravages tin'-es mas-
* terofthe

were carried on, we may be sure, more widely than fieia
:
the

consul Cris-

even in the preceding' year. The army of Marcellus pinus dies ..t

•\^ c ^T ' 1 p • •
wounds.

lay within the walls of Venusia ; that of Crispinus

retreated to Capua '^
; officers having been sent by

the senate to take the command of each provision-

ally. Crispinus was desired to name a dictator for

holding the comitia; and he accordingly nominated

the old T. Manlius Torquatus; soon after which

he died of the effect of his wounds ; and the re-

public, for the first time on record, was deprived of

both its consuls, before the expiration of their office,

by a violent death -l

The public anxiety about the choice of new con- The Massi-

, ,- T'11'1 1 11 liiins send

suls was quickened m the highest degree by the tidings of

arrival of an embassy from Massilia. The JNIassilians, hehigin'

true to their old friendship with Rome, made haste to

acquaint their allies with the danger that was threat-

ening them. Hasdrubal, Hannibal's brother, had

suddenly appeared in the interior of Gaul ; he had

brought a large treasure of money with him, and was

raising soldiers busily. Two Romans were sent back

to Gaul with the Massilian ambassadors to ascertain

the exact state of affairs ; and these officers, on their

return to Rome, informed the senate, that, through

the connexions of Massilia with some of the chiefs

^6 Livy, XXVIl. 28. " Livy, XXVII. 29. ^« Livy, XXVII. 33.
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$HAP. in the interior, they had made out that Hasdrubal

^^-jj^-^g had completed his levies, and was only waiting for

A.c. 208. ii^Q fipg^ melting of the snows to cross the Alps.

The senate therefore must expect in the next cam-

paign to see two sons of Ilamilcar in Italy ^^

His route Reservina: the detail of the war in Spain for
out of Spain, ° ^

Gi'ui"^''
another place, I need only relate here as much
as is necessary for understanding Hasdrubal's ex-

pedition. Early in the season of 546, while the

other Carthaginian generals were in distant parts of

the peninsula, Hasdrubal had been obliged with his

single army to give battle to Scipio at Bsecula, a

place in the south of Spain, in the upper part of

the valley of the Bnetis ; and having been defeated

there, had succeeded nevertheless in carrying off

his elephants and money, and had retreated first

towards the Tagus, and then towards the western

Pyrenees, whither Scipio durst not follow him, for

fear of abandoning the sea-coast to the other Car-

thaginian generals''*'. By this movement Hasdrubal

masked his projects from the view of the Romans

;

they did not know whether he had merely retired

to recruit his army in order to take the field

against Scipio, or whether he was preparing for a

march into Italy ^'. But even if Italy were his

object, it was supposed that he would follow the

usual route, by the eastern Pyrenees along the coast

of the Mediterranean ; and Scipio accordingly took

the precaution of securing the passes of the moun-
ts Livv, XXVII. .36. fi' Polybius, X. 39. 7. Livy,
f Liv"y, XXVII. 18, 19. Poly- XXVII. 20.

bius, X. 38, 39.
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tains in this direction, on tlie present road between chap.
XLVI

Barcelona and Perpiarnan ^-
;
perhaps also he secured Vt-t.-ttx'^ " ^ ' A.U.C. 546.

those other passes more inland, leading from the ^ <^- 208.

three valleys which meet above Lerida, into Lan-

guedoc, and to the streams which feed the Garonne.

But Hasdrubal's real line of march was wholly un-

suspected : for passing over the ground now so

famous in our own military annals, near the highest

])art of the course of the Ebro, he turned the Pyre-

nees at their western extremity, and entered Gaul

by the shores of the ocean, by the Bidassoa and the

Adour '^\ Thence striking eastward, and avoiding

the neighbourhood of the Mediterranean, he pene-

trated into the country of the Arverni ; and so

would cross the Rhone near Lyons, and join Han-

nibal's route for the first time in the plains of

Dauphine, at the very foot of the Alps. This new

and remote line of march concealed him so long,

even from the knowledge of the Massilians, and

obliged them to seek intelligence of his movements

from the chiefs of the interior ^^

Now then the decisive year was come, the jjoint Doubts at

1 1 Till I'll Rome about

or the great struggle so long delayed, but which the tbe choke of

Carthaginians had never lost sight of, when Italy

Avas to be assailed at once from the north and from

the south, by two Carthaginian armies, led by two

sons of Hamilcar. And at this moment Marcellus,

so long the hope of Rome, was gone ; Fabius and

Fulvius were enfeebled by age ; Laevinus, whose

6 Polvlnus, X. 40. 11. <"' Livv, XXVII. 20.
6^ Livy, XXVII. 39.
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CHAP, services in Macedonia and Sicily had been so im-
XLVI

'

—

——. portant, had offended the ruling party in the senate
A.U.C. 547.

A.c. 207. by his opposition to the ajipointment of Fnlvius as

dictator two years before ; and no important com-

mand would as yet be intrusted to him. In this

state of things the general voice pronounced that the

best consul who could be chosen was C. Claudius

Nero ^^.

c, Nero. Q Nero came of a noble lineage, being a patrician

of the Claudian house, and a great-grandson of the

famous censor, Appius the blind. He had served

throughout the war, as lieutenant to Marcellus in

540 ; as praetor and propraetor at the siege of Capua,

in 542 and 543 ; as propraetor in Spain in 544 ; and

lastly as lieutenant of Marcellus in 545 '^^ Yet it is

strange that the only mention of him personally

before his consulship which has reached us, is un-

favourable : he is said to have shown a want of

vigour when serving under Marcellus in 540, and a

want of ability in his command in Spain ^^ But

these stories are jDerhaps of little authority ; and if

they are true, Nero must have redeemed his faults

by many proofs of courage and wisdom ; for his

countrymen were not likely to choose the general

rashly, who was to command them in the most

perilous moment of the whole war; and we know
that their choice was amply justified by the event.

M. Livius. But if Nero were one consul, who was to be his

6' Liw, XXVII. 34.
«« Liv7, XXIV. 17. XXV. •>, 3. -22. XXVI. 17. XXVll. 14.
'' Livy, XXIV. 17. XXVII. 14.
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colleague ? It must be some one who was not a citap.

patrician, to comply with the Licinian law, and the —LJ^L^
, , . ^ 1 . . T-. 1

A.U.C. .547.

now settled practice or the constitution. But tliere a.c. 207.

was no Decius living, no Curius, no Fabricius; and the

glory of the great house of the JNIetelli had hitherto,

during the second Punic war, been somewhat in

eclipse, bearing the shame of that ill-advised Metel-

lus, who dared after the rout of Cannae to speak of

abandoning Italy in despair. The brave and kindly

Gracchus, the bold Flaminius, the unwearied and un-

daunted Marcellus, had all fallen in their country's

cause. Varro was living, and had learnt Avisdom by

experience, and was serving the state well and faith-

fully; but it would be of evil omen to send him

again with the last army of the commonwealth to

encounter a son of Hamilcar. At last men remem-

bered a stern and sullen old man, M. Livius, who

had been consul twelve years before, and had then

done good service against the Illyrians, and obtained

a triumph, the last which Rome had seen "^
; but

whose hard nature had made him generally odious,

and who, having been accused before the people

of dividing the Illyrian spoil amongst his soldiers

unfairly, had been found guilty and fined '^^. The

shame and the sense of wrono- had so struck him,

—for though ungracious and unjust from temper,

he was above corruption,—that for some years he

lived wholly in the country ; and though he had

since returned to Rome, and the last censors had

6^ See above, p. Gl, 2. «» Frontinus, IV. 1. 4j.
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CHAP, obliged him to resume his place in the senate,
XLVI. *

^ —' yet he had never spoken there, till this very year,
A.U.C. 547. ^ ^

. .

^ J
'

A.c. 207. when the attacks made on his kinsman, the governor

of Tarentum, had induced him to open his lips in his

defence. He was misanthropical to all men, and

especially at enmity with C. Nero : yet there were

qualities in him well suited to the present need ; and

the senators suggested to their friends and tribes-

men and dependents, that no better consuls could

be appointed than C. Nero and M. Livius ^^

He consents The peoplc uiio^ht ag^ree to choose Livius, but
reluctantly r 1 O O
to be chosen would ho couseut to bo choscu ? At first he refused
consul

;

altogether :
" If he were fit to be consul, why had

they condemned him ? if he had been justly con-

demned, how could he deserve to be consul T' But

the senators reproved him for this bitterness, telling

him "that his country's harshness was to be borne

like a parent's, and must be softened by patient

submission." Overpowered, but not melted, he con-

sented to be elected consul.

and is re- Thcu the scuators, and especially Q. Fabius, be-
conciled to

_ . .

Neio. sought him to be reconciled to his colleague. "To
what purpose?" he rej^lied : "we shall both serve the

commonwealth the better, if we feel that an enemy's

eye is watching for our faults and negligences." But

here again the senate's authority prevailed ; and the

consuls were publicly reconciled ". Yet the vindictive

temper of Livius still burnt within him so fiercely,

that, before he took the field, when Q. Fabius was

70 Livv. XXVII. 34.
'' Livy, XXVII. 35. Valerius Maximus, IV. 2. 2. VII. 2. 6.
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urffinof him not to be rash in hazardino: a battle, chap.
* °

.
XLVI.

nntil he had "well learnt the strength of his enemy, '—-—-'

he replied, " that he would fight as soon as ever a.c. 207.

he came in sight of him :" and when Fabiiis asked

him why he was so impatient, he answered, "Be-

cause I thirst either for the glory of a victory, or

for the pleasure of seeing the defeat of my unjust

countrymen ^-."

It is worth while to remark what gigantic efforts Enormous

the Komans made tor this great campaign. UneoftheRo-

consul was to have Cisalpine Gaul for his province,

the other Lucania and Bruttium ; each with the

usual consular army of two legions, and an equal

force of Italian allies. The army of the north was

supported by two others of equal force ; one, com-

manded by L. Porcius, one of the praetors, was

to co-operate with it in the field ; the other, com-

manded by C. Varro, Avas to overawe Etruria, and

form a reserve. In like manner the consul of the

army of the south had two similar armies at his dis-

posal, besides his own ; one in Bruttium, of which

old Q. Fulvius once more took the command, and

another in the neighbourhood of Tarentum. Besides

these twelve legions, one legion occupied Capua,

and two new home legions were raised for the im-

mediate defence of Rome. Thus fifteen legions,

containing 75,000 Roman citizens, besides an equal

number of Italian allies, Avere in arms this year for

7- Livy, XXVII. 40. Valerius Maxlmus, IX. 3. 1.
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CHAP, the protection of Italy. In tliis same year the re-
XLVI. I J .'

' — turn of the whole population of Roman citizens of
A.U.C. 547. ^ '

A.c. 207. an age to bear arms according to the census,

amounted only to 137,108; and in addition to the

forces employed in Italy, eight legions were serving

abroad ; two in Sicily, two in Sardinia, and four in

Spain '\

Means Soldiers were raised with a strictness never known
taken to

raise troops, ^eforo ',
iusomucli that even the maritime colonies

were called upon to fin'uish men for the legions,

although ordinarily exempted from this service,

on the ground that their citizens were responsible

for the defence of the sea-coast in their neiofh-

bourhood. Only Antium and Ostia were allowed

to retain their customary exemption; and the men
within the military age in both these colonies were

obliged to swear that they would not sleep out

of their cities more than thirty nights, so long as

the enemy should be in Italy. The slaves also were

again invited to enlist ; and two legions were com-

posed out of them ; and after all, so perilous was

the aspect of affairs in the north from the known

disaffection of Etruria, and even of Umbria, that

P. Scipio is said to have draughted 10,000 foot

and 1000 horse from the forces of his province,

and sent them by sea to reinforce the army of

the north ; while the praetor commanding in Sicily

sent 4000 archers and slingers for the army of the

'^ Livy, XXV 11. .30.
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soiitli. The lot decided that M. Livius was to be chap.

opposed to Hasdrubal, C. Nero to Hannibal '^*. ^-^

—

'—^

,
A.U.C. 547.

Meantime Hasdrubal had bearun his march from a-^- 207.
^ HasdiMibal

the plains between the Rhone and the Isere, and "osses the
-Alps, and

proceeded to cross the Alps by the route formerly advances
•^ 1 ^ J upon An-
followed by his brother. It is said that he found minum.

the obstacles of all kinds, both those presented by

nature, and those offered by the hostility of the

inhabitants, far less than had been experienced by

Hannibal. The inhabitants were now aware that

the stranger army meant them no ill ; that it was

merely passing through their a alleys on its way to a

distant land, to encounter its enemies there. Nay, it

is added that traces of Hannibal's enofineering- were

still in existence, that the roads which he had built

up along the steep mountain sides, and the bridges

which he had thrown over the torrents, and the

cuttings which he had made through the rocks, after

having been exposed for eleven years to the fury

of the avalanches, and the chafing of the swollen

streams, were even now serviceable to Hasdrubal.

At any rate Hasdrubal appeared in Italy sooner than

either friend or foe had expected him "^^

; and having

issued from the Alpine valleys, and crossed the Po,

he descended along its right bank, and sat down
before the Latin colony of Placentia. But the co-

lony was one of the faithful eighteen, and did not

forget its duty. It closed its gates ; and Hasdrubal

had no artillery to batter down its walls; he only

"* Livy, XXVII. .38. !-<, Livy, XXVII. 39. Appian, VII. o2.
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CHAP, lay before it tberefore long enough for the Cisal-

'— '-^ pine Gauls and Lio-urians to join him, and then
A.U C. 547.

^ o J '

A.c. 207. pressed forward on his march by the line of the later

iEmilian road, towards Ariminum and the shores of

the Adriatic. The prnetor L. Porcius retreated be-

fore him ; and Hasdrubal sent off four Gaulish horse-

men and two Numidians to his brother, to announce

his approach, and to propose that they should unite

their two armies in Umbria, and from thence ad-

vance by the Flaminian road straight upon Rome ^^.

Livius had by this time arrived on the scene of

action, and had effected his junction with L. Porcius

:

yet their combined forces were unable to maintain

their ground on the frontier of Italy; Ariminum

was abandoned to its fate ; they fell back behind the

Metaurus ; and still keeping the coast road,—for the

later branch of the Flaminian road, which ascends

the valley of the Metaurus, was not yet constructed,

—they encamped about fourteen miles farther to the

south, under the walls of the maritime colony of

Sena ".

Nero en- On the other side of Italy, C Nero, availing

Venu'sia. liimsclf of the full powers with which the consuls

Mere invested for this campaign, had incorporated

the two legions, which Q. Fulvius was to have com-

manded in Bruttium, with his own army, leaving

Fulvius at the head of a small army of reserve at

Capua. With an army thus amounting to 40,000

foot and 2500 horse, Nero fixed his head quarters

''• Livy, XXVII. 43. 77 Appian, VII. 52.
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at Venusia; his object being by all means to occupy chap.

Hannibal, and to hinder him from moving northwards ^—--—
-r"

^'
_

° A.U.C. 547.

to join his brother "^ ^c- 207.

At no part of the history of this war do we more Difficulties
•• • in the Ins-

feel the want of a e-ood military historian, than at '"'7°^ this
'-' '' carapaigrr.

the opening of this memorable campaign. What we

have in Livy is absolutely worthless ; it is so vague,

as well as so falsified, that the truth from which it

has been corrupted can scarcely be discovered. We
are told that Hannibal moved later from his winter

quarters than he might have done, because he

thought that his brother could not arrive in Cisalpine

Gaul so early as he actually did; and we are told

that he received information of his having reached

Placentia'^ Yet, after having heard this, he wastes

much time in moving about in the south, first into

Lucania, then to Apulia, thence falling back into

Bruttium, and finally advancing again into Ajmlia,

and there remaining idle, till the fatal blow had been

struck in the north. It is added, that in the course

of these movements he was several times engaged

with the Romans, and lost nearly 15,000 men, killed

or taken ^^ Putting aside these absurdities, in which

we cannot but recognize the perversions of Valerius

Antias, or some annalist equally untrustworthy, we

must endeavour as far as possible to conjecture the

outline of the real story.

With 40,000 men under an active general opposed Hannibal's
^

_ movements.

to him in the field, and with 20,000 more in his

'S Livv, XXVII. 40. '9 Livy, XXVII. 39.
so Livy^ XX VII. 41,42.
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CHAP, rear in the neighbourhood of Tarentum, Hannibal

^

—

..-^ could only act on the offensive by sratherinff all his
A.U.C. 547.

''

. , , . .

A.c. 207. remaining garrisons into one mass, and by raismg

additional soldiers, if it were possible, amongst the

allies who yet adhered to him. This was to be

accomplished in the face of a superior enemy, and,

as Hasdrubal was already arrived on the Po, with-

out loss of time. It was for this object apparently

that he entered Lucania, to raise soldiers amongst

his old partizans there ; with this view he crossed

back into Apulia, and then moved into Brut-

tium to join the new^ Bruttian levies, which had

been collected by Hanno, the governor of Meta-

pontum. All this he effected, baffling the pursuit

of Nero, or beating off his attacks ; and having

amassed a force sufficient for his purpose, he again

turned northwards, re-entered Apulia, advanced, fol-

lowed closely by Nero, to his old quarters near

Canusium, and there halted ^'. Whether he was busy

in collecting corn for his farther advance, or whether

he was waiting for more precise intelligence from

his brother, we know not ; but we do not find that

he moved his army beyond Canusium.

He waits for Admitting however that Hannibal was aware of
tidings from tt i i •

his brother. Hasdrubais arrival before Placentia, we can under-

stand why his own movements could not but be

suspended, after he had collected all his disposable

force together, till he should receive a fresh com-

munication from his brother. For from Placentia

8' Livy, XXVII. 4-2.
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Hasdrubal had a choice of roads before him ; and it chap.

was impossible for Hannibal to know beforehand —

—

'-"

^
^

A.U.C. 547.

which he might take. But on this knowledge his ^.c. 207.

own plans were to depend : if Hasdrubal crossed

the Apennines into Etruria, in order to rally the •

disaffected Etruscans around him, Hannibal might

then advance into Samnium and Campania : if on

the other hand, Hasdrubal were to move eastward

towards the Adriatic, thinking it desirable that the

two armies should act together, then Hannibal also

would keep near the coast, and retracing the line of

his own advance after the battle of Thrasymenus,

would be ready to meet his brother in Picenum, or

in Umbria. And it was in order to determine Han-

nibal's movements, that Hasdrubal, when he left

Placentia, sent off the six horsemen, as has been

already mentioned, to say that he was marching

upon Ariminum, instead of upon Etruria, and that

the two brothers were to effect their junction in

Umbria,

With marvellous skill and good fortune Hasdru- Hnsdmbars

bal's horsemen made their way through the whole aie\aken

length of Italy. But Hannibal's rapid movement ami biongiit

T-i'"^!' 11 1 1^° Nero.

into Bruttium disconcerted them : they attempted

to follow him thither; but mistaking their way,

and getting too near to Tarentum, they fell in with

some foragers of the army of Q. Claudius, and were

made prisoners. The praetor instantly sent them

under a strong escort to Nero. They were the

bearers of a letter from Hasdrubal to his brother, con-

taining the whole plan of their future operations : it
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CHAP, was written, not in cypher, but in the common Car-
XLVI.

, .

'

-, ^ 11.
'— ' thaginian language and character; and the mterpre-

A.c. 207. ter read its contents in Latin to the consul ^-.

Nero leaves Ncro took liis rcsoIution on the instant. He dis-
liis camp, ,,,-, ^ • i •

patched the letter to the senate, urgmg the mime-

diate recall of Fulvius with his army from Capua to

Rome, the calling out every Roman who could bear

arms, and the marching forward the two home le-

gions to Narnia, to defend that narrow gorge of the

Flaminian road against the invader. At the same

time he told the senate what he was going to do

himself. He picked out 7000 men, of whom 1000

were horse, the flower of his whole army ; he ordered

them to hold themselves in readiness for a secret

expedition into Lucania, to surprise one of Hanni-

bal's garrisons; and as soon as it was dark, he put

himself at their head, leaving his lieutenant, Q.

Catius, in the command of the main army, and began

his march ^^

and inaichcs Hls marcli was not towards Lucania. Already
to join

Livius. before he left his camp had he sent forward horse-

men on the road leading to Picenum and Umbria,

with the consul's orders, that all the provisions of the

country should be brought down to the road-side,

that all horses and draught cattle should be led

thither also, and carriages for the transport of the

weaker or wearied soldiers. Life and death Avere

upon his speed, the life and death of his country.

His march was towards the camp of his colleague,

8^' Livy, XXVII. 43. 83 uvy, XXVII. 43.
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before Sena ; his hope was to crush Hasdrubal with chap.

their combined and overwhelminof forces, whilst "^—^^
°

.

'

A.U.C. 547.

Hannibal, waiting for that letter which he would a.c. 207.

never receive, should remain still in Apulia.

When Nero had reached a sufficient distance Nero joins

Livius.

from Hannibal, he disclosed the secret of his ex-

pedition to his soldiers. They felt the glory of their

mission, and shared the spirit of their leader. Nor

was it a little thing to witness the universal en-

thusiasm which every where welcomed their march.

Men and women, the whole population of the coun-

try, crowded to the road side ; meat, drink, clothing,

horses, carriages, were pressed upon the soldiers ; and

happy was the man from whom they would accept

them. Every tongue blessed them as deliverers ; in-

cense rose on hastily built altars, where the peo-

ple, kneeling as the army passed, poured forth

prayers and vows to the gods for their safe and

victorious return. The soldiers would scarcely re-

ceive what was offered to them : they would not

halt ; they ate standing in their ranks : night and day

they hastened onwards, scarcely allowing themselves

a brief interval of rest ^*. In six or seven days the

march was accomplished : Livius had been fore-

warned of his colleague's approach ; and according to

his wish Nero entered the camp by night, conceal-

ing his arrival from Hasdrubal no less successfully

than he had hidden his departure from Hannibal ^\

The new comers were to be received into the tents They deter-

mine to nght
without
delay,

s* Livy, XXVII. 45. s^ Li^^^,^ XXVII. 46.

VOL. III. B b
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eiiAP. of Liviiis soldiers ; for any enlargement of the camp
^-^ '-" would have betrayed the secret; and they were more
A.U.C. 547.

•' 111
A.c. 207. than seven thousand men: for their numbers had

been swelled on their march ; veterans who had re-

tired from war, and youths too young to be enlisted,

having pressed Nero to let them share in his enter-

prise. A council was held the next morning; and

though Livius and L. Porcius, the prsetor, urged

Nero to allow his men some rest before he led them

to battle, he pleaded so strongly the importance of

not losing a single day, lest Hannibal should be

upon their rear, that it was agreed to fight imme-

diately. The red ensign was hoisted as soon as the

council broke up ; and the soldiers marched out and

formed in order of battle ^^

Hasdrubai The Bnomy, whose camp, according to the system

of ancient warfare, was only half a mile distant from

that of the Romans, marched out and formed in

line to meet them. But as Hasdrubai rode forward

to reconnoitre the Roman army, their increased

numbers struck him ; and other circumstances, it

is said, having increased his suspicions, he led back

his men into their camp, and sent out some horse-

men to collect information. The Romans then re-

turned to their ov/n camp ; and Hasdrubal's horse-

men rode round it at a distance to see if it were

larger than usual, or in the. hope of picking up some
stragglers. One thing alone, it is said, revealed the

secret : the trumpet, which gave the signal for the

«« Livy, XXVII. 46.

retreats,
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several duties of the day, was heard to sound as chap.

usual once in the camp of the praetor, but twice ^_l_'__^
A TT C^ KA7

in that of Livius. This, we are told, satisfied Has- a.c. 207.
*

drubal that both the consuls were before him : unable

to understand how Nero had escaped from Han-

nibal, and dreading the worst, he resolved to retire

to a greater distance from the enemy ; and having .

put out all his fires, he set his army in motion as

soon as night fell, and retreated towards the Me-
taurus ".

Whose narrative Livy has followed here, we along the

cannot tell : it is not that of Polybius, except in Metamus.

part : and some points speak ill for the credibi-

lity of its author. According to this account, Has-

drubal marched back fourteen miles to the Metau-

rus : but his guides deserted him and escaped un-

observed in the darkness, so that, when the army

reached the Metaurus, they could not find the fords,

and began to ascend the right bank of the river,

in the hope of passing it easily when daylight came,

and they should be arrived at a higher part of its

course. But the windings of the river, it is said,

delayed him : as he ascended further from the sea,

he found the banks steeper and higher ; and no ford

was to be gained ^^.

The IMetaurus, in the last twenty miles of its Description

course, flows through a wide valley or plain, the of the m"-^*

ground rising into heights rather than hills, while

the mountains from which it has issued ascend far

Livy, XXVII. 47. ^^ Li,,^^ XXVII. 47.

B b 2
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CHAP, off in the distance, and bound the low country near

^-^^—
' the sea with a erio^antic wall. But, as is frequently

A.U.C.547. ° °
, .

A.c. 207. the case in northern Italy, the bed of the river

is like a valley within a valley, being sunk down

between steep cliffs, at a level much below the ordi-

nary surface of the country ; which yet would be sup-

posed to be the bottom of the plain by those who

looked only at the general landscape, and did not

observe the kind of trough in which the river was

winding beneath them. Yet this lower valley is

of considerable width ; and the river winds about

in it from one side to the other, at times run-

ing just under its high banks, at other times

leaving a large interval of plain between it and the

boundary. The whole country, both in the lower

valley and in the plain above, is now varied with

all sorts of cultivation, with scattered houses and

villages, and trees; an open, joyous, and habitable

region, as can be found in Italy. But when Has-

drubal was retreating through it, the dark masses of

uncleared wood still no doubt in many parts covered

the face of the higher plain, overhanging the very

cliffs of the lower valley ; and the river below, not to

be judged of by its present scanty and loitering

stream, ran like the rivers of a half cleared country,

with a deep and strong body of waters.

TheRomans Tlicse stcop cliffs would uo doubt prcscut a serious

Hasdiubai; obstaclc to au army wishing to descend to the edge

of the river ; and if their summits were covered M-ith

wood, they would at once intercept the view, and

make the march more difficult. Thus Hasdrubal was
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overtaken by the Romans, and obliged to fight, chap.

It is clear from Polybius that he had encamped ^~[7>rg^

foi' the night after his wearisome march ; and retreat ^^-C- 2"''-

being fatal to the discipline of barbarians, the Gauls

became unmanageable, and indulged so freely in

drinking, that, when morning dawned, many of them

were lying drunk in their quarters, utterly unable to

move^''. And now the Roman army was seen ad-

Aancing in order of battle ; and Hasdrubal, finding it

impossible to continue his retreat, marched out of

his camp to meet them^".

No credible authority tells us wdiat was the amount "i^" <i'a«s

up his army

of his army : that the Roman writers extravagantly for battle.

magnified it, is certain ; and that he was enormously
^

outnumbered by his enemy is no less so. Poly-

bius ^' says, that he deepened his lines, diminishing

their width, and drawing up his whole force in a

narrow space, with his ten elephants in front. We
hear nothing of his cavalry, the force with which

his brother had mainly won his victories ; and he

had probably brought scarcely any African horse

from Spain : what Gaulish horsemen had joined him

since he had crossed the Alps, we know not. His

Gaulish infantry, as many as were fit for action,

Avere stationed on his left, in a position naturally so

strong as to be unassailable in front; and its flank

Avould probably be covered by the river. He himself

took part with his Spanish infantry, and attacked

Polybius, XI. 3. ^ Livy, XXVII. 48.
9' Polybius, XI. ].
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CHAP, the left wins: of the Roman army, which was com-
XLVI

'—V—^ manded by Livius. Nero was on the Roman riffht,
A.U.C. 547.

^ ^
A.c. 207. the proetor in the centre ^^

Heisde- Between Hasdrubal and Livius the battle was
leated and
Biain. Iqjjo- and obstinately disputed, the elephants being,

according to Polybius, an equal aid, or rather an

equal hindrance, to both parties ^^
; for, galled by the

missiles of the Romans, they broke sometimes into

their own ranks, as well as into those of the enemy.

Meanwhile Nero, seeing that he could make no pro-

gress on his front, drew off his troops out of the

line, and passing round on the rear of the prsetor

and of Livius, fell upon the right flank and the

rear of the enemy. Then the fate of the day was

decided; and the Spaniards, outnumbered and sur-

rounded, were cut to pieces in their ranks, resisting

to the last. Then too, when all was lost, Hasdrubal

spurred his horse into the midst of a Roman cohort,

and there fell sword in hand, fighting, says Livy

with honourable sympathy, as became the son of

Hamilcar and brother of HannibaP*.

Effects of The conquerors immediately stormed the Cartha-
victory.

gjj^-^j^ camp, and there slaughtered many of the

Gauls, whom they found still lying asleep in the help-

lessness of brute intoxication ^^ The spoil of the

camp was rich, amounting in value to 300 talents :

of the elephants, six w^ere killed in the action ; the

other four Avere taken alive. All the Carthaginian

citizens who had followed Hasdrubal, were either

9- Livy, XXVII. 48. "" Livy, XXVII. 49. Polybius, XL 2.

93 XL"]. '^ Polybius, XL 3.
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killed or taken ; and 3000 Roman prisoners were chap,

found in the camp, and restored to liberty. The ^-^^^^
A.U.C. 547.

loss of men on both sides was swelled prodigiously a.c. 207.

'

by the Roman writers, ambitious, it seems, of making

the victory an exact compensation for the defeat of

Cannae : but Polybius "" states it at 1 0,000 men on

the side of the vanquished, and 2000 on that of the

Romans ; a decisive proof that Hasdrubal's army

actually engaged cannot have been numerous ; for

of those in the field few can have escaped. But

the amount of slain mattered little : Hasdrubal's

army was destroyed, and he himself had perished

;

and Hannibal was left to fight out the war with his

single army, which, however unconquerable, could

not conquer Italy.

Polybius" praises the heroic spirit of Hasdrubal, vaiueof

saying that he knew when it was time for him to
^fe*'''^''^*^

^

die ; that, having been careful of his life, so long as

there was any hope of accomplishing his grand enter-

prise, when all was lost, he gave his country, what

Pericles calls the greatest and noblest gift of a true

citizen, the sacrifice of his own life. And doubtless

none can blame the spirit of self-devotion to the

highest known duty: Hasdrubal was true to his

country in his death as in liis life. Yet the life of a

son of Hamilcar was to Carthage of a value beyond

all estimate : Hasdrubal's death outweighed the loss

of many armies ; and had he deigned to survive his

defeat, he might again have served his country, not

«6 XI. 3. • • 37 XI. 2.
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CHAP, only in peace as Hannibal did after his defeat at

'2~[j~Q~^ Zama, but as the leader of a fresh army of Gauls and
A.c. 207. Ligurians, of Etruscans and Umbrians, co-operating

with his brother in marching upon Rome.
Hannibal With HO Icss liastc than he had marched from
receives

onfisbro-*'
Apulia, Nero hastened back thither to rejoin his

thei's death,
a^jjiy. All was quiot there : Hannibal still lay in

his camp, waiting for intelligence from Hasdrubal.

He received it too soon, not from Hasdrubal, but

from Nero : the Carthaginian prisoners were ex-

hibited exultingly before his camp ; two of them

were set at liberty, and sent to tell him the story of

their defeat ; and a head was thrown down in scorn

before his outposts, if his soldiers might know w^hose

it was. They took it up, and brought to Hannibal

the head of his brother ^^ He had not dealt so with

the remains of the Roman generals : but of this

Nero recked nothing; as indifferent to justice and

humanity in his dealings with an enemy, as his im-

perial descendants showed themselves towards Rome,

and all mankind.
Anxiety and Mcanwliile, from the moment that Nero's march
jov at Rome. '

from the south had been heard of at Rome, in-

tense anxiety possessed the whole city. Every day

the senate sat from sunrise to sunset ; and not

a senator ^^ as absent : every day the forum was

crowded from morning till evening, as each hour

might bring some great tidings ; and every man
wished to be among the first to hear them. A

"^ Livy, XXVII. 51.
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doubtful rumour arose, that a ffreat battle had been chap.
Xf VI

fought, and a great victory won only two days be- ^^—^-^
fore: two horsemen of Narnia had ridden off from a.c. 207.

'

the field to carry the news to their home ; it had

been heard and published in the camp of the reserve

army, which was lying at Narnia to cover the ap-

proach to Rome. But men dared not lightly believe

Vidiat they so much wished to be true : and how,

they said, could a battle fought in the extremity

of Umbria be heard of only two days after at

Rome? Soon however it was known that a letter

had arrived from L. Manlius Acidinus himself, who
commanded the army at Narnia : the horsemen

had certainly arrived there from the field of battle,

and brought tidings of a glorious victory. The

letter was read first in the senate, and then in

the forum from the rostra : but some still refused

to believe : fugitives from a battle-field might carry

idle tales of victory to hide their own shame : till

the account came directly from the consuls it was

rash to credit it ^^ At last word was broug-ht that

oflflcers of high rank in the consul's army were

on their way to Rome ; that they bore a des-

patch from Livius and Nero. Then the whole city

poured out of the walls to meet them, eager to

anticipate the moment M^hich was to confirm all

their hopes. For two miles, as far as the Milvian

bridge over the Tiber, the crowd formed an unin-

terrupted mass ; and when the officers appeared,

S3 Livy, XXVII. 50.
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CHAP, they could scarcely make their way to the city, the

'—

—

'-" multitude throno-ino^ around them, and overwhelm-
A.U.C. 547.

. .

A.c. 207. ing them and their attendants with eager questions.

As each man learnt the joyful answers, he made

haste to tell them to others: "the enemy's army

is destroyed ; their general slain ; our own legions

and both the consuls are safe." So the crowd

re-entered the city ; and the three officers, all men of

noble names, L. Veturius Philo, P. Licinius Varus,

and Q. Metellus, still followed by the thronging

multitude, at last reached the senate-house. The

people pressed after them into the senate-house

itself: but even at such a moment the senate forsrot

not its accustomed order ; the crowd was forced

back ; and the consuls' despatch was first read

to the senators alone. Immediately afterwards the

officers came out into the forum : there L. Veturius

again read the despatch ; and as its contents were

short, and it told only the general result of the

battle, he himself related the particulars of what

he had seen and done. The interest of his hearers

grew more intense with every word ; till at last

the whole multitude broke out into a universal

cheer, and then rushed from the forum in all

directions to carry the news to their wives and

children at home, or ran to the temples to pour out

their gratitude to the gods. The senate ordered a

thanksgiving of three days ; the praetor announced it

in the forum ; and for three days every temple was

crowded ; and the Roman wives and mothers in their

gayest dresses, took their children with them, and
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lioured forth their thanks to all the gods for this chap.

great deliverance. It was like the burst of all na- —t^Ill^
ture, when a long frost suddenly breaks up, and the a.c. 207.''

snow melts, and the ground resumes its natural

colouring, and the streams flow freely. The Ro-

man people seemed at last to breathe and move
at liberty : confidence revived ; and with it the ordi-

nary business of life regained its activity : he who
wanted money found that men were not afraid to

lend it ; what had been hoarded came out into cir-

culation ; land might be bought without the dread

that the purchase would be rendered worthless by

Hannibal's ravages; and in the joy and confidence

of the moment, men almost forgot that their great

enemy with his unbroken army was still in Italy '"^

At the end of the year both consuls returned to The consuls

Rome, and triumphed. Many years had passed since
""^^^ '

this spectacle had been exhibited in its full solemnity;

for JNIarcellus had only obtained the smaller triumph,

or ovation, in which the general passed through the

streets on foot. But now the kingly chariot once

more carried a Roman consul in the pomp of kingly

state up to the temple of the Capitoline Jupi-

ter; and the streets once more resounded with the

shouts and rude jests of the victorious soldiers, as

they moved in long array after their general. The

spoil of Hasdrubal's camp was large ; each soldier

received a donative of three denarii and a half; and

three millions of sesterces in silver, besides 80,000

»<» Livy, XXVII. 51.
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CHAP, pounds of the old Italian copper money, were carried

'^^-^-^ into the treasury. Nero rode on horseback by the
A.U.C. 547. -, , , . ,...-,
A.c. 207. side of his colleague s chariot ; a distinction made

between them, partly because Livius had happened

to have the command on the day of the battle,

and partly because Nero had come without his

army ; his province still requiring its usual force, as

Hannibal was there. But the favour of the multi-

tude, if we can trust the writers under Augustus,

when they speak of his adopted son's ancestor, amply

compensated to Nero for this formal inferiority : they

said that he was the real conqueror of Hasdrubal,

while his name, even in absence, had overawed

Hannibal "". One thing however is remarkable, that

Nero was never employed again in a military com-

mand: we only hear of him after his consulship

as censor. Fabius and Fulvius and Marcellus had

been sent out year after year against Hannibal

;

whilst the man, whose military genius eclipsed all

the Roman generals hitherto engaged in Italy, was

never opposed to him again. Men's eyes were turned

in another direction ; and the conqueror of the Me-
taurus was less regarded than a young man whose

career of success had been as brilliant as it was un-

interrupted, and who was now almost entitled to

the name of conqueror of all Spain. It is time that

we should trace the events of the war in the west,

and describe the dawn of the glory of Scipio.

'»' Livy, XXIX. 37.



CHAPTER XLVII.

p. CORNELIUS SCIPIO. HIS OPERATIONS IN SPAIN. SIEGE

AND CAPTURE OF NEW CARTHAGE. BATTLE OF B^E-

CULA. THE CARTHAGINIANS EVACUATE THE SPANISH

PENINSULA. SCIPIO RETURNS TO ROME, AND IS

ELECTED CONSUL. A.U.C. 543 TO A.U.C. 548.

Three generations of Scipios have already been dis- chap.

tinguislied in Roman history ; L. Scipio Barbatas, ^-^—

—

'—

Avho was actively engaged in the third Samnite war ; thT'scyos.

L. Scipio, his son, who was consul early in the first

Punic Mar, and obtained a triumph ; and Publius

and CniTus Scipio, the sons of L. Scipio, who served

their country ably in Spain in the second Punic war,

and, as we have seen, were at last cut off there by

the enemy, towards the end of the siege of Capua.

Publius Scipio, who was killed in Spain, left two

sons behind him, Lucius and Publius : of these,

Lucius, the elder, became afterwards the conqueror

of king Antiochus ; Publius, the younger, was the

famous Scipio Africanus.

Athens abounded in writers at the time of the Contradic-
tory ac-

Peloponnesian war ; but, had not Thucydides been ^"""'s of

character.
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CHAP, one of them, how hard would it be rightly to esti-

i^^!!ly mate the characters of the eminent men of that

period ! And even Thucydides seems in one instance

to have partaken of the common weaknesses of

humanity: his personal gratitude and respect for

Antiphon has coloured, not indeed his statement of

his actions, but his general estimate of his worth :

he attributes an over-measure of virtue to the con-

spirator, who scrupled not to use assassination as a

means of overthrowing the liberty and independence

of his country. But Polybius, wdiose knowledge of

Rome was that of a foreigner, and for a long time of

a prisoner, could not be to Roman history what

Thucydides is to that of Greece, even if in natural

powers he had approached more nearly to him ; and

all his accounts of the Scipios are aifected by his

intimacy with the younger Africanus, and are de-

rived from partial sources, the anecdotes told by the

elder Lselius, or the funeral orations and traditions

of the family. On the other hand, there was a large

party in Rome, to whom Scipio was personally and

politically obnoxious ; and their writers would natu-

rally circulate stories unfavourable to him. Hence,

the accounts of his early life and character are vary-

ing, and sometimes contradictory ; and points appa-

rently the most notorious are stated very differently,

so that we know not what to believe. His friend and

companion, Lselius, told Polybius \ that in his first

battle, when only seventeen, he saved his father's life

;

1 X.
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but Coelius Antipater said that this was a false pre- chap.

tension ; that the consul, P. Scipio, was saved, not by '
^^—

his son, but by the fidelity of a Ligurian slave -. By his

friends again Scipio is represented as one who, amid

all temptations of youth and power, maintained the

complete mastery over his passions '
: while his ene-

mies said that his youth was utterly dissolute ; and

that the famous story of his noble treatment of the

Spanish captive maiden was invented to veil con-

duct which had really been of the very opposite

nature ^. His common admirers extolled his singular

devotion to the gods : he delighted, it was said, to

learn their pleasure, and to be guided by their

counsel ; nor would he ever engage in any import-

ant matter, public or private, till he had first gone

up to the capitol, and entered the temple of Jupiter,

and there sat for a time alone, as it seemed,

in the presence of the god, and doubtless enjoying

unwonted communications from his divine wisdom \

But Polybius, by temper and by circumstances a

rationalist, is at great pains to assure his readers,

that Scipio owed no part of his greatness to the gods,

and that his true oracle was the clear judgment of

his own mind ^. According to him, Scipio did but

impose upon and laugh at the credulity of the

vulgar; speaking of the favour shown him by the

gods, Avhile he knew the gods to be nothing. Livy,

- Livv, XXI. 4G. tias, quoted by A. Gellitis, VI. 8.

3 Polybius, X. 18, 19. Livy, ^ Polvbius, X. 2. 5. 11. Livy,

XXVI. 49, 50.
'

XXVI. 'l 9.

^ Cn. Nsevius and Valerius An- " Polybius, X. -2. 5. 7.
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CHAP, with a truer feelino-, which tauarht him that a hero
XLVII. *'

.

o
'—

V

' cannot be a hyjjocrite, suggests a doubt, though

timidly, as if in fear of the scepticism of his age,

whether the great Scipio was not really touched by

some feelings of superstition \ whether he did not

in some degree speak what he himself believed.

Hisreiigious ^ niiud like Scipio's, working its way under the

peculiar influences of his time and country, cannot

but move irregularly ; it cannot but be full of con-

tradictions. Two hundred years later, the mind of

the dictator Caesar acquiesced contentedly in Epicu-

reanism : he retained no more of enthusiasm than

was inseparable from the intensity of his intellectual

power, and the fervour of his courage, even amidst

his utter moral degradation. But Scipio could not

be like Csesar. His mind rose above the state

of things around him ; his spirit was solitary and

kingly; he was cramped by living among those as

his equals, whom he felt fitted to guide as from

some higher sphere ; and he retired at last to

Liternum to breathe freely ^ to enjoy the simpli-

city of childhood, since he could not fulfil his na-

tural callino- to be a hero kingf. So far he stood

apart from his countrymen, admired, reverenced,

but not loved. But he could not shake off all the

influences of his time ; the virtue, public and private,

which still existed at Rome, the reverence paid by

the wisest and best men to the religion of their

fathers, were elements too congenial to his nature,

7 XXVI. 19. Sive ct ipse » Livy, XXXVIII. 52, 53. Va-
capti quadam superstitione animi. lerius Maximiis, V. 3. 2.
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not to retain their hold on it: they cherished that chap.

nobleness of soul in him, and that faith in the invisible *—^^

—

'*

and divine, which two centuries of growing unbelief

rendered almost impossible in the days of Caesar.

Yet how strange must the conflict be, when faith is

combined with the highest intellectual power, and

its appointed object is no better than Paganism

!

Longing to believe, yet repelled by palpable false-

hood, crossed inevitably with snatches of unbelief,

in which hypocrisy is ever close at the door, it breaks

out desperately, as it may seem, into the region of

dreams and visions, and mysterious communings with

the invisible, as if longing to find that food in its

own creations, which no outward objective truth

offers to it. The proportions of belief and un-

belief in the human mind in such cases, no human
judgment can determine : they are the wonders of

history ; characters inevitably misrepresented by the

vulgar, and viewed even by those who in some sense

have the key to them as a mystery, not fully to be

comprehended, and still less explained to others.

The genius which conceived the incomprehensible

character of Hamlet, would alone be able to describe

with intuitive truth the character of Scijjio or of

Cromwell.

In both these great men, the enthusiastic element j!«^!|[ecton
^ his life.

which clearly existed in them, did but inspire a re-

sistless energy into their actions, while it in no Avay

interfered with the calmest and keenest judgment

in the choice of their means : nor in the case of

Scipio did it suggest any other end of life, than such

VOL. III. c c
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as was appreciated by ordinary human views of good.

Where religion contained no revelation of new truth,

it naturally left men's estimate of the end of their

being exactly what it had been before, and only

furnished encouragement to the pursuit of it. It

so far bore the character of magic, that it applied

superhuman power to the furtherance of human pur-

poses: the gods aided man's work; they did not

teach and enable him to do theirs.

chnrge ^\^q charo'e of early dissoluteness brouo-ht against
against him. o .' o o

Scipio by his enemies is likely to have been ex-

aggerated, like the stories of our Henry V. Yet

the sternest and firmest manhood has sometimes

followed a youth marked with many excesses of

passion : and what was considered an unbecoming

interruption to the cares of public business, was held

to be in itself nothinof blameable. That sanction of

inherited custom, which at Rome at this period was

the best safeguard of youthful purity, Scij)io was not

inclined implicitly to regard.

Comparison With all his greatness there was a waywardness
between his ,

° *^

_

chaiattei jn him, which seems often to accompany genius ; a
and Hanni- ^ jo
i^ai's. self-idolatry, natural enough where there is so keen

a consciousness of power and of lofty designs ; a

self-dependence, which feels even the most sacred

external relations to be unessential to its own per-

fection. Such is the Achilles of Homer, the highest

conception of the individual hero, relying on himself,

and sufficient to himself. But the same poet who
conceived the character of Achilles, has also drawn

that of Hector ; of the truly noble, because unselfish
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hero, who subdues his genius to make it minister to chap.

the good of others, who lives for his relations, his '^^,—

^

friends, and* his country. And as Scipio lived in

himself and for himself, like Achilles, so the virtue

of Hector was worthily represented in the life of his

great rival Hannibal, who, from his childhood to his

latest hour, in war and in peace, through glory and

through obloquy, amid victories and amid disappoint-

ments, ever remembered to Avhat purpose his father

had devoted him, and withdrew no thought or desire

or deed from their pledged service to his country.

Scipio had fous^ht at Cannne, and after the battle, U's fi'st

"-
^ . . .

offices.

had been forward, it was said, in putting down that

dangerous spirit, which showed itself among some

of high birth and name, when they were purposing

to abandon Italy in despair, and seek their fortune in

Greece or Egypt or Asia''. His early manhood had

attracted the favour of the people ; and although the

details are variously given, it is certain that he was

made curule sedile at an early age, and with strong

marks of the general good will"'. But he had filled

no higher office than the a^dileship, when his father

and uncle were killed in Spain, and when C. Nero, a.u.c. 543.

after the fall of Capua, was sent out as proprsetor to

command the wreck of their army, and joining it

to the force which he brought from Italy, to main-

tain the almost desperate cause of the Roman arms

in the west.

9 Livv, XXII. 53. See above, '" Polybius, X. 4. Livy, XXV. 2.

p. 149.

cc 2
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CHAP. He held his ground, and even ventured, if we may

^^)l!l. believe a story overrun with improbabilities, to act

A.c. 210. ' on the offensive, and to penetrate into the south of

Spain' after Spain, as far as the Bsetis^'. The faults of the Car-
the death of . . - • . , • ,

tbeSciinos. thagmian generals were runinig their cause, and

vexing the spirit of Hasdrubal, the son of Hamilcar,

who alone knew the value of the present opportunity,

and was eager to make use of it. But the other

Hasdrubal and Mago thought their work was done,

and were only anxious to enrich themselves out

of the plunder of Spain. They disgusted the Spanish

chiefs by their insolence and rapacity, while they

were jealous of each other, and both, as was natural,

hated and dreaded the son of Hamilcar '^. Accord-

ingly all concert between the Carthaginian generals

was at an end ; they engaged in separate enterprises

in different parts of the country : Hasdrubal, the son

of Gisco, and Mago, moved off to the extreme west

of the peninsula, to subdue and plunder the remoter

Spanish tribes ; and only Hasdrubal, the son of

Hamilcar, remained to oppose the Romans. Nero

therefore, whether he acted on the offensive or no,

was certainly unassailed behind the Iberus ; and at

the end of the year 544, eighteen months at least

after the defeat of the Scijiios, the Roman arms had

met with no fresh disaster ; and the coast of the

Mediterranean between the Pyrenees and the Iberus

still acknowledged the Roman dominion.

The Romans It was at this pcHod that the government resolved
resolve to

prosecute it

v,ith more
vigour. " Livy, XXVI. 17. '- Polybius, IX. 11. X. 36.
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to increase its efforts in Spain, to employ a larger chap.

army there, and to place it under the command of an ,J^^^
officer of higher rank than Nero, who was only pro- A.c.m

'

praetor. It is probable that Hasdrubal's expedition

to Italy was now seriously meditated, and that the

Romans, being aware of this, were anxious to detain

him in Spain: but, even without this special object,

the importance of the Spanish war was evident ; and

it was not wise to leave the Roman cause in Spain

in its ]3resent precarious state, in which it was pre-

served only by the divisions and want of ability of

the enemy's generals. Accordingly, the tribes were

to meet to appoint a proconsul, who should carry

out reinforcements to Spain, and, with a propraetor

acting under him, take the supreme command of the

Roman forces in that country.

To the surprise of the whole people, P. Scipio, Seipio is

elected pro-

then only in his twenty-seventh year, and who had consul for

the Spanish

filled no higher office than that of curule sedile, came war,

forward as a candidate ^^ It is said that he had no

competitors, all men being deterred from under-

taking a service which seemed so unpromising

;

whereas Scipio himself had formed a truer judgment

of the state of affairs in Spain, and felt that they

might be restored, and that he himself was capable

of restoring them. He expressed this confidence

strongly in all his addresses to the people ; and there

was that in him which distinguished his boldness

from a young man's idle boastings, and communi-

'3 Livy, XXVI. 18. Polybius, X. 6.
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cated his hope to his hearers^ ^ At the same age,

and nearly under the same circumstances, in which

Napoleon was appointed in 1796 to take the com-

mand of the French army of Italy, was P. Scipio

chosen by the unanimous voice of the Roman people,

to take the command of their army in Spain. And
great as were the consequences of the appointment

of Napoleon, those which followed the appointment

of Scipio were greater and far more lasting.

and goes j^^ ^]^q samo tiuic a new propraetor was to be sent
with lavcre -i ^

reinforce-
q^^^ jj-^ ^Y\e room of C. Nero, whose year of command

ments to ' ./

Spain.
^yg^g come to an end. His successor was M. Junius

Silanus'^ who had been praetor two years before,

and since that time had been employed in overawing

the party disaffected to Rome in Etruria. The two

new generals were to take with them large reinforce-

ments, amounting to 10,000 foot, 1000 horse, and a

fleet of thirty quinqueremes. The troops were em-

barked at the mouth of the Tiber ; and the fleet

proceeded along the coasts of Etruria, Lignria, and

Gaul, till it arrived safely at Emporiae, a Massaliot

colony, lying immediately on the Spanish side of the

Pyrenees. Here the soldiers were disembarked, and

proceeded by land to Tarraco ; the fleet followed
;

and the head quarters of the proconsul were esta-

blished at Tarraco for the winter, as it was too late

in the season to admit of any active operations im-

mediately '^

View of And now that Spain has received that general
Spain.

'^ Livy, XXVI. 19. Polybius, '^ Livy, XXVI. 19.

X. 6. '" Livy, XXVI. 19, 20.
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and tbat army, by whom her fate was fixed through chap.

all after time,—for the expulsion of the Carthaginians —.

—

1j

from the peninsula decided its subjection to the

Romans, and though the work of conquest was slow,

and often interrupted, it was not the less sure,—let

us for a moment survey the earliest known state of

this great country; what Spain was, and avIio were

the earliest Spaniards, before Romans, Goths, and

Moors, had filled the land with stranger races, and

almost extirpated the race and language of its

original people.

The Spanish peninsula, joined to the main body Descnption
* of the

of Europe by the isthmus of the Pyrenees, mav be Spanish

Ti 1

"

i> ^ 11-" 1 • 1
peninsula.

likened to one or the round bastion towers which

stand out from the walls of an old fortified town,

lofty at once and massy. Spain rises from the At-

lantic on one side, and the ISIediterranean on the

other, not into one or two thin lines of mountains

divided by vast tracts of valleys or low plains, but

into a huge tower, as I have called it, of table land,

from which the mountains themselves rise again

like the battlements on the summit. The plains of

Castile are mountain plains, raised nearly '2000 feet

above the level of the sea ; and the elevation of the

city of Madrid is nearly double that of the top of

Arthur's seat, the hill or mountain which overhangs

Edinburgh. Accordingly the centre of Spain, not-

withstanding its genial latitude, only partially enjoys

the temperature of a southern climate ; while some

of the valleys of Andalusia, which lie near the sea,

present the vegetation of the tropics, the palm tree,

the banana, and the sugar cane. Thus the southern
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CHAP, coast seemed to invite an early civilization ; while the
XLVII

'-^—.

—

'-> interior, with its bleak and arid plains, was fitted to

remain for centuries the stronghold of barbarism.

Early Phoe- Accordinfflv the first visits of the Phoenicians to
nician settle- ^ ''

mentsin gj^aln are placed at a very remote period. Some
Basques, a stoHcs ascribed the foundation of Gades to Arche-
remnant ot

theaboiigi- la^ig the son of Phoenix,—Phoenix and Cadmus
nal inhabit-

^'^ts. being the supposed founders of Tyre and Sidon, and

belonging to the earliest period of Greek tradition

;

while other accounts of a more historical character

made the origin of Gades contemporary with the

reign of the Athenian Codrus, that is, about a thou-

sand years before the Christian era '^ Three hundred

years later, the prophet Isaiah '^ describes the down-

fall of Tyre as likely to give deliverance to the land

of Tarshish ; that is, to the south of Spain, where

the Phoenicians had established their dominion. In

the time of Ezekiel, the Tyrian trade with Spain

was most flourishing ; and the produce of the Spanish

mines, silver, iron, tin, and lead, are especially men-

tioned as the articles which came from Tarshish to

the Phoenician ports '^ Nor did the Phoenicians con-

fine themselves to a few points on the sea coast:

they were spread over the whole south of Spain;

and the greatest number of the towns of Turditania

Avere still inhabited in Strabo's time by people of

Phoenician origin-". They communicated many of

the arts of life to the natives, and among the rest

the early use of letters ; for the characters which

' Velloius, I. II. 5. " XXVII. 12.
1^ XXIII. 10. ^0 III. p. 149.
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the Iberians used in their writing before the time chap.

of the Romans -', can scarcely have been any other ^

^—'-

than Phoenician. The Phoenicians visited Spain at

a very remote period ; but they found it ah-eady

peopled. Who the aboriginal inhabitants were,

and from whence they came, it is impossible to

determine. The Greeks called them Iberians, and

said that, although they were divided into many

tribes, and spoke many various dialects, they yet all

belonged to the same race ^^. It cannot be doubted

that their race and language still exist ; that the

Basques, who inhabit the Spanish provinces of Gui-

puscoa, Biscay, Alava, and Navarre, and who in France

occupy the country between the Adour and the

Bidassoa, are the genuine descendants of the ancient

Iberians. Their language bears marks of extreme

antiquity ; and its unlikeness to the other languages

of Europe is very striking, even when compared

with Welsh, or with Sclavonic. The affinities of

the Welsh numerals with those of the Teutonic

languages, and the Greek and Latin, are obvious

at the first glance ; and the same may be said of

most of the Sclavonic numerals: but the Basque

are so peculiar, that it is difficult to identify any

one of them, except " sei," " six," with those of

other languages ^l And an evidence of its great

antiquity seems furnished by the fact, that the in-

2' Strabo, III. p. 13P.
"'^ Herodorus, in a fragment of Stephanus Byzantinus, v. 'I^rjplai,

preserved by Constantine Porphyrogenitus, and given by Berkelius :

To 'l^rjpiKov yevos—Stiopicrrat ovonaaiv, tv yevos iov, Kara (f)v\a,
-^ I give the Welsh from Pughe's Welsh grammar, Denbigh, 1832;

the Sclavonic (Bohemian), from Dobrowsky, LehrgebJiude der Boh-
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CHAP, flexions of the nouns and verbs are manifestly so
X L VH

*^ —^ many distinct ^vords, inasmuch as they exist in a

separate form as such. We suspect this reasonably

of the terminations of the nouns and verbs of Greek

and Latin ; but in the Basque language it can be

proved beyond question ^*.

Various We have seen that the Phoenicians were settled
traditions or

early settle- amouo^st tlic Ibcriaus in the south ; and Keltic
ments.

_

^

tribes were said to be mixed up with them in parts

of the north and centre, forming a people, whom the

Greeks called Keltiberians. How far strangers of

other races were to be found in Iberia, it is difficult

to decide. One or two Greek colonies from Massa-

lia, such as Rlioda and Emporine, were undoubtedly

planted on the shore of the Mediterranean, just

within the limits of Iberia, immediately to the south

of the Pyrenees •'. These belong to the times of

certain history ; but stories are told of invasions of

Spain, and of colonies founded on its territory, on

mischen Spraclie, Prag-, 1S19
; the Basque from Larramendi, Arte de

la Lingua Bascongada, Salamanca, 1729.

Numerals from 1 to 10.

WELSH. SCLAVONIC. BASQUE.

One Un Gedcn Bat
Two Dan Dwa Bi
Three Tri Tri Hiru
Four Pedwar Etyn Lau
Five Pump Pet Bost
Six Chuech Ssest Sei
Seven Saitli Sedm Zazpi
Eight VVyth Osm Zortzi
Nine Naw Dewet Bederatzi
Ten Deg Deset Aniar.

"^ See W. Humboldt's Disser- pp.314—332.
tation on the Basque Language ^* Strabo, III. pp. 159, IGO.
in Adelung's Mithridates, vol. iv.
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which in their present form we can place no reliance. ^J^^^-^ ^ XL/ V 11.

Carthaginian writers spoke of a great expedition ——
of the Tyrian Hercules into Spain, at the head of

an army of IVIedes, Persians, Armenians, and other

nations of the east^". Megasthenes ", the Greek

traveller and historian of India, said that Tearco,

king of ^Ethiopia, and Nabuchodonosor, king of the

Chaldgeans, had both carried their arms as far as

Spain. Amongst the innumerable countries which

were made the scene of the adventures of the

Greek chiefs on their return from Troy, after they

had been scattered by the famous storm, the coasts

of Iberia, and even its coasts upon the ocean, are

not forgotten ^^ Other stories, as we have seen,

claimed a Greek origin for Saguntum ; while others

again called it a Rutulian colony, from the Tyrrheno-

Pelasgian city of Ardea^^ The settlements of the

Greek chiefs on their way home from Troy are mere

romances, as unreal as the famous siege of Paris

by the Saracens in the days of Charlemagne, or as

the various adventures and settlements of Trojan

exiles, which were invented in the middle ages.

Whether any real events are disguised in the stories

of the expeditions of Hercules, of Tearco, and of

Nabuchodonosor, is a question more difficult to an-

swer : for the early migrations from the east to

'^ Salhist, Jiignrth. c. XVIII. Stn^epoVTcoy nTTLcne'iv a^iov Arj'ifid-

-•" Quoted by Strabo, XV. 1. x*? ''"f '<^«'' Mfyaa-devei. II. 1. p.

§ 6. p. 687, and by Josephiis, 70.

Antiq. X. 11. § 1." and contr. '-"^ Strabo, III. pp. 149, 150.

Apion. I. 20. Strabo's character -^ Livy, XXI. 7. See Niebuhr,

of McErasthenes is not favourable : vol. i. note 127.
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XLVII.

State of
agriculture

in Spaiu.

Character of
the Iberians.

the west are buried in impenetrable obscurity.

But the Persians and Ethiopians may have made

their way into Spain before historical memory,

as the Vandals and Arabs invaded it in later times

:

the fact itself is not incredible, if it rested on any

credible authority.

Not knowing then what strange nations may at

one time or other have invaded or settled in Spain,

we cannot judge how much the Iberian character and

manners were affected by foreign influence. Agri-

culture was practised from a period beyond memory

:

but the vine and olive, and perhaps the flax, were

first introduced into the south of Spain by the Phoe-

nicians, and only spread northwards gradually, the

vine and fig advancing first, and the olive, as becomes

its greater tenderness, following them more slowly

and cautiously. Even in Strabo's time the vine had

scarcely reached the northern coast of Spain ; and

the olive, when Polybius wrote, appears not to have

been cultivated north of the Sierra JNIorena^". Butter

supplied the place of oil to the inhabitants of the

northern coast, and beer that of wine ^'.

In the character of the people some traits may
be recognised, which even to this day mark the

Spaniard. The grave dress ^\ the temperance and

sobriety, the unyielding spirit, the extreme indolence,

the perseverance in guerilla warfare, and the re-

markable absence of the highest military qualities,

•"> III. p. 164. 32 Strabo, III. p. 145. fi.Xavel-
•^' Strabo, III. p. 155. Poly- fiovfs airavTes.

bius in Athenaeus, I. 28.
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ascribed by the Greek and Roman writers to the chap.

ancient Iberians, are all more or less characteristic —

'

of the Spaniards of modern times. The courtesy

and gallantry of the Spaniard to women has also

come down to him from his Iberian ancestors : in

the eyes of the Greeks, it was an argument of an

imperfect civilisation, that among the Iberians the

bridegroom gave, instead of receiving, a dowry ; that

daughters sometimes inherited to the exclusion of

sons, and, thus becoming the heads of the family,

gave portions to their brothers, that they might

be provided with suitable wives ^^. In another

point, the great difference between the people of

the south of Europe, and those of the Teutonic

stock, was remarked also in Iberia : the Iberians

were ignorant, but not simple-hearted ; on the con-

trary, they were cunning and mischievous, with

habits of robbery almost indomitable, fond of

brigandage, though incapable of the great combina-

tions of war ^*. These, in some degree, are qualities

common to almost all barbarians ; but they offer a

strong contrast to the character of the Germans,

whose words spoke what was in their hearts, and of

whose most powerful tribe it is recorded, that their

ascendency was maintained by no other arms than

those of justice '^

Spanish soldiers had for more than two centuries importance
* of Spam to

formed one of the most efficient parts of the Car- *'.>«. Cartha-
^ ginians.

33 Strabo, III. p. 165. 34 strabo, III. p. 154.
^^ Tacitus, German. 22. 35.
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CHAP.
XLVH.

Spanish
mines.

thaginian armies ^^
; and on this account the Cartha-

ginian government set a high value on its dominion

in Spain. But this dominion furnished Carthage with

money, no less than with men. The Spanish mines

had been w orked for some centuries ; first by the

Phoenicians of Asia, and latterly by their Carthagi-

nian descendants ; yet they still yielded abundantly.

And some of them have been worked for two thou-

sand years since the Carthaginians were driven out

of the country ; and to this hour their treasures are

unexhausted ".

These mines existed for the most part in the

mountains which divide the streams running to the

Guadiana from those which feed the Guadalquiver^^

This is tiie chain so well known by the name of the

Sierra Morena; but the several arms which it

pushes out towards the sea eastward and southward,

were also rich in precious metals; and some mines

were worked in the valley of the Guadalquiver

itself, as low down as Seville. The streams more-

over, which flowed from these mountains, brought

down gold mingled with their sand and gravel ^^

;

and this was probably collected long before the

workinof of the regular mines begfan. But in the

time of the second Punic war the mines were worked

actively; and a hundred years earlier, the cinnabar,

or sulphuret of quicksilver, of the famous mines of

Almaden, was well known in the markets of Greece '*°.

36 Herodotus, VII. 165.
37 Strabo, III. 146—148.
3« Strabo, III. p. 142.

•'9 Strabo, III. p. 146.

« Strabo, III. p. 147.
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The Carthaginians honoured as a hero or demi-sfod, chap,
•^

^ .
XLVII.

the man who first discovered the most productive '

—

-^
—

'

silver mines; and one of these was in the immediate

neighbourhood ofNew Carthage itself ". Others were

nearer the Guadalquiver, at Castulo and Ilipa; or

on the feeders of the Guadiana, as at Sisapo *^, the

ancient name of the place near to which the great

quicksilver mines were worked, now known as the

mines of Almaden. One large and most productive

silver mine, yielding three hundred pounds daily, is

said to have been opened by Hannibal himself *^

who, while he was in Spain, had married the daugh-

ter of one of the chiefs of Castulo ", and perhaps had

acquired some possessions through her in the mining

district, as Thucydides had through his Avife in

Thrace.

The immense resources which the Carthaginians Scipio's first

derived from their Spanish dominion, seemed now in Spain-

more than ever secured to them, by the destruction

of the Roman army under the two Scipios, and the

consequent retreat of the Romans behind the Iberus.

But the divisions between their generals, and the

arrogance with which their oflicers now treated

the Spaniards, as if it was no longer worth while to

conciliate them, had made a fotal opening, exposing

their power to the most deadly blow which it had

yet sustained. Scipio, with intuitive sagacity, ob-

served this opening, and Avith decision no less admira-

•" Polybius, X. 10, 11. Straho, III. p. U-2.

III. p. 1*48. « Plinj, XXXIII. 31.
^2 Polvbius, X. 38. 7. Strabo, '* Liw, XXIV. 41.
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CHAP, ble struck his blow to the heart of his enemy. He
«J_^ L> formed his plans at Tarraco during the winter; as

A. c.Wsoon as the season allowed his fleet to co-operate

with him, he put it and his army in motion ; and

while the three Carthaginian generals were in places

equally remote from one another, and from the

point threatened by the enemy, Scipio crossed the

Iberus, and led his land and sea forces to besiege

New Carthage *\

Hemarciies His carlv aud most intimate friend C. L^elius
ao^ainst New-
Carthage, commanded the fleet ; the j^roproetor, M. Silanus, was

left behind the Iberus with 3000 foot and 500 horse,

to protect the country of the allies of Rome, while

Scipio himself led 25,000 foot and 2500 horse on his

expedition. Polybius declares that the march from

the Iberus to New Carthage was j^erformed in seven

days ; but as, according to his own reckoning, the

distance was not less than 325 Roman miles, the

accuracy of one or both of his statements may well

be questioned ^^ Three degrees of latitude divide

Carthagena from the Ebro ; and the ordinary wind-

ings and difficulties of a road in such a distance must

make it all but an impossibility that an army with

its baggage should have marched over it in a single

week. However the march was undoubtedly rapid

;

and the Roman army established itselfunder the walls

of New Carthage, while all succour was far distant,

and when the actual garrison of a place so impor-

« Polybius, X. 6—9. Livy, « Polybius, X. 9. 7. III. 39. 5.

XXVI. 4-2.
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taut did not exceed a thousand men. To the pro- chap.
P II • n 1 . 1 XLVH.

tection or a lorce so small was committed the capital ^——

'

' A.U.C..545.

of the Carthaginian dominion in Spain, the base of a.c. 209.

their military operations, their point of communica-

tion with Africa, their treasures and magazines, and

the hostages taken from the different Spanish tribes

to secure their doubted fidelity *^

The present town of Carthagena stands at the ^-°^,y c"r°^

head of its famous harbour, built partly on some hills ^^"s®-

of tolerable height, and partly on the low ground be-

neath them, with a large extent of marshy ground

behind it, which is flooded after rains, and its inner

port surrounded by the buildings of the arsenal, run-

ning deeply into the land on its western side. But

in the times of the second Punic war, the marshy

ground behind was all a lagoon, and its waters com-

municated artificially with those of the port of the

arsenal; so that the town was on a peninsula, and

was joined to the main land only by a narrow

isthmus, which had itself been cut through in one

place, to allow the lagoon-water to find an outlet *\

Scipio then encamped at the head of this isthmus

;

and having fortified himself on the rear, with the

lagoon covering his f^ank, he left his front open,

that nothing might obstruct the free advance of his

soldiers to storm the city ^^.

Accordingly, without delay, he was preparing to Scipio

lead on his men to the assault, when he was himself

"7 Polvbius, X. 8. '^ Polvbius, X. 10. Livy, XXVI. 42.
" Polybius, X. 11.

VOL. III. D d
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CHAP, assailed by Mago, vrho with his scanty garrison made

^-— —-- a desperate sally along the isthmus against the

A.c. 209. Roman camp. After an obstinate struggle, the be-

sieged were beaten back into the town with loss

;

and the Romans, following them, fixed their ladders

to the walls, and began to mount. But the height

of the walls was so great, that the long ladders

necessary to reach their summit broke in some in-

stances under the weight of the soldiers who crowded

on them ; and the enemy made their defence so good,

that towards afternoon Scipio found it expedient to

recall his men from the assault ^^

and carries jjg Y^^^ ^qJ^j j^jg jj^gj^ boforo the assauit bcgau, that
the w<ills. c5 '

the god Neptune had appeared to him in his sleep,

and had promised to give him aid in the hour of

need, so manifest, that all the army should acknow-

ledge his interposition^'. For the lagoon, it seems,

was so shallow, that even the slight fall of the tide

in the Mediterranean was sufficient to leave much of

it uncovered, as is the case at this day in parts of

the harbour of Venice. This would take place in

the afternoon, and Scipio ordered five hundred men
to be ready with ladders, to march across the lagoon

as soon as the ebb began. Then he renewed his

assault by the isthmus; and whilst this in itself

discouraged the enemy, who had hoped that their

work for the day was over, and whilst the soldiers

again swarmed up the ladders, and the missiles of the

'0 Polybius, X. 12, 13. Livy, " Polybius, X. 1 1. Livy, XXVI.
XXVI. 45. 45.
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besieg-ecl were beo-inmno^ to fail, the five hundred chap.^ » o '

XLVII.
men who were in readiness, boldly rushed across the ^ —-'

'' A.U.C. 545.

lagoon, and, having guides to show them the hardest a.c. 209.

parts of it, reached the foot of the walls in safety,

applied their ladders where there were no defenders,

and mounted without opposition ^".

No sooner had they won the walls, than they The town is

taken and

hastened to the main gate of the city, towards the plundered.

isthmus; and when they had burst it open, their

comrades from without rushed in like a torrent. At
the same moment the scaling parties on each side of

the main gate overbore the defenders, and were now
overflowing the ramparts. Mago reached the citadel

in safety ; but Scipio in person pushed thither with

a thousand picked men ; and the governor, seeing the

city lost, surrendered. The other heights in the

town were stormed with little difficulty ; and the

soldiers, according to the Roman practice, commenced

a deliberate massacre of every living creature they

could find, whether man or beast, till, after the cita-

del had surrendered, a signal from their general

called them off from slaughter, and turned them

loose upon the houses of the town to plunder. Yet

it marks the Roman discipline, that, even before

night fell, order was restored. Some of the soldiers

marched back to the camp, from whence the light

troops were sent for to occupy one of the principal

heights of the town ; Scipio himself, with a thousand

men, went to the citadel ; and the tribunes got the

5- Polybius, X. 14. Livy, XXVI. 46.

D d 2
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CHAP, soldiers out of the houses, and made them bring all
XLVH.

^^-^-^v their plunder into one heap in the market-place, and

i.e. 209.
pj^gg ti^g night there quietly, waiting for the re-

gular division of the spoil, which was to take place

on the following morning ".

Scipio'scon- When the morning came, whilst the usual dis-

i)risoneis. tributiou of the money arising from the sale of

the plunder was made by the tribunes, Scipio pro-

ceeded to inspect his prisoners. All were brought

before him together, to the number of nearly 10,000.

He first caused them to be divided into three classes.

One consisted of all the citizens of New Carthage,

with their wives and families : all these Scipio set

at liberty, and dismissed them to their homes un-

hurt. The second class contained the workmen of

handicraft trades, who w^ere either slaves, or, if free,

only sojourners in the city, enjoying no political

rights. These men were told, that they were now

the slaves of the Roman people, but that, if they

worked well and zealously in their several callings,

they should have their liberty at the end of the

war. Meantime they were all to enter their names

with the quaestor ; and a Roman citizen was set over

every thirty of them as an overseer. These workmen

were in all about two thousand. The third class

contained all the rest of the prisoners, domestic

slaves, seamen, fishermen, and the mixed populace of

the city ; and from these Scipio picked out the

most able-bodied, and employed them in manning

'^ Polybius, X. 15. Livy. XXVI. 46.
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his fleet : for lie found eighteen ships of the enemy chap.

at New Carthage ; and these he was enabled to rTTrT^
add to his own naval force immediately, by put- ^^<-'- 209.

ting some of his own seamen into them, and filling

up their places with some of the captives, taking

care however that the number of these should never

exceed a third of the whole crew. The seamen

thus employed were promised their liberty at the

end of the war, like the workmen, if they did their

duty faithfully 'K

The Carthaginian prisoners and the Spanish hos- His kind

tages were still to be attended to. The former were tiie Spanish

committed to the care of Lselius, to be taken forth-

with to Rome ; and there were amongst them

fifteen members of the great or ordinary council of

Carthage, and two members of the council of elders.

The Spanish hostages were more than three hundred ;

and amongst them were many young boys. To

show kindness to these was an obvious policy: ac-

cordingly Scipio made presents to them all, and

desired them to write home to their friends, and

assure them that they were well and honourably

treated, and that they would all be sent back safely

to their several countries, if their countrymen were

willing to embrace the Roman alliance. Particular

attention was shown to the wife of a Spanish chief

of high rank, who had been recently seized as a

hostage by Hasdrubal Gisco, because her husband

had refused to comply with his demands for money.

^' Poljbius X. IG, 17. Livy, XXVI. 47.
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CHAP. Her treatment liad been rude and insolent, if not

^——^ worse ; but Scipio assured her that he would take as
A.U.C. 545.

' ^

A.c. 209. delicate care of her and of the other Spanish women,

as he would of his own sisters or daughters. This

honourable bearing of the young conqueror, for

Scipio was not more than twenty-seven years of age,

produced a deep impression all over Spain ^\

t!akfn1rti,e
A^cr this important conquest, Scipio remained for

*=^'y- a time at New Carthage, and busied himself in ex-

ercising his soldiers and seamen, and in setting his

workmen to labour in manufacturing arms ^^ He
had taken a considerable artillery in the place, a

large sum of money, abundant magazines of corn,

and about sixty-three merchant-ships in the harbour,

with their cargoes; so that, according to Livy, the

least valuable part of the conquest of New Carthage

was New Carthage itself ^^

j.teVms Lselius with his prisoners arrived at Rome after a

news of this voyagc of thirty-four days, and brought the welcome

Romr^ ° news of this great restoration of the Roman affairs

in Spain ^^ Amidst the confusions of the chronology

of the Spanish war, it is not easy to ascertain the

exact time at which Lselius reached Rome. But it

is probable that he arrived there early in the year

545, perhaps at that critical moment when the dis-

obedience of the twelve colonies excited such great

alarm, and when the destruction of the army of Cn.

Fulvius at Herdonea was still fresh in men's memo-

- Polybius.X. 18. Livy, XXVI. ^' XXVI. 47. Polybius, X. 19.

47. 49. *s Livy, XXVII. 7.
*« Polybius, X. 20.
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ries. Scipio's victory was therefore doubly welcome; chap.

and his requests for supplies were favourably listened —--r^
to : for his army, although victorious, was still in ^ <^- ^^^•

want of many things, the old soldiers especially, who
had been ill clothed and worse paid during several

years. Accordingly we find that a sum of fourteen

hundred pounds' weight of gold was brought out

from the treasure reserved for the most extraordinary

occasions, and expended in purchasing clothing for

the army in Spain ^^

Scipio himself returned from New Carthage to The rest of

, _
*^ tlie year

Tarraco, taking his Spanish hostages with him ^^ It passes in
<=> ^ <->

inaction.

was early in the season; but we hear of no other

military action during the remainder of the year.

This on Scipio's part is easily intelligible : his army

was too weak to hold the field against the com-

bined forces of the enemy ; and it was his object to

strengthen himself by alliances with the natives, and

to draw them oft' from the service of Carthage, if he

could not induce them to enter that of Rome. He
had struck one great blow with vigour, surprising

the enemy by his rapidity : but what had been won

by vigour might be lost by rashness ; and after so

great an action as the conquest of New Carthage, he

could well afford to lie quiet for the rest of the year,

waiting for his supplies of clothing from Rome, and

strengthening his interest amongst the chiefs of

Spain. The inactivity of the Carthaginian generals

would be more surprising, if we did not make allow-

63 Livy, XXVI I. 10. «' Livy, XXVII. 17. Polybius, X. 34.
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CHAP, ance for the paralysing effect of their mutual jealou-

'

—

-—
• sies. No efficient co-operation could be contrived

A.U.C. 545. '

A.c. 209. between them ; and Hasdrubal, Hannibal's brother,

was too weak to act alone, and, disgusted with the

conduct of his colleagues, was probably anxious to

husband his own army carefully, looking forward now

more than ever to the execution of his long-pro-

jected march upon Italy. Thus there was a pause

from all active operations in Spain for several months;

whilst in Italy Fabius had recovered Tarentum, and

he and Fulvius were on the point of being succeeded

in the consulship by Marcel lus and Crispinus.

Decline of Thc loss of Tareutum made it more important
the Cartha-
ginian ill- than ever, that Hasdrubal should join his brother
fliience in

Spain. in Italy ; while the growing disposition of the

Spaniards to revolt to Rome rendered the prospect

of success in Spain less encouraging. But with

no Carthaginian accounts remaining, and amidst

the confusions, omissions, and contradictions, of the

Roman historians, it is almost impossible to give a

satisfactory explanation of the events of the ensuing

year, 546, in Spain. Massinissa, then a very young

man, the son of a Numidian king, named Gala,

was sent over from Africa with a large body of

Numidian cavalry to reinforce Hasdrubal, the son

of Hamilcar, principally, it is said, in order to his

march into Italy ^'. Still Hasdrubal made no

forward movement, but remained in a very strong

position near a place called variously Ba^cula or

Bebula, situated in the upper valley of the Guadal-

«' Livy, XXIV. 49. XXV. 34.
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quiver, near the minino^ district ; and there he chap.
. . < . .

XLVII.
seemed rather disposed to await Scipio's attack, than Vrr^rr^^ • A.U.C. 546.

to assume the offensive ''^ He saw that the fidelity a.c. 208.

of the Spaniards to Carthage was deeply shaken,

not only by the loss of their hostages, but by the

encouraging treatment which the hostages them-

,

selves had received from the Romans. This feeling

had been working ever since the fall of New Car-

thage ; and now its fruits were daily becoming more

manifest; insomuch that, when the time at which

Scipio was expected to take the field drew near,

Mandonius and Indibilis, two of the most influential

of the Spanish chiefs, retired with all their followers

from Hasdrubal's camp, and established themselves

in a strong position, from which they might join the

Romans, as soon as their army should appear in the

south"^. On the other hand, Scipio's Roman force

was strengthened, by his having laid up his fleet, and

draughted the best of his seamen into the legions, to

increase the number of his soldiers. And althousfh

a combined effort of the three Carthaginian generals

might yet have recovered New Carthage, or at any

rate kept Scipio behind the Iberus, nothing of this

sort was attempted ; and Hasdrubal Cisco, jealous, it

seems, both personally and politically of Hannibal's

brother, left him unaided to sustain the first assault

of the enemy.

Hasdrubal, the son of Ilamilcar, therefore, under Hasdmbai
leaves Spain.

6- Polybius, X. G^5. Livy. '^ Polvbius, X. 35. Livy,

XXVII. 18. Appian VI. 24.' XXVIL 17.
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SFA^- these circumstances, was doubtless anxious to carryXLV II. •'

A~irG~5l6
^^^^ effect his expedition into Italy. Yet, not wishing

AC. 208. j^ iq \yQ g^j(j ii^r^j^ j^g }jj^(^| abandoned his colleagues,

he resolved first to try his strength with Scipio,

to see what Spanish tribes would actually join him,

and whether, by offering battle in a favourable posi-

tion, he could repulse the enemy, and thus break

that spell of Scipio's fortune which was working so

powerfully. But in this hope he was disappointed.

Scipio advanced from the Iberus to the valley of the

Baetis, or Guadalquiver, before Hasdrubal saw any

thing of the armies of his colleagues hastening to

his aid : many Spanish tribes joined the Roman army

at the Iberus ; Mandonius and Indibilis hastened

to it as soon as it approached the place where they

were posted ; and Hasdrubal, unable to maintain his

strong position, and, if we believe Scipio's state-

ment, seeing it in the act of being carried by the

enemy at the close of a successful assault, retreated

accordingly, not towards the southern sea, nor to-

wards the western ocean, but northwards towards

the Tagus''^ and from thence, as we have seen, to-

wards the western Pyrenees ; there recruiting his

army from those tribes which had not yet come
under the influence of Rome, and preparing for that

great expedition to Italy, of which we have already

related the progress and the event.

Increase of Bcforc Hasdrubal finally retreated, he had lost
Scipio's

_

*^

influence, many prisoners. All those who were Spaniards,

" Polybius, X. 38, 39. Livy, XXVII. 17, 18. Appian, VI. 25—28.
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were sent home free without ransom by the politic chap.
XLVII.

conqueror; and he liberally rewarded those Spanish ^—: '

^ ./J. A.U.C. 546.

chiefs who had already come over to his side. a.c. 208.

They on their part saluted him with the title

of king. The first Hasdrubal, the founder of New
Carthage, had lived in kingly state amongst the

Spaniards ; and they probably thought that Scipio

meant to do the same, and would pass the rest

of his life in their country. But the name of

king, although perhaps not ungrateful to Scipio's

ears, was intolerable to those of his countrymen
;

nor would he have been contented to reign in Spain

over barbarians : his mind was already turned towards

Africa, and anticipated the glory of conquering

Carthage. So he repressed the homage of the

Spanish chiefs, and desired them to call him, not

king, but general. He then took possession of the

strong position which Hasdrubal had evacuated ; and

there he remained during the rest of the season,

watching, so it is said, the movements of Hasdrubal

Gisco, and Mago, who were now come upon the

scene of action. On the approach of winter he again

returned to Tarraco^\

Such is the account given by Polybius of the Difficulties

events of the war in Spain during the summer of count of"

the year 545 ; and such, no doubt, was the statement palgn!

given by Scipio himself, and obtained by Polybius

from Scipio's old friend and companion, C. Lselius.

What Silenus said of these same events, we know

«« Polybius, XXXVIII. 40. Livy, XXVII. 19.
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CHAP, not; and it is possible that Hasdrubal's account of
XLVII. ^

. 1 . ,
'—-

—

-" them was never known, owing to his subsequent

A.c. 208. fate, so that Silenus may have had no peculiar in-

formation about them, and may have passed them

over slightly. It is evident, that Scipio's pre-

tended victory at Bsecula was of little importance.

Hasdrubal carried off all his elephants, all his trea-

sure, and a large proportion of his infantry : he

was not pursued ; he retreated in the direction

which best suited his future movements; and these

movements he effected without the slightest inter-

ruption from the enemy. Scipio did not follow him,

says Polybius '^^, because he dreaded the arrival of

the other Hasdrubal and Mago : he remained in the

south, therefore, to keep them in check, and to

prevent them from attacking New Carthage ; and

not doubting that Hasdrubal would follow his

brother's route, and attempt to enter Gaul by the

eastern Pyrenees, he detached some troops from

his army to secure the passes of the mountains, and

other defensible positions between the Iberus and

the frontiers of Gaul'^^ It is probable that his

notions of the geography of the western parts of

Spain and Gaul were so vague, that he had no con-

ception of the possibility of Hasdrubal's marching

towards the Alps without coming near the Medi-
terranean. The line which he actually took from

the western Pyrenees to the upper part of the course

of the Rhone, through the interior of Gaul, was one

'•' X. 39. «'- Pol^l.ius, X. 40.
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of which Scipio in all probability did not even sus- chap,

pect the existence.
'^JTc:^.

It may be asked why Ilasdrubal, whose ffreat J"-^-
-'^!'-

•' ./ ' o Kfasoiis lor

object was to reach Italy, did not commence his yas>iiui,ar3

march at the beginning of the year, without waiting

so long at Bseciila ; especially after the desertion of

Mandonius and Indibilis had taught him that the

Spaniards were no longer to be relied on. But he

had himself on a former occasion won over the

Celtiberians from the army of Scipio's father; and

any reverse sustained by the Romans might tempt

the Spanish chiefs to return to their old alliance.

It is possible also that he waited so long at Btecula

for another reason, because he wished to carry with

him as large a sum of money as possible ; and he

Avas daily drawing a supply from the abundant silver

mines in the neighbourhood. The success of his

expedition depended on his being able to raise sol-

diers amongst the Cisalpine Gauls, as well as amongst

the tribes of north-western Spain ; and for both

these purposes ready money was most desirable.

A more inexplicable point in the story of these
of^jj^g'^^..

transactions is the allesfed discord between Hasdrubal thaginian
~

generals.

and the other Carthaginian generals ; when one of

them, Mago, was his own brother, and was not only

a soldier of tried ability, but is expressly said to

have conducted the war in Spain in accordance with

Hannibal's directions, after Hasdrubal had marched

into Italy "^ Whether Mago was placed under

Hasdrubal Gisco's orders, and could not act inde-

ed'
Polybius, IX. 22.
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xLvfi P^'^^i^ntly, or whether jealousy, or any other cause,

A ircl46 I'Gally made him careless of his brother's success and
A.c. 208. safety, we cannot pretend to determine : the interior

of a Carthaginian camp, and still more the real

characters and feelings of the Carthaginian generals,

are entirely unknown to us.

Ascendency The ouc great advantage possessed by Scipio, far
ofScipio . 11' T T • -r>
over the morc unportaut than his pretended victory at ose-

Spaniards. cula, \vas the remarkable ascendency which he had

obtained over the minds of the Spaniards. Every

thing in him was at once attractive and imposing;

his youth, and the mingled beauty and majesty of

his aspect ; his humanity and courtesy to the Span-

ish hostages and to their friends ; his energy and

ability at the head of his army. Above all, there

was manifest in him that consciousness of greatness,

and that spirit, at once ardent, lofty, and profound,

which naturally bows the hearts and minds of ordi-

nary men, not to obedience only and respect, but to

admiration, and almost to worship. The Carthagi-

nian generals felt, it is said, that no Spanish troops

could be trusted, if brought within the sphere of his

influence ; Mago must go over to the Balearian

islands, and raise soldiers there, who might be

strangers to the name of Scipio ; while Massinissa

should follow the course pursued by JNIutines in

Sicily, and scour the wlrole country with his Numi-
dian cavalry, relieving the allies of Carthage, and

harassing the states which had revolted ^^ But

'' Livy, XXVII. 20.
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Massinissa himself was not secure from Scipio's
^Ly^^-

ascendency : his nephew had been made prisoner at ^^^^7^.

Baecula, and had been sent back to him without '^^- '°^-

ransom ^°
: some conciliatory messages were probably

addressed to him at the same time ; and Scipio

never lost sight of him, till two years afterwards

he gratified the Numidian s earnest wish for a per-

sonal interview, and then attached him for ever to

the interests of Rome '''.

Meanwhile that memorable year was come, when a.u.c. 547.

the fortune 01 Home was exposed to its severest evades

. 1 1 , 1 . • n • 1
Scipio, and

trial, and rose in the issue signally triumpnant. marches into

Vainly did Scipio's guards keep vigilant watch in

the passes of the eastern Pyrenees, looking out for

the first signs of Hasdrubal's approach, and hoping

to win the glory of driving him back defeated, and

of marring his long-planned expedition to Italy.

They sat on their mountain posts, looking earnestly

southwards, while he for whom they waited was

passing far on their rear northwards, winning his way

through the deep valleys of the chain of Cebenna, or

the high and bleak plains of the Arverni, till he

should descend upon the Rhone, where it was as yet

unknown to the JMassaliot traders, flowing far inland

in the heart of Gaul. Hasdrubal had accomplished

his purpose : his Spanish soldiers were removed out

of the reach of Scipio's ascendency ; the accumulated

treasures of his Spanish mines had purchased the aid

of a numerous band of Gauls ; and the Alps had

70 Livy, XXVII. 19. 7' Livy, XXVIII. 35.
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CHAP, seemed to smooth their riiffo^ed fastnesses to sfive
xLvn. .

*
^—-,-^—' him an easy passage. All the strength which Rome
AC. 207. could gather was needed for the coming struggle;

and Scipio, as w^e have seen, sent a large detachment

from his own army, both of Roman soldiers and of

Spaniards, to be conveyed by sea from Tarraco to

Etruria, and to assist in conquering the enemy in

Italy, whose march he had been unable to stop in

Spain.

The cam- _ Thus, with Hasdrubal's army taken away from the
itcii'^n of o-t/

not" marked Carthaginian force in Spain, and with the Roman
cisive' army weakened by its contributions to the defence

of Italy, the Spanish war was carried on but feebly

during the summer of the year 547. A new general of

the name of Hanno had been sent over to take Has-

drubal's place ; and he and Mago proceeded to raise

soldiers amongst the Celtiberians in the interior ^^

while Hasdrubal Gisco was holding Baetica, and while

Scipio was still in his winter quarters at Tarraco.

But some Celtiberian deserters informed Scipio of

the danger ; and he sent M. Silenus with a division

of his army to put it down. A march of extreme

rapidity enabled him to surprise the enemy ; the

best of Hanno's new levies were cut to pieces, the

rest dispersed. Hanno himself was made prisoner;

but Mago carried off his cavalry and his old infantry

without loss, and joined Hasdrubal Gisco safely in

Bactica ''^. The formation of a Carthaginian army in

the centre of Spain was thus effectually prevented;

'-' Livy, XXVIll. 1. r^ Livy, XXVIII. Appian, VI. 31.
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and Scipio, encouras^ed by this success, \entured to chap.
XLVII

resume the offensive, and to advance in pursuit of -^—

—

'->

.
A.U.C. 547.

Hasdrubal Gisco into the south. Hasdrubal, instead a.c. 207.

of risking- a general action, broke up his army into

small detachments, ^vith which he garrisoned the

more important towns. Scipio shrank from the

tedious and difficult service of a series of sieges, in a

country at a distance from his resources, and where

Mag'o and IMasinissa with their cavalry would be

sure to obstruct, if not destroy, all his communica-

tions. But to avoid the discredit of retreating with-

out having done any thing, he singled out one of the

wealthiest and strongest of the towns thus garrisoned

against him, by name Oringis, and sent his brother,

L. Scipio, with a large division of his army to attack

it. It was stormed after an obstinate resistance ; and

the conqueror, true to his brother's policy, after carry-

ing off his Carthaginian prisoners in the garrison, re-

stored the town unplundered to its Spanish inhabit-

ants '^^ Thus much having been achieved for the

honour of the Roman arms, Scipio carried back his

whole army behind the Iberus, sent off L. Scipio to

Rome, with Hanno and his other prisoners of dis-

tinction, and himself went into winter quarters as

usual at Tarraco ''^

But before the end of the season he must have Scipio be-

received intelligence of the battle of the Metaurus. ious for a

'

The troops which he had sent to Italy were probaljly, action.

in part at least, sent back to him ; and every motive

-'' Livy, XXVIII. 3. r- Livy, XXVIII. 4.

VOL. III. E e
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CHAP, combined to make him desirous of marking: the next

"pj——-; campaign by some decisive action. Nero, whom he
A.c. 206. had succeeded in Spain, had won the greatest glory

by his victory over Hasdrubal : it became Scipio to

show that he too could serve his country no less

effectively.

Strength and The Carthaginian general, whether he had been
position of ° ^
the two reinforced from Africa, or whether he had used ex-
armies.

traordinary vigour in his levies of soldiers in western

Spain, took the field early in the spring of the year

548, with an army greatly superior to that of his

enemy. If Polybius, or rather Scipio, may be trusted,

he had 70,000 foot, 4000 horse, and thirty-two ele-

phants; while the Roman army, with all the aids

which Scipio could gather from the Spanish chiefs

in the Roman alliance, did not exceed 45,000 foot,

and 3000 horse ". Hasdrubal took up a position in

the midst of the mining district, near a town, which

is variously called Elinga, and Silpia ^^
; but neither

its real name nor its exact situation can be deter-

mined. His camp lay on the last hills of the moun-

tain country, with a wide extent of open plain in

front of it. He washed to fight, and if possible

on this ground, favourable at once to his superior

numbers, and to his elephants.

Preparations Scipio, uo Icss auxious to bring on a general
for buttle. ,, ii-i ii t-.

battle, marciied straight towards the enemy. But

when he saw their numbers, he was uneasy lest the

-"^ Polybius, XI. 20. Livy, into Ilipa, on the authority of

XXVIli. 12. Strabo : in the text of Livy the
" Elinga in the MS. and old name stands Silpia.

text of Polybius has been altered
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faith of his Spanish allies should fail, as it had chap.
. . „ i 11, 1 1

XLVII.
towards his father : he dared not lay much stress ——

'

•' A.U.C. 548.

on them
;
yet without them his numbers were too a.c. 206.

weak for him to risk a battle. His object there-

fore was to use his Spaniards for show, to impose

upon the enemy, while he won the battle with his

Romans. And thus, when the day came, on which

he proposed to fight, he suddenly changed his dis-

positions. For some days previously, both armies

had been drawn up in order of battle before their

camps ; and their cavalry and light troops had

skirmished in the interval between. All this time

the Roman troops had formed the centre of Scipio's

line, opposite to Hasdrubal's Africans, while the

Spanish auxiliaries in both armies were on the

wings. But on the day of the decisive battle, the

Spaniards formed the centre of Scipio's army, while

his Roman and Italian soldiers were on the right

and left. The men had eaten their breakfast be-

fore day ; and the cavalry and light troops pushed

forward close under the camp of the enemy, as

if challenging him to come out and meet them.

Behind this cloud of skirmishers, the infantry were

fast forming, and advancing to the middle of the

plain ; and when the sun rose, it shone upon the

Roman line with its order completed ; the Spaniards

in the centre, the Romans and Italians on the right

and left; the left commanded by M. Silanus and

L. Marcius, Scipio in person leading his right '^.

'S Polybius, XI. -I'l. Livy, XXVIII. 1-4.

E e *2
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CHAP. The assault of the Roman cavalry and li^ht troops
XT VTT J o 1

^-—^.

—

'' called out Hasdrubal's army: the Carthaginians
A.U.C.548.

. .

A.c. 206. poured forth from their camp without waiting to eat.
The armies f .

engage. just as the Romaus had done at the Trebia; their

cavalry and light troops engaged the enemy ; while

their infantry formed in its usual order, with the

Spanish auxiliaries on the wings, and the Africans

in the centre. In this state the infantry on both

sides remained for a time motionless ; but when

the day was advanced, Scipio called off his skir-

mishers, sent them to the rear, through the intervals

of his maniples, and formed them behind his infantry

on both wings ; the light infantry immediately be-

hind the regular infantry, and the cavalry covering-

all.

Scipio gains For a few moments the Roman line seemed ad-
a complete
victory. vancing evenly to meet the line of the enemy. But

suddenly the troops on the right wing began to

wheel round to the left, and those on the left

wing wheeled to the right, changing their lines into

columns ; while the cavalry moved round from the

rear, and took up its position on the outside of the

columns ; and both infantry and cavalry now ad-

vanced with the utmost fury against the enemy.

Thus the centre of the Roman army was held back

by the rapid advance of its wings; and the Africans

in Hasdrubal's centre were standing idle, doing-

nothing, whilst the battle was raging on their right

and left, and yet not venturing to move from their

position to support their wings, because of the enemy
in their front, who threatened every moment to
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attack, yet still advanced as slowly as possible, to chap.

give time for the attacks on the two wings to com- ^^{r;^"^

plete their work. And this work was not long :
^-^^ -'^'^•

Roman and Italian veterans were opposed to newly

raised Spaniards ; men well fed to men exhausted by

their long fast ; men perfect in all their movements,

and handled by their general with masterly skill, to

barbarians confused by evolutions which neither they

nor their officers could deal with. As usual, the

elephants did as much mischief to friends as to foes

;

and the Carthaginian wings, broken and slaughtered,

began to fly. Then the Africans in the centre com-

menced their retreat also; slowly at first, as men
who had not themselves been beaten ; but the

fliglit of their allies infected them ; and the Romans

pressed them so hardly, that they too rushed towards

their camp with more haste than order ^^. The battle

was won ; and Scipio said that the camp would have

been won also, had not a violent storm suddenly

burst on the field of battle, and the rain fallen in

such a deluge, that the Romans could not stand

against it, but were obliged to seek the shelter of

their own camp. Their work however was done;

not least probably by the effect which the battle

would have on the minds of the Spaniards. In the

Carthaginian army their countrpnen had been ex-

])osed to defeat and slaughter, while the Africans

had looked on tamely, and moved neither hand nor

foot to aid them ; on the other hand, the Spaniards

'" Polybius, XI. 23, 24. Liw, XXVIII. 13, 16.
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CHAP, in Scipio's army had obtained a victory, with no
XLVII

^-^——^ loss to themselves : it had been purchased altoo^ether
A.U.C.548. , , T , T p , ^
A.c. 206. by the blood oi the Romans.

^The"oir°
Accordingly the Carthaginian generals found that

thaginian ^jjg coutest lu Spaiu was virtually ended. The
dominion in l *'

Spain. Spanish soldiers in their army went over in large

bodies to the enemy; the Spanish towns opened

their gates to the Romans, and put the Carthaginian

garrisons into their hands. Hasdrubal and Mago,

closely followed by the enemy, retreated by the right

bank of the Baetis to the shores of the ocean, and

effected their escape by sea to Gades. Masinissa

left them, and went home to Africa, not, it is

said, without having a secret interview with M.
Silanus, and settling the conditions and manner of

his defection. Scipio himself returned by slow

marches to Tarraco, enquiring by the way into the

merits or demerits of the various native chiefs, who

came crowding round him to plead their services, and

to propitiate the favour of the new conqueror of

Spain. Silanus, whom he had left behind in the

south, to witness the final dispersion of the army of

Hasdrubal, soon after rejoined him at Tarraco, and

reported to him that the war was over, that no

enemy was to be found in the field, from the Pyre-

nees to the Pillars of Hercules ^^ Scipio therefore

sent off his brother to Rome, to announce the com-

pletion of his work.

His own mind was already turned to another

«« Liw, XXVIII. 16.
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field of action : the expulsion of tlie Carthaofinians chap.
. . XLVII.

from Spain seemed to him only to be valued as it ^^^—

—

'-»

. , , . .
A.U.C. 548.

might enable him the easier to carry the war into a.c. 200.

Scipio

Africa. He had already won the suiiport of Masi- <iosses to
'' ^

Africa, and
nissa : but he desired to secure a more powerful ally ; negotiates

and accordingly he sent Loelius over to Africa, to piiax.
'

sound the dispositions of the Masaesylian king,

Syphax, the most powerful of all the African

princes, and who, although at present in alliance

with the Carthaginians, had been, not many years

since, their enemy. Syphax told Laelius that he

would negotiate only with the Roman general in

person ; and Scipio, relying on his own personal

ascendency, and affecting in all things what was ex-

traordinary, did not hesitate to leave his province,

and to cross over from New Carthage to Africa,

with only two quinqueremes, in order to visit the

Masa:sylian king. No less fortunate than Napoleon,

when returning from Egypt to France in his solitary

frigate, Scipio crossed the sea without accident, and

entered the king's port in safety, with the wind so

brisk and fair as to carry him into the harbour in a

straight course, in a very short time after his ships

had first been seen from the shore '^^ In the har-

bour, by the strangest of chances, were seven ships

of the Carthaginians, which had just brought Has-

drubal from Spain with the very same object

as Scipio, to secure the alliance of king' Syphax

;

it having been known probably, that a Roman

8> Liw, XXVIII. 17.
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CHAP, officer had lately visited his court, ^yith purposes

!~T7>rTT'n which could not be doubtful. Hasdrubal and Scipio
A.L.C. 548. i

A.c. 206. jT^et under the roof of Syphax ; and by his special

request, they Avere present at the same entertain-

ment '''^ Lselius, who had accompanied his friend

to Africa, magnified the charms of his address

and conversation, according to his usual practice,

and told Polybius many years afterwards, that Has-

drubal had expressed to Syphax his great admiration

of Scipio's genius, which, he said, appeared to him

more dangerous in peace than in war ^^ Laelius

further declared that Syphax was so overcome by

Scipio's influence, as to conclude a treaty of alliance

with him ^\ which treaty however, we may be very

sure, was not one of those which Polybius found pre-

served in the capitol. It is very possible that Syphax

amused Scipio with fair promises ; but in reality

Hasdrubal negotiated more successfully than his

Roman rival ; and the beauty of his daughter, Sopho-

nisba, was more powerful over the mind of Syphax,

than all the fascinations of Scif>io's eloquence and

manners ^\ Scipio, however, was satisfied with the

success of his mission, and returned again to New
Carthage.

Insurrection It is manifest that, when Scipio and Silanus re-

Spaniards. tumod from tlio soutli of Spain to Tarraco, after the

dispersion of the Carthaginian army, they imagined

that their work was done ; and they cannot have

**2 Livy, XXVIII. 18. »' Livy, XXVIII. 18.
«^ XL Fragtn. Mai. Livy, ^^ Livy, XXIX. 23.

XXVIII. 18.
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expected to be called out again to active operations chap.

in the same year. But, after Scipio's return from ;—--—
t'o^ A. U.C 54(5.

his A'oyage to Africa, we find him again taking the ^.c. 206.

field in the south ; we find a general revolt of the

Spanish chiefs, who had so lately joined him; and

what is most startling, we find his own Roman
army breaking out into an alarming mutiny. Livy's

explanation is simply, that the present appeared a

favourable opportunity to punish those Spanish

towns, which had made themselves most obnoxious

to Rome in the course of the war, and on which it

would not have been expedient to take vengeance

earlier ^^ But surely, if any such intention had been

entertained a few weeks sooner, the Roman army

would never have been marched back behind the

Iberus, but would have proceeded at once to attack

the obnoxious towns, as soon as Hasdrubal and Mago
had retired to Gades, and the Carthaginian army was

broken u]). Either the Spaniards must have given

some new provocation, which called Scipio again

into the field ; or some new motive must have in-

fluenced him, which hitherto he had not felt, and,

outweighing all other considerations, forced him to

retrace his steps to the south.

Either of these cases is sufiiciently probable. JMago Probable

had by this time received instructions from Hanni-

bal ; and acting under such direction, he was not

likely to abandon S])ain to the Romans without

another struggle. We read of a Carthaginian garri-

s" Livy, XXVIII. 19.
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CHAP, son in Castulo, which is said to have fled thither
XLVII.

rrTT-TT^ after the dispersion of Hasdrubal's army ; but it
A. U.C 54o. ^ "

A.c. 206. jYi^y also have been sent thither by Mago from

Gades, to assist in organizing- a new rising against

the Romans. The mines were still in his hands

;

and he probably employed their treasures liberally.

Nor were causes wanting to rouse the Spaniards,

without any foreign instigation. If they had ad-

mired Scipio, they had since found that his virtues

did not restrain the licence of his army : the Roman
soldiers had fleshed themselves with the plunder of

Spain, and were likely to return after a moment's

respite, and fall again upon their prey. On the

other hand, the Roman army, like the Spaniards

afterwards in America, may have been so eager to

prosecute their conquest, and to win more of the

wealth of Spain, that their general found it impos-

sible not to gratify them ; or they may have shown

symptoms of licence and turbulence, which made it

desirable to keep them actively employed, that they

might not have leisure to contrive mischief: what-

ever was the cause, the Roman army again marched

into the south of Spain. L. Marcius was ordered

to attack Castulo ; Scipio himself laid siege to

Illiturgi.

Situation IlHturgi stood on the north, or right bank of the

niiturgi. Baetis, near to the site of the present town of Andu-

jar, and not far therefore from Baylen, and from the

scene of the almost solitary triumph of the Spanish

»? Livy, XXVIII. 20.
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arms in the war with Napoleon. Its people had chap.

been allies of the Carthao^inians, and had revolted to ^.

—

'->

" A.U.C. 548.

Rome, when the two Scipios first advanced into the a.c. 206.

sonth of Spain ^®
; but after their defeat and death,

Illitnrgi had gone back to the alliance of Carthage

;

and the Roman fugitives from the rout of the two

Scipios, mIio escaped to Illitnrgi, were either cut oif

by the inhabitants, or given up by them to the Car-

thaginians. Such was the Roman account of the

matter ; and Castulo was charged with a similar

defection after the defeat of the Scipios, a defection

however not aggravated, as at Illiturgi, by any par-

ticular acts of hostility ^".

Vengeance was now to be taken for this alleged its capture

treason. Without any terms of peace offered or stmction.

solicited on either side, the Romans prepared to

attack Illiturgi, and the Sj^aniards with all their

national obstinacy to defend it. They fought so

stoutly, that the Romans were more than once re-

pulsed ; and Scipio was at last obliged to offer to

lead the assault in person, and was preparing to

mount the first ladder, when a general shout of

his soldiers called upon him to forbear : with an

overwhelming rush of numbers they crowded up the

ladders in many places at once, and drove the de-

fenders by main force from the ramparts. At the

same moment, Lselius scaled the walls on the oppo-

site side of the city ; and some African deserters, who
were now in the Roman service, men trained to all

"5 Livy, XXIII. 49. ?' Livy, XXVIII. 19.
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CHAP, feats of daring activity, climbed up the almost pre-

'rTTT^TTT:' cipitous cliff on which the citadel was built, and
i\.U.C. 548. A

A.c. 206. surprised it without resistance °°. Then followed a

horrible massacre, in which neither age nor sex was

spared ; and when the sw ord had done its work

upon the people, fire was let loose upon the build-

ings of the city, and lUiturgi was totally de-

stroyed.

Castub"^
Scipio then marched to Castulo to support L.

Marcius, who had been able, it seems, to make no

impression with the force under his separate com-

mand. But Scijiio's arrival, fresh from the storming

of lUiturgi, struck terror into the besieged ; and the

Spaniards hoped to make their peace by surrender-

ing, not their town only, but a Carthaginian garrison,

which was engaged jointly with them in its defence.

The Romans treated Castulo, says Livy, more mildly

than they had treated Illiturgi ; which seems to

imply that even at Castulo blood was shed after the

town was taken, though it did not amount to an

indiscriminate massacre '^'.

of Astapa: Aftor tliis socoud conquest, Scipio left it to L.
sclt devotion ^ ^

of its in- Marcius to complete the work, whether of venareance
habitants. '^ ' *

or of ambition, by the subjugation of the other towns

of Bsetica, while he himself returned to New Car-

thage '*^. IMarcius crossed the Ba^tis, and received

the submission of some of the towns on the left

bank ; but the inhabitants of one place, Astapa,

which had rendered itself obnoxious, by carrying on

90 Livy, XXVIII. 19, 20. «- Liw, XXVIIl. 21.
9' Livy, XXVIIL 20.
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an active guerilla warfare against the Roman de- chap.
^ °

, . .
XLVII.

tached parties and communications, exhibited one of —— ,-77;;'^
_ ^ A U.C..')4)J.

those shocking instances of desperation, which testify a.c. 206.

so painfully to the miserable lot of the vanquished

in ancient warfare. They erected a great pile in

the middle of their city, on which they threw all

their ornaments and most valuable property, and

then bade their wives and children ascend it, and

sit down quietly on the top. Fifty chosen men were

left to keep watch beside the pile, while the rest

of the citizens sallied out against the Romans, de-

termined to fight till they were cut to pieces.

They fell to a man, selling their lives dearly : in

the meanwhile the fifty men left by the pile per-

formed their dreadful task ; they set it on fire ; they

butchered the women and children who were placed

on it, and then threw themselves into the flames.

The Roman soldiers lost their plunder, and ex-

claimed against the desperate ferocity of the people

of Astapa ^^

After this tragedy, the neighbouring towns sub- offer to

mitted ; and Marcius returned to his general at New Gades.

^"^

Carthage. But he was not allowed to rest : for a

secret deputation came to Scipio from Gades, offer-

ing to surrender the citv to him, alono- with the

Carthaginian fleet and garrison employed in maintain-

ing it, and Mago their general, Hannibal's brother.

Again therefore Marcius took the field with a light

division of the army ; and Lselius accompanied him

°^ Livy, XXVIII. 22, 23. Appian, VI. 33.
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CHAP, by sea with a small squadron, to ascertain whether

C_,—1^ the offer could really be executed ^^
A.U.C. 548. ^ 1.1 n
A.c. 206. It was now late in the summer ; and the season,

Scipio's ill-
-I

• T • T 1 n • 1 • I'll
iiess: combined with the fatigue and excitement which he
mutiny in

-, -, . .„
the Roman had uudorgono, brought on a serious illness upon
army.

Scipio, which rumour magnified, spreading the tidings

over Spain that the great Roman general could

not live. At once, it is said, the fidelity of the

Spanish chiefs was shaken : Mandonius and Indi-

bilis, who had regarded Scipio with such extreme

veneration, cared nothing for the Roman people,

and prepared to assert their country's independence,

by driving out the Roman army ^\ But a M^orse

mischief was threatening : a division of eight thou-

sand Roman or Italian soldiers, who were quartered

in a stationary camp on the Sucre, at once as a

reserve for the army engaged in the field, and as a

covering force to keep the more northern parts of

Spain quiet, broke out into open mutiny; and having

driven their tribunes from the camp, they conferred

the command on two private soldiers, the one C.

Atrius, of the allied people of the Umbrians, and the

other C. Albius, of the Latin colony of Cales. It is

probable that this division of Scipio's army consisted

almost entirely of Latins and Italian allies ; and

the generals chosen accordingly represented both of

these, and assumed the full state of Roman gene-

rals, causing the lictors to go before them, and to

bear the rods and axes, which were the symbol of

8' Livy, XXVIII. 23. ^^ Livy, XXVIII. 24.
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the consul's imperium, his absolute power of life and chap.
_ _ _-, XLVll.
death '". >

—

.
—

'

A.U.C. 548.

The allea^ed grievance of the mutinous soldiers a.c. 206.
° ^

_
.1*^ causes

:

was, that their pay was greatly in arrears. This Scipio's
•* "^ o . recovery.

indeed was likely to be the case, the treasury of

Rome being ill able to meet the numerous demands

for the public service ; and as the Spanish army had

avowedly been left to its own resources as to money,

it is probable that the soldiers were allowed to

plunder the more freely, in order to reconcile them

to their not being paid in the regular manner. Scipio

himself was charged with injuring the discipline of

his army by his indulgence : here, as in other things,

it was in his character to rely on his own personal

ascendency ; and he thought that he might dispense

with the constant strictness necessary to ordinary

men, as he was sure that his soldiers would never be

disobedient to him. But however lax his discipline

was, troops at a distance from the seat of war, and

quartered amongst a friendly or submissive people,

must be somewhat restrained in their licence of

plunder ; and accordingly, even before Scipio's illness,

the soldiers on the Sucre complained that they were

neither paid regularly as in peace, nor allowed to

provide for themselves as in war. And when they

heard that Scipio was at the point of death, and that

the Spaniards in the north were revolting from

Rome, they hoped to draw their own profit out of

these troubled waters, and, following the example of

sf. Livy, XXVill. -25.
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CHAP, the Campanians at Rhegium, to secure a city for

'^;—^ themselves, and to live in luxury upon the plunder

A.c. 206. and the tributes of the surrounding people ^^ It is

said that Mago from Gades sent them money, to pre-

vail on them to enter into the service of Carthage,

. and that they took the money, but did no more than

appoint their own generals, take oaths of fidelity to

one another, and remain in a state of open revolt

from Rome ^^ They probably thought that they

might establish themselves in Spain without serving

any government at all ; and that their own swords

were more to be relied on than Mago's promises.

While this was the state of affairs on the Sucre,

tidings came, not of Scipio's death, but of his con-

valescence ; and presently seven military tribunes

arrived in the camp, sent by Scipio to prevent the

soldiers from breaking out into any worse outrage.

The tribunes affected to rejoice that matters had not

been carried to any greater extremity ; they ac-

knowledged the former services of the troops, and

said that Scipio was not a man to forget or leave

them unrewarded ; meanwhile the general would

endeavour to raise money from the subject tribes of

Spain, to make good their arrears of pay. Ac-

cordingly soon afterguards a proclamation appeared,

inviting the soldiers to come to New Carthage to

receive it ^^.

Scipio's recovery was felt from one end of Spain

to the other ; the revolted Spaniards gave up their

97 Livy, XXVIII. 24. 99 Livv, XXVIII. 25.
9" Appian, VI. 34.
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hostile purposes, and returned quietly to their homes ; chap.

and the soldiers on the Sucro, moved at once by —

—

'->

-' A.U.C. 548.

the fear of resistino: one whom the e'ods seemed to a.c. 206.
^ ®

. ,
The muti-

favour in all things, and by the hope of receiving, not nteis come

only pardon for their fault, but the very pay which Carthage.

they demanded, resolved to march in a l)ody to New
Carthage. As they drew near to that city, the

seven tribunes, who had visited their camp on the

Sucro, came to meet them, gave them fair words,

and mentioned, as if incidentally, that M. Silanus,

with the troops at New Carthage, was to march

the next morning to put down the revolt of Man-

donius and Indibilis, Delighted to find that Scipio

would thus be left without any force at his disposal,

they entered New Carthage in high spirits : there

they saw the troops all busy in preparations for their

departure ; and they were told that the general

was rejoiced at their seasonable arrival, to supply

the place of the soldiers who were going to leave

him. In perfect confidence they dispersed to their

quarters for the night '°°.

Thus the prey had run blindly into the snare. They are

mi •! "
1 1 IT 1 • surrounded,

Ihe seven tribunes, who met the soldiers on their

march, had each been furnished with the names

of five of the princijial ringleaders, whom they were

to secure in the course of the evening without

disturbance. Accordingly they invited them to

supper in their quarters, seized them all, and kept

them in close custody till the next morning. But all

'™ Livy, XXV [II. 26.
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CHAP, else ^A•as quiet : the basrs'ao-e of the army which was
XLVII. 1 t^O o

^

J

^r^rfTT^ to take the field against the Spaniards, began to

A.C. 206. i^^oYe before day-break ; about dawn the columns of

the troops formed in the streets, and marched out

of the town. But they halted at the gates ; and

parties were sent round to every other gate to

secure them all, and to take care that no one

should leave the city. In the mean time the troops

from the Sucro were summoned to the forum to

meet their general; and they crowded impatiently

to the place, without their arms, as was the custom

of the Greek soldiers on similar occasions. No
sooner were they all assembled, than the columns

from the gates marched into the town, and occupied

all the streets leading to the market-place. Then

Scipio presented himself on his tribunal, and sat

awhile in silence. But as soon as he heard that the

prisoners, who had been secured on the preceding

evening, were brought up, the crier with his loud

clear voice commanded silence, and Scipio arose to

speak'"'.

The mutiny The sccue had been prepared with consummate

thc^unTsi,-'^ art ; and its effect was overwhelming. The mutinous

ringleaders! soldiers saw themselves completely in their general's

power; they listened in breathless anxiety to his

address, and with joy beyond all hope heard his

concluding sentence, that he freely pardoned the

multitude, and that justice would be satisfied with

the punishment of those who had misled them. The

'0' Livv, XXVIII. 26.
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instant he ceased speaking, the troops posted in the 2^^^'

adjoining streets clashed their swords on their shields, ^^^r^
as if they were going to attack the mutineers ; and ^^- '^^^•

the crier's voice was aofain heard calling- the names

of the thirty-five ringleaders one after another, to

receive the punishment to which they had been con-

demned. They were brought forth, already stripped

and bound ; each was fastened to his stake ; and all

underwent their sentence, being first scourged, and

then beheaded. When all was finished, the bodies

were dragged away, to be thrown out of the city ; the

place of execution was cleansed from the blood ; and

the soldiers from the Sucro heard the general and

the other officers swear to grant them a free pardon

wi th an entire amnesty for the past. They were then

summoned by the crier, one by one, to appear before

the general to take the usual military oath of obe-

dience, after which each man received his full arrears

of pay '"-. Never was mutiny quelled with more

consummate ability : and Scipio's ascendency over

his soldiers after this memorable scene was doubtless

more complete than ever.

The punishment of the mutineers however, we are TherevoUed
Spaniaiils

told, rendered the revolted Spaniards desperate, ^ne subdued.

Thinking that they had already done enough to draw

down Scipio's vengeance, they resolved to try the

chances of war, and again took the field, and began

to attack the allies of the Romans on the north of

the Iberus. Scipio lost not a moment in marching

'"- Polybius, XI. 30. Livy, XXVIII. 29. Appian, VI. 36.

F f 2
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CHAP, in pursuit of tliem : he was not sorry to employ his
XLVII .

./ J. .'

^J L soldiers ao^ainst the enemy, as the surest means of
A.U.C. 548. ^ . f „
A.c. 206. ettacmg the recollection of their recent disorders

;

and he spoke of the Spaniards with bitter contempt,

as barbarians equally powerless and faithless, on

whom he was resolved to take signal vengeance. In

ten days he marched from New Carthage to the

Iberus; and on the fourth day after crossing the

river he came in sight of the enemy. He engaged

and totally defeated them, not however "v\dthout a

loss of more than four thousand men killed and

wounded ; and immediately after the battle the chiefs

threw themselves on his mercy. He required nothing

more than the immediatepayment ofasum ofmoney,

which was to make good the money lately advanced

or borrowed to pay the soldiers after the mutiny

;

and then, leaving Silanus at Tarraco, he returned to

New Carthage ^°\

Scipio;s Even yet he would not allow himself to rest.
•"terview

th Mas:- Leaving the mass of his army at New Carthage,

he joined L. JVIarcius, his lieutenant, in the neigh-

bourhood of Gades, for the sole purpose, it is said,

of gratifying Masinissa's earnest desire of a per-

sonal interview, Masinissa had returned from

Africa to Gades, and was professedly consulting

with ]\Iago how one more attempt might be made

to restore the Carthaginian dominion in Spain. But

his mind was already made up to join the Romans
;

and he took the opportunity of a pretended plun-

'«3 Poljbius, XI. 31— 33. Livy, XXVIII. 31—34.

interview

with

nissa
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derino- excursion with his Numidian cavalry to cjhap..... XLVII.

arrange and effect a meeting- with Scipio. He
Xirc~548'

too, it is said, like all other men, was overawed at ^•^- ^^^'•

once, and delighted by Scipio's personal appearance,

manner, and conversation ; he promised the most

zealous aid to the Romans, and urged Scipio to

cross over as soon as possible into Africa, where

he might be able to serve him most effectually '"*.

Scipio's keen discernment of character taught him

the value of Masinissa's friendship ; and his journey

from New Carthage to Gades, in order to secure

it, was abundantly rewarded afterwards ; for had

Masinissa fought in Hannibal's army, Scipio in

all probability would never have won the day at

Zama.

Mago heard of the termination of the mutiny in Magoevacu-
^ '' ates Spain,

the Roman army, and of the defeat of the revolted -^^ makes
•^ preparations

Spaniards in the north ; and he found that the '^ Minorca
^ for invading

Roman army was again returned to New Carthage, I'^iy.

and that all hopes of making head against Rome in

Spain were for the present at an end. Hannibal

summoned him to Italy ; and the Carthaginian go-

vernment, acting, as it seems, cordially upon Hanni-

bal's views, ordered him to obey his brother's call.

It was not the least bold enterprise of this great

war, to plan the invasion of Italy from Gades, at a

time when the whole of Spain, from the Pillars of

Hercules to the Pyrenees, was possessed by the

enemy. But Scipio, to strengthen his land forces,

'0^ Livy, XXVIII. 35.
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CHAP, had laid up the greater part of his fleet ; and the

'TrrrTTT:^ exertions of the Carthasrinian Q'overnment, or his own,
A.U.C. 548. o o ' '

A.c. 206. had provided Mago with a naval force, small pro-

bably in point of numbers, but consisting of ex-

cellent ships manned by skilful seamen, and capable,

if ably used, of rendering effectual service. He was

supplied with money from Carthage ; and he levied

large contributions, it is said, on the people of Gades,

and even emptied their treasury, and stripped their

temjjles '"^ He then put to sea, so late in the sea-

son, that Scipio was gone back to Tarraco, and was

preparing to return to Rome ; and the Roman army

being gone into its winter quarters beiiind the Ibe-

rus. New Carthage was left to the protection of its

own garrison. This encouraged Mago to attemj^t to

surprise the place ; but in this he failed : he then

crossed over to the island of Pityusa (Iviza), which

was held by the Carthaginians ; and having there

received supplies of jDrovisions and of men, he pro-

ceeded to attack the two Balearian islands, now
called Majorca and Minorca. He was repulsed from

the larger island, but made himself master of the

smaller : there he landed his men, and drew up his

ships, and purposed to pass the winter, the season

securing him from any attack by sea, perhaps even

hiding his movements altogether from the know-

ledge of the Romans ; while he lay in readiness to

catch the first return of spring, and to run over to

Italy, and establish himself on the coast of Liguria,

'»' Livy, XXVIII. .3(1.
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in the midst of a warlike population, furnishing the Sl^yK-
lOG

materials of a future army . ^ ^ ^^ ^^^

Siiain was thus abandoned by the Carthao'inians ;
^•^- "'^^

and Gades, left to itself, went over to the Roman Oadts.
Scipio

alliance, and concluded a treaty with L. JNIarcius, returns to

Rome.
which for two centuries formed the basis of its re-

lations with Rome""'. He had probably been left

in command at New Carthage, when Scipio returned

to Tarraco. Scipio himself was known to be de-

sirous of leaving Spain, and offering himself as a

candidate for the consulship ; and accordingly L.

Lentulus and L. JManlius Acidius were appointed

proconsuls, to succeed him and M. Silanus in the

command of the Roman army and province. Scipio

meanwhile, accompanied by C. Lselius, returned to

Rome : he could not have a triumph, because he

had been neither consul nor praetor ; but he entered

the city with some display, with an immense treasure

of silver, in money and in ingots, which he deposited

in the treasury; and his name Avas so popular, that

he was elected consul immediately, with an almost

unanimous feeling in his favour. His colleague was

P. Licinius Crassus, who at that time held the

dignity of Pontifex Maximus^''^

Thus the war, beino- altosrether exting-uished in Prospects of^ ^V^VW^^V^V^ii^X V.^V,.iil^,
tlie war iu

Spain, was reduced as it were to Italy only ; and itaiy.

there it smouldered rather than blazed ; for Hanni-

bal with his single army could do no more than

""^ Livy, XXVIII. 37. c. XVII.
'« Liv^, XXYIII. 37. Appian, 'os Lj^y^ XXVIII. 38.

VI. 37. See Cicero pro Cornelio,
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CHAP, maintain his ground in Bruttium. Was it possible
XLVII

»—..

—

'-J that Maofo mio^ht kindle a fierce flame in Lie^uria?
A.U.C.548. Oft ft

A.c. 206. might blow up the half - extinguished ashes in

Etruria, and reviving the fire in the south, spread

the conflagration around the walls of Rome ? This

was not beyond possibility : but Scipio, impatient

of defensive warfare, and himself the conqueror of

a vast country, was eager to stop the torrent at its

source, rather than raise barriers against it, when it

was sweeping down the valley : he was bent on com-

bating Hannibal, not in Italy, but in Africa.



SUPPLEMENT.

[With the preceding chapter the work is unfortunately supple-

terminated. From a note in the margin, that chapter i _^
'

j

appears to have been finished on the 5th of May ; on the

12th of June the author breathed his last. Two more

chapters at least would have been requisite to bring the

history down to the end of the Second Punic War; for

the heading of the forty-eighth chapter shows what it

was intended to contain :—Last years of the war in Italy.

Consulship of P. Scipio. Scipio in Sicily. Siege of Locri.

Scipio in Africa. His victories over Hasdrubal Gisco and

Syphax. The Carthaginians recall Hannibal and Mago
from Italy, a.u.c. 548 to a.u.c. 551.

Every reader of the foregoing narrative of one of the most

interesting and eventful periods in ancient history, must

regret that the author was not allowed to carry it on to the

close of the war. As the best substitute for that which

we should have had, the following account of the last

years of the war, written by Dr. Arnold in the year 1823,

for the life of Hannibal in the Encyclopaedia Metropolitana,

is here inserted.]

The defeat and destruction of Hasdrubal's army Adventures

. . . , and death of

reduced Hannibal to the necessity or acting entirely Mago.
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SUPPLE- on the defensive. It had been for some time
mf:nt.

, ^ 11..,
*

—

V
—

' evident, that his single army conkl not overthrow

the supremacy of Rome in Italy. Still, while the

fate of the war was balanced in Spain and Sicily,

and while he was looking forward to the arrival of

his brother to co-operate with him, he might be

justified in making himself as troublesome as possible

to the enemy, even though by so doing he might

sometimes incur the danger of some loss. But now

his policy was altered : to maintain his ground in

Italy, till another effort could be made by his govern-

ment to support him, was become his most important

duty. He was obliged to abandon several towns

which had revolted to him from the Romans ; and

he forced the inhabitants of others to desert their

homes, and to retire with him into the remotest

]iart of Bruttium. The superiority of his personal

character was so great, that the Romans never dared

to attack him ; and thus he might repose for a Avhile,

watching the first favourable ojDportunity of issuing

from his retreat, and attempting once more to

accomplish the design with which he had originally

invaded Italy. The death of Hasdrubal had not

extinguished all his hopes. Mago, after the total

wreck of the Carthaginian interest in Sj)ain, was

ordered, as we have seen, to attempt a diversion in

Italy, and transi)orting a small force with him by

sea, landed in Liguria, and surprised the to\^n of

Genoa'. The name of his family urged the Gauls

' Livy, XXVIII. 46. XXX. 18.
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and Liffurians to flock to his standard ; and his supple-
•• X ^1 -^1 11 1 MENT.

growing strength excited much alarm among the '—-.

Romans, and obliged them to keep a large army in

the north of Italy to watch his movements. The
details of his adventures are unknown ; nor are we
informed what cause prevented him from attempting

to penetrate into Tuscany. We only find that he

became so formidable an enemy, as to maintain an

obstinate contest against an army of four Roman
legions, a few weeks before the final evacuation of

Italy by Hannibal ; nor were the Romans certain

of victory, till Mago was mortally wounded, and

obliged to leave the field. From the scene of this

battle, which is said to have been in the country of

the Insubrian Gauls, he retreated, with as much
expedition as his wound would allow, to the coast of

Liguria ; and there he found orders from Carthage,

that he should immediately return to Africa, to

oppose the alarming progress of P. Scipio. He
accordingly embarked with his troops, and com-

menced his voyage homewards : but his exertions

and anxiety of mind had proved too great for his

strength ; and he had scarcely passed the coast of

Sardinia, when he expired. So unwearied was the

zeal, and so great the ability, with which the sons

of Hamilcar maintained the cause of their country,

almost solely by their personal efforts, against the

overbearing resources and energy of the Roman
people.

When the Carthaginian government sent for JNIago Hannibal

from Italy, they also recalled Hannibal. The account itaiy.'
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SUPPLE- of his operations during the three or four years that

^
.^

'-^ preceded his return to Africa is peculiarly unsatis-

factory. The Roman writers have transmitted some

reports of victories obtained over him in Italy, too

audacious in falsehood for even themselves to have

believed. But, in truth, the terror with which he

continued to inspire his enemies, after his career

of success was closed, is even more wonderful than

his first brilliant triumphs. For four years after the

death of Hasdrubal, he remained in undisputed

possession of Bruttium, when the Romans had re-

conquered all the rest of Italy. Here he maintained

his army, without receiving any supplies from home,

and with no other naval force at his disposal, than

such vessels as he could build from the Bruttian

forests, and man with the sailors of the country.

Here too he seems to have looked forward to the

renown which awaited him in after-times ; and as if

foreseeing the interest with which posterity would

follow his progress in his unequalled enterprise, he

recorded many minute particulars of his campaigns on

monumental columns, erected at Lacinium -, a town

situated in that corner of Italy, which was so long

like a new country acquired by conquest, for himself

and his soldiers. At length, when it was plain that

no new diversion could be effected in his favour, and

when the dangerous situation of his country called

for his presence, as the last hope of Carthage, he

embarked his troops without the slightest interruption

- Polvbius, III. 33. 56,
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from the Romans ; and moved only by the disasters supple-
ment

of others, while his own army was unbroken and >

—

.,—'-->

unbeaten, he abandoned Italy fifteen years after he

had first entered it, having ravaged it with fire and

sword from one extremity to the other, and having

never seen his numerous victories chequered by a

single defeat.

Scipio, meanwhile, after his important services in scipio car-

Spain, had returned to Rome, and been elected into Africa.

consul, hoping to carry into execution the design

which he had for some time conceived, of forcing

Hannibal to leave Italy, by attacking the Cartha-

ginians in Africa. But according to the invariable

policy of Rome, he was desirous of securing the aid

of some ally in the country which he was going to

make the seat of war. For this end, as we have

seen, he had already opened a communication with

Syphax, the most considerable of the Numidian

princes, and, according to Livy, had actually con-

cluded a treaty with him. But Syphax was won
over to the interests of Carthage by the charms of

Sophonisba, the daughter of Hasdrubal Cisco ; and

a short time before Scipio crossed over into Africa,

he sent to inform him of his new connexion, and to

dissuade him from his intended expedition, as he

should now be obliged to join the Carthaginians in

opposing him. Scipio however was not yet without

the prospect of finding allies in Africa. Masinissa

had deserted the Carthaginian cause after its

disasters in Spain, and had privately pledged himself

to support the Romans on the first opportunity.
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SUPPLE- Since that time, he had been deprived of his paternal
MENT.

. . n
'— ' dominions by the united efforts of Syphax and the
A. LLC. 550.

_

* •'

^

A.c. 204. Carthaginians ; but though his power was thus re-

duced, his zeal in the cause of Rome was likely to

be the more heightened ; and as his personal cha-

racter was high among his countrymen, many of

them might be expected to join him, when they

saw him supported by a Roman army. Accordingly

he united himself^ to Scipio, so soon as he had

landed in Africa ; and his activity, and perfect fami-

liarity with the country and its inhabitants, m.ade

him a very valuable auxiliary. The landing had

been effected within a few miles of Carthage itself;

and after some plunder, amongst which eight thou-

sand prisoners to be sold for slaves are particularly

specified, had been collected from the adjoining

country, the army formed the siege of Utica, whilst

a considerable fleet co-operated with it on the side

of the sea. But the approach of Hasdrubal Gisco

and Syphax, at the head of two immense armies of

Carthaginians and Numidians induced Scipio to

raise the siege, and to remove his troops to a strong

position near the sea, where he proposed to remain,

as winter was fast approaching, and secure of sub-

sistence, through the co-operation of his fleet, to

wait for some favourable opportunity of striking a

vigorous blow.

He destroys His first liopc was * to wiu over Syphax again to

ginian and tlio Romau causc ; and with this view his emissaries
Kumidian
army.

3 Livy, XXIX. 29. ^ Polybius, XIV. 1, &c.
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were continually ffoino: and returning between the supple-
-r^ 1 iwT . T mi . • MENT.
Koman and JNumidian camps. Ineir temptations to — '

o -on •
A.U.C. 550.

Sypliax Avere ineffectual: but their report of the a.c. 204.

manner in which the Carthaginian and Numidian

armies were quartered, suggested to Scipio the pos-

sibility of ensuring success by other means than

negotiation. They related, that the Carthaginians

were lodged in huts constructed of stakes or hurdles,

and covered with leaves, and that the Numidian

quarters were composed of similar materials, of

reeds, thatch, and dried leaves. Upon this intelli-

gence, Scipio conceived the plan of setting fire to

both the camps of the enemy. In order to gain a

more perfect knowledge of their situation, and the

approaches to them, he pretended to listen to the

terms of peace Mhich Syphax had before proposed

to him in vain. Under pretence of negotiation, he

was for some months in constant corresi3ondence

with the Numidian king ; and disguising some of his

most intelligent soldiers in the dress of slaves, he

procured them an easy entrance into the enemy's

camp, as forming part of the suite of the officers

employed in the negotiation. At last, when the

season for military operations was returning, and his

seemingly sincere desire of peace had thrown the

enemy into a state of perfect security, he suddenly

broke off all communication with them, declaring

that, however disposed he himself was to agree to

the proposed terms, the other members of the mili-

tary council were fixed on rejecting them. This

sudden rupture disappointed Syphax ; but neither he
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SUPPLE- nor the Carthaginian sfeneral had any suspicion of
MENT. e o J l

aFcTsW ^^ipio'^ ^^^1 designs ; when suddenly the Roman
AC. 204. army marched out by night in two divisions, the one

commanded by Scipio, and tlie other by Lselius, his

second in command, and advanced against the camps

of the enemy, which m ere not more than six miles

from their own. Lselius, assisted by Masinissa, first

silently approached the encampment of the Numi-

dians, and set fire to the first tents that he met with.

The flames spread so rapidly, that the Numidians

were soon precluded from approaching the quarter

where they had first broken out, and thus, having no

suspicion that they had been kindled by the enemy,

crowded together in the utmost disorder to effect

their escape out of the camp. Numbers were tram-

pled to death in the confusion at the several outlets

;

numbers were overtaken by the flames and burnt to

death ; and the rest, on reaching the open country,

found themselves intercepted by Masinissa, who had

posted his troops in the quarter to which he knew
that the fugitives w^ere most likely to direct their

flight. In this manner the whole Numidian army,

amounting to sixty thousand men, was completely

destroyed or dispersed, with the exception of Syphax

himself and a few horsemen.

Meanwhile the Carthaginians, when they first saw

the camp of their allies on fire, not doubting that it

was occasioned by accident, began partly to run with

assistance to the Numidians, and the rest rushed

hastily out of their tents, without their arms, and

stood on the outside of the camp, contemplating the
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progress of this fearful conflagration with dismay, supple-

In this helpless state they found themselves attacked '

—

'-^
* '' ... A.U.C.ooO.

by the enemy, under the command of Scipio in per- ^.c. 204.

son : some were instantly cut do\vn ; and the rest,

driven back into their camp, saw it set on fire by

their pursuers. They then understood the whole

extent of the calamity which had befallen their

allies and themselves ; but resistance and flight were

alike impracticable; the fire spread with fury to

every quarter ; and every avenue was choked up by

a struggling crowxl of men and horses, all striving

with the same distracted efforts to effect their escape.

In this attempt, Hasdrubal and a few followers alone

succeeded : thirty thousand men, who had composed

the Carthaginian army, perished. The annals of war

contain no bloodier tragedy.

Hasdrubal, hopeless of delaying the progress of the He pains

another

enemy, continued his flight to Carthage; while victory.

Syi^hax had retreated in the opposite direction, to-

wards his own dominions, and was endeavouring to

rally the wrecks of his army. After much debate in

the Carthaginian supreme council, it was resolved

that the fortune of war should be tried once more.

Syphax was prevailed upon to join his troops to

theirs, instead of confining himself to the defence of

Numidia; and the recent arrival of four thousand

Spaniards, who had been enlisted by Carthaginian

agents in Spain, encouraged the two confederates to

hope for a successful issue. Scipio was so engrossed

with the siege of Utica, which he had pushed with

additional vigour after his late victory, that he allowed

VOL. III. G g
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SUPPLE- the enemy to unite their forces, and appear again in

^—.'—1> the field ^vith no fewer than thirty thousand men.
A.U.C. 550. _ , , , 1 ^ 1 . . ,-11^
A.c. -204. But when he heard of then- junction, he lost no tmie

in advancing to meet them ; and engaging them a

second time, in little more than a month after the

destruction of their former armies, he again totally

defeated them, and obliged their two generals to fly

once more, Syphax to Numidia, and Hasdrubal to

Carthage.

Defeat and The victors uow divided their forces : Lrelius and
capture of

c ci i
Syphax. Masinissa were despatched in pursuit of Syphax ;

1 lie l^3.rtll3," 1 ^ • /» 1

pinians sue aud lu a sliort time Masinissa recovered his father s
for peace.

i • i i

kingdom ; and Syphax, having risked a third battle,

was not only defeated as before, but was himself

made prisoner, and his capital fell into the hands of

the enemy. Scipio meantime overran the country

towards Carthage, receiving or forcing the submis-

sion of the surrounding towns, and enriching his

soldiers with an immense accumulation of plunder.

The chief part of this, in order to lighten his army,

he sent back to his winter quarters before Utica

;

and then he advanced as far as Tunis, and finding

that important place abandoned by its garrison, posted

himself there, hoping by his presence in the imme-

diate neighbourhood of the capital, to terrify the

Carthaginians into complete submission. But they

had not yet abandoned more resolute counsels ; and

instead of suing for peace, they determined to send

messengers to Italy, to recall Hannibal and Mago,

and, in the mean time, to make an attempt to raise

the blockade of Utica, by destroying the Roman
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fleet. The attempt was made, and was partly sue- supple-

cessful; but this sliti^ht advantao^e was so far over- ^_^'

—

'^

. A.U.C. 552.

balanced by the defeat and capture of Syphax, Intel- a.c. 202."'

ligence of which reached Carthage about the same

time, that the further prosecution of the war appeared

desperate, and a deputation from the council of elders

was sent to Scipio to solicit terms of peace. It is

said that these deputies forgot their own and their

country's dignity in the humbleness of their en-

treaties : they moved Scipio however to dictate such

conditions as he might well deem a sufficient recom-

pense of his victories ; conditions which, by obliging

the Carthaginians to evacuate Italy and Gaul,—to

cede Spain and all the islands between Italy and

Africa,—to give up all their ships of war, except

twenty,—and to pay an immense contribution of

corn and money,—sufficiently declared the complete

triumph of the Roman arms. Hard as they were,

the Carthaginians judged them sufficiently favour-

able to be accepted without difficulty. A truce was

concluded with Scipio ; and ambassadors were sent

to Rome to procure the ratification of the senate and

people.

With regard to the transactions that followed, we intcmiptioa

are more than ever obliged to regret the want of a datiour^"'

Carthaginian historian. Wherever the family of

Scipio is concerned, the impartiality of Polybius

becomes doubtful ; and besides, we have only frag-

ments of this part of his narrative, so that we cannot

exactly fix the dates of the several events, a point

which here becomes of considerable importance.

G Of 2
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SUPPLE- According to our only existino^ authorities, the
MENT. ^ .

V-rr^.'-rr;' Carthaginians, emboldened by the arrival of Han-
A.U.C. 552. o ' J

A.c. 202. nibal, or, according to Livy, by the mere expectation

of his arrival, wantonly broke the truce subsisting

between them and Scipio, by detaining some Roman
transports which had been driven by a storm into

the bay of Carthage ; and then denied satisfaction

to the officers whom Scipio sent to complain of this

outrage ; and lastly, in defiance of the law of nations,

endeavoured to seize the officers themselves on their

way back to the Roman camp at Utica. By such

conduct the resentment of Scipio is described to

have been very naturally provoked ; and the war

was renewed with greater animosity than ever. This,

no doubt, was Scipio's own report of these trans-

actions, which Polybius, the intimate friend of his

adopted grandson, and deriving his information, in

j)art at least, from Lselius, in all jirobability sincerely

believed. But it is probable that a Carthaginian

narrative of the war in Africa would so represent

the matter, that posterity would esteem the beha-

viour of the Carthaginians, in breaking off the truce

when it suited their purposes, as neither more nor

less dishonourable than the conduct of Scipio him-

self, when he set fire to the camps of Syphax and

Hasdrubal ; and that, although the success was differ-

ent, yet the treachery in both cases, whatever it

may have been, was pretty nearly equal.

Battle of Hannibal, we are told, landed at Leptis^ at what
Zaina.

« Livy, XXX. 25, &c. Polybius, XV. 1, &c.
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season of the year we know not ; and after refresh- supple-
f -A MENT.

mg his troops for some time at Adrumetum, he took ^-TTfTT^^

the field, and advanced to the neighbourhood of a.c. 202.

Zama, a town situated, as Polybius describes it,

about five days' journey from Carthage, towards the

Avest. It seems that Scipio was busied in overrun-

ning the country, and in subduing the several towns,

when he was interrupted in these operations by the

approach of the Carthaginian army. He is said to

have detected some spies sent by Hannibal to ob-

serve his position ; and by causing them to be led

carefully round his camp, and then sent back in

safety to Hannibal, he so excited the admiration of

his antagonist, as to make him solicit a personal

interview, with the hope of effecting a termination

of hostilities. The report of this conference, and of

the speeches of the two generals, savours greatly of

the style of Roman family memoirs, the most unscru-

pulous in falsehood of any pretended records of facts

that the world has yet seen. However, the meeting

ended in nothing ; and the next day the two armies

were led out into the field for the last decisive

struggle. The numbers on each side we have no

knowledge of; but probably neither was in this

respect much superior. Masinissa however, with

four thousand Numidian cavalry, besides six thou-

sand infantry, had joined Scipio a few days before

the battle ; while Hannibal, who had so often been

indebted to the services of Numidians, had now,

on this great occasion, only two thousand horse of

that nation to oppose to the numbers and fortune
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SUPPLE- and activity of Masinissa. The account of the dis-
MENT. . . i ^ ^ • 1^1 n ^

'——
' position 01 both armies, and or the events or tlie

A.U.C. 552. ^
A.c. 202. action, was probably drawn up by Polybius from the

information given to him by Lselius, and perhaps

from the family records of the house of Scipio. And
here we may admit its authority to be excellent.

It states that the Roman legions were drawn up in

their usual order, except that the maniples of every

alternate line did not cover the intervals in the line

before them, but were placed one behind another,

thus leaving avenues in several places through the

whole depth of the army from front to rear. These

avenues were loosely filled by the light-armed troops,

who had received orders to meet the charge of the

elephants, and to draAv them down the passages left

betw^een the maniples, till they should be enticed

entirely beyond the rear of the whole army. The

cavalry, as usual, was stationed on the wings ; Masi-

nissa, with his Numidians, on the right, and Loelius,

with the Italians, on the left. On the other side,

Hannibal stationed his elephants, to the number of

eighty, in the front of his whole line. Next to

these Avere placed the foreign troops in the service

of Carthage, twelve thousand strong, consisting of

Ligurians, Gauls, inhabitants of the Balearian

islands, and Moors. The second line was composed

of those Africans who were the immediate subjects

of Carthage, and of the Carthaginians themselves

;

while Hannibal himself, with his veteran soldiers,

who had returned with him from Italy, formed a

third line, which was kept in reserve, at a little dis-
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tance behind the other two. The Nimiidian cavah-y supple-
• AT p \ T

were on the left, opposed to their own countrymen —-'—

^

A U.C 552
under Masinissa ; and the Carthaginian horse on the a.c. 202."'

right, opposed to Lrclius and the Italians. After

some skirmishing of the Numidians in the two

armies, Hannibal's ele[)liants advanced to the charge

;

but being startled by the sound of the Roman
trumpets, and annoyed by the light-armed troops of

the enemy, some broke off to the right and left, and

fell in amongst the cavalry of their own army on

both the wings ; so that Lselius and Masinissa, avail-

ing themselves of this disorder, drove the Cartha-

ginian horse speedily from the field. Others ad-

vanced against the enemy's line, and did much
mischief; till at length, being frightened, and becom-

ing ungovernable, they were enticed by the light-

armed troops of the Romans to follow them down
the avenues which Scipio had purposely left open,

and were thus drawn out of the action altogether.

Meantime the infantry on both sides met ; and after

a fierce contest, the foreign troops in Hannibal's

army, not being properly supported by the soldiers

of the second line, were forced to give ground ; and

in resentment for this desertion, they fell upon the

Africans and Carthaginians, and cut them down as

enemies ; so that these troops, at once assaulted by

their fellow-soldiers, and by the pursuing enemy,

were also, after a brave resistance, defeated and

dispersed. Hannibal, with his reserve, kept off the

fugitives, by presenting spears to them, and obliging

them to escape in a different direction ; and he then
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SUPPLE- prepared to meet the enemy, trusting that they

—

..
—^ would be ill able to resist the shock of a fresh

A.V.C.552.
A.c. 202. body of veterans, after having already been engaged

in a long and obstinate struggle. Scipio, after

having extricated his troops from the heaps of dead

which lay between him and Hannibal, commenced a

second, and a far more serious contest. The soldiers

on both sides were perfect in courage and in dis-

cipline ; and as the battle went on, they fell in the

ranks where they fought, and their places were

supplied by their comrades with unabated zeal. At
last Lselius and Masinissa returned from the pursuit

of the enemy's beaten cavalry, and fell, in a critical

moment, upon the rear of Hannibal's army ^. Then

his veterans, surrounded and overpowered, still main-

tained their high reputation ; and most of them were

cut down where they stood, resisting to the last.

Flight indeed was not easy; for the country was a

plain, and the Roman and Numidian horse were

active in pursuit
;
yet Hannibal, when he saw the

battle totally lost, with a nobler fortitude than his

brother had shown at the Metaurus, escaped from

" The battle of Marengo forms, flank of the enemy's infantry ; but
id many points, an exact parallel the victorious cavalry in the two
with that of Zama. The Austri- battles did not belong to the armies
ans. having routed the advanced whose situations correspond with
divisions of the French army, com- one another ; for at Zama the re-

nienced an entirely new action serve was defeated by the charge
with the reserve, Avhich Ruona- of Laelius ; while it was victorious
parte, like Hannibal, had kept at at Marengo, owing to the attack
a distance from the scene of the made by Kellerman. See Gen.
first engagement. The struggle, Matthieu Dumas, Campagne de
which was obstinately maintained, 1800, and Victoircs et Conquetes des
was decided, as at Zama, by a Fran^ais, tome xiii.

timely charge of cavalry on the
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the field to Adrumetum. He knew that his country supple-
•^ MENT.

would now need his assistance more than ever ; and "-rr^T:^
A.U.C. 5o2.

as he had been in so great a degree the promoter of ^.c. 202.

the war, it ill became him to shrink from bearing

his full share of the weight of its disastrous issue.

On the plains of Zama twenty thousand of the Results of

Carthaginian army were slain, and an equal number

taken prisoners ; but the consequences of the battle

far exceeded the greatness of the immediate victory.

It was not the mere destruction of an army ; but

the final conquest of the only power that seemed

able to combat Rome on equal terms. In the state

of the ancient world, with so few nations really great

and powerful, and so little of a common feeling per-

vading them, there was neither the disposition nor

the materials for forming a general confederacy

against the power of Rome ; and the single efforts

of Macedonia, of Syria, and of Carthage herself,

after the fatal event of the second Punic war, were

of no other use than to provoke their own ruin. The

defeat of Hannibal ensured the empire of the ancient

civilized world.

The only hope of the Carthaginians now rested on Terms of the

the forbearance of Scipio ; and they again sent granted to

deputies to him, with a full confession of the injus-

tice of their conduct in the first origin of the war,

and still more in their recent violation of the truce

;

and with a renewal of their supplications for peace.

The conqueror, telling them that he was moved

solely by considerations of the dignity of Rome, and

the uncertainty of all human greatness, and in no
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SUPPLE- degree by any j^ity for misfortunes Avhicli were so

.TrrTTf-. well deserved, presented the terms on which alone
A.U.C. 552. ' A

A.c. 202. i]^QY could hope for mercy. " They were to make

amends for the injuries done to the Romans during

the truce ; to restore all prisoners and deserters ; to

give up all their ships of war, except ten, and all

their elephants; to engage in no war at all out of

Africa, nor in Africa without the consent of the

Romans ; to restore to JVIasinissa all that had be-

longed to him or any of his ancestors ; to feed the

Roman army for three months, and pay it till it

should be recalled home ; to pay a contribution of

ten thousand Euboic talents, at the rate of two

hundred talents a year, for fifty years ; and to give a

hundred hostages, between the ages of fourteen and

thirty, to be selected at the pleasure of the Roman
general." At this price the Carthaginians were

allowed to hold their former dominion in Africa,

and to enjoy their independence, till it should seem

convenient to the Romans to complete their destruc-

tion. Yet Hannibal strongly urged that the terms

should be accepted, and, it is said, rudely inter-

rupted ^ a member of the supreme council at Car-

thage, who was speaking against them. He probably

felt, as his father had done under circumstances

nearly similar, that for the present resistance was

vain ; but that, by purchasing peace at any price,

and by a wise management of their internal resources,

his countrymen might again find an opportunity to

recover their losses. Peace was accordingly signed

;

7 Polybius;, XV. 19.
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the Roman army returned to Italy ; and Hannibal, supple-

at the ao^e of forty-five, havins: seen the schemes of ^^—

—

'->

O
^

J ' O A.U.C.552.

his whole life utterly ruined, was now beginning, a.c. 202.

with equal patience and resolution, to lay the foun-

dation for them again.

From our scanty notices of the succeeding years wise do-

of his life, Ave learn that his conduct, as a citizen, "fHanmbah

displayed great wisdom and great integrity. He is to quit" Car-

said to have reduced the exorbitant ^ j^ower of an Loerto^^n-

order of perpetual judges, whose authority was very

extensive, and had been greatly abused. He turned

his attention also to the employment of the public

revenue, much of which he found to be embezzled

by persons in office, while the people were heavily

taxed to raise the yearly contributions due to the

Romans by the last treaty. When a man of such

high character raised his voice against so gross an

abuse, there was yet vigour enough in the popular

part of the Carthaginian constitution to give him

effectual support; and it appears that the evil was

removed, and the public revenue henceforward

applied to public purposes. Hannibal however had

thus created many powerful enemies ; and ere long

they found an opportunity of gratifying their hatred.

The war between Rome and Macedonia had lately

been concluded ; and the success of the Romans,

and their commanding interference in the affairs of

Greece, awakened the fears and jealousy of An-

tiochus, king of Syria, whose kingdom was the

8 Livv, XXXIII. 45, 46, &c.
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SUPPLE- greatest possessed by any of the successors of Alex-
'—^^
—

' ander. He seemed disposed to take up the contest

which Philip, king- of Macedonia, had been compelled

to resign ; and the Romans were either informed, or

fancied, that Hannibal was using all his influence at

Carthage to persuade his countrymen to join him.

Accordingly a commission was sent to the Carthagi-

nian government, requiring them to punish Hannibal,

as a disturber of the peace between the two nations.

Hannibal, knowing that he should be unable to

resist the efforts of his domestic enemies, when thus

supported by the influence of Rome, seems at last to

have surrendered his long-cherished hopes of restoring

his country to her ancient greatness. He found

means to escape from Carthage, and procured a

vessel to transport him to Tyre, where he was re-

ceived with all the honours due to a man who had

shed such glory on the Phcenician name, and from

whence he easily reached the court of Antiochus, at

Antioch. Finding that the king was already set out

on his way towards Greece, he followed and over-

took him at Ephesus ; and being cordially received,

he contributed powerfully to fix him in his determi-

nation to declare war on the Romans, and was re-

tained near his person, as one of his most valuable

counsellors.

War of The ability of Hannibal was displayed again on

iiannUtaT' tlils ucw occasiou, by the plans which he recom-

court of
'^ mended for the prosecution of the war. He first

dea"ir' "^and most strongly urged that he should be sent^

« Livy, XXXIV, 60.
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with an army into Italy ; there, he said, the Romans supple-
-' " MENT.

were most vulnerable ; and an attack made upon ^— .

their own country might distract their counsels, and

at least lessen their means of carrying on hostilities

in Greece or Asia. When this measure was aban-

doned, owing, as it is said, to the king's jealousy of

the glory which Hannibal would gain by its success,

his next proposal was '", that the alliance of Philip,

king of IVIacedon, should be purchased at any price.

JNIacedon was a power strong enough to take a sub-

stantial part in the war, and would be too important

to escape, as the little second or third-rate states

might do, by forsaking its ally so soon as he should

experience any reverses. This counsel was also neg-

lected ; and Philip united himself with the Romans

against Antiochus ; so that Hannibal, employed only

in a subordinate naval command, a duty for which his

experience had no way fitted him, could render the

king no essential service ; and in a short time, when

the Romans had brought the war to a triumphant

end, he was obliged to seek another asylum, as An-

tiochus had agreed, by one of the articles ^

' of the

treaty, to surrender him up to the Roman govern-

ment. His last refuge was the court of Prusias,

king of Bithynia. With that prince he remained

about five years ; and it is mentioned by Cornelius

Nepos, that he gained a victory, while commanding

his fleet, over his old enemy Eumenes, king of Per-

gamus. All his own prospects had long since been

'0 Livy, XXXVI. 7. 1' Polybius, XXI. 14.
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SUPPLE- utterly ruined; and the condition of sucli a man,
MENT. •' ^11 Mil

'—
-. ' reduced to the state of a dependent exile, under the

protection of so humble a sovereig-n as Prusias, might

have satisfied the most violent hatred of the Romans.

But it seems they could not be free from uneasiness

while Hannibal lived ; and when a Roman embassy

was sent to the court of Prusias, that king, whether

spontaneously, or at the solicitation of the ambas-

sadors, promised to put their great enemy into their

hands. His treachery however was suspected by

Hannibal ; and when he found the avenues to his

house secured by the king's guards, he is said to have

destroyed himself by a poison which he had long

carried about him for such an emergency. Some
particulars are added by Livy and Plutarch, which,

not being credibly attested, nor likely to have be-

come publicly known, it is needless to insert here.

It is sufficient to say, that Hannibal died by his own
hand, to avoid falling into the power of the Romans,

at Nicomedia, in Bithynia ; and, as nearly as we can

ascertain, in the sixty-fourth year of his age.

ni3 If the characters of men be estimated according

to the steadiness with which they have followed the

true principle of action, we cannot assign a high

place to Hannibal. But if patriotism were indeed

the greatest of virtues, and a resolute devotion to

the interests of his country were all the duty that a

public man can be expected to fulfil, he would then

deserve the most lavish praise. Nothing can be

more unjust than the ridicule with which Juvenal

has treated his motives, as if he had been actuated
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merely by a romantic desire of dory. On the con- supple-
\ •

'
1 1 1 . T 1 / , ^ . .

MENT.
trary, tiis whole conduct displays the loftiest genius, ^ .—
and the boldest spirit of enterprise, happily subdued

and directed by a cool judgment, to the furtherance

of the honour and interests of his country ; and his

sacrifice of selfish pride and passion, when after the

battle of Zama he urged the acceptance of peace,

and lived to support the disgrace of Carthage, with

the patient hope of one day repairing it, affords a

strong contrast to the cowardly desjjair with which

some of the best of the Romans deprived their

country of their services by suicide. Of the extent

of his abilities, the history of his life is the best

evidence : as a general, his conduct remains un-

charged with a single error; for the idle censure

which Livy presumes to pass on him for not march-

ing to Rome after the battle of Cannse, is founded

on such mere ignorance, that it does not deserve any

serious notice. His knowledge of human nature,

and his ascendency over men's minds, are shown by

the uninterrupted authority which he exercised

alike in his prosperity and adversity over an army

composed of so many various and discordant mate-

rials, and which had no other bond than the per-

sonal character of the leader. As a statesman, he

was at once manly, disinterested, and sensible; a

real reformer of abuses in his domestic policy, and

in his measures, Avith respect to foreign enemies,

keeping the just limit between weakness and blind

obstinacy. He stands reproached however with

covetousness by the Carthaginians, and with cruelty
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SUPPLE- by the Romans. The first chare^e is sustained by no
MENT. -^

.

'

—

-^ ' facts that have been transmitted to us ; and it is a

curious circumstance, that the very same vice was

long imputed by party violence to the great duke of

Marlborough, and that the imputation has been

,,l9,tely proved by his biographer to have been utterly

calumnious. Of cruelty, indeed, according to modern

principles, he cannot be acquitted ; and his putting

to death all the Romans whom he found on his

march through Italy, after the battle of the lake

Thrasymenus, was a savage excess of hostility. Yet

many instances of courtesy are recorded of him, even

by his enemies, in his treatment of the bodies of the

generals who fell in action against him ; and cer-

tainly, if compared with the ordinary proceedings

of Roman commanders, his actions deserve no pecu-

liar brand of barbarity. Still it is little to his

honour, that he was not more careless of human
suffering than Marcellus or Scipio ; nor can the

urgency of his circumstances, or the evil influence

of his friends, to both which Polybius attributes

much of the cruelty ascribed to him, be justly

admitted as a defence. It is the prevailing crime

of men in high station to be forgetful of individual

misery, so long as it forwards their grand objects

;

and it is most important, that our admiration of

great public talents and brilliant successes should

not lead us to tolerate an indifference to human
suffering.



NOTES.

The following notes are extracted from manuscripts of

the Author's, some of them written recently, while he was

collecting materials for this history, but the chief part in

1833, when he was thinking of converting the series of

Biographies in the Encyclopaedia Metropolitana into a con-

tinuous history of Rome, which was to open with the first

Punic war, the period where Niebuhr's great work had just

been broken off by his death. As they contain information,

and express opinions, on several interesting questions con-

nected with Roman history, it has been thought expedient

to insert them in this volume, under the persuasion that the

substance of them would have been inserted by the author,

though not exactly in the same form and words.

Note A, to p. 23, 1. 22.

If we endeavour to picture to oui'selves what the Roman
people were at the beginning of the sixth century of their

history, to represent to ourselves the size and aspect of

their city and its neighbourhood; their language, their

manners, their social and domestic habits, their wealth,

private and public, their principles of religion and of law

;

their character and condition, in short, as men and as

citizens ; where are the eyes so piercing as to discern the

almost vanishing forms of these objects amidst the dim-

ness of antiquity ? or how can we supply, and axTange

into an intelligible whole, the disjointed and seemingly

VOL. III. H h
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unmeaning images, which our fragments of information

offer, as perplexing and incongruous as the chaos of a

dream ?

The city of Rome, properly so called, was still contained

at the beginning of the sixth century, and for some

centuries afterwards, within the w alls ascribed to Servius

Tullius. Its circumference was about seven miles ^ ; but

this enclosure was far from being all built over. Sacred

groves, the remains of the forest which in the earliest times

had covered all the higher grounds,were still veiy numerous;

gardens, orchards, perhaps copse-wood, such as still grows

on the sides of the Monte Testaccio, also occupied a con-

siderable space. As in so many other towns in their

original state, the walls did not come down close to the

river % but ran parallel to it at some distance, passing from

the Capitol to the Aventine by what is called the Janus

Quadrifons, and the western extremity of the Circus Maxi-

mus. But, as was natural, one of the earliest suburbs

sprang up in this quarter ; and the space between the walls

and the Tiber, without the Porta Flumentana, was already

covered with houses in the time of the second Punic war '.

Buildings had probably grown up beyond the Tiber also,

connecting the fortress on the Janiculus with the city : on

the eastern side of Rome, from the Esquiline to the end of

the Quirinal, the space before the walls seems to have been

open.

The streets were narrow and winding*, and the houses

lofty ; the different floors * being occupied by different fami-

lies, according to the practice still so common in Scotland

and on the continent. There was as yet little of ornamental

architecture, such as was introduced at a later period from

> Bunsen's Bcschreibung der Stadt der Stadt [in Bunscn's Rome, p.
Rom, Vol. I. p. 678. 112.]

2 Buiisen, p. C28, &c. Niebuhr, * Tacitus, Annal. XV. 43.
Rom. Hist. Vol. III. p. 360, note « This is said expressly by Diony-
525. sins, X. 32, of the houses on the

^ Niebuhr, Abriss der Geschichte Aventine.
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Greece ; and of the style of the older temples we have no

means of judging. Those great works which peculiarly

characterize Rome, her aqueducts and her roads, were as

yet in their infancy. Of the former, only two were in ex-

istence, the Appia and the Anio Vetus; but these were not

carried upon a long line of magnificent arches, like the

aqueducts of a later age ; their course was almost wholly

underground
" ; for it was not yet beyond possibility that

the Romans might see an invading enemy in the neighbour-

hood of their city, and it was of the utmost importance to

conceal the line by which they obtained their supplies of

water. Of the roads there existed the Appian, which in

the year 459 had been paved with basalt ' as far as Bovillce,

that is, to the foot of the Alban hills, ten miles from Rome;
and according to Niebuhr, there must also have existed the

Latin, the Salarian, the Nomentan, and the oldest Tibur-

tine. Whether these were as yet paved, we have, I believe,

no information.

If we look to the neighbourhood of Rome, we shall find

that many of the old towns with which Latium was so

thickly set in early times, had already been utterly destroyed.

Nothing more surprises those who fancy the Campagna of

Rome to be like Champagne, or like the great chalk plains

of Hampshire and Wiltshire, than the sight of its actual

* Frontinus, de Aquseductibus, T. Cselian). The Anio Vetus was con-

]8. The Aqua Appia had its source traeted for in the year 482 (481 ae-

near the road to Prseneste, between cording to Frontinus), and completed
the seventh and eighth mile-stones a few years afterwards. Its source
from Rome ; and the whole length was twenty miles from Rome, above
of its course to the point at which Tibur ; and the whole length of its

the distribution of the water took course was forty-three miles, all of

place, near the Porta Trigemina (at which, except 221 paces, was under-
the foot of the Aventine, looking to- ground. Frontinus, c. fi.

wards the Palatine) was 1 1 miles and ^ Livy, X. 47. Sihce perstrata

190 paces. It was carried under- est. Silex is lava basaltina, of a
ground the whole of this distance, blackish grey coloui", made up of a
except for sixty paces close to the crystallized mass of augite, leucite,

Porta Capena (in the low ground, zeohte, &c. See Bunseu's Rome, p.

just under the southei'n end of the 50, note.

H h 2
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scenery. The swellings of the ground continually end in

little precipitous cliffs ; and the numerous streams flow be-

tween deep rocky banks, offering exactly such situations as

the old Italians loved to choose for the citadels of their

towns. Accordingly Pliny reckons up the names of fifty-

three * people of Latium, who had all perished without

leaving a trace of their existence behind. Many of these

indeed were destroyed at a period not only beyond historical

memory, but even beyond the reach of those traditions

which once passed for history ; some however occur in the

early annals of the commonwealth, and are afterwards lost

to us altogether, as Crustumeria, Corioli, Longula, Polusca,

&c,, while others, as Gabii and Fidenae, though not actually

destroyed, fell into such a state of decay that they became a

proverb to express the extremity of loneliness and desolate-

ness ^ No doubt the law of conquest had been applied to

these states in its full extent ; and their lands, having been

taken in war, had mostly been occupied by the patricians,

and thus became in fact, though not in law, the property of

individual Romans. Thus at a very early period we find

that the fortunes of the nobility consisted chiefly in land '"

conquered from an enemy; theold Ager Romanus, or original

territory of Rome, extending only about five miles'' from

the city towards Alba, and still less in other directions.

Accordingly Strabo says expressly, that Antemnae and

Fidenee, the latter five miles from Rome, the former less

than three, were in his time the property of private persons.

By property, kt^ohq^ he meant possessiones, land which had

been originally won from an enemy, and never divided out as

a colony ; which was the possession of individuals, sold, let,

and bequeathed, like actual property, so long as the state

did not choose to exercise its right of resuming it.

^ III. 5. quicquam agri, ut in urbe alieno
^ Gabiis dcscrtior atque Fiflenis solo posita, non armis partum erat.

Vicus. See also Cicero, pro Plancio. >* Strabo, V. p. 159. Compare
" Livy, IV. 48. Nee enim ferme Livy, I. 23, and II. 39.
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Polybius has remarked '^, that the old Latin language

differed so much from that spoken in his time, that even

those of the Romans who understood it best met with ex-

pressions in it which they found great difficulty in inter-

preting. This refers to the language spoken at the begin-

ning of the commonwealth ; and the famous hymn of the

Fratres Arvales, which has been preserved to our own
times, enables us to confirm the truth of the statement.

But in the Punic wars the Latin language was substan-

tially the same as in the age of Cicero and Virgil : the in-

scription on the Duillian column, and that on the tomb of

L. Scipio, who was consul in 495, are both perfectly intel-

ligible to us, and only differ in the forms of the words from

the writings of the Augustan age.

The free male population of Italy of an age to bear arms,

exclusive of Bruttium, of the Greek cities ofMagna Graecia,

and of the whole country north of the Rubicon and the

Macra, is said by Polybius to have amounted to 770,000

men, in the year 529. It is not clear however whether

there is not some confusion '^ in the reckoning, and whether

the sum total ought not to be reduced by nearly 50,000.

Even adopting the lower number, we get a free population

of 1,440,000 persons in the vigour of life ; and if we add

half as many for those of both sexes who were under seven-

teen or above sixty, it makes the whole free population of

Italy, with the important omissions already noticed, to

'* III. 22. census included all those citizens of
•' Polybius reckons the foiu* Ro- foreign states, who were municipes of

man legions employed in the field, Rome, it would on this occasion com-
and the reserve which covered the prise the Campauians ; and we thus
city, as exclusive of the census of the get a numlier very closely agreeing
Romans and Campauians ; that is, the with the simi of the Romans and
complete census, including the legions Campauians as given by Polybius,

stationed in Sicily and Tareutum, 273,000, if we suj)pose that he ought
would have given a sum total of to have included the soldiers actually

324,900. But the census for the employed m this amount, uistead of
year 532, gives only 270,213 citizens, reckoning them separately.

Now if, as Niebuhr supposes, the
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amount to 2,120,000 souls. The slave population it is

impossible to calculate. In Campania the slaves must have

been numerous : in Etruria those who were not reckoned

amongst the citizens, that subject population who, though

not strictly slaves, are often carelessly called so, must have

greatly outnumbered those properly called Etruscans. But
in Latium, in Samnium, amongst the Sabines, and in Rome
itself, the slaves were as yet perhaps a minority of the

whole population. Still, ifwe reckon the whole population,

free and slave together, at five millions, and consider the

number and populousness of the Greek cities, of which no

account is given, the sum for the whole peninsula south

of the Macra and the Rubicon will appear sufficiently

great. No doubt it had once been far greater ; but the

long and bloody wars which led to the Roman conquest

of Italy, must have diminished it enormously, to say

nothing of the wasting invasions of the Gauls.

Extensive tracts of land had been seized by the Romans,

and were mostly held in occupation by a small number of

proprietors : nor must we conceive of these large estates, as

of the large farms of modern times, which are supposed to

be so favourable to agriculture. On the contrary, they were

cultivated carelessly and partially ; and ground, which the

necessities of the small proprietor had forced into produc-

tiveness, was allowed to return to its natural barrenness.

Besides, the extent of the woodlands must have been much
greater than at present ; and if some spots were then well

peopled, which the malaria has now rendered uninhabit-

able, yet on the other hand there were places, as particu-

larly in the valley of the Arno, which have only been re-

claimed in later times from the state of impracticable

marshes; and the number of individuals supported by

trade, or by any other means than agriculture, was beyond

all comparison smaller than in modern Italy.

I know of only one fact which seems to indicate the
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1

existence of a commercial spirit amongst the Romans at the

period with which we are now engaged. This is the law of

Q. Claudius**, one ofthe tribunes, passed a short time before

the second Punic war, which made it unlawful for any sena-

tor, or father of a senator, to possess a ship of the burden

of more than three hundred amphorae. The avowed object

of this law was to exclude the nobility from engaging in

maritime commerce ; the professed reason for the exclu-

sion was, that trade was degrading to the dignity of a

senator : but the circumstance that it was resisted strenu-

ously by the whole senate, and carried in despite of their

opjjosition, proves that they felt the restriction much more

as an injury than an honour, and makes it probable that

the real object of the friends of the law was to monopolize

the profits of trade to the middling classes, and to exclude

the competition of the nobility, whose superior wealth

would have given them great advantages in every market.

But the commercial spirit of the Romans had no time to

develope itself; the invasion of Hannibal was fatal to the

security, and much more to the acquisition of capital ; and

after the struggle was over, society had undergone a change,

which fixed the attention of the people on other objects.

Trade therefore contributed but little to the greatness of

Rome : indeed it is ridiculous to speak of the trade of a

country, where some of the simplest callings*' were as yet

unknown, and where silver money had been coined'" for

the first time only five years before the first Punic war.

Were the manners of Rome then as pure as those writers

V ould imagine, who consider an agricultural people to be

placed in so much healthier a moral condition than a com-

1* Livy, XXI. 63. the oldest food of the Romans
'5 Barbers were unknowu at Rome, was jnils, a sort of paste made of

according to Varro (Plmy, VII. spelt (far) ; like the polenta of

59) till the year 554 ; bakers, or maize, so commonly eaten in Italy

rather breadmakers, till the year now.
580. (Pliny, XVIII. 11.) 'But " Pliny, XXXIII. 3.
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mercial or manufacturing one ? Undoubtedly the Roman
chai'acter before the second Punic war was full of nobleness

:

but it is idle to connect its excellence with the preference

given to agriculture, rather than to trade. The Roman
people were as yet in the youth of their existence ; and their

m.inds enjoyed a youthful freshness. They had not lost

the feelings of admiration and veneration ; feelings which

knowledge and experience, inasmuch as their field is an

evil world, surely lessen ; feelings whose destruction is the

worst degradation of human nature. Respect for the gods,

respect for the laws, respect for the aged, respect for the

judgment of the good and the wise, powerfully influenced

a Roman's mind ; and opposed to these, self-confidence and

self-indulgence could as yet do nothing. What there was

of crime was not the mere wickedness of individual gratifi-

cation : of whatever offences a Roman was guilty, his idol

was not that vilest of all, his own single pleasure or pride.

He was cruel and treacherous to foreigners ; for such con-

duct might save the majesty of Rome from humiliation : ifa

patrician, he might be oppressive and insolent to the com-

mons, or the mob of the forum, turba forensis : but he was

striving against the confusion of sacred things with vile,

against dishonouring the images of his ancestors, whose

spirits watched over the welfare of their race, and required

of their descendants in every generation to transmit its

honour and dignity to their children unimpaired. So in

Rome, as in more corrupted states, there was violence and

injustice, and towards foreigners cruelty and falsehood
;

but there was, withal, a surrender of self to some moi'e

general interest ; and where the commands of that interest

were in accordance with truth and justice, there was ex-

hibited virtue in some of its most heroic forms, resolute

control of appetite, obedience even to death, unshaken

fortitude, and entire self-devotion in the cause of duty.

In such a state of things the domestic relations are purely
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and faithfully discharged ; for on these points law and

public opinion always speak the language of nature and of

truth : it is only individual wickedness that leads to the

violation of these plain duties. Accordingly we find that

the marriage tie was seldom broken, either by adultery or

by divorce''; and the obedience of children to their parents

was secured at once by the general feeling and by law. The
laws indeed relating to the 'patria potestas confer on the

parent an exclusive authority, and even profane one of the

most sacred of human relations by placing it on the footing

of that of master and slave. Yet so strong is parental

affection, that there is little danger of a father's tyrannizing

over his children : and this natural love makes the great

distinction between domestic government and political

;

neglect and disobedience on the part of the child being the

evil most to be dreaded in the one, as oppression on the

part of the rulers is in the other.

But although in the early times of Rome, the marriage

tie was most rarely broken, yet we are not to imagine that

the standard of morals approached nearly to the purity

'' It is a well kno^vn story that abhorred second marriages (Valer.
Sp. Carvilius was the first Roman Maxim. II. 1. § 3). Again, marriages
who divorced his wife ; and that this celebrated with the religious ceremo-
took place after the end of the first nies known by the name of Confarrea-
Punic war (See Aul. Gellius, IV. 3. tio were held to be indissoluble, ex-
Valer. Maximus, II. 1. § 4). Niebuhr cept by the perfoi-mance of certain

(Rom. Hist. Vol. III. p. 414) and other ceremonies, which were pur-
Hugo (Geschichte des Rom. Rechts, posely made horrid and revoltmg, in

p. 114) consider this as a mistake
;

order to deter any one from having
and possibly' it is not to be taken to recourse to them. This shows the
the letter. But if, as the story seems old feeling with regard to divorce; for

to imply, Carvilius divorced Iiis wife marriage by Confarreatio was doubt-
in order to marry another (and this is less considered originally as the only
the notion of the word " Divortium," true and solemn marriage. And
given in a Scholium on Cicero de therefore in later times, when di-

Oratore, I. 40. Divortium est, quoties vorces were frequent, it fell into dis-

dissoluto matrimonio alter eorum al- use, as did, in fact, the ConreiHio in

teras nuptias sequitur), then it may Manum altogether; and a less formal
liave been one of the earliest in- marriage came into general use,

stances of such a divorce, if not abso- founded merely on the consent of the
lutely the very earliest. For the parties, which could be dissolved
Romans in early times, no less than more readily,

the Germans in the days of Tacitus,
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required by Christianity. As if compromising with passions

which it could not wholly extirpate, public opinion almost

tolerated some kinds of sensual indulgence, in order more

effectually to put down others. The plays of Plautus,

although the stories are of Greek origin, could not have

been relished by a Roman audience, had not the state of

morals which they describe resembled actual life at Rome,

no less than at Athens. So universal is the tendency of

our nature to impurity, that we could readily believe, even

without express testimony'^, that the conversation of the

Romans at their entertainments, even in the most ancient

times, was unfit for a modest woman to hear. Nor can we
wonder that the young Romans acted in the entertainments

known by the name of Fabulce Atellanae ^^, without any

degradation, although these '" in the coarseness of their

ribaldry went far beyond the regular drama. It seems as if

the ancient commonwealths acted on the famous princijale

of Aristotle, and deemed it wise to give the passions their

full range on particular occasions, that their violence might

so be exhausted, and the general course of life preserved

safe from their dominion. Thus, while the purity of the

Athenian tragedy has been guarded with such scrupulous

care, the comedy of the same people indulged in the

grossest indecencies ; and thus, as the slaves had their

season of liberty at the Saturnalia, so the Floralia, the

Liberalia, and other religious festivals, gave free licence to

the lowest and most slavish passions of our nature ; and

abominations were then pi'actised and publicly sanctioned,

'* Sec Fragm.VarrOjSatjT.Meuipp. verborum obsccenitate compositEe."

in Agathon. TJiat tlie " alia multa" include the
'" Livy, VII. 2. Festus in Per- Atellanae Fabuloe, is clear from the

sonata Fabula. distinction between them and regular
20 Augustine, Civit. Dei, II. 8. comedy, and from Livy's words,

" Hsec sunt scenicorum tolerabilia lu- " Juventus, histrionibus fabellarum

dorum, comoediise scilicet et tragcedise, actu relicto, ipsa inter se more an-

hoc est, fabuliB, poetarum agendte in tiquo x-idicula iutexta versibus jacti-

spcctaculis, multa rerum turpitudine, tare coepit."

sod nulla saltern, sicut alia multa,
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which would be utterly inconsistent with the severity of

the Roman discipline in other respects, did we not believe

that they were looked upon as a sort of safety-valve,

whereby it was possible to regulate the escape of feelings

too powerful to be repressed altogether.

Note B, to p. 35, 1. 25.

The expression in Varro is remarkable, "T. ManlioCon-

sule, bello Carthaginiensi primo confecto." (Ling. Lat. IV.

p. 39. Ed. Varior. 1619.) and again in Livy, I. 19. « T.

Manlio Consule, post Punicum primum perfectum helium."

This cannot allude to the first treaty concluded by Catulus

six years before, but must relate to the apparently entire ter-

mination of all disputes by the solemn confirmation of it in

518-19. And thus, according to the expression of Paterculus,

" Certse pacis argumentum Janus geminus clausus dedit."

The gate of Janus was the Porta Janualis, one of the gates

of the original Rome on the Palatine. Afterwards, by the

addition of the Sabine settlement on the Quirinal and Capi-

tol, it became a passage gate, rather than an entrance gate,

being now in the middle of the city, just like Temple Bar.

It stood near the present arch of Septimius Severus, on the

edge of the Forum, and close upon the Via Sacra. Livy

places it in the Argiletum, that is, in the low ground be-

tween the Capitol and the Tiber, near the site of the exist-

ing arch of Janus Quadrifons ; but this is probably a con-

fusion, as we read of a temple ofJanus in this quarter, but

one which had been built by C. Duillius in the first Punic

war. (Tacitus, Annal. II. 49.) The notion of opening the

gates of Janus in war was, that this god, who under his

name of Quirinus was worshipped by the old Italians, as the

god of battles, might go out to war in defence of his people.

And his statue was set up at the Porta Janualis, rather

than at any other place, because tradition recorded, that in
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the battle between the Romans and Sabines, in the reign of

Romulus, he had wrought a signal deliverance for Rome
on that very spot. See Macrobius, Saturnal. I. 9. I am
aware that Niebuhr (Vol. I. p. 202. 2nd edit.) gives a

different explanation of the origin of the custom, and

supposes that the Porta Janualis, connecting the Roman
and Sabine towns with each other, was closed in peace, to

show that they were distinct and independent states, but

opened in war to imply that then they were allies, and

rendei'ed one another mutual aid. This seems to me rather

forced ; whereas the statement given above from Macrobius

is simple and probable. Besides, Virgil, a high authority in

such matters, declares that the custom of opening the gates

of Janus in time of war was not of Roman origin, but bor-

rowed from the general practice of the Latins, (^n. VII.

601.) It could not therefore have referred to any local

peculiarities in the situation of Rome.

Note C, to p. 37, 1. 15.

Nothing is known of the language or customs of the

Illyrians, by which we can confidently ascertain their race.

A legend recorded by Appian (Illyrica, c. I.), which makes

Keltus, Illyrius, and Gala, to have been three brothers, the

sons of the Cyclops Polyphemus, is grounded probably on

the known intermixture of Keltic tribes, the Boii, the Scor-

disci, and the Taurisci, amongst the Illyrians at a later

period ; and the Japodes, a tribe on the borders of Istria,

are described by Strabo (IV. p. 143) as half Kelts, half

Illyrians. In the practice of tatooing their bodies, the

Illyrians resembled the Thracians (Strabo, VII. p. 218.

Herodot. V. 6.) ; the custom of one of their tribes, the

Dalmatians, to have a new division of their lands every

seven years (Strabo, VII. p. 218) resembles the well-

known practice of the Germans, only advanced somewhat
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farther towards civilized life; and the names of Teuta and

Teutus, might make us fancy a connexion between them

and the Teutonic race. The author of the Periplus ascribed

to Scylax speaks of the great influence enjoyed by their

women, whose lives in consequence he describes as highly

licentious ; but Scymnus Chius, writing about a hundred

years before the Christian sera, calls them "a religious

people, just and kind to strangers, loving to be liberal, and

desiring to live orderly and soberly," a character which

often marks the first growth of the virtues of peace amongst

a people newly reclaimed from barbarism ; while they yet

retain the simpHcity of their earlier state, but have laid

aside its lawlessness and cruelty. These happy fruits of

Roman conquest and dominion were exhibited in Illyria in

the time of Scymnus Chius, as at a later period they were

displayed among the Cisalpine Gauls, who in the time of

Pliny preserved a simplicity and purity ofmanners unknown

in the rest of Italy. (Phny, Epist. I. 14.) But at the time

of the first Illyrian war, the Illyrians were as yet merely

barbarous, dreaded for their ferocity, and with that low

sense of justice or true nobleness which commonly char-

acterizes the barbarian.

Note D, to p. 42, 1. 6.

The Spaniards value the harbour of Carthagena so

highly, that, according to their proverb, " there are four

harbours in the Mediterranean ;— Carthagena, June, July,

and August."

Note E, to p. 46, 1. 10.

From the mention of Greeks on this and other similar

occasions (as in Livy, XXII. 57), Niebuhr concludes that

the prophecies referred to cannot have been of Greek
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origin, and therefore not what were properly called the

" Sibylline books," but rather of Etruscan origin, or

Latin, some of which were kept together with the Sibylline

books, under the care of the same officers. But it does not

appear that the prophecy and the method of evading it were

contained in the same books : nor is it likely ; for no pro-

phecy would seek to render itself nugatory. If the books

were Greek, they were likely to contain prophecies of

Greek triumphs ; and such must undoubtedly have been

the meaning of the declaration, that the Greeks should

take possession of Rome. Prophecies relating to the

Gauls may have been of Etruscan origin, dictated by that

fear of the Gaulish arms, which the Etruscans had learnt

in earlier ages, when the Gauls had driven them from their

settlements on the north of the Apennines. The evasion

of these prophecies was merely the commentary of the

Roman pontifices, such as was generally practised in order

to avert a prediction, whose authority it was not thought

proper to deny. Niebuhr refers to a similar trick practised

by the Apulians against the Brundisians. An oracle had

declared that the ^tolians, the followers of Diomedes,

should possess Brundisium for ever ; so, when the Apulians

had expelled them from Brundisium, and they on the

assurance of this oracle sent an embassy to reclaim it, the

Apulians put the ambassadors to death, and buried them

within the city ; thus fulfilling the prophecy, and prevent-

ing its fulfilment in any other sense. (Justin, XII. 2.)

Note F, to p. 48, 1. 15.

Nothing shows more clearly the great rarity of geogra-

phical talent, than the praise which has been commonly
bestowed on Polybius as a good geographer. He seems

indeed to have been aware of the importance of geography

to history, and to have taken considerable pains to gain
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information on the subject : but this very circumstance

proves the more the difficulty of the task ; for his descrip-

tions are so vague and imperfect, and so totally devoid of

painting, that it is scarcely possible to understand them.

For instance, in his account of the march of the Gauls into

Italy, and of the subsequent movements of their army and
of the Romans, there is an obscurity, which never could

have existed, had he conceived in his own mind a lively

image of the seat of war as a whole, of the connexion of the

rivers and chains of mountains with each other, and of the

consequent direction of the roads and most-frequented

passes. The Gauls, he tells us, crossed the Apennines into

Tuscany, and advanced to Clusium ; and thus placed

themselves on the rear ofthe praetor's army, which had been

destined to cover the Etruscan frontier. We must suppose

then that the praetor's army was posted between Faesulas

and Pistoria, expecting the Gauls to cross the Apennines

nearly by the line of the present road from Modena to

Florence by Pistoria ; and that the Gauls, instead of taking

this line, came in the direction of the modern road from

Bologna ; except that after descending the main chain of

the Apennines, near Moncarelli, they followed the Val

Mugello, or Valley of the Sieve, to their left, and thus

came out on the Valdarno, about halfway between Florence

and Incisa : from thence they may either have ascended

the Valdarno, till they crossed over from it to the Val di

Chiana by the line of the Valdambra; or else, as is more

probable, they may have moved at once in the direction of

Sienna, and then crossed from Sienna, by the upper part

of the Val d'Ombrone and Montepulciano, to Chiusi or

Clusium.

Note G, to p. 49, 1. 10.

The text of Polybius (II. 25) places this battle at

Fcesulce ; this should clearly be corrected into Rusellce. The
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Italian names of places in our manuscripts of Polybius are

continually corrupt, as the Constantinople copyists knew

nothing about them.

Note H, to p. 50, 1. 4.

In Polybius, the Gauls are said to be intercepted, Tripl

TtAajUwva rjjc Tvppr]viag. This is evidently a mistake.

Frontinus (I. 2. 7.) places the scene of the battle at Pop-

Ionia, which is far more intelligible.

Note I, to p. 51, 1. 5.

It was probably about eighty years after this period, that

the historian Polybius travelled through Cisalpine Gaul,

and was struck by the unrivalled productiveness of the

country. It yielded wine and all sorts of grain in the

greatest abundance; its oak woods, scattered at intervals

over the plain, fed the largest part of those immense droves

of swine which were annually consumed in Italy, or required

for the use of the Roman army ; and travellers at the inns

were provided plentifully with every thing that they wanted

after their day's journey, at the rate of a quarter of an

obolus for each person. Such are the fruits of the first

application of the security and energy of civiHzation to

a soil highly favoured by nature. The earth is in its

first freshness and vigour; the woods thinned, but not

destroyed : the population flourishing and increasing, but

far below the number of inhabitants capable of being

maintained in comfort ; and whilst the vices of barbarism

have been put down, those of corrupted and ill-watched

civilization have not yet had time to grow up. But this

was the. state of Cisalpine Gaul after it had been subjected

for more than half a century to the dominion of Rome. It

must have presented a very different aspect to the first
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Roman settlers of the year 534. The roads or tracts were

cut through a wide extent of forest and marshes ; and only

a small space of the most inviting character had been

hardly recovered from its natural wildness by the lazy and

careless cultivation of the Gauls. Towns were no where

to be seen; the population was scattered about in un-

walled villages, if the name of village may be given to a

collection of wretched huts, so devoid of the commonest

articles of furniture, that "man's life" spent in them was

literally "as cheap as beasts'." And along with this state

of physical degradation, there was the total absence of civil

society. There were men in the country; there were

families, bands, and hordes ; but there was no common-

wealth. One relation alone, beyond those of blood, seems to

have been acknowledged ; the same which, introduced into

Europe six hundred years afterwards by the victories of the

German barbarians, has deeply tainted modern society

down to this hour ; the relation of chief and followers, or, as

it was called in its subsequent form, lord and vassals. The

head of a family distinguished for his strength and courage

gathered around him a numerous train of followers from

other families ; and they formed his clan, or band, or fol-

lowers, bound to him for life and death, bestowing on him

those feelings of devoted attachment, which can be safely

entertained only towards the commonwealth and its laws,

and rendering him that blind obedience, which is wickedness

when paid to any less than God. This evil and degrading

bond is well described by the Greek and Roman writers, by

words expressive of unlawful and antisocial. combinations

("Factio," Cffisar, de Bell.GaUic. VI. 11; kaipda, Polybius,

II. 17): it is the same which in other times and countries

has appeared in the shape of sworn brotherhoods, factions,

parties, sects, clubs, secret societies, and unions, every

where and in every form the worst enemy both of indivi-

dual and of social excellence, as it substitutes other objects

VOL. III. I i
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in place of those to which as men and citizens we ought

only to be bound, namely, God and Law.

Note K, to p. 57, 1. 19.

The removal ofthefreedmen into the four citytribes is re-

corded in the Epitome of the 20th book, nearly in the same

words as in the Epitome of the 9th. There it is said, "foren-

sis factio cum comitia et campum turbaret . . . a Q,. Fabio

censore in quatuor tribus redacta est, quas urbanas appel-

lavit." In the 20th Epitome it is said, "libertini in quatuor

tribus redacti sunt, cum antea dispersi per omnes fuissent,

Esquilinam, Palatinam, Suburranam, Collinam." The "fo-

rensis factio " of the 9th book is said to have consisted of

"humiles," "humillimi;" and they are called also "forensis

turba," as if their occupation were described rather than

their birth. In the 20th book, the persons removed are

called simply "libertini." But libertini in general must

have followed city employments from the necessity of the

case ; few can have had landed property. We must there-

fore suppose that Fabius' measure was considered as a

remedy for a crying evil, rather than a general rule for the

time to come ; and that, when slaves were set free, they

were generally entered in their late master's tribe, which,

as he was still in a close relation with them, that of

patronus, would be the most natural course to take, when
no particular political excitement was stirring. But that

such an excitement was stirring in the years immediately

preceding the second Punic war, appears from what Livy
says of C. Varro :

" proclamando pro sordidis hominibus
causisque adversus rem et famam bonorum primum in noti-

tiam populi, deinde ad honores pervenit." XXII. 26. Varro
was praetor in 53G, and before that time had been quaestor,

aedile, and curule asdile ; so that he must have come into

notice before the censorship of Flaminius. Now it is easy
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to conceive that, under such circumstances, the aristocracy

would wish to lessen the influence of the poorer citizens in

the tribes; but the wonder is, how C. Flaminius should have

become their instrument in doing this, after his violent

contests with them about his Agrarian law, and afterwards

about his recall from Cisalpine Gaul, both of which took

place before his censorship. Nor could his colleague have

done it against his will, according to the well-known law,

*'Melior est conditio prohibentis."

The solution can only be, that Flaminius was a very

honest man, and, whilst he liked the agricultural commons,

did not like the populace of the forum. He was like

M. Curius, who also vehemently upheld an Agrarian law,

yet sold as a slave a citizen who refused to serve as a sol-

dier. He was like P. Decius, the colleague of Fabius in the

former clearing of the tribes, yet forward as a supporter

of the Ogulnian law. He was like Marius, the stoutest

opposer of the aristocracy, yet a resolute opposer also

of a Lex Frumentaria. (Plutarch, Marius, 4.) Perhaps

too, his notions were wholly against giving political in-

fluence to any thing but agriculture ; and his support of

the Claudian law, the object of which was to prevent the

senators from becoming merchants, was perhaps conceived

in the same spirit as his removing the freedmen into the

four city tribes. In this, and perhaps in the vehemence of

his temper, he seems to have resembled Cato the censor.

Note L, to p. 84, I. 16.

The question, in what direction this famous march was

taken, has been agitated for more than eighteen hundred

years ; and who can undertake to decide it ? The difficulty

to modern inquirers has arisen chiefly from the total

absence of geographical talent in Polybivis. That this

historian indeed should ever have gained the reputation of a

li 2
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good geographer, only proves how few there are who have

any notion what a geographical instinct is. Polybius indeed

laboured with praiseworthy diligence to become a geogra-

pher; but he laboured against nature ; and the unpoetical

character of his mind has in his writings actually lessened

the accuracy, as it has totally destroyed the beauty of

history. To any man who comprehended the whole cha-

racter of a mountain country, and the nature of its passes,

nothing could have been easier than to have conveyed at

once a clear idea of Hannibal's route, by naming the valley

by which he had ascended to the main chain, and afterwards

that which he followed in descending from it. Or admitting

that the names of barbarian rivers would have conveyed

little information to Greek readers, still the several Alpine

valleys have each their peculiar character, and an observer

with the least power of description could have given such

lively touches of the varying scenery of the march, that

future travellers must at once have recognized his descrip-

tion. Whereas the account of Polybius is at once so un-

scientific and so deficient in truth and liveliness ofpainting,

that persons who have gone over the several Alpine passes

for the very purpose of identifying his descriptions, can

still reasonably doubt whether they were meant to apply

to Mont Genevre, or Mont Cenis, or to the Little St.

Bernard.

On the whole, it appears to me most probable, that

the pass by which Hannibal entered Italy was that which

was known to the Romans by the name of the Graian

Alps, and to us as the Little St. Bernard. Nor was this

so circuitous a line as we may at first imagine. For Han-

nibal's object was not simply to get into Italy, but to

arrive in the country of those Cisalpine Gauls with whom
he had been corresponding, and who had long been engaged

in wars with the Romans. Now these were the Boii and

Insubrians ; and as the Insubrians, who were the more
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westerly of the two, lived between the Adda and the

Ticinus, the pass of the Little St. Bernard led more
directly into the country of his expected allies, than the

shorter passage into Italy by the Cottian Alps, or Mont
Genevre.

Note M, to p. 91, 1. 19.

Such is the story of the earliest recorded passage of the

Alps by civilized men, the earliest and the most memorable.

Accustomed as we are, since the completion of the great

Alpine roads in the present century, to regard the crossing

of the Alps as an easy summer excursion, we can even less

than our fathers conceive the difficulties of Hannibal's

march, and the enormous sacrifices by which it was accom-

plished. He himself declared that he had lost above thirty

thousand men since he had crossed the Pyrenees, and that

the remnant of his army, when he reached the plains of

Italy, amounted to no more than twenty thousand foot, and

six thousand horsemen : nor does Polybius seem to sus-

pect any exaggeration in the statement. Yet eleven years

afterwards Hasdrubal crossed the Alps in his brother's

track without sustaining any loss deserving of notice ; and

"a few accidents*'" are all that occurred in the most memo-
rable passage of modern times, that of Napoleon over the

Great St. Bernard. It is evident that Hannibal could

have found nothing deserving the name of a road, no

bridges over the rivers, torrents, and gorges, nothing

but mere mountain-paths, liable to be destroyed by the

first avalanche or landslip, and which the barbarians neither

could nor cared to repair, but on the destruction of which

they looked out for another line, such as for their pur-

poses of communication it was not difficult to find. It is

clear also, either that Hannibal passed by some much higher

point than the present roads over the Little St. Bernard,

^* " On n'eut que peu d'accidens." Napoleon's Memoirs, Vol. I. p. 261.
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or Mont Cenis ; or else^ as is highly probable "% that the

limit of perpetual snow reached to a much lower level in the

Alps than it does at present. For the passage of the main

chain is described as wholly within this limit ; and the " old

snow " which Polybius speaks of was no accidental patch,

such as will linger through the summer at a very low level

in crevices or sunless ravines ; but it was the general cover-

ing of the pass, which forbade all vegetation, and remained

alike in summer as in winter. How great a contrast to the

blue lake, the green turf, the sheep and cattle freely feeding

on every side tended by their shepherds, and the bright

hues of the thousand flowers, which now delight the sum-

mer traveller on the Col of the Little St. Bernard

!

I have little doubt as to Hannibal's march up the Taren-

taise ; but the Val d'Aosta puzzles me. According to any

ordinary rate of marching, an army could never get in three

days from the Little St. Bernard to the plains of Ivrea ; not

to mention that the Salassians of that valley were such un-

tameable robbers, that they once even plundered Caesar's

baggage, and Augustus at last extirpated them by whole-

sale. And yet Hannibal on the Italian side of the main

chain sustains little or no annoyance. I have often wished

to examine the pass which goes by the actual head of the

I sere, by Mont Iseran, and descends by Usseglio, not

exactly on Turin, but nearly at Chivasso, where the Po,

from running N. and S., tiu'ns to run E. and W. In some

respects also, I think Mont Cenis suits the description of

the march better than any other pass. I lay no stress on

22 Even as late as the year 1640, that the road seems to run through

Evelyn's description of the passage an ornamental park. And again

of the Simplon in September can above Sempione, Evel^-n was told by

scarcely be recognized by those who the country people that " the way

know only its present state. He had been covered with snow since

si)eaks of the house in which he the creation ; no man remembered it

lodged at Sempione, as " half covered to be without." And he speaks of

with snow," and says that " there is the descent towards Brieg by the

not a tree or bush growing within old road as being made for some way

many miles ;" whereas now the pines " through an ocean of snow." Me-

are so luxuriant about the village, moirs, Vol. I. p. 220, 221.
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the Roche blanche ; it did not strike me when I saw it as

at all conspicuous ; nor does the XiVKoirsTpov mean any

remarkably white cliff, but simply one of those bare lime-

stone cliffs, which are so common both in the Alps and

Apennines.

Note N, to p. 99, 1. 28,

There is a passage in the third volume ofNiebuhr's Life,

in a letter to the Count de Serre, in which he says

that Hannibal at the Trebia acted like Napoleon at Ma-

rengo, throwing himself between the Romans and the line

of their retreat, by Placentia and Ariminum. I believe

that this is right, and that Hannibal was on the right bank

of the Trebia between the Romans and Placentia, so that

the expression in Livy is correct. The Romans had several

emporia on the right bank of the Po, above Placentia, Clas-

tidium, Victumvise, &c. From these, their army, I suppose,

was fed ; and the taking of Clastidium thus helped to force

them to a battle. Polybius' words are equally clear with

Livy's. The front of the Roman centre, he says, despaired

of retreating to their own camp, K(jj\v6fj.evoi dia tov iroraixov

Koi Tr}v liTKpofjav Koi aucrrpo^jjv tov Kara KicpaXriv ojbijDpov'

(the rain having made the river deeper than it had been in

the morning :) Tiipovvreg St rac ra^Eig aOpooi /Jier a(T<paXdag

aTrex(iJpr](Tav eig iWaKevrlav. It is still a difficulty how
Sempronius could have been allowed to effect his junction

with Scipio, while Hannibal was actually lying between

them ; but I suppose that he must have turned off to the

hills before he approached Placentia, and so have left

Hannibal in the plain on his right. .
.

Note O, p. 107, 1. 2.

NiEBUHR in the same letter speaks of the following view

of Thrasymenus as absolutely certain. Flaminius with Ser-
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villus was originally at Arlmlnum, expecting Hannibal by

that road. But when he heard that Hannibal had entered

Etrurla by the marshes of the lower Arno, he hastened

over the Apennines to Arezzo, eager to cover the road to

Rome. He moved then by Cortona upon Perugia; but

Hannibal turned to the right, and followed the western side

of the lake towards Chlusl ; then turning short round, oc-

cupied the defile of Passlgnano, and spreading out his right

upon the hills, forced the long Roman column by a flank

attack into the lake, while he engaged the head of it in the

defile. Polybius and Llvy differ decidedly as to the scene

of the main battle : the latter represents it as taking place

in the defile of Passlgnano, where the Romans had their

right flank to the lake. But Polybius says, that only the

rear was caught there ; most of the army had cleared the

defile, and turned to the left into a valley running down at

right angles to the lake, so that the lake was exactly on

their rear. And the modern road does so turn from the

lake to ascend the hills towards Perugia : the only diffi-

culty is (I have been twice on the ground), that there is

nothing that can be called a valley ; for the road ascends

almost from the edge of the lake : still it is true that the

hills do form a small combe, so that an army ascending

from the lake might have an enemy on both its flanks on

the hill sides above it.

Note P, to p. 159, 1. 3.

It seems to me that the Latin colonies and Hannibal's

want of artillery were the main causes of his failure. The

Romans had in these colonies, not one of which he ever

took, fortresses in the heart of the countries which revolted

to him. Thus Apulia revolted ; but the Romans still held

Luceria,Venusia, and Brundisium : Samnium revolted ; but

the Romans held JEsernia and Beneventum ; and so on.

Casilinum cost him a siege of several weeks; but the
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Romans recovered it in a much shorter time. If he had

engaged Archimedes as his engineer in chief, and got

Phihp to send him artillery, he would have done far

better : for the Macedonian princes seemed to have carried

their artillery to great perfection. As it was, his only

very strong arm was his cavalry : for his infantry, veterans

as they were, could never beat the Roman raw levies be-

hind works. It appears to me that the sieges are the

great defect of Hannibal's operations in Italy ; and thus,

as soon as his army moved from any place, the inhabitants

who had joined him were at the mercy of the Roman garri-

sons. And their colonies were very strong garrisons

:

Venusia was originally settled with 20,000 colonists.

Note Q, to p. 243, 1. 14.

According to Livy, Hannibal collects all the boats

which are to be found on the Vulturnus, orders his men
to provide themselves with provisions for ten days, and

crosses in the night. (XXVI. 7.)

He remains on the right bank the next day and night,

then moves by Cales in agrum Sidicinum, and there remains

one day plundering.

He advances by the Latin road, per Suessanum, Alli-

fanumque et Casinatem agrum. He then remains for two

days under Casinum, plundering the country in all direc-

tions.

He goes on by Interamna and Aquinum to Fregellae,

where he finds the bridges over the Liris broken down

;

he ravages the ager Fregellanus with peculiar spite for

that reason ; and then advances by Frusino, Ferentinum,

and Anagnia, in Agrum Lavicanum.

From thence he goes over Algidus to Tusculum, de-

scends to Gabii, thence marches down in Pupiniam, and

pitches his camp eight miles from Rome.
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He moves his camp ad Anienem, three miles from Rome,

and there estabhshes stativa ; he himself advancing along

under the walls from the Colline gate to the temple of

Hercules, to look about him.

On the next day he crosses the Anio, and offers battle

to the enemy ; a storm breaks off the action.

Next day he offers battle again, and there comes a second

storm. He falls back ad Tutiam fluvium, six miles from

Rome.

He plunders the temple of Feronia, and marches to

Eretum : from thence he goes to Reate, Cutiliae, and Ami-

ternum. From thence through the Marsian and Marru-

cinian territory by Sulmo, through the Pelignian territory

into Samnium, and from Samnium into Campania. From
Campania into Lucania, thence into Bruttium, and thence

to Rhegium.

Here are traces of two accounts jumbled together. The

march from the Vultm'nus, as far as the camp in Pupinia,

eight miles from Rome, is all highly consistent and pro-

bable, and comes I suspect either from Fabius or Cincius.

But the advance to the Anio, the crossing it to offer battle,

and then the retreat ad Tutiam, belong to a different story,

that namely which made Hannibal advance upon Rome from

Reate. For in advancing by the Latin road, or the Via

Gabina, he had nothing to do with the Anio; and if he

crossed the Anio to offer battle, he must have been between

Rome and the Roman army, and the Roman army would

have been between him and the Tutia. This then is all

absurd and inconsistent.

Again, according to Livy, Fulvius had heard beforehand

of Hannibal's design, and had warned the senate of it; he

receives an answer from Rome, selects 15,000 foot, and

1000 horse, crosses the Vulturnus on rafts, after a long

delay, because Hannibal had burnt all the boats, advances

to Rome by the Appian way, and arrives by the Porta
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Capena just as Hannibal had reached Pupinia. Now, ac-

cording to Polybius, Hannibal set out for Rome only five

days after his arrival before Capua : there was no time
therefore for Fulvius to send to Rome and get an an-
swer before Hannibal set out. Again, Casilinum being in

the power of the Romans, the passage of the Vulturnus was
in their own hands, and the story about the rafts is an
absurdity.

Appian says, that Hannibal marched with urgent haste
through many and hostile nations, some ofwhom could not
and some did not try to stop him ; and thus he arrived on the
Anio, and encamped at 32 stadia from Rome. The Romans
break down the bridge over the Anio ; and two thousand
men from Alba Marsorum come valiantly to the aid ofRome.
This all agrees with Caelius, and supposes evidently that

Hannibal advanced through Samnium and by Reate. The
" many and hostile nations" are the Pehgnians, Marsians.

Marrucinians, and Sabines. Thus too he arrives naturally

on the Anio ; and the Albensians, seeing him pass through
their country, set otF at once by the Valerian road to

Rome, to be ready to meet him. Had he advanced by the

Latin road they would have known nothing about hi.s

march, and he would have been between them and Rome.
Fulvius then, according to Appian, hastens to Rome,

and meets Hannibal on the Anio, with the river between
them. Hannibal ascends the right bank of the river to

turn it by its source. Fulvius ascends the left bank watch-

ing him. Hannibal leaves some Numidians behind, who
cross the river when Fulvius was gone, plunder all the

country round the walls, and then rejoin Hannibal. Hanni-
bal goes round by the sources of the river ; and, as it was
only a little way to Rome, he steals out by night with

three squires to have a look at it, and then takes fright

and returns to Capua. Fulvius follows him ; and Hannibal,

in attempting to surprise his camp on the road, is sadly
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foiled. He then marches off to vnnter in Lucania ; and

Fulvius rejoins Appius before Capua. This is beneath criti-

cism ; but I observe that the story of Fulvius being too

cunning for Hannibal is given by Livy at the assault of

the Roman lines before Capua, and is probably as true of

one as of the other. Again, the line of retreat here indicated

is by the Latin road ; the ascending the Anio shows this,

and is inconsistent M^ith the retreat by Reate,

Cselius Antipater had expressly given Hannibal's advance

upon Rome thus :

—

From Campania into Samnium, and thence to the Pelig-

nians, that is, by the present great road up the Vulturnus

to Venafro ; thence by Isernia and Castel di Sangro to the

Five Mile plain ; then passing by Sulmo to the Marru-

cinians ; thence by Alba to the Marsians ; thence to Ami-

ternum and Foruli : from Amiternum, by Cutiliae, Reate,

and Eretum, upon the Anio.

What a confusion ! which neither Nauta nor Prinsterer

meddle with. The road from Sulmo to Amiternum is

simple enough ; descending along the Gizio to the Aterno

or Pescara at Popoli, thence ascending to the high upland

plain by Navelli and Citta Retenga, and so by Aquila to

Amiternum, S. "Vittorino. But conceive a man,—to say no-

thing of an army in a hurry,—going down from Popoli to

Chieti, then turning back to Sulmona, and going over by

the Forchetta to Celano, and thence by Rocca di Mezzo into

the valley of Aquila. All this folly arises from the untimely

correction where the MS. gives corruptly in Marrucinos,

Martinos, Martianos, Maceranos, &c. Caelius supposed

that Hannibal, instead of descending from Sulmo towards

Popoli, turned to his left, and crossed the mountains by

the Forchetta" to Cilano, and thence either by Rocca di

Mezzo over the mountains to Aquila, or else by the Cico-

23 At Raiano. This is still a carriageable road. Keppel Craven calls the

pass, Furca Camso.
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lano, and down the valley of Tornimparte. Instead of Mar-
rueinos, the better correction would be Marrubios, or Mar-

ruvios ; the people ofMarruvium, aPelignian town on the

E. or S.E. shore of the lake Fucinus.

According to Polybius, Hannibal, five days after his

arrival befoi^e Capua, left his fires burning at night, and set

off after supper. He marched by vigorous and uninterrupted

marches through Samnium, always exploring and preoccupy-

ing the ground near the road with his advanced guard

:

and whilst all at Rome were thinking only of Capua, he

suddenly crossed the Anio, and encamped at a distance of

not more than four miles from Rome. He intended the

next day to assault the city ; but the consuls with their

two newly raised legions encamped before the walls. He
then gives up the assault, and sets about plundering the

country and burning the houses in all directions. After

this, (how long after is not said, nor why, but we must

suppose after Fulvius had arrived from Capua,) the consuls

advance boldly, and encamp within ten stadii of Hanni-

bal. Then Hannibal, having filled his army with plunder,

and thinking that his diversion must now have taken

effect at Capua, commenced his retreat. But the bridges

over the Anio had been broken down ; and in fording the

river he was attacked and sustained some loss : his cavalry

however served him so well, that the Romans returned to

their camp, airpaKToi. He continued his march hastily,

which the enemy thought was through fear; so they followed

him close, but keeping to the higher grounds. He was

moving in haste upon Capua; but on the fifth day of his

retreat, learning that the Romans there were still in their

lines, he halted to wait for his pursuers, and turning upon

them attacked their camp by night, and stormed it. The
Romans rallied by daybreak on a steep hill which he could

not force ; so he would not wait to besiege them, but
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marched through Apulia and Bruttium, and nearly suc-

ceeded in surprising Rhegium.

Again what a narrative ! with no details of time or

place, jumping at once from a five days' march from Rome
into Apulia, and merely implying that Hannibal's retreat

was on the right bank of the Anio. But this mention of

the Anio, connected with the expression "marching through

Samnium," seems to show that Polybius, like Caelius, made

Hannibal advance by a circuitous route upon Rome, and

not by the Latin road.

The season of the year must have been early according

to the Roman calendar, not later than April, whatever that

was by true time ; because the levy of the two city legions

was only half-finished. But unless the Roman calendar was

at least two months behind true time, how could Hannibal

have passed such defiles as that of Rocca, Vail' Osuira ; or

such passes as those between Isernia and Castel di Sangro?

Would not the snow have covered the ground at such a

season ?

END OF VOL. III.

ERRATUM.

Page 13, 1. 11, /or Lucina, read Luceria.

Gilbert & Rivington, Printers, St. John's Square, London.
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